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Thesis Title: The Orlando Furioso in Print, 15161542: An Historical Study 

and a Descriptive Bibliography . 

Abstract 

The aim of this dissertation is to reconstmct the history of Ludovico 

Ariosto's Orlando Fiirioso as a material object from the editio princeps of 

1516 to Gabriele Giolito's edition of 1542. The analysis is based on the 

physical evidence derived from the direct examination of extant copies of 

the thirty-six editions that appeareci during the period under consideration. 

My prirnary concem is the evolution of the forma1 presentation of the 

Fiuioso, and specifically the physical features of format, layout, illustration, 

decoration, and size and styles of type. The Introduction sets out the 

me thodological bases of the dissertation, namely histoncal bibf iograp hy for 

Part 1, and analytical and descriptive bibliography for Part II; it also provides 

a survey of previous work on the subjed. Although I have drawn to some 

extent on these pnor studies, the application of Anglo-Amencan 



bibliographical techniques to the early editions of the Furioso represents an 

original contribution to the scholarship on Ariosto's work. 

The five sections of Part 1 examine the major phases in the physical 

history of the Furioso to 1542: the three editions published in Ferrara 

during Anosto's lifetime; the commercial success achieved by the work 

from 1524 to 1531; the fkst ülustrated editions by Nicolb Zoppino; the other 

much-imitated formula, inaugurated by Francesca Bindoni and Maffeo 

Pasini in 1535, of including commentaries designed to aid the reader; 

Giolito's integration of illustration and commentary, and the consequent 

redefinition of the Furioso's physical form. Part II is a descriptive 

bibliography of the thirty-six editions examined. It is designed to provide a 

detailed, t e h i c a l  basis for Part 1, and it also fundions independently as a 

standard against which copies in addition to those examined here may be 

analyzed. The dissertation includes a short list of the editions and a 

glossary of bibliographical terms. 
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Introduction 

Premises 

Non c'P manuale di storia letteraria che possa, 

per Venezia e per tutta Italia, sostituire gli 

Annali di Gabriel Gialito del Bongi. 

(Car10 Dionisotti, "La letteratura italiana 

neli'eta del concilio di Trento" 197). 

Salvatore Bongi's Atirlali di Gabriel Giolifo de' Ferruri da Tririo di 

Monferrato, stampatore in Ve~iezia stands as one of the outstanding 

achievernents of nineteenth-century bibliographical scholarship.' 

Dionisotti, cited above, does not overestimate the importance of this work 

to Italian literary history, for it describes and analyzes the production of one 

of the most prolific publishers of vernacular texts in the sixteenth century. 

Gabriele Giolito's career spanned four decades, from 1538 to 1578, and 

during this period his press in Venice put out 876 editions, securing for 

him an influential role in the diffusion of Etalian literature.' The 

cornerstone of his catalogue, as is apparent from even a cursory reading of 

Bongi's annals, was Ludovico Arioste's Orlundo Fil rioso, which he 

published early in his career in 1542, and reprinted twenty-seven times 

over the next two decades. This fact is not in itself exceptional, since the 

Furioso, one of the most popular texts of the Renaissance, enjoyed an 



enorrnous publishing success in Cinquecento that saw it printed 154 times 

by numerous firms.' The singular character of Giolito's editions, however, 

is made evident by an examination of any extant copy of the original 

quarto, the mode1 copied by aLl successive editions, whidi reveais a 

complex typographical product: the text of the Furioso is set in a distinctive 

italic font, at the head of each canto is a fine woodcut illustration, a series of 

critical commentaries and glossaries designed to faditate reading are 

appended to the poem, and the book includes leîters from Giolito and 

Ludovico Dolce, his editor, extoliing the Wtues of the edition. 

Furthemore, the layout of the pages and the quality of the presswork serve 

to integrate these various elements into a balanced and harmonious 

design. This physical presentation of the Furioso reflects both a clear 

understanding of the text and its intended readership, and a thorough 

masterv of typographical techniques, and it invites a fundamental question: 

Did Giolito simply follow, or at most adapt, the formal conventions 

established by previous editions, or did he introduce an innovative way of 

printing the Furioso? 

The present dissertation is an attempt to answer this question. It 

aims to reconstmct the history of the F w i o s o  as a rnaterial object from the 

edit io pririceps of 1516 to Giolito's edition of 1542. My analysis is based on 

the physical evidence derived from the direct examination of extant copies 

of the thirty-six editions that appeared during the period under 

consideration.' The primary concern here is the evolution of the formal 

presentation of the Ftirioso, and consequently the focus is on the physical 

features of format, layout, illustration, decoration, and typefaces. 

The methodology that has been adopted is derived from Anglo- 

Arnerican bibliography, specifically historical bibliography for Part 1, and 



analyticai and descriptive bibliography for Part II. The theoretical premises 

and the methodological procedures of these disaplines are expiained in 

section 2 of this Introduction, along with their particular application in the 

dissertation. The thkd section is a survey of previous bibliographical work 

on the Furioso. Although 1 have drawn to some extent on these p i o r  

studies, the application of Anglo-Amencan bibliographical techniques to 

the early editions of the Fzvioso represents an original contribution to the 

scholarship on Ariosto's poem. 

Part I is a study of the Furioso' s physical history fr om 1516 to 1542. 

The analysis is founded on the evidence set forth in Part II, which is 

integrated with information from published sources-on printing, 

publishing, and other aspects of book history. Although the main concern 

is with the forma1 aspects of the books examined, attention is paid to 

paratexts when they serve to illuminate the material changes undergone by 

the poem.' Five major phases in the forma1 evolution of the Furioso have 

emerged from my research, each corresponding to a particular model for 

presenting the poem in typographical form: the three editions published in 

Ferrara during Ariosto's lifetime; the commercial success achieved by the 

work from 1524 to 1531; the f is t  illustrated editions by Nicolb Zoppino in 

the 1530s, which established a model for the Fiirioso often copied by other 

printers; the other much-itnitated formula, inaugurated by Francesco 

Bindoni and Maffeo Pasini in 1535, of including commentaries designed to 

aid the reader; Giolito's integration of illustration and commentary, and 

the consequent redefinition of the Furioso's physical form. Each of these 

phases is treated in a separate sedion. 

Part II is a descriptive bibliography of the thirty-six editions that 

appeared during the period in question. It is founded on the evidence that 



resulted from the direct examination of copies of these editions; this 

research was camed out in the Itdian and North American libraries listed 

in Part II, section 1.4.6 The evidence was collected and analyzed utilizing 

the techniques of analytical bibliography, and it was then organized and 

presented according to the conventions of descriptive bibliography. The 

principal techniques and conventions adopted are outlined in the 

Introduction which opens Part [I, and this is followed by a short list of the 

editions providing the essential publication data as well as the format. The 

third section consists of the thirty-six entries, one for each edition, ordered 

chronologically. 

Part II serves three functions. First, it is the technical basis for the 

historical study developed in Part 1. Second, it can also be used 

independently as a standard against which copies in addition to those 

exarnined here may be checked; in this regard, it can serve a variety of 

purposes other than those specific to this dissertation, including, for 

example, the textual one of providing a foundation on which to build a 

description of the ideal copy of any of the editions shidied.' Third, and 

most importantly, Part II also stands on its own as a technical, empirical 

study of the material evolution of the Fcirioso, and its chronological, 

edition-by-edition account is in itself a highly detailed history which 

parallels the narrative one provided in Part 1. This last function is 

premised upon an "understanding of descriptive bibliography as history, as 

a genre of historical writing" (Tanselle, "A Descriptiontt 25).$ As G. Thomas 

Tanselle explains, a bibliography is not simply "a Listing of points for 

identification but a historical account, partly biography and partly a 

segment of publishing history (which itself encompasses the arts of 

bookmaking as well as economic and intelledual history); bibliographies 



are histones and . . . like al1 histories, they attempt to offer coherent 

readings of the past" ("A Sample" 11). The notion that descriptive 

bibliography is a form of historical scholarship is the chief underlying 

conception of Part II, and it has been a determining factor in the manner in 

which the research was carried out and set forth. 

The Illustrations section at the end of the dissertation contains 

reproductions taken from the copies e~arnined.~ niese are meant to 

supplement both the discussion in Part 1 and the descriptive bibliography 

in Part II." Given the nature of the subject matter, this section also 

represents another account, the third and in a sense the most direct, of the 

evolution of the Fzcrioso's physical form; consulted independently of the 

other two, it offers a visuai synthesis of the formal development of the 

poem. The Illustrations section has been organized with this tunction in 

mind: the reproductions are arranged according to the chronogical order of 

the entries, to which they are keyed, and multiple reproductions taken 

from the same book appear in the same sequence as found therein. In the 

choice of reproductions, I privileged the significant or distinctive parts of 

the books studied: the title-page and colophon, ail illustrations, the 

beginning of sections (headtitles, first page of paratexts), letters to the 

reader. In order to give a better idea of the overall design and layout of the 

editions, 1 also included, whenever possible, examples of text pages, usually 

two-page openings, since that is the basic unit of layout. Beyond this, 1 

included in their proper place, and again whenever possible, reproductions 

of any other pages discussed in the body of the dissertation. Following the 

main run pertaining diredly to the editions covered in the descriptive 

bibliography-that is, after figure 274-there are a number of reproductions 



of other editions, which are cited in the dissertation for comparative 

purposes. 

I have induded, after Part II, a glossary of the bibliographical terms 

used in the thesis. 

This dissertation does not treat the readings of the editions. It is a 

work of historical bibliography which employs the procedures of analytical 

and descriptive bibliography to study the forma1 development of the 

Furioso; textual bibliography and textual criticism, therefore, remain 

outside of its scope of enquiry." A study of the textual status of the editions 

would involve issues too different from the ones dealt with here, and the 

amount of material to analyze-considering the complexities and length of 

the text of the Furioso and the number of editions-is too vast to warrant 

inclusion. Furthemore, the texts of the editions published in Ferrara 

under the supervision of Ariosto, especially that of the definitive 1532 

version, have in recent years been the subject of reliable scholarly works, 

and a number of the other early editions have also been accorded some 

attention." I have relied on these studies for an understanding of textual 

issues that pertain to the Fi~rioso during the period in question. 

The underlying premise of the dissertation as a whole is that the 

study of the Furioso's formai presentation is essential to a full 

understanding of the poem 's reception in the Cinquecento. In the last two 

decades, the notion that the material form of books is connected to the 

meaning of the texts they contain has been taken up by both historical and 

literary scholars, who have employed a variety of approaches in their 

exploration of the question." Their work proceeds, however, from the 

cornmon premise that the physical shape of the book is conditioned by, and 

hence ernbodies, the various intentions of the individu& responsible for 



its production (publisher, printer, writers, editos, and illustrators) vis-à-vis 

their preconceived market or readership; the physical appearance of the 

book in turn conditions the meaning that readers derive from the text- 

that is, it affects the interpretation of the text. The book, in short, is the site 

of complex mediations, and it is necessary to study its form in order to shed 

light on the modes of its reception. 

These views bear diredly on the study of the reception of the 

Furioso, one of the most popular works of the Renaissance. Scholars have 

long examined the critical interpretations of Ariosto's poem in the 

sixteenth century, its influence on literary works and genres, and its 

fortunes at the hands of artists." But it is a fact of its wide popularity that 

its readership cut across social and cultural classes, including those that Ieft 

no testimony of their response to the text. As Javitch states, "we have 

virtually no record of how Ariosto's unlearned audience responded to the 

poem" (169). We do, however, have copies of the books these readers used, 

and to study them in sequence-to study the physical form of the Furioso 

as it evolves through successive editions-is to trace not o d y  the changes 

in the typographical presentation of the text, but also the changes in the 

ways in which it was read. 

This dissertation does not engage the question of reception directly, 

nor does it attempt to analyze changes in reading practices. If the premise is 

true that in the study of the reception of the Furioso it is crucial to 

undentand its physical history, then it is also tme that such a study must be 

built on a valid empirical foundation. The physical history of Ariosto's 

work, therefore, must first be reconstructed on the basis of the surviving 

copies: the evidence must be identified, analyzed, interpreted, organized, 

and presented in a coherent whole. That is the objective of the dissertation. 



Bibliographical M ethodology 

As was explained in the preceding section, this dissertation traces the 

history of the Furioso as a physical objed from 1516 to 1542 on the basis of 

the evidence derived frorn the examination of extant copies of the editions 

that appeared during this period. Both its objective and methodology, 

therefore, place it within the Anglo-American tradition of bibliographical 

studies, a field of scholarship which ~ e n t l y  includes a number of inter- 

related sub-disciplines. In order to danfy the application of bibliographical 

method in this study, it is necessary to survey and define these branches of 

bibliography . 
Anglo-American bibliography can be simply and accurately defined 

as "the study of books as material objects" (Greg, "Bibliography" 24). It has 

evolved over the course of the last century into a field of scholarship that 

encompasses several sub-divisions, namely analytical, enurnerative, 

descriptive, textual, and historical bibliography.15 The original motivation 

behind its development was textual. Faced with the problem of 

establishing the texts of those sixteenth- and seventeenth-century works- 

and in particular Shakespeare's plays-which had survived only, or for the 

most part, in printed books, nineteenth-century scholars realized that 

usehl information and insights might result from the analysis of how the 

processes by which those books had been produced had affected the texts 

they carried.I6 This approach bore huit in the f i s t  half of the twentieth 

century, when "a great triumvirate of [English] bibliographical scholars, A. 

W. Pollard, R. B. McECerrow, and W. W. Greg, led many others to see the 



connection between the physical and intelledual aspects of books" 

(Tanseile, "Description" 11). It was the work of these scholars, Ïnotivated 

in large part by an interest in establishing the texts of Elizabethan and 

Jacobean plays" (Tanselle, "Description" Il), that laid the foundations for 

what came to be c d e d  analytical, or critical, bibliography," which is chiefly 

concerned with examining and analyzing p ~ t e d  books as artefacts, as 

"products of a partidar manufachiring or teduiical process" (Greetham, 

Textual Scholarship 7). Analytical bibliography "involves the 

consideration of al1 those stages of printing (from paper, ink, and type 

manufacture to the habits of the compositor, the presswork, the binding, 

and so on) that might tell us something about how the text reached its 

present condition" (Greetham, Text iîal Scholarship 7).  

To locate and organize the materials needed for his work, the 

analytical bibliographer relies on enurnerative, or systematic, bibliography. 

This refen to the arrangement and listing of the relevant books and 

documents, or more precisely, "the listing of the salient bibliogra p hical 

details about a particular group of books which have some kind of CO- 

ordinating feature" (Stokes 17). The results of the examination and 

analysis of the books in question are set forth according to the conventions 

of descriptive bibliography: "It is, therefore, the basic function of a 

descriptive bibliography to present al1 the evidence about a book which can 

be determined by analytical bibliography applied to a matetial object" 

(Bowers 34) . ' 9 t  was an American scholar, Fredson Bowers, who in his 

Pririciples of Bibliogrnphicaf Descript ion codified descriptive bibliography 

into a highly ngorous methodological system, "consolidating what had 

gone before and adding to it" (Tanselle, "Description" 13); the Principles 



remains the standard authority in the field, and has been used as the basis 

for the descriptive procedures employed in Part II of this dissertation.I9 

Bibliographicai research, undentood in the traditional sense, leads to 

textual bibliography, defined as "the employment of the technical 

information derived from analytid or descriptive bibliography in diarting 

and evaluating the effed of the technical history on the text itself" 

(Greetham, Textual Scholarship 8). The ultimate aim, therefore, of the 

bibliographical tradition sponsored by Greg, PoUard, McKerrow, and 

Bowers is textual scholanhip, which Creetham defines cogently as "the 

reconstruction of an author'ç intended text andlot the production of a 

cntical edition displaying this intention or some other version of the text" 

(Textual Scholnrship 8).20 In the final analysis, the bibliographer's "concem 

with printed books as physical objects is in order that the text contained 

within them may be more effectively understood" (Stokes 5). 

The text-centred view of bibliographical studies was the dominant 

one until at least the 19605, with the significant consequence that the 

branch of the field designated histoncal bibliography was, in essence, 

marginalized. Stokes's definition of this branch is basically valid: 'The 

area where there has been least argument in the definition of bibliography 

is that of 'historical bibliography'. This has generally been seen to be a 

neatly circumscribed area devoted to the history of the book and there, 

broadly speaking, the matter has rested" (137). What is not apparent from 

Stokes's cornments, however, is that the matter rested there primarily 

because Bowers and Greg did not consider historical evidence as central to 

bibliographical practice as they understood it. Publishers' records and other 

types of archival material, advertisements, inscriptions in books, and al1 

other sources of information not stribly related or derived from the book 



as a material object are deemed to be, indeed relegated to being, "collateral" 

evidence, "not truly bibliographical" because not susceptible to the 

evidentiary procedures of analytical bibliography (Bowers 32-33). While 

collateral evidence may hold some intrinsic interest, and may perhaps 

prove usefd in resolving questions of dating and other such matters, it is 

in the end unnecessary to the serious bibliographer, who in his efforts to 

elucidate the transmission of the texts of printed books can and must 

derive al1 his evidence from the books thernselve~.~~ Indeed, Bowers does 

not consider historical bibliography to be bibliography at all: "A tme 

bibliography is ptimarily an analytical bibliography" (34)?' 

Over the course of the last thuty years, Anglo-American bibliography 

has undergone a hndamental change, one which can be characterized as 

the gradua1 repositioning of historical bibliography from the margins of the 

discipline to the centre. This change has stemmed from the growing 

reaiization that "the study of books as material or tangible objects has a far 

wider range of applications than Greg or Bowers envisaged", applications 

outside of the narrow focus of textual criticism (Feather, "Cross-Channel 

Currents" 1-2). There has been, in short, a tuming away from analytical 

bibliography and "a shift to what is usefully summed u p  as The History of 

the Book"' (Davison, "Introduction" 5).'3 The growing acceptance of the 

view that "historical bibliography is as much a part of historical studies in 

general as it is of bibliographical studies" (Stokes 155), has been 

accompanied by the recognition that the purpose of bibliography should 

therefore be the study of books within al1 the social, economic, political, 

technological, aesthetic, and cultural contexts which have shaped and have 

been shaped by print. This new understanding of the function of historical 

bibliography has Ied book scholan to explore the various areas related to 



the production, distribution and reception of printed books-from 

publishing, printing, and bookselling, to ceworship, advertising, the design 

of books, and reading practice~.~' 

The broadening of the scope of Anglo-American bibliographical 

studies has been motivated by several factors, but the most important one 

is undeniably the influence of histoire du lime, the French tradition of 

book s t~d ies .*~  Histoire du livre "has been the bibliographical branch of the 

Annales school of history, which rejected the histoire événement iel 1 e of 

kings, wars, prime ministers, and revolutions and emphasized the study of 

economic, social, and socio-psychological phenornena instead. One of the 

founders of this school was the great French historian Lucien Febvre and, 

for the history of the book, the founding text is L'Apparition du livre 

written by Henri-Jean Martin under Febvre's direction (Shaw, "La 

bibl iolog ie" 209)? The French approach to books studies is characterized by 

a basic concem with the role of books in fostering historical change-with 

the impact of the printed word on society, religion, and culture in 

general-and it relies for the most part on evidence derived trom archiva1 

sources." 

The influence of histoire dic livre on historical bibliography has not, 

however, eliminated the fundamental theoretical and methodological 

differences that distinguish the two disciplines. As Shaw explains, 

[ t  lhe difference in methodology between English bibliography and 

French bibl iologie, as it is sometimes called, is that the English 

method has emphasized the interna1 or archaeological examination 

of the book as evidence for the book and the book trade, whereas the 

French have concentrated on work with archiva1 material to provide 

a social and economic background to the history of the book (209-10) 



Although historical bibliographers have moved into areas 

were traditionally the province of their French colleagues, 

of research that 

and have 

recognized the value of archiva1 materiai, at the basis of their work there 

lies stiU the direct examination of books as physical objects. Whatever theù 

particular field of enquiry, they still draw their primary evidence from the 

material charaderistics of the book28 Anglo-American bibliography has 

abandoned the belief that its primary, and perhaps exclusive, objective 

should be textual criticism, but it has not abandoned the research and 

interpretive methods that were developed in pursuit of that goal, finding 

for thern a wider range of applications. The procedures of analytical 

bibliography, for example, are unparalleled tools for extracting and 

understanding evidence from printed matter, whatever use is resewed for 

that evidence. Similarly, descriptive bibliography, with its unifonn 

terminology and its standardized methods, rcpresents the most developed 

and exact system of reference for books and their components. it is this 

"English concentration on the book as artefacttt (Shaw 210), on the physical 

book as a source of historical evidence, with al1 of its methodologica1 

consequences, that in the end separates historical bibliography and histoire 

d tr  1 ivre. 

The preceding discussion serves to establish the conceptual and 

methodological framework of this dissertation. As stated above (section l), 

Part 1 is an historical account of the evolution of the Fiirioso as a physical 

object from 1516 to 1542. Although this account relies to some extent on 

secondary sources, it is for the most part based on the evidence derived 

€rom the examination of copies of the thirty-six editions produced during 

the period in question; it is, therefore, by definition a work of historical 

bibliography. The examination of the original copies of the Furioso was 



conducted, and the evidence that resulted was interpreted, according to the 

procedures of analytical bibliography; the conclusions were organized in 

close adherence to the methods of descriptive bibliography, and are 

presented in Part LI, section 3.29 As explained above, these two branches of 

bibliography were originally developed to serve textual scholarship. Here, 

they have been used as part of a study not concemed with textual issues; 

rather, they have been placed at the seMce of historical bibliography. 

The use of analytical and descriptive bibliography for non-textual 

purposes is entirely within the range of applications now accorded these 

methodologies as a result of the prirnacy of historical bibliography, and it 

allows for a less restrictive understanding than previously possible of what 

can properly be defined as "a descriptive bibliography". As Greetham 

points out, "conventionally, descriptive bibliography will address the so- 

called ideal copy of the book (that version intended by the printer for 

release after al1 determined corrections had been made)" (Textual 

Scholarsliip 7). This traditional emphasis on ideal copy as the basic aim of 

descriptive bibliography is asserted by Bowers at the outset of his Principles: 

'The concern of the descriptive bibliographer . . . is to examine every 

available copy of an edition of a book in order to describe in bibliographical 

terms the characteristics of an ideal copy of this edition, to distinguish 

between issues and variants of the edition, to explain and describe the 

printing and textual history of the edition, and finally to arrange it  in a 

correct and logical relationship to other editions" (Bowers 6; see 213-23 for 

his detailed discussion of ideal copy). As is evident from Bowen's 

statements, the need to examine every extant copy arises from the 

philological necessity to trace all textual  variant^.^' 



When the purpose of a bibliographical study is not textual critiasm, 

the need to describe ideal copy becomes less crucial, and this is tnie of this 

dissertation, the primary concern of which is the physical form of the 

Furioso. The formal elements of a printed book of the hand-press period 

are not nearly as susceptible to variation within an edition as is the text 

itself: the fundamental physical feature of an edition, the format, cannot 

change from copy to copy; the basic layout generally temains unaltered; 

woodcut illustrations and other elernents can Vary from copy to copy but 

this is much less frequent than the incidence of textual  variant^.^' It was, 

after au, part of typographical praaice in the hand-press period to make 

stoppress corrections, whereas the overail design of the book was 

determined betore printing began and generally not altered thereafter. 

Since the objective here is to trace the physical evolution of the Furioso 

over a period of time in which thirty-six editions were produced, the 

detection of every possible minor variation in form within a single edition 

is less important or necessary than the greater need to identify the changes 

made from edition to edition. These considerations determined the 

general lines along which my research was camed out. The guiding 

principle was to examine, within the limits imposed by practical or 

logistical factors, as many copies as possible of each edition, particularly of 

those editions that introduced significant changes in the presentation of the 

Furioso. For several of the editions, multiple copies were indeed inspected, 

and al1 variations in physical detail duly recorded and analyzed, but most of 

the entries in Part 11, section 3, are not based on the examination of al1 

known copies of the editions.)' The entries are, therefore, not descriptions 

of ideal copy, and consequently Part 11 is not a "descriptive bibliography" in 

the original sense of the tenn as employed by traditional, text-based 



bibliography. The use of the tenn to designate Part 11 of the dissertation, 

however, is justified in view of the fact that the methods of descriptive 

bibliography have here been applied and adapted to serve the aims of 

historical bibliography, an operation fully within the conternporary 

understanding and practice of the discipline as outlined in the preceding 

paragraphs." 

It is evident, therefore, that the two parts of the dissertation are 

methodologically inter-dependent. It should be reiterated, however, that 

while Part II uses the procedures of descriptive bibliography to provide a 

technical basis for Part 1, it also stands independently as a detailed account 

of the material history of the Furioso. Its entries represent "a standard 

against which individual copies can be measured" (Tanselle "Descriptive 

Bibiiography" 21), and they can consequently be made to serve purposes 

other than those specific to this dissertation, including textual ones. 

The application of Anglo-American bibliographical methods to a 

work of Italian literature is not original by any means. In the last two 

decades, the value of these techniques for the analysis of printed books and 

their texts has been recognized with inaeasing frequency by scholars who 

work on Italian topics, as is documented by John Flood and Conor Fahy in 

" Analy tical and tex tua1 bibliography in Germany and 1 taly " (264-69).3' Fa hy 

himself is the most influential figure in this regard, having published a 

number of important articles on the rnethodology of analytical and textual 

bibliography and its potential applications in the study of Italian literature; 

these, along with several case studies of Cinquecento texts, have been 

collected in the volume entitled Saggi di bibliografi  f e s t i ~ l e . ~ ~  He has also 

made a signifiant contribution to the bibliographical history of the F ii r io so 

with Le~cOrlando Furioso» del 2532: Profi10 d i  unn edizione, an 



exhaustive account of the material, 

edition, and one which has been of 

historical, and textual 

use here (see entry 18, 

aspects of that 

note 1). My most 

important debt, however, is to Neil Hams's Bibliografi dellN ««Orlando 

Innarnornto>>. First, 1 have drawn much from Harris's bibliographical and 

archiva1 research on those printers and publishers that produced editions 

of Ariosto as well as Boiardo. Second, the descriptive bibliography in the 

first volume, "compiled in strict accordance with Bowers's Principles" 

(Flood and Fahy 264), was an invaluable point of reference for the 

bibiiographical entries here. M d ,  Hams divided the Bibliografin into two 

parts, one historical and the other bibliographical, and this is the structural 

mode1 adopted in this dissertation. 



3 

Bibliographica 1 Scholarship on the Furioso 

This section considen prior work on the bibliographical aspects of the 

Furioso, as well as the present state of scholarship on the subject. My 

intention is to show how the dissertation stands in relation to the more 

significant among existing studies, taking into account both its debts toward 

those studies and the fundamental differences in method between them, 

which allow it to f iU  certain lacunae in the field. ! have divided the section 

into two parts: the fint examines those works of an essentially 

enurnerative nature designed to organize the history of the Furioso's 

editions into some coherent order, and it Uicludes both simple catalogues 

and more descriptive listings; the second part examines research in other 

areas of book history, and to a lesser degree literary studies, that deals with 

the physical history of Ariosto's poem. 

3.1 The Bibliographical Tradition 

The history of bibliographical work on the F icrioso begins with 

Giovan Mario Crescimbeni, one of the founders and the first 'custode 

generale' of the Accademia delllArcadia. In the original edition of his 

fstoria della voZgnr poesia (1698), generally considered the first history of 

Italian literaturer3 Crescimbeni provides a list of five editions of the 

Fitrioso that include critical commentary, the earliest of which is Giolito's 

1555 quarto; for each one he gives only the basic information: publisher, 

date, format, and a description of the paratexts (322-27). A more extensive 



List comprising 74 editions was compiied by Pier Caterino Zeno and 

published as the "Catalogo dell'edizioni migliori di questo poema" in 

Orlandini's 1730 folio of Ariosto's works. Zeno includes several sixteenth- 

century editions, including eight published before 1543," but his 

descriptions are not any more detailed than those of Crescimbeni, and they 

include several errors? This catalogue, however, became the source for 

the listings of Furioso editions that were published after it in the 

eighteenth cenhiry, usually as part of works of literary emdition: for 

example, Fontanini's Bibl ioteca del2 ' Eloquenza ltal iana, (1.26148); 

Quadrio's Della storia e della ragione d 'ogni poesia (4.2.5W1); 

Mazzuchelli's Gli scrittori d 'ltalia (1.1069-79); Baruffaldi's La vitn di M .  

Lodovico Arios to (297-307); Panzer's Annal es typographici (7.5).39 In these 

works Zeno's list is usually copied outright, mistakes and all, the authors 

limiting themselves to the addition of a few editions; these successive 

accretions do result in a relative extension of the original list, but at the end 

of the Settecento the empirical knowledge of the Furioso's printing history 

remained fragmentary at best, and was undermined by the general failure 

to examine the copies directly and by the lack of reliable bibliographical 

methods. In spite of these limitations, this phase of the bibliographical 

tradition, related for the most part to literary historiography and founded 

on a single source, did establish a basis for further research. 

In the nineteenth century, one of the great ages of book collecting, 

bibliographical knowledge of the Furioso benefitted from the proliferation 

of catalogues designed to serve the increasing nuinber of bibliophiles.'* 

The famous colledor Gaetano Melzi devotes a good part of his Bibliografza 

dei romanzi e poerni romanzeschi d'ltulia,il which appeared in 1829, to a 

chronological listing of the editions of Ariosto's poem, covering the entire 



period from the princeps to the 1820s (60423,272-78). Based on Melzi's 

own colledion and others in Milan, as well as on the catalogues of other 

collections, this list is more extensive than its eighteenth-century 

predecessors, and the entries more detailed; the actual descriptions of the 

editiow, however, are uneven, sketchy, and often vague and inexact. 

Considerably more accuracy in found in Antonio Panizzi's "Bibliographical 

Notices", limited to the period before 1551 and, more importantly, based on 

copies he inspected per~onally.'~ The "Notices" were absorbed into the 

second edition of Melzi's' Bibliografi, published in 1838 and revised by P. 

A. Tosi, who added some minor corrections, and numerous errors, to the 

original material provided by both Melzi and Panizzi (see 100-86 for the 

Furioso). Tosi was in turn copied closely, errors and all, by the bookseller 

Ulisse G ~ i d i ' ~  in his Annnli of Arioste's poem, and Guidi's relatively 

minor additions-mainly the prices that certain copies fetched at auction- 

were then incorporated by Tosi into the last revision of Melzi's B ibl iogra fia 

(1865, see 23-72). There was also reciprocal borrowing between these works 

and the various editions of Brunet's Manitel published during the same 

period? 

The nineteenth-century catalogues of the Furioso were designed 

primady to satisfy the requirements of collecton and book dealers, and 

their main concern was the rarity and condition of specific copies rather 

than the printing history of the poern. They often lack transcriptions of the 

title and colophon, a list of contents, and at times even the format of the 

copies they describe, but thay are always careful to record the prices paid for 

them at auction. These works augmented the amount of bibliographical 

information on the Furioso and reflected a basic improvement over their 

eighteenth-cenhiry predecessors, usually reducible to the greater detail of 



their descriptions of the books, but the la& of a clear, rigorous methodology 

b i t s  their value to modem bibliographical research." 1 have cited them 

in the entries in Part II for their use in the study of the provenance of 

particular copies, especially when 1 examined those copies.46 

A third phase in the bibliographical study of the Furioso seemed to 

have been inaugurated by Giuseppe Agnelli and Giuseppe Ravegnani's 

Annali delle edizioni ariosfee, a two-volume author bibliography 

published in 1933. It was meant to provide a single descriptive listing of ail 

the editions of Arioçto's works up to the 1920s. It includes entries for 361 

complete editions of the Furioso. The bibliographical descriptions are more 

detailed than anything seen before, each entry providing a full 

transcription of the titie-page and colophon, a list of contents, and a 

statement of the format, foliation, and signatures. In short, the A nnali 

appears to have overcome the limitations and inadequacies of the 

bibliographical catalogues of the previous two centuries. The fad, 

however, is that the ~ n n a l i ' ~  suffers from many of the same problems and, 

from the perspective of modern bibliographical methodology, is 

fundamentally unreliable. 

The validity of the A ri n a l i  as a bibliographical work is compromised 

in three ways. First, it does not include al1 the known editions of Ariosto's 

various works, and this fact was noticed by the first reviewers, who 

invariably provided examples of other editions along with  correction^.^' 

This fault is easily forgiven, for the scope of the undertaking was large, and 

the practical problems to be faced daunting, although Avanzi notes that 

several copies in major and easily accessible European libraries are not 

listed in the Antzali. Secondly, the work is impaired by fundamental 

deficiencies of method. The authors were librarians of the Biblioteca 



Ariostea in Ferrara, and based their research on its extensive Anosto 

collection; however, they usually did not personally examine copies of 

editions not present in their library, relying instead on many of the 

catalogues listed above, thereby repeating their e r r o r ~ . ~ ~  (The use of the 

phrase "edizione rarissima" at the beginning of most entries also recalls 

these previous works). Another problem is their failure, when they üst 

multiple copies of the çame edition, to specify which was the basis for their 

description. Ln addition, their analysis, or rather, their comments about 

types are entirely impressionistic. As the English bibliographer Dennis 

Rhodes put it, "this bibliography is useless on questions of typography" 

('The printer" 13). 

If their methodological incoherence can for the most part be 

qualified by the state of bibliographical studies in Italy at the time of their 

c~rnpi la t ion,~~ the third basic problem with the Annali,  its fundamental 

la& of rigour, cannot be excused. There are errors on virtually every page. 

It is not rare to find transcriptions of title-pages which place the line breaks 

incorrectly and fail to distinguish between upper and lowercase letters, or 

statements of foliation that fail to correspond to statements of signing, or 

content lists that give the incorrect leaf numbers. This high rate of error 

undermines whatever bibliographical value the An  na1 i may have 

possessed within their limitation of method and coverage.'' Although 

more extensive and seeminglv more systematic than the catalogues that 

came before, the A n  na1 i are in effect the culmination of that tradition, 

sharing the same faults and limitations. In this dissertation, 1 have used 

them for the provenance of individual copies when no other source was 

available. 



The conditions necessary for a bibliography of the Furioso that is 

more complete, up-to-date, and methodologically sound than the An na l i  

have graduaily been created in the six decades since its publication. The 

preliminary work of tabuiating a reliable List of extant copies and 

identifying their location has been facilitated by the appearance of union 

catalogues such as the Le edizioni italiane del XVI secolwbased on the 

collections of several hundred Italian libraries-and by new, reliable 

reference works for the history of printing and publishing in Italy.s2 More 

importantly, the actual analysis and description of the books can now be 

camed out with unprecedented rigour by applying the techniques, fully 

developed, of Anglo-American bibliography. To date, however, no such 

study of the Furioso has appeared. Part II of this dissertation undertakes to 

fiil1 the gap by providing a descriptive bibliography that covers the first 

phase of the poem's long typographical history. 

3.2 Scholarship on the Physical History of the Furioso 

It is a cornmonplace of critical studies that examine the reception of 

the Orlando Fttrioso in the Cinquecento to point to the great success it 

enjoyed in the publishing world as proof of its widespread pop~larity. '~ 

These studies, however, invariably limit themselves to stating that 

numerous editions were printed, and then they refer the reader to Agnelli 

and Ravegnani for further information. Thete has in fact been relatively 

little work on the forma1 aspects of the sixteenth-century editions of the 

Furioso, and only one attempt to trace its physical history throughout the 

course of the century. Giuseppina Furnagalli's La forfuna dell' Orlando 



Furioso in Italin ne1 secolo XVI, published in 1912, is a detailed study of the 

critical, literary, artistic, and popuiar reception of the poem, and it aiso 

devotes a first chapter to a survey of the editions that appeared during the 

century (17-56)?' This chapter is a general survey that concentrates on the 

pubiishers and editon of the poem, but attention is also paid to the formal 

features of the editions, and the pages which specifically treat the period 

covered by this dissertation idenhfy the basic trends in the use of formats 

and typefaces (20-29). Aside frorn its general character, FumagaK's analysis 

is ümited by the fact that the author evidently examined ody  a few of the 

editions-Bindoni and Pasini's 1525 and 1535 octavos, Zoppino's 1530 

quarto, and Giolito's 1542 quarto-and relies for her knowledge of the 

others on Ferrazzi and Guidi, whose faults were identified in the preceding 

section. Fumagalli's work, however, did serve as a useful prelirninary 

guide for my research.j5 

The field of bibliography has made some important contributions io 

the subject in the last decade. The most significant is Conor Fahy's 

definitive bibliographical study of L'ccûrfando Fiîrioso>> del 1532, which 

also includes a section on Blado's 1533 edition; Fahy also provides an 

excellent account of the other two Ferrara editions in "L'autore in 

tipografia"; two articles by Neil Harris, "Una aggiunta agli annali di G. A. 

Scinzenzelef' and "Nicolb Garanta" include descriptions of Furioso 

editions produced by those publishers. I have drawn much from ihese 

studies, al1 founded on the methods of analytical bibliography, and they are 

cited in the relevant sections of the dis~ertation.'~ 

The illustrations included in many of the editions of Ariosto's poem 

have received scarce attention from scholars. Bellocchi and Fava's 

L 'interpretazione grafica del1 'Orlando Furioso is useful for its 108 large 



reproductions, but the analysis of this material in the introduction is 

cursory and deals only briefly with the editions studied here (see 11-17 and 

figs. 1-MI). The treatment of illustrations is more sophisticated in Hofer's 

article on "Illustrated Editions of 'Orlando Furioso"', but again, there is 

little on the period covered by the dissertation (27-31); similarly, Falaschi's 

article on Valvassori's 1553 illustrations of the poem contains an 

authoritative but brief discussion of the woodcuts in the Zoppino and 

Giolito editions (227-231). Finally, Petrucci Nardelli's study of the 

historiated initials used by Giolito lists and desaibes the set found in his 

1542 Furioso (La letteriz e l'immagine 20-24). It was in part to rectify this 

inattention to one of the basic aspects of the formal presentation of 

Ariosto's poem that 1 prepared a detailed description of the series of 

woodcuts in the Zoppino and Giolito editions (entries 25a and %a). '' 
Finally, two recent studies on subjects related to the Furioso discuss 

its physical characteristics. Marina Beer's Romanzi di cavalleria is an 

exhaustive study of the evolution of chivalric literature €rom the 

Quattrocento to the Cinquecento. I t  offers a detailed analysis of the genre's 

various reading publics and their complex interdependence with the 

publishing world, and, rnost importantly, it traces the effed of the F irrioso 

on this dynamic. 1 have relied a good deal on Beer for my understanding of 

these issues. She often refers to the formats and typefaces used in editions 

of Ariosto's poem, and while her comments are hndamentally valid, they 

do not analyze those physical features in any significant detail; 

furthermore, her knowledge of the publishing history of the work is drawn 

entirely from Agnelli and Ravegnani, and from Fumagalli." Daniel 

javitch, in his study of the processes by which the Furioso was canonized in 

the the sixteenth century, discusses the role played by the manner in which 



publishers "packaged" editions of the poem (Proclainring n Classic 10-14, 

and passim)." However, Javitch's comments on the subject, like Beer's, 

are in the end necessarily cursory, since both studies are, at least in this 

regard, Limited by the lack of a reliable bibliographical source for Arioste's 

poem. 

There exists, therefore, no comprehensive study of the Furioso's 

physical history based on an extensive examination of extant copies, and 

this dissertation seeks to remedy, at least in part, this lacuna in the 

scholarship on Ariosto. 



NOES TO THE INTRODUCTION 

' On Bongi, see the Dizionario biografico degli Ifdiani 12: 51-54, and 

Letteratura italinnn: Gli Autori 1: 324. On the Annali, see Quondam, 

"Mercanzia d'onore" 60-61, and "La letterahira in tipografia" 64142. 

' The total number of editions printed by Giolitofs press was calculated by 

Quondam on the basis of Bongi's annals ("Mercanzia" 66). Quondam 

affirms Giolito's cultural influence: "katicamente tutta l'esperienza 

letteraria cinquecentesca passa attraveno I'offiana dei Giolito, in persona e 

in testo" (645). For a detailed discussion of this publisher and his 1542 

edition of the Furioso, see Part 1, section 5. 

This figure refers to the total number of Ml-text editions in Italian, and it 

was calculated by Servello using the data in the second edition of volume 1 

of EDJT16; see note 4 below for the possibility that the total rnight be higher. 

Servello also provides useful tables and graphs illustrating the 

chronological and geographic distribution of Furioso editions to 1600 

("Ancora un Orlando Fttrioso" 17-19). A more detailed statistical survey of 

these editions is by Pace, although her analysis is founded on a less reliable 

empirical base than Servellofs, namely the A n  nali of Agnelli and 

Ravegnani. For a general overview of the poem's success in the sixteenth 

century, see Javitch 10-14. (Servello, Pace and Javitch are discussed below 

in section 3.) 

' Since no translations appeared during this period, the thirty-six editions 

studied here, al1 in Italian, represent a complete record of the poem's early 

history. It  should be stated that the total number of thirty-six for the period, 

like Servello's tally of 154 for the entire Cinquecento, represents the 

editions for which at least one copy has survived; it is possible that there 



were more editions which were actualiy printed, but whose existence is 

now unknown because no copy has corne down to us. The existence of 

such 'lost' editions can sometimes be inferred from documentary evidence, 

and there is some evidence of this nature pointing to two more Furioso 

editions for the period covered by this dissertation (see Part II, Appendix). 

' It should be stated at the outset that, although the term paratext is 

borrowed from the work of the French narratologist Gérard Genette, in this 

dissertation I use it in a restricted sense to refer to d l  those textual elernents 

of an edition other than the poem itself: critical commentaries, glossaries, 

letten to the reader, indices, dedications, etc. For Genette's notion of the 

tern, see Paratexfs. 

m e  section ated is part of the list of abbreviations used in the 

dissertation, and it includes two institutions which I did not visit: the 

British Library in London, and the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. Prof. 

Randall McLeod examined some copies of Furioso at the British Library on 

the basis of notes I prepared, and these copies are recorded in the relevant 

entries of Part II; the BibliothPque Nationale was included in the list for the 

sake of convenience, since references to it are made often in the 

dissertation. 

On the concept of ideal copy, and for a discussion of the textual uses of 

descriptive bibliography, see section 2 below. 

v a n s e l l e  is the major contemporary theoretician of descriptive 

bibliography, and he has expounded on the historical nature of the 

discipline in several publications; see, for example, his "Printing History", 

and also "A Description", where he argues that "Descriptive bibliographers 

. . . do not simply record the details of extant objects; rather, Iike other 



historians, they interpret the evidence in suMving materials for the 

purpose of reconstructing the past" (25). On Tanselle, see section 2 below. 

On the illustrations, their source, and the method of reproduction, see 

the note that opens the List of Illustrations. While the majority of the 

reproductions were made from microfilm or photographs ordered 

specificafly for this dissertation, there are some taken from other sources, 

which are fully documented in the List just mentioned. 

'O In m e n t  bibliographical thought, facsimile reproductions are 

considered usehl supplements but not adequate substitutes for quasi- 

hcsimile transcriptions and other descriptive techniques; for an 

explanation, see Part II, Introduction, section 1.3 and note 9. 

" For the definition of textual bibliography and its relation to textual 

criticism, see section 2. It should be stated that, hom a bibliographical point 

of view, the text, and its variants from edition to edition, are considered a 

physical aspect of the book (see Tanselle, "A Description" 26). 

l 2  See Conor Fahy's bibliographical description of the 1532 edition, 

L 'ccOtlaizdo F itrioso>> del 1532, and specifically 33-91 and 12574 for his 

analysis of textual variants; aithough he adds some corrections and 

clarifications, Fahy confirms the validity of the critical edition of 1960 by 

Debenedetti and Segre; see also Segre's "Nota al Testo" (1243-59) in his 1976 

edition of the Fztrioso. On the 1516 and 1521 editions, and their textual 

relation to the 1532 definitive version, see Casadei, who also provides a 

useful summary of recent work on the three versions of the poem (1147). 

For the editorial practices of printers and their editors in the sixteenth 

century, see Richardon and Trovato; both discuss some of the editions that 



appeared outside of Ferrara, which were d l  published without the 

permission of Ariosto (see Part 1, section 2 on this question). 

l 3  The scholanhip on the material aspects of reception, and more 

specificdly, on the relation between the physical fonn of books and 

meaning, is vast, and I will limit myself to indicating the areas more 

pertinent to my topic. In the field of historical bibliography, D. F. McKenzie 

has produced important work on the implications of typographie 

presentation; see his Bibliography and the sociology of texts, and 

'Typography and Meaning". For a survey of the subject from the 

perspective of histoncal studies, see Damton "What is the History of 

Books?" 131-35, and "First Steps Toward a History of Reading" 18247. For 

an overview of the issue as it relates to textual criticism and literary theory, 

see Greetham (Textuai Scholarship 291-94, 33743), who discusses the work 

of Jerome McGann ( A  Critique of Modern Textual Cntzcisrn) and Randall 

McLeod (i.e., "Fiat Flux", where he affirms that "the identity of poetry is 

deeply conditioned by its bibliographie mediation" (139)). The leading 

theorist of reception is H. R. Jauss; see, for example, "Literary History". 

' On the extensive scholarship on the Ftuioso, particularly as i t  relates to 

its success in the sixteenth century, see section 3. 

'' My overview of bibliography draws considerably from Roy Stokes's T h  e 

Fiinction of Bibliograpliy. After a first chapter on the "Definition of 

Bibliography" (1-15), Stokes traces in detail the evolution of each branch of 

bibliography in a separate chapter, giving a full account of the individuals 

involved, their important works, and the issues and debates that shaped 

that particular area of bibliograp hical adivity . 



l6 For the precursors of analytical bibliography, particularly with reference 

to the editing of Shakespeare, see Tanselle, "Description" 8-11. The 

importance of the status of the Shakesperean texts as a factor in the rise of 

the discipline is generally accepted: "A major stimulus for the 

development of analytical bibliography in the English-speaking world has 

of course been the problernatic transmission of the works of the major 

dramatist, Shakespeare" (Flood and Fahy 259). 

' A detailed account of how the concem for the Shakesperean texts led to 

the development, primarily by Pollard, McKerrow, and Greg, of analytical 

bibliography, is found in Wilson, "Shakespeare and the 'New 

Bibliography"'; for more sucant treatments, see Francis 980, and Feather's 

entry "Bibliography" in h i s  Dictionnry of Book Histoy (28-30). The major 

works of the "tnumvirate" are listed in Tanselle, "Description" 12-13, and 

note 20. 

18 See below for an explanation of how the term descriptive bibliography is 

used in this dissertation. 

" According to Tanselle, Bowers's book "provides a mode1 both for 

thinking about the subject ai large and for handling the multitude of 

individual situations that can arise: it is the central document of its field" 

("Description" 13). For an account of the contribution of Bowers's 

Principles to descriptive bibliography, its reception by bibliographers, and its 

relation to earlier and later developments in the field, see Tanselle, 

"Description" 13-24. In the last thirty years, Tanselle has become the chief 

advocate and interpreter of Bowers's approach to bibliography, and he has 

written a series of articles that refine and extend Bowers's techniques; these, 



dong with other significant contributions to the field, are listed in his "A 

Sample Bibliographical Description" S7. 

'O My understanding of the relationship of Anglo-American bibliography 

to twentieth-century textual studies is based on the detailed account 

provided by Greetham in his Textical Scholarship (4-10, and 323-35). For 

the sake of darity, it should be stated that Greetham uses textual 

scholarship as "the general term for all the activities associated with the 

discovery, description, transcription, editing, glossing, annotating, and 

commenting upon texts. Textual scholarship thus has a wider reference 

than 'textual criticism' (that part of the discipline concerned with 

evaluating and emending the readings of texts)" (2); in a general sense, he 

employs the term to refer to "the historical investigation of texts as both 

artifactual objects and conceptual entities, and the reconstruction of those 

stages in the transmission that have not survived" (ix-x). 

" The categorical force with which Bowers excludes historical 

considerations from the province of bibliography proper is evident in the 

statements he makes in the first chapter of the Principles: "Analytical 

bibliography deals with books and their relations soiely as material objects, 

and in a strict sense has nothing to do with the historical and literary 

considerations of their subject matter or content. The Cindings of analytical 

bibliography may be used to clarify these considerations, but literary history 

or criticism is not itself bibliographical" (31); after stating that the function 

of a descriptive bibliography is the presentaton of the evidence resulting 

from analy tical bibliogra phy, he continues: "Supplementary to this 

pnmary function is the presentation of collateral 'bibliographical' evidence 

without confusion between the two. When this is done in an orderly and 



complete manner, the bibliographer has performed al1 that can properly be 

expected of him. If, thereupon, he wishes to utilize this bibliographical 

material for literary, historical, or critical purposes, he may extend the 

general usefulness of his bibliography. But this extension should not be 

confused with the primary rationale of descriptive bibliography or 

substituted for it" (34). 

The almost exclusive concern with the history of texts persisted until 

relatively recent t h e s ,  as is evident from Philip Gaskell's A N e w  

Introduction to Bibliography, published in 1972, a manual primady 

concerned with the history of book production which "largely supeneded" 

McKerrowts classic entitled An Introduction to Bibliography for Literanj 

Stlrdents (Greetham, Textual Bibliography 332). In his Preface, Gaskell 

declares that his aim is "to elucidate the transmission of texts by explaining 

the processes of book production"; he elaborates his concept of bibliography 

by citing Greg: 'To students of literature and history, bibliography means 

primarily the study of books as material objects. To this Sir Walter Greg 

appended a further definition, calling bibliography the science of the 

transmission of literary documents; and by transmission he meant not only 

the genealogy and relationship of variant texts, but also the evolution of 

particular texts in the processes of their production and reproduction. This 

irnplies, as Greg himself insisted, that the chief purpose of bibliography is to 

serve the production and distribution of accurate tests . . . bibliography's 

overriding responsibilitv must be to determine a text in its most accurate 

fom" (1; the references to Greg are to his Collected Papers 75-88, 207-25, 

239-66). 



'' It should be noted that some scholan did adhere to an understanding of 

historical bibliography that went beyond the restrictive views of Bowers 

and Greg, as exempified in 1. R. Willison's definition of the field: "the 

physical charaderistics of printed books considered in their historical 

aspect, or, more precisely and academically, mass-produced texts as 

tec hnical, commercial and cultural-poli tical artefacts w hich have realised 

and (so to speak) substantiated in history the intention of authors and 

publishers to control opinion, or advance learning, to make money or to 

express sensibility. Histoncal bibliography, in short, is the study of books as 

direct evidence of almost al1 those various movements towards literacy 

and self-determination which have constituted the general history of 

Europe since the Renaissance" (Willison, "Historical bibliography" 300, qtd. 

in Stokes 139). Such views, however, did not prevail throughout most of 

the last half century, a period in which bibliographical pradice and thought 

were dominated by Bowers. On this last point, see Davison 4-5. 

It is generally accepted that the challenge to the primacy of textual 

concerns in bibliographical studies was sparked in 1969 by McKenzie's 

"Printers of the Mind", an article which erpressed strong doubts as to the 

validity of the conclusions produced by the scientific bent in analytical 

bibliographv; it is true, however, that around the same time views similar 

to McKenzie's were set forth by other scholars (see Davison 6, note 6). The 

long and at times acrimonious debate that ensued is sumrnarized, albeit in 

a somewhat partisan manner, by Tanselle ("Issues" 29-31; see also 36 for his 

detailed bibliography of the more significant contributions to the debate). 

Tanselle has becorne the chef apologist for the traditional preeminence of 

analytical and descriptive bibliography in book studies, and has resisied the 



more recent shift towards historical bibliography . W hile accep ting that the 

historical dimension is hndamental to the bibliographical enterprise, he 

has argued, with admirable clarity and cogency, that analytical bibliography 

remains central to hisioncal scholarship because it is able to derive 

otherwise unattainable evidence from what is one of the largest and most 

important classes of artefacts, printed books (see his "Printing History", 

"Description" 24-30, "Sample" 1-2, and "Issues", which best explicates his 

position in the debate). If at times this debate reduces itself to a simple 

quarrel-the analytical bibliographes accusing the book historians of 

ignoring actual, physical books, and the latter castigating what they see as 

the former's sterile obsession with technical minutiae-it has also served 

to define in clear terms the theoretical and methodological foundations of 

the field. For a balanced assessrnent of the entire question, see Davison 4- 

11. 

'' For a survey of the more important contributions to historical 

bibliography that appeared before 1982, see Stokes 137-55, which also 

provides a useful discussion of the renewed understanding of the role of 

this area of book studies and its relationship to bibliographical studies in 

general, and to the Anglo-Amencan tradition in particular. An overview 

of the field, written from the viewpoint of the leading North American 

practioner of histoire dl< livre, is Robert Darnton's essay "What is the 

History of Books?" His "First Steps Toward a History of Reading" narrows 

the focus to reading practices, and both essays record numerous examples of 

the more significant publications. Another account of the development of 

historical bibliography is McKenzie's "History of the Book", which 

supplements and updates (to 1992) the list of contributions found in Stokes 



and Darnton. McKenzie is the most influentid proponent of the extended 

role of bibliography, and has called for "a sociology of the text which 

expands the scope of traditional bibliography and takes the entire culture as 

'text'. . . . [He] has rnoved the center of historical bibüography away from 

the book narrowly conceived (and particularly the book of 'literature') 

towards a consideration of al1 forms of communication in a society" 

(Greetham 338-39). His major statement in this regard is Bibliography and 

the sociology of texts. 

25 Davison states that the turn towards the history of the book "in part 

stems from disenchantement with some of the products of textual analysis, 

and, in part, from admiration for the work of the annales school of 

economic historians" ("Introduction" 5). McKenzie believes that research 

into book-trade archives was instmmental in bringing to light the 

limitations of analytical bibliography vis-à-vis the processes of book 

production ("History of the Book" 294-95). For the influence of 

contemporary t heory on the concepts of evidence, au thonal intention, and 

the nature of the text itself, al1 central to analytical and textual bibliography, 

see Creetham, Textual Scholarship 291-94 and 33546, and also his article 

"Textual Forensics"; it is evident from Greetham's discussion that textual 

criticism, while losing its position as the principal objective of bibliography, 

remains an abiding concern of the discipline. 

'" Febvre and Martin's book, originally published in 1958, was translated 

into English as nie Cornirzg of the Book. 

" For a discussion of 1 'histoire di1 livre, its major practitioners, and its 

influence on Anglo-Arnencan bibliography, see Shaw, "Ln Bibliologie"; 

Greetham, Textual Scholarship 339; Darnton, "What is the History of 



Books?" 107-10; and Feather, "Cross-channel Currents". In the last article, 

published in 1980, the author makes an explicit appeal to bring together the 

approach of French book history with Anglo-American bibliographical 

techniques. 

" For examples of the work done by Anglo-American book scholars in the 

various areas of historical bibliography (i.e., paper, typography, bindings, 

illustration, the provincial book trades, maps, book catalogues), and of the 

overriding emphasis on material evidence, see the essays collected and 

edited in 1992 by Peter Davison under the title The Book Encompassed: 

Studies in Twentieth-Century Bibliography. 

29 The descriptive techniques and conventions followed in the Entries 

section, and any departures from them necessitated by the particular nature 

of the subject, are outlined in Part II, section 1. 

In recent years, even an advocate of conservative bibliographical 

methods such as Tanselle has softened sornewhat the requirement of 

exarnining al1 copies of an edition: "If one's objed is to describe an edition 

as a whole, not simply a single copy, the only basis for such generalizations 

is a knowledge of the individual items that make up the edition-ideally 

every suwiving copy, but at least, in instances where the survival of a large 

number of copies makes that goal unrealistic, an extensive sampling" ("A 

Description" 25). 

" For example, in al1 the entries in Part 11 based on  the examination of 

multiple copies, there is only one case in which a woodcut appean in some 

copies and not in others: see entry 18, note 5. 

" The entries based on the examination of multiple copies are the 

following: 1,9,13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23,24,25,27,28,30,33,36. It should 



be noted that only one copy was inspected for both enhies 5 and 34, but 

since in both cases the copy is unique, these entries are perforce descriptions 

of ideal copy; the same is true of entry 15, based on an inspection of both 

extant copies. 

33 See T. H. Howard-Hill's article "Enurnerative and descriptive 

bibliography" for a survey of recent bibliographies that illustrate "the 

multiple functions of bibliographical description" (123), including its 

application to book history. Although Howard-Hill accepts the wider scope 

now accorded descriptive bibliography, he still favours a conservative use 

of traditional nomenclature, and would refer to Part LI as an example of "a 

descriptive catalogue which employs the methods of descriptive 

bibliography within a deliberately restricted scope" (128). 

34 This article also discusses bibliogra phical and related scholarshi p in Italy 

in the last two centuries, inciuding the work of "two great modern textual 

aitics" (267), Michele Barbi (Ln n u o w  filologiu) and Santorre Debenedetti 

(Orlando Fririoso, 1928); Debenedetti and, to a greater extent, Barbi 

perceived the special problems inherent in the transmission of printed 

texts, but for various reasons they had little "impact on the bibliographical 

awareness of Italian textual critics" (267). For Barbi and his contributions to 

p hilology and textual criticisrn, see Pietropaolo, "Michele Barbi". 

' Zappella's comments in the "Premessa" of her Manirale del iibro nntico, 

published in 1997, are an exemplary illustration of the influence Fahy has 

exerted on Italian bibliographical research: "dedico l'opera a Conor Fahy, 

che ha indicato la strada maestra per questo tipo di ricerche" (xi). An 

example of a recent work in Italian which uses the Anglo-American 



bibliographical methods "popularized" in that country by Fahy, is Edoardo 

Barbieri's Le Bibbie ifdiane del Qunt trocento e del Cinquecento. 

36 On Crescimbeni, see, for example, Esposito and Bianchi; on Arcadia, and 

its more important memben, see Franceschetti, "Arcadia", which includes 

an extensive bibliography. See Getto's Storin delle storie, the standard work 

on Italian literary histories, on the works by Crescimbeni (3042), Fontanini 

(54-55), and Quadrio (55-62) cited in this section. 

37 Zeno's descriptions of these editions are cited under the relevant entries 

in Part LI, section 3. 

38 The most serious error is Zenofs assertion, based on the wrong 

interpretation of the privilege from the Venetian Senate dated October, 

1515, that there was an edition published by Mazzocchi in Ferrara that same 

month (leaf d3'). This mistake, repeated in al1 the eighteenth-century 

catalogues cited in this section, was only rectified by Baruffaldi late in the 

century (see Vita 297, but the "Catalogo" appended there was first published 

separately in 1786 as Catalogo di t t i t te  le ediziorzi dell'orlando Fwioso).  

Baruffaldi points put that the printing of the princeps began after the 

privilege was granted, and was completed in 1516. 

34 1 cite only the more important eighteenth-century works that include 

catalogues of the F iirioso; when these appeared in more than one edition, 1 

usually refer to the last one published. It should be noted that Zeno's List 

was integrated into the third, post humous edition of Crescimbeni's lstoriu 

(6.343-52). This is not surprising since he was one of its editors (Getto 31). 

40 For a summary view of the expansion of the rare book market in Europe 

in the nineteenth century, and its effect on enurnerative bibliography, see 

Balsamo, La Bibliografïa 125-27; see also Stokes î3-28. 



l Published as volume 4 of Ferrario's Stmia ed analisi degli antichi 

rornanzi di cavalleria e dei poemi romnnzeschi d'ltaliu. On Melzi, his 

collection, and his bibliographical catalogues, induding those edited by Tosi 

cited in this sedion, see Beer, Rornanzi 25742. Beer discusses the 

haphazard methods employed by Melzi and Tosi in compiling these works, 

and their consequent limitations and unreliability. It should be noted that 

the abbreviations used for these works in the dissertation-Tosi for the 

1838 edition, and Melzi-Tosi for the 1865-were adopted simply for reasons 

of convenience. 

42 On Panizzi, one of the great librarians of the nineteenth century, see 

Hams, Bibl iografia 2.169-73, which includes a de tailed bibliograp hy ; in the 

"Notices", Panizzi used the collections of the British Museum and those of 

private individuals, for the most part English nobles, i.e., Thomas 

Grenville, Henry Wellesley, the Duke of Devonshire, the Earl Spencer, 

Philip Hanrott, and Richard Heber; on several of these collectors, see Fahv, 

L'ccOrlando Furioso>> 26; Spencer's collection is now in the Rylands 

Library of Manchester, and Grenville's is in the British Library. 

' For a surnmary analysis of the basic u~ehabil i ty of Guidi's Atz rial i, see 

Avanzi 254, 

'" This great compilation of rare books by the Parisian bookseller- 

bibliographer was first published in 1810, and it was revised and expanded 

until the fifth edition of 1860-65 (for the Fitriosa, see 1.423-45 of this Iast 

edition). In fairness to Brunet, it should be noted that his skills as a 

bibliographer were superior to those of Melzi, Tosi, and Guidi, and that his 

"descriptions were detailed and, in light of the knowledge of the period, 

accurate" (Stokes 27); however, as the full title of his work-Manuel du  



libraire et de l'amateur de livres-suggests, it is in the end designed for 

collectors, with the usual nineteenth-century focus on issues of rarity and 

price. On Brunet, see Balsamo LA Bibliogrnfu 12S24. Another universal 

bibliography along the same Lines as Brunet's is Graesse's Trésor de livres 

rares; the information in its section on Ariosto (1.196-202) diffen from 

Bmnet's only in minor details. 

" On the general development of bibliographical method in the 

nineteenth century, see Balsamo, La Bibl iografia 11439, and Stokes 2>28. 

46 Some other listings that appeared in the nineteenth century are not cited 

above. Gamba, in his Serie dei testi di Zingua (1523), gives a list of editions 

considered significant for the textual history of the poem, and he indudes 

brief descriptions of four that fa11 within the scope of this dissertation; these 

are cited under the relevant entries in Part U. Ferrazzi's author 

bibliography of Ariosto contains a list of the more important editions, but 

the information he provides is often inaccurate (61-76). Bongi gives 

accurate descriptions of the Fririoso editions published by Ciolito, but only 

one of these, the 1542 quarto, is examined here (A  ti na1 i 1.43-47). Sixteenth- 

century copies of the Fzirioso often appear in the catalogues of the 

numerous auctions that were held in the Ottocento, and 1 have cited these 

in the References section of the entries (Part 11, section 3) when they bear 

some valid bibliographical relevance to the copies examined for this 

dissertation. 

The ,4 n na 1 i were preceded by Essling's catalogue of Venetian il lustrated 

books, which includes sorne Cinquecento editions of the F tirioso (nurnbers 

2243-2257); the entries relative to the poern in Sander's later catalogue of 

early Italian illustrated books are essentially the same as Essling's, with a 



few additions (1.92-98); both works provide basic bibliographical 

descriptions and useful reproductions, and were used in the compilation of 

the descriptive bibliography here (see the References section of the entries). 

See the reviews by Avanzi, Bullock, Fathi, Negri, and Fucilla, al1 

published in 193S34; of these, Negri offers the harshest criticism of the 

work: after giving a long list of errors and of editions and copies not 

recorded (607410), he states: "le nostre osservazioni varranno . . . a render 

cauto chi consdti questa bibliografia" (613). It should be noted that most of 

the editions rnissed by Agnelli and Ravegnani were from the mid-sixteenth 

century and later, and that the o d y  edition not present in the A n  nal i but 

recorded in Part U here is the octavo described in entry 34. 

49 In some instances, their only source for an entry is an auction catalogue; 

see 1.35, where the description of the 1530 Pencio edition is taken from 

Libri's 1847 Catalogue. 

the inadequacies of the bibliographie approaches cornrnon in Italy at 

the time of the Annaf i ,  see Flood and Fahy 264-5; to the credit of Agnelli 

and Ravegnani, it should be noted that in the 1930s the modern techniques 

of analytical bibliography had not reached full rnaturity, and were not 

widespread even in the Anglo-American world. 

j' The lack of rigour with which Agnelli and Ravegnani compiled the 

A w i a l i  was made particularly evident during my research at the Biblioteca 

Ariostea. There I examined many of the copies described in their work, and 

was thus able to confirm without doubt that most of the errors of the kind 1 

list above could have been avoided by a simple check. 

j' Two important catalogues are The National Utliori Catalog, which 

covers North America, and, for the BL, The British Library General 



Catalogue of Pnnted Books fo 1975; Ascarelli and Menato's Lu tipografia del 

'500 in Itnlia is a good example of the bibliographical reference works 

published in Italy in the last decade. 

j3 The scholarship on Ariosto, even when limited to studies that 

specificaily examine the vanous aspects of the reception of his works in the 

sixteenth century, is vast; the standard critical bibliographies are Fatini, 

Bibliografin della mtica ariostea, 1510-1 956, and Rodini and Di Mana, 

Ludovico Ariosto: An A~znota ted Bibliography of Cri ticisrn, 1956- 1980; 

Rodini has also published two articles that update his earlier compilation, 

"Selected Bibüography of Ariosto Criticism, 1980-87" and "Selected 

Bibliography of Ariosto Criticism: 198693". 

54 A condensed version of this chapter was published in 1932 as "La fortuna 

editoriale delllOrlando Furioso ne1 Cinquecento". 

'' In the dissertation itself, I have, however, made use of her discussion 

which is still valid. She deals with the poem's popularity among various 

classes of readers and bases her conchsions on extensive citations O €  

contemporary testirnonies (264-73; and 17-56 passim). The statis tical 

surveys of the early editions of the poem compiled by Serve110 and Pace 

provide overviews of its fortunes in the Cinquecento, and were also useful 

in the preliminary stages of my research; Pace's study includes more 

information on format and typefaces, but, since it is based on Agnelli and 

Ravegnani, i t  is not a reliable source for valid data; see note 3 above on 

these two articles. 

'* Although they deal with an edition beyond the chronological limits of 

the dissertation-the 1591 English translation of the F iu ioso  by John 

Harington, printed in London by R. Field-hvo other articles that draw, 



adrnittedly in different ways, on the Anglo-Amencan approach to 

bibüography should be mentioned: McLeod, "From Tranceformations in 

the Text of Orlando Fririoso"', and Cauchi. 

j7 Descriptions of illustrations of the Furioso provided by critical catalogues 

iike Mortimer's were consulted in the preparation of several entries in Part 

II, section 3, and they are cited accordingly. The Furioso figures 

prominently in the several catalogues of exhibits, such as Cagnolati's, 

which have been devoted to Ariosto over the last few decades. The 

reproductions they often provide are useful, and some are cited here, but 

the bief descriptions of the books are generally unreliable, and 1 have 

therefore not listed them. 

58 Beer's references to the Furioso are numerous and they are scattered 

throughout her book, but she provides a detailed index. 

59 My discussion of the critical commentaries in Giolito's 1542 edition (Part 

1, section 5) is based on Javitch's analysis of those paratexts. 



Part I 

A HISTORY OF THE ORLANO0 FURIOSO'S PHYSICAL 

FORM, 1516-1542 



1 

The Ferrara Editions 

The OrZando Furioso was p ~ t e d  in Ferrara three times during Arioste's 

Lifetime, and it is likely that he was involved in the publication of aU three 

editions.' The princeps appeared on April22,1516, with the device of 

Giovanni Mazzocchi on the title-page (fig. 1).2 Mazzocchi was active in the 

city as a bookseller between 1509 and 1517, and while it seems that he aiso 

published on his own, archival records indicate that many of the books 

issued with his device were actually produced in partnership with 

Lodovico Bonaccioli, dodor of the ducal court, who provived the 

financing, and the humanist Pontico Virunio, who with Gian Andrea and 

Antonio de' Baldi camed out the printing; Mazzocchi himself saw to the 

selling of the books.3 The surviving documentation does not c l a r e  

whether the Furioso was published by the partnership or by Mazzocchi 

alone, and it also does not prove that there was a direct relationship 

between Ariosto and the printers. It does, however, show the author's 

involvement in the other phases of publication: he procured the paper 

kom the mills of Salb, he requested privileges f-rom Pope Leo X, the King of 

France, and the doges of Genoa and Venice, and, most importantly, two 

weeks after printing was finished he travelled to Mantova with a case of 

books, intending to sel1 them. These facts, and particularly the last one 

regarding the sale of copies, suggest that Ariosto owned at least part of the 

edition, and that he therefore participated in its financing.' 

The 1516 edition is a quarto in roman letter (ent. 1). The head-title, 

running titles, and canto headings are set in the one size of roman caps, 

46 



and the layout of two columnç of four stanzas per page makes generous use 

of white space (figs. 4-9). The simpiiaty of the design is very typical of the 

dassical elegance that had characterized Italian printing since its 

beginnings? and it was a tendency that was reinforced by the fine books of 

Aldus Manutius at the beginning of the sixteenth ~ e n t u r y . ~  This influence 

is also seen in the titk-page, where the device of Mauocchi is prominently 

displayed, a practice established by Aldus and at this point in the sixteenth- 

century but still not common among other printers (Barberi 116-17). 

The physical features of the edition, and especialiy the format and 

the typeface, place this Furioso within a dass of books produced for readers 

of a certain economic and cultural background. At this point, it is necessary 

to make a bnef divergence, one which wiU serve for the rest of Part 1 of the 

dissertation, to discuss the question of tïte rrlationship between the form of 

Renaissance books and their intended readership or buyers.' Book 

historians generally agree on a basic typology for the eariy part of the 

sixteenth century in M y :  books in quarto were made for a cultivated class 

of readers that inciuded humanists, nobles, civil servants, and members of 

cnurtly society in general; the smaller octavos were for "popular readers", 

those "ordinary readers of little learning and 10 wer social sta tus" (Grendler, 

"Form" 453).' This dichotomy hinges on a structural fact with 

fundamental implications for the cost of books: an octavo requires half as 

much paper to produce than a quarto, and therefore provides twice as 

many Ieaves which, with the use of a smaller typeface, means that the same 

text can be printed in half as many leaves; the consequent saving in paper 

reduces the cost of the individual copies, placing them within the reach of 

readers at the lower end of the market. The differences in format also 

involved other important divergences: quartos tended to be printed in 



roman, a style of typeface derived from humanist script, and octavos in 

gothic, considered by printers in Italy to be cruder;' quartos tended to be 

used for texts in either Latin and Italian, but octavos only for those in the 

vernacular; the larger format camed classical texts, but also contemporary 

literary works, the smaller one was used almost exclusively for books of 

piety and other genres that were "within the intellectual grasp" of popular 

readers (Grendler 453). 

This typology, which held hue well into the 1540~~ was not 

absolute."' Chivalric literature, for example, was a favowite genre of both 

general classes of reader, enjoying the favour of both "il pubblico della 

corte" and "il pubblico della piazza" (Beer 245). Its wide circulation did not, 

however, affect the basic mWng typographie pattern just desaibed-the 

anstocratic public read it in quarto volumes in roman letter, the common 

readers used odavos in gothic." 

The physical presentation of the princeps of Ariosto's poem classifies 

it as a book meant for the former market, and apart from its format and 

typeface, other elements exemplify this fact. The use of guide letters at the 

head of the cantos-figs. 4, 6, 7,8,9-is a throwback to manuscript books, 

where they were used as instructions for the illuminaton who would paint 

initials ont0 the page. Guide letters had been rendered obsolete by the 

printing press, but had been revived by Aldus as a forma1 feature designed 

to give his books a humanist look; like the placement of the device on the 

title-page noted above, this formal echo of Aldine practices affiliates this 

Furioso with humanist typographical design. The actual divisions between 

cantos are effeded by setting phrases in roman capitals (i.e., "FINISCE IL 

P W O .  INCOMINCIA IL SECONDO) within the space normally reserved 

for a text stanza (figs. 6-9); this feature sets the layout apart from that 



employed in octavo editionç of chivalric Mes,  where p ~ t e r s  usually did 

not use strong breaks between sections of the text in order to Save space.12 

The most distinctive forma1 element of the 1516 quarto is found on 

the verso of the privilege page (fig. 2), facing the head-title.13 It is the 

famous woodcut block showing bees being driven out of a tree stump by 

fire, endosed by a woodcut border showing serpents entwined around axes 

and mallots, with the motto pro b O no ma l u rn in the corners (fig. 3).14 

("P.B.M. border" and "bees and fue block" will be used henceforth to refer 

to the woodcuts, and the terms will also cover the copies of these cuts that 

are tound in later editions.) The two woodcuts together form a double 

impresa, a device or emblem, on the general concept of human ingratitude. 

Both Beer (16145) and Fahy (L'Orlando 113-18) discuss the meaning of the 

impresa, its literary sources, and the critical tradition that has sought to 

interpret it. For our purposes, what is significant is that in its privileged 

position at the front of the book, this impresa-an example of a symbolic 

mode of communication which enjoyed great success in the Renaissance- 

Further characterizes the edition as a product meant for a cultivated 

market.15 In addition, the fad that the same woodcuts appear in the 1521 

edition by a different printer indicates that they were the property of 

Ariosto himself; it can be assumed, as Fahy does, that he was directiy 

responsible for the conception, and probably for the placement of this key 

visual element of the book ("L'autore in tipografia" 106). The author, 

therefore, played an important part in determining the visual appearance 

of the first Frrrioso. 

The physical appearance of the 1516 edition, therefore, is a reflection 

of the readenhip that the printers and, more importantiy, the author saw 

for the book Arioste's poem was mainly addressed to the anstocratic and 



humanistic public 

Mantova, Urbino, 

connected to the world of the courts of Ferrara, 

and other Italian cities.16 This class of readers would be 

able to, and did, value the literary and cultural resonance of the text, and 

they would also appreciate the impresa and the appearance of the book, an 

appearance which set it apart frorn those chivalric books meant for the 

public "of the piazza" and not used at c o u d 7  As Fumagalli notes, "Il 

Furioso ancora non esce dalle corti e dagli studi dei letterati, la sua fama e 

tutta ristretta agLi ambienti di maggior cultura" (La fortuna dell' Orlando 

Fnrioso 20; see also 18). 

The same considerations apply to the Ferrarese edition of 1521, 

pnnted by Giambattista da La Pigna (ent. 2).18 Another quarto in roman 

letter, in physical terms it is almost a copy of the princeps (figs. 11-13). 

There are, however, some important differences.19 Here, the P.B.M. 

woodcut has been moved to the title-page (fig. The title text itself was 

expanded to notify the reader-or better, the potential buyer-that the 

reprinted poem had been correded and expanded ("AMPLIATO").Z1 The 

length of this title, set in roman caps, was such that it could not stand alone 

on the page; the border provides a balance to the block of text, and 

improves the appearance of the page. The bees and tire block has also been 

moved, to the opposite end of the book, on the last page (IC). If the book 

has lost the strong opening of the original edition, with its combination of 

the two cuts and the head-title, it has gained a more distinctive outer 

appearance, and indeed a more cohesive overall design; the cuts are used 

here to aeate a strong outer look for the book, and they do not mix with 

the pages of letterpress at the beginning, as they did in the k t  edition. 

These changes were motivated by financial considerations as weil: in the 

1516 quarto, the verso of the title-page and the colophon page, and the last 



two leaves, are blank (see ent  1); here, the placement of the privileges on 

the verso of the title-page, and of the bees and £ire block on the last verso, 

leaves the last four leaves blank, in other words, a whole quarto gathering, 

which can now be left out to Save on the cost of the edition; consequently, 

the total number of leaves here is 260, as opposed to 264 for the original 

edition. 

The second Ferrara edition was printed to satisfy demand, since by 

1520 dl the copies of the first one had been s01d.~~ This was the beginning 

of the great publishing success of the Furioso, and by the t h e  Ariosto was 

ready to print the third version in 1532, another fifteen editions had 

appeared. During the intervening years, his fame and iiterary reptation 

had grown, and this is reflected in the fomal presentation of the 1532 

edition, which is considerably more ambitious than that of the first t ~ o . ' ~  

The book was produced in Ferrara by Francesca Rossi, who was the ody 

printer active there at the tirne.?' Fahy calculates that between 2,650 and 

2,900 copies were printed, which is twice the number he estimates for the 

first edition (L'Orlando 103). 

The definitive edition of the poem shares the basic design features of 

the first two: it is a quarto in roman letter, with head-title, running titles, 

and canto headings in roman caps; like them, it employs the standard 

layout of chivalric works in verse printed in the Cinquecento, two columns 

of o t t nve  per page, but unlike the preceding editions it places five stanzas in 

each colurnn instead of four. This was probably done to Save paper and the 

result is that the text pages are more crowded (ent. 18, figs. 58-66). The 

important difference is in the nchness of the woodcut material used here, 

where we can see "la mano dell'autore, intento a nobilitare nei limiti del 

possibile l'aspetto delI1oggetto materiale a mi aveva affidato la 



trasrnissione della sua opera" (Fahy, L 'Orlando 109). 

been replaced by initials a bianchi girari, in imitation 

The guide letters have 

of a decorative feature 

found in humanist manuscripts of the fifteenth century (Fahy 110). At the 

end of the text is a woodcut showing a sheep sudding a wolf-cub (fig. 67), 

which Fahy believes is another emblematic representation of the concept of 

ingratitude (112-18).~~ The colophon page bears a woodcut illustration 

showing a hand with scisson above two serpents, and the motto "dilexisti 

malitiam super benigniiatem" in a r-ibbon (fig. 69).26 Traditionally believed 

to be Arioste's answer to his detractors, this impresa was actually the 

printer's, aithough the author may have had a hand in creating it (Fahy 

111-12). 

The most striking woodcuts, however, are the border used on the 

title-page (fig. 56), and the portrait of Ariosto near the end of the book, 

framed by the same border (fig. 68). The former is decorated with 

grotesques and classical motifs, and is signed by the woodcutter Francesco 

de N a n t ~ . ~ ~  The finely detailed portrait block was designed by Titian," and 

it was to be copied often by other printers: "ln questo ritratto Tiziano ha 

crea to l'immagine classica e quasi u fficialmente sanziona ta dell' Ariosto" 

(Muraro 117). 

As a result of the inclusion of all this material, the appearance of the 

book is more detailed, heavier, and darker than that of the other Ferrara 

editions, and the effect is furthered by the crowded look of the text pages. In 

striving to create a formal presentation that would better reflect the cultural 

status achieved by the work and its author, the simple elegance of the first 

editions was to some extent sacrificed. In spite of these differences, the 

fundamental physiognomy of the 1532 Furioso remains the same: over the 

basic fonn of the humanist book, a quarto in roman, is imposed decorative 



and iconographie material that refleds diredly and indirectly the figure of 

the author, who is personalIy involved in the production process. The 

result in all three cases is a distinctive typographical product. As the 

following sections will make evident, other printers began to produce the 

Furioso for comrneraal reasons after 1521, but they retained, albeit only in 

the quarto editions, the basic design of the second Ferrara edition, itself a 

variation, as explained above, of the princeps. The 1532 quarto, however, 

had Liffle influence: printers copied the text and some of the cuts, but the 

elaborate overail design was not foollowed. The last edition, it seems, was 

also a commercial failure: at the time of Arioste's death in Juiy 1533, three 

quarters of the copies remained unsold (Fahy 104). 



NOTES TO SECTION 1 

For the publiçhing history of the Ferrara editions, I have relied on the 

accounts by Fahy ("L'autore in tipografia", and in more detail, L 'Orlando 

Furioso 95107), who updates the information provided by Catalano in his 

Vita, which is based on archival documents (1.428-34 for the 1516 edition, 

1.53CL33 for the 1521, and 1.595404 for the 1532). 

* As nofed in the Introduction to Part II, the abbreviations "fig." and "figs." 

refer to the Illustrations reproduced at the end of the dissertation, and 

"ent." and "ents." to speafic entries in Part II, section 3. 
3 Mazzocchi's name appeared on at least twenty titles, "largely of a learned 

character" (Norton 25), induding texts by Erasmus, Guarino da Verona, and 

Galen, but also the M a m  briano, a chivalric text (20.X.1509). For a more 

detailed discussion of Mazzocchi and his partnes, as well as for a 

description of the archiva1 records attesting to their contractual agreements, 

see Fahy, "L'autore" 106-107, and L ' Orlatzdo 95101. See atso Ascarelli- 

Menato 6748; Norton 25-26; Cavallina 34547; Balsamo, "L'indus tria 

tipografico-editoriale ne1 ducato estense" 291-93; Balsamo and Tinto 70-76; 

the last two articles chronicle the printing and publishing industries in 

Ferrara during this period, and include basic information on the Ferrara 

editions of the Fiirioso and its printers. 

' This view is convincingly set forth by Fahy, who cites the relevant 

documents, mostly letters, attesting to Ariosto's involvement; see Fahy, 

L 'Orlartdo 95; see also Catalano 2.149-50, 157-58; Ariosto, Le ttere 15760, 

177. Fahy has calculated, on the basis of the available information 

regarding the amount of paper ordered, that about 1300 copies of the 

edition were printed (L 'Orlando 100-101). 



1 should state here that for the historical development of the formal 

aspects of the book-typefaces, illustrations, devices, decoration, layout, and 

format-in Italy in the first half of the Cinquecento, 1 have relied on the 

general accounts in Levarie 169-79; Febvre and Martin 77-108; Steinberg 9- 

20,30-37,673; and Goldschmidt; although theîr focus is on illustrations, 

Bland (122-26, 13943) and Samek Ludovia (13945) consider other 

physical aspects of the book as well; Quondam indudes format and 

typefaces in his consideration of the relationship between literature and the 

press (ln letteratura in tipografur, passim); for the evolution of the title- 

page during the period, see Barberi. The multi-volume catalogues of 

Essling, Sander, and Mortimer, are, for the large number of illustrations 

they brhg together, a standard resource for traang the evolution of book 

illustration and overall design in Italy in the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries. Finally, in conduding my research in ttalian libraries, I 

examined copies of titles related to the Furioso published during the period 

studied here, and in this regard the Fondo Castiglioni at the BNBM, a rnost 

important collection of diivalric editions, was particularly usehl; its 

collection is catalogued in Cutolo. 

" Aldus' influence on book design is discussed in al1 the works cited in the 

previous note; for a bief account, see, for example, Levarie 169-71. 

' The question of the connection between the form and function of books 

in the Renaissance is a common theme of the scholarship on early book 

history; for a sumrnary of the subject as it pertains to Italy, see Petrucci, and 

Grendler, who also provides statistics on literacy; the question of readership 

is amply treated by Hirsch 12553; Quondam, "La letterahira in tipografia", 



treats the issues at several points; the basic lines of the question were drawn 

in Febvre and Martin (77-108). 

Large folio volumes were used to print works of law, theology, and less 

frequently üterature, usuaily in Latin, and for the k t  two classes, in gothic 

letter and were intented for legal and theological scholars; the Furioso was 

never published in folio during the period under consideration here. 

There is still no comprehençive study of the printing types used in Italy 

during the Cinquecento; for my understanding of the various styles and the 

terminology used to c l a s se  them, 1 have relied on Carter, A View of Early 

Typography 45-91, and particularly 79 and 89 for the uses of roman and 

gothic; see also Dowding 3-58, and Johnson, Type Designs; Balsamo and 

Tinto's study covers the development of italic; for a general survey, see 

Goldschmidt 1-26, and Updike 125-32, 159-63. It should be noted that the 

gothic faces employed in the editions of the Furioso studied here are al1 

examples of gothic rotundas, a rounder t o m  prevalent in Italy in the 

sixteenth century. 

' O  Another important exception were Aldus' editions of the ciassics for the 

humanist market, printed in octavo with italic Ietter; for examples of 

chivalric titles in both categories, see Cutolo, Essling, and Sander. 

" For the two reading publics of chivalric literature, and the typographic 

typology pertinent to each, see Beer 208-10, and 23546. 

" Casadei confirms this typographical difference: "Sottolineiamo . . . che il 

tipo di separazione fra i canti . . . è del tutto eccezionale nell'ambito delle 

starnpe coeve di romanri di cavalleria" (70). 

13 The privileges are not a forma1 element, but their placement a t the front 

of the book also serves to reinforce the humanistic character of the book. 



The papal privilege appears under the name of the cultivated Leo X, and it 

is signed by his secretary Iacopo Sadoleto, a well-known humanist (for the 

latter, see Lettmtura italiam: Gli Autori 2.1562); Fahy points out that the 

privileges reveal Ariosto's intended audience: "1 privilegi richiesti 

dali'Ariosto per A [the 1516 edition] sono una testimonianza del carattere 

panitaliano, per non dire internazionale, del pubblico a cui egli 

s'indirizzava (al privilegio locale k accennato nella base 'Con gratia e 

privilegio' stampata su1 frontespizio, sotto l'impresa tipografica della 

società Mazocco)" (L'Orlando 98). 

' My description of the center block follows Fahy: "la famosa impresa 

delle api die escono da un ceppo (non da un alveare corne cornunemente si 

dice) che & stato messo su1 fuoco" ("L'autore in tipografia" 106). 

'' On the vast subject of imprese, devices, and emblems in the Renaissance, 

see Bregoli-Russo, who provides a detailed bibliography. 

l6 See Beer 208-10, and 2 3 4 6  for the reading tastes of courtly society in 

general and the Este court in particular; she discusses the question of 

Ariosto's intended readership and the actual reception of his poem, and 

her account is also useful for the differences between the humanistic and 

aristocratie strains of courtly culture; the success of chivalric literature at 

the Este court is examined in greater detail by Tissoni Benvenuti, and the 

question is also treated by Bertoni in his study of the cultural life of the 

court, and by Catalano 1.179-623. 

" i have included some reproductions from early editions of chivalric 

literature (figs. 285-89, 292 ), as well as one of a Boccaccio printed the same 

year as the k t  Fiirioso (fig. 2911, for comparative purposes. Although 

beyond the scope of the dissertation, two recent examinations of the literary 



and linguistic strategies by which Ariosto distances himself from the 

popular chivalric tradition are found in Beer (35-138) and Casadei (3M0) .  

'' No other edition is known by da La Pigna, who remains an obscure 

printer (Ascarelli-Menato 69); on this Furioso, see Fahy, L 'Orlando 101-102. 

l9 In addition to the differences discussed in the main text, da La Pigna uses 

roman numerals instead of arabic symbols for the foliation-perhaps 

because he lacked the types-and he changes the canto openings from type 

3 to type 1 (see ent. 2, Typography); he does, however, retain the use of 

guide letters. 

'O The P.B.M. border has been broken up into tluee pieces (see ent. 2, note 

5), probably as a result of darnage or Wear. 

" Aside from textual revisions of a minor nature, Ariosto added, 

eliminated, and transposed a few stanzas, but the length of the text was not 

atfected; see Segre's 1990 edition of the Furioso, "Nota al testo" 1245; see 

also Casadei 91-1 11. 

" In a letter dated Novernber 8, 1520, Ariosto states that there were no 

copies to be found anywhere in ltaly (see Ariosto, Lettere lm. 
'' The information for the publishing history of this edition and its 

woodcuts is drawn from the definitive account in Fahy, L'Orlatzdo 102-18, 

which cites al1 of the relevant archival documentation; he also discusses 

the privileges Ariosto obtained for the edition, as well as giving 

infornation on the paper, whidi Ariosto paid himseif. 

" Rossi was active from 1522 to 1574, and printed over 70 editions of 

religious, legal, literary, and philosophical titles, a iist of which is provided 

by Fahy (L 'Orlando 179-88); see also Ascareili-Menato 6M9. 



25 This woodcut is replaced in some copies by the motto "Pro Bono 

Malum"; see ent. 18, note 5. 

26 This block will henceforth be called the serpents device. 

27 On de Nanto, see Dictionmy of Art 22.466. 

Z8 For Titian's design and its style, as well as for the artist's contacts with 

Ariosto, see Muraro 116-17, who also provides a list of references to other 

artistic studies; see also Mortimer 1.34; for a general study of the history of 

portraits in printed books of the sixteenth cenhiry, see Zappella, II  rih-atto, 

which rnakes scattered references to this one, and reproduces it as fig. 38. 



The Publishing Success of the Furioso, 1524-1531 

This section examines the physicai history of the Furioso between the 

second and the third editions published in Ferrara, a period which saw the 

commercial success of Ariosto's poem. This success was part of larger 

developments in the world of books. h the first half of the Cinquecento, 

the publishing industry in Italy, and particularly in its major centre, 

Venice, undenvent a period of expansion due to the constant growth in the 

number of readen. As literacy spread beyond the privileged and cultured 

dasses, the demand for books increased proportionately, and printers and 

publishers increased their production.' Bottasso fixes the beginning of the 

first phase in this growth of the book market at about the middle of the 

second decade, the very tirne that the Fitrioso appeared, and he identifies 

the major trend in the diffusion of vernacular texts, which were accessible 

to the large numbers of new readers who lacked a classical education. One 

of the more popular-in the sense of appealing to al1 readers-genres of 

vernacular literature were the chivalric romances, which at this time 

enjoyed a great resurgence, appearing in both quarto and octavo, and in 

both roman and gothic.' This was the market which the Fitrioso entered in 

the 1520s, and it was a market that it soon dominated, becoming one of the 

first "best-sellers" of the early modem period. Ariosto's poem held 

universal appeal, and in the period under consideration, fifteen editions 

were printed: two in Milan, one in Florence, and the rest in Venice. As 

Beer notes, "nei pnmi anni del suo successo la tipografia sfrutta l'Orlando 

Fnrioso" (184). 



The chronological Limit of 1531 for this sedion was determined by 

the last edition to appear before the definitive version of 1532. The Ferrara 

quarto introduced the expanded and revised text, which became the basis 

for al1 editions after it; it provides, therefore, a convenient dividing line. 1 

do not mean to suggest, however, that the division is arbitrary; as will 

become clear in the following sections, after 1532 the Furioso entered a new 

period, characterized by the predominance of hYo new forma1 models, the 

ones introduced by Zoppino and Bindoni and Pasini.' During the 1520s 

and up to 1532-allowing for some overlap due to the Zoppino quarto of 

153Mifferent  conventions governed the physical presentation of 

Ariosto's poem, and these are readily summarized. Its popularity among 

different dasses of readers meant that it was printed in both quarto and 

octavo; roman typefaces were used for the text in the larger format, and 

gothic for those in the smaller format. The editions that appeared in quarto 

were nine, and those in octavo five. The latter figure probably does not 

represent the total nurnber of editions actually produced, since popular 

books in srnall formats, because of their size and the modalities of their use, 

had a lower survival rate than quartos and f01ios;~ however, as indicated in 

section I of the Introduction preceding Part 1, we can only proceed on the 

extant evidence, which in any case indicates the wide success of the Furioso 

on the market. As is evident from the figures just Listed, both of the major 

forma1 models discussed in section 1, namely quarto in roman and octavo 

in gothic, were applied to Ariosto's poem, but in both cases it distinguished 

itself from other chivalric titles in that it was never hilly iliustrated during 

this period. It was also unique in possesshg its own graphic identity-the 

P.B.M. border cut was used on the title-page of rnost of its editions. The last 



two points will be discussed in detail after the examination of the editions, 

beginning with those in quarto.' 

The first edition to appear after the 1521 Ferrara quarto was 

published in 1524 by the Ekn of the brothers da Legnano, one of the largest 

in Milan, and printed by Agostino Vimercate. This was a quarto in roman 

letter, and it was illustrated by four woodcuts in the prevalent Milanese 

style, but since these were from other works and showed generic chivalric 

scenes, their inclusion was more a matter of decoration than achial 

illustration (see ent. 3, note 1; figs. 14-18).~ Later that year, Nicolb Zoppino, 

a major publisher of vernacular literature in Venice, published another 

quarto (ent. 4)? Zoppinok edition was important for the formal 

presentation of the Furioso over the next few years, for it was a close copy 

of the 1521 Ferrara edition, and his example in following t h s  mode1 was 

taken up by rnost other printers when producing the poem in quarto. This 

was due in part to the fact that the edition came out of Venice, which at 

that time was the largest publishing centre in Italy, producing over 50% of 

the books on the peninsula in the first half of the century (Santoro, Sforia 

del libro italinno 108). In this highly cornpetitive market, printers and 

publishers were quick to follow new trends, often pirating each other's 

editions to share in their commercial success. Indeed, it appears that al1 of 

the Fit rioso editions published in Venice-and al1 the others published 

outside of Ferrara-were piracies, appearing without the author's consent. 

Zoppino's title-page boasts "GRATIE ET PRIVILECII" (fig. 19), and reprints 

the privileges of the 1521 quarto, but this is not necessarily proof that 

permission was obtained from the author? 

The forma1 design of Zoppino's edition follows the 1521 quarto, with 

some adjustrnents. The woodcuts of the P.B.M. border and the bees and fire 



blodc are good copies of the originals, and they are placed at either end of 

the book, as in the 1521 model (figs. 19,21). Zoppino adds more detail to 

the title-page by using some gothic characters for the first h e ,  a number of 

fleurons, and he also prints it in both red and black; these features would be 

variously followed in other editions. He also changes the layout of the text 

pages, adding a stanza to each of the two columns; intended to Save space, 

and therefore reduce the cost of the book, this was to remain the layout 

stmcture of the Furioso in most later editions, up to and including the 1542 

Giolito quarto. With minor variations, maùily having to do with the use 

of gothic charaders in the title or gothic initiais at the head of the cantos, 

the quarto editions printed after this one did not deviate from the basic 

model, as an examination of the relative entries in Part II will show. The 

Rusconi editions of 1524 and 1527 actually used the same border, suggesting 

that some sort of arrangement existed between these publishers and 

Zoppino (ents. 5 and 10, figs. 22, 27, 28; see ent. 5, note 6). Different copies of 

the two blocks, less attractive than Zoppino's, are found in the Milan 

edition by G. A. Scinzenzeler, which diverges from the model and places 

them both on the title-page (ent. 8, fig. 23).9 Another copy of the border is 

used in the unsigned quarto printed in Florence in 1528 (ent. 12, fig. 30). 

There are only two quarto editions, aside from the 1524 da Legnano, that do 

not use the border cut. Sessa preferred to frame the title-page of tus 1530 

edition with a finely decorated border which incorporated his cat-and- 

mouse imprint, and he also used a similar border on the last page to frame 

another of his devices (ent. 15, figs. 33, 36).1° Bindoni and Pasini's 1531 

quarto, their fint, was published to compete with the Zoppino of the year 

before, and it did so by copying its formal presentation. It did not, however, 

use a P.B.M. border on its titie-page, since the pubiishers already had a 



srnalier one for their octavo editions, and apparently were not ready to 

incur the expense of a second one (ent. 17, figs. 50-55)." 

These editions in quarto were, as was the general n o m  with this 

format, "designed for the more cultivated and affluent segment of readers" 

(Javitch 13).12 In this same period, the Furioso was also printed in the 

srnaller, more economical odavo format: "In questi anni vengono 

immesse su1 mercato le prime edizioni in ottavo stampate in caratteri 

gotici delllOrlando Furioso, quelle edizioni destinate al pubblico degli 

indotti, piccole di format0 e scritte nei caratteri della tradizione popolare" 

(Beer 184). In 1525, the large firm of Bindoni and Pasini, which specialized 

in chivalric literature, printed the first edition of the Furioso in octavo, 

with the text set in gothic types (ent. 6). They used a P.B.M. woodcut border 

on the title-page and at end of book, around a copy of the bees and fire 

block, and they also placed a small vignette with a generic chivalric scene in 

the head-title. The border itself is on a black ground, and it was used again 

in their second octavo edition of the poem (fig. 32). 

The octavos produced by other publishen were similar, with the 

minor variations that can be expected when a text is printed by different 

shops. Sisto Libbraro, for example, uses roman on title-page, but the text is 

still set in gothic (ent. 9, fig. 25). In this edition we find yet another copy of 

the P.B.M. border, as well as one of the bees and fire block. Sisto also places 

a small woodcut illustration in the head-title showing scenes from 

Orlando's madness (fig. 26). This is the first time that an illustration based 

on the text of the poem is made, but it  is a single cut, and it is found only at 

the beginning of the book The Rizzo edition of 1530 is the only octavo to 

use a roman font for the text, but othenvise it follows the same physical 

pattern, and its title-page bears a copy of the usual P.B.M. border (ent. 13). 



A signrficant departure from the usual formula of printing the 

Furioso in octavo was the edition brought out in 1527 by Garanta, a 

publisher of contemporary vernacular literature (ent. ll).13 Garanta and his 

p ~ t e r s  decided to improve the appearmce of the poem: the title-page 

bears a finely detailed architectural border (fig. 29), the columns of the text 

have four stanzas instead of the usual five, and, most importantly, the text 

is set in an italic font, the first time that this style of typeface was used to 

print the Furioso. As Harris explains, Garanta was the first to apply the 

Aldine model for printing the dassia-octavo format and italic font-to 

chivalric literature ("Garanta 106"). This new model, however, did not 

have much success at this point in the forma1 evolution of the Furioso: 

Bindoni and Pasini printed another octavo in italic in 1530, retaining, 

however, the usuai border and layout (ent. 14), but this font was not seen 

again in any format until the Giolito edition of 1542." Evidently, the 

reading public was not yet ready to see Ariosto's poem presented in the 

same manner as the classics had been by Aldus. 

The two typographical formulas employed for the Furioso had some 

important features in common. As seen in the preceding discussion, the 

P.B.M. border was used on most title-pages. What had, in effect, been a 

humanistic feature of the original editions. a feature tied to Ariosto's 

conception of the poem and of the audience to which it was directed (see 

section 1). had become in the 1520s a basic graphic elernent of a commercial 

product, one divorced from its original purpose. Ln essence, the border was 

now the device of the book itself. a kind of graphic trademark, and 

potential buyers could identity the Ficrioso simply by looking at the title- 

page. without even reading the title. This was a unique characteristic of the 

poem that distinguished it from al1 other titles on the market. 



A second formai feature common to both formats served to 

differentiate the Furioso. In the 15205, printers in Venice would norrnally 

illustrate the chivalric works they produced with s m d  woodcut vignettes 

scattered throughout the text. In this, they followed a long-established 

tradition in Venetian illustrated books of recycling the sarne blodcs for 

editions of different texts, a tradition rnotivated by the simple reason that 

the cost of produang new blocks for each new book was too high.15 Firms 

such as the Rusconis and Bindoni and Pasini had a stock of blocks, some of 

which could be traced badc to the 1490s, which showed generic scenes of 

battles and duels (see, for example, fig. 290,293). Because of the common 

narrative motifs of chivalric works, these illustrations could be applied to 

rnany different titles, but they were never used to illustrate the Furioso. A 

few vignettes were used in some editions of the poem, and were 

rnentioned above, but these were placed at the beginning of the book, and 

the text itself was never illustrated. This characteristic of its physical 

appearance set Ariosto's work apart from other chivalric titles on the book 

market. and it can be attributed to a simple commercial consideration. The 

fact that the Fwioso  was a very popular book meant that as a product it did 

not need the added incentive of illustrations to attract the buyer. Since this 

proved to be the case year after year, publishers could afford to dispense 

with them altogether and thus Save some space in what was already a long 

book; this, of course, reduced on the expenses for paper and increased the 

profit margin. 

From 1524 to 1531, therefore, the Fiirioso enjoyed great success 

among different reading publics, and it was printed in both the basic formal 

models: quartos in roman and octavos in gothic. Most of the editions 

pattemed on these models, however, shared important features which 



endowed the text with a graphic identity common to a l  formats. As the 

popularity of the text continued to grow, its two basic physical forrns would 

each be defined m e r ,  and two distinct models would emerge. 



NOTES TO SECTION 2 

l For a recent study of the publishing industry in Italy in the sixteenth 

century, see Santoro, Sforia del libro italkno 71-136; Santoro's approach 

integrates economic and cultural considerations, including the growth of 

iiteracy, and he also provides statistics on total book production; Quondam, 

"La letteratura in tipografia" covers the same issues, but from the 

perspective of literary history; for an overview of the effect that the rise in 

the numbers of readers had on the book market, see Bottasso; on the 

expansion of the book market in Venice, see Pesenti 9S100; the standard 

works of Febvre and Martin, and Hirsch, still provide useful accounts of 

the subject. It should be noted that the question of the cost of books is 

largely unexplored because of the lack of sources; the problem is evident in 

this dissertation, which cannot make any specific observations regarding 

the actual cost of specific editions since there is no evidential base from 

which to proceed. 

On the publishing success of the Fwioso  in the sixteenth century, and its 

popularity among al1 types of readers, see Javitch 10-14; Fumagalli, Ln 

fortzina deil' Orlando Fiirioso 20-56, and 26672; Beer 210. The standard 

source for the publishing history of chivalric literature, and for the effect 

that the Fiirioso had on this genre in the 1500s, is Beer, esp. 141-256; for an 

overview of the market for these texts, see also Harris, "Marin Sanudo". 

' 1 also do not mean to imply that the success of the F arioso fell off at this 

point; as is evident from the number of editions printed, it continued to 

grow. 

' The question of the survival rate of early books is examined by Harris in 

his "Marin Sanudo". 



The entry numben (Part II, section 3) relative to the editions discussed in 

this and the other sections of Part 1 are given parenthetically; the numbes 

can also be identified by consulting the Short List in Part II, section 2. 

For the da Legnano brothea, see Ascarelli-Menato 144, and 

Sutermeister's amals; on Vimercate, see Ascarelfi-Menato 155, and Sandal 

49-78; on Milanese woodcuts,.see Kristeiler, and Santoro, Libri illustrati 

milanesi del Rinuscimento. 

7 For Zoppino, see section 3. 

No evidence has been discovered to support that Zoppino's edition was 

pirated, but neither is there any that proves it was legitimate. Scholars are 

of the general opinion that the editions of the Furioso pubiished during 

this penod were without the permission of the author, who had obtained 

privileges in various parts of Italy; see Fahy, L 'Orlando 95-107, esp. 102; 

Segre, "Nota al testo" 1256 in his 1996 edition of the poem. Although there 

is no specific evidence to definitively establish this view with any certainty, 

it seems likely given the ineffectiveness of such controls at the time, when 

it was not uncornmon for pnnters of pirated editions to claim to have 

permission in order to escape prosecution; see Horatio Brown 40-72. In 

Zoppino's case the issue is complicated by the fact that he was Ferrarese, 

and hence may have known Ariosto, although the available published 

documentation does not record any contact (see Catalano, and Ariosto, 

Lettere); if they did enter into an agreement to print the poem in Venice, 

why did the author not lend Zoppino the woodcuts, which he copied 

instead? The border may have been unusable because in the 1521 it shows 

damage (see ent. 2, note 5), but the bees and fire block was in good 

condition. My own cunory research into the records of the Archivio di 



Stato di  Venezia did not reveal any significant information on the question 

of privileges and the Furioso. 

9 On Scinzenzeler, see Balsamo, Giovann 'Angefo Scinzenzeler, and 

" A ~ a l s " ;  see also Hams, "Una aggiunta". 

'O On Sessa, an important publisher of popular literature, see Curi 

Nicolardi 5.40, esp. 24-38; see also Ascarelli-Menato 327. 

On Bindoni and Pasini, see section 4. 

l 2  For a discussion of the format of books and its comection to particular 

segments of the market, see section 1. 

l 3  On Garanta, see Ascarelli-Menato 36142; Harris, "Garanta" and 

Bibliogrnfia 2.94-95. On the Nicolini Da Sabbio brothers, the printers of the 

edition, see Ascarelli-Mena to 354. 

" Garanta had been granted a privilege by the Venetian Senate in 1527 for 

the exclusive right to print the Furioso, the Innamorato, the Morgnnte, and 

some other chivalric titles in italic (Harris, "Garanta" 210-11; see fig. 293 for 

the title-page of the innamorato, and Harris, Bibliografia 2.94-95 for the 

printers of that edition). Although the privilege was for a duration of ten 

years, Garanta ceased his activity in the book industry in 1528. Even 

admitting the unlikely possibility that he still actively defended his rights 

over printing the Fiirioso in italic, and that he and Bindoni and Pasini had 

some mutual arrangement for their 1530 edition (Harris, "Garanta" 11 l), no 

printer used italic to set the text of the poem for another five years after the 

privilege had expired in 1537, suggesting that it was not the main reason for 

the absence of this typeface. On the question of privileges, see note 8 above. 



'' On this practice, see Harris, Bibliogra fia 1.43-45,1.82-86, and 2.6749; 

Harris discusses specifically the Rusconi and the Bindoni and Pasini fùms, 

and his study includes numerous reproductions of such vignettes. 



Zoppino and the Illustrated Editions of the Furioso 

Nicolo Zoppino introduced the f i  rst major change in the formai 

presentation of the Orlando Furioso when he published, in 1530, a quarto 

edition of the poem with a Ml set of canto illustrations (ent. 16). Zoppino 

was active between 1505 and 1543 in Venice as a publisher, and he also 

operated as a bookseller there and in several other cities in Northern Italy.' 

His production tocussed on literary texts in Italian, and especially on 

chivalric texts. As seen in the last section, Zoppino first published the 

Furioso in 1524, in a quarto edition which copied the forma1 characteristics 

of the 1521 Ferrara edition, but six yean later he made a more original 

contribution to the physical evolution of Ariosto's poem. His intent is 

evident in the letter to the readers on the verso of the title-page, where he 

explains that seeing Ariosto's work "con tanti & vari modi di fogli forme & 

littere stampata ami  per meglio dire piu che lazzerata", he was moved to 

spare no effort or expense to prepare a more deserving edition of Ariosto's 

work (fig. 38, ent. 16, note 6). He also expresses a hope that those drawn by 

nature to perfect things will strive to adorn their study with the book and 

will not mind the expensc ("non guardando a spesa s'ingegna il suo gentil 

& leggiadro studietto ornare"). The intended market for the book, 

thetefore, are those cultivated readers who can afford quartos and are not 

limited to the cheaper octavos. 

The book itself is caretully presented. The title-page reuses the 

P.B.M. border from the 1524 edition (see ent. 16, note 2); here, however, it 



has been lengthened to accomodate a woodcut with the first portrait of 

Ariosto to appear in an edition (fig. 37)? The title text is printed in red and 

black, using both roman and italic characters. Italic is also used for the 

letter to the readers, which begins with a guide letter from the same font 

(fig. 38). The text is in roman, in the usual layout of two columns of five 

stanzas, with an initial at the head of each canto (figs. 39-47). The bees and 

fire block, also in the 1524 edition, is on the last page (fig. 49), effectively 

closing a carefully designed book. The most important formal elernent in 

the book, however, are the forty woodcut vignettes used to illustrate the 

text. Set at the head of the cantos, they provide effective visual breaks 

between the sections of text, and since most are the approximate size of the 

space used for the stanzas, they also do not disrupt the layout of the pages3 

Zoppino had decided that the expense of making a set of illustrations was 

now justified, and aside from the elevated sentiments he set forth in his 

letter, it is likely that commercial considerations also played a part in this 

innovative move: in a cornpetitive market where copies of the Furioso 

were not scarse, an illustrated edition would have a decided advantage, at 

least among those readers who could afford it. The design change that he 

effected is simple: to the basic model of the quarto editions printed up to 

that time, he added the illustrations, and then made the other minor 

adjustments just described to further improve the look of the book. 

In 1536, Zoppino published another edition of the Furioso, this one 

with the test of the final version of the poem (ent. 25, figs. 105-21). Here, 

he followed the model he had introduced six years earlier, but made 

several changes. Aside from some minor differences in layout (see ent. 25), 

the changes are as follows. The title-page (Bg. 104) bears a different portrait 

of Ariosto, the cut here being one of several copies made in the 1530s from 



the original block used in Rossi's Ferrara edition of 1532 (entry 18, fig. 68).' 

Zoppino drops the P.B.M. border, probably considered outdated after the 

appearance of the serpents device in the 1532 edition (fig. 69); he replaces it 

with a border made up of two vertical pieces showing astrological motifs, 

and two horizontal ones, the latter being a variation on the serpents device, 

which itseü was the basis of several copies found in most Furioso editions 

published after 1532. He also adds six new canto blocks, since the definitive 

version of the poem was six cantos longer than the earlier oneç (see ent. 

25a). Finally, the edition indudes Guazzo's list of the aggiunte made by 

Ariosto in the last version of the poem (figs. 118-19). This last addition was 

probably in response to the Bindoni and Pasini edition of 1535, which is 

discussed in the next section, but it is in any case a brief and relatively short 

paratext, and it does not inhude on the forma1 character of the book. These 

changes, therefore, were made to update some of the elements in the 1530 

edition, but the basic physical mode1 introduced there, a quarto with 

illustrations, has not been significantly altered. 

The small vignettes used as canto illustrations in both editions 

depict scenes derived from the textual narrative, and include captions with 

the names of the characters and places to facilitate identification of the 

events shown (figs. 12267).' The artist that designed them and the artisan 

who cut them are unknown. The style of these illustrations, with the 

heavy lines and the rather rough shading technique, seems rudirnentary 

and poor to the modern eye. The first few decades of the sixteenth century, 

however, were not a period of great achievement in book illustration, and 

this was particularly true of the illustrations used in books of chivalric 

literature." When one compares Zoppino's cuts with others from the same 



period it becomes evident that they are actually somewhat superior in style 

and design.' 

The composition of the illustrations is simple: the scenes represent a 

single episode before a basic background. The scenes depicted, and their 

textual source, are described in detail in Entry 25a. An analysis of the 

relationship between text and illustration is outside the scope of this 

dissertation, but a few brief comrnents can be made. As Bellocchi and Fava 

point out (14), the complexities of the Furioso's text presented a challenge 

for the designer of the cuts, who in any case had a srnall surface with which 

to work. He followed a basic strategy of simplifying and schematizing the 

narrative, but he still made several errors in its interpretation, and 

consequently the cuts are not always a prease visual rendering of the text.' 

Whatever their limitations, these illustrations offered the first 

iconographical representation of the characters and events of the Furioso, 

and "Zoppino's edition provided a prototype for othen publishing 

illustrated editions of Ariosto 's epic" (Falaschi 228). The influence of this 

model, however, was felt ody after the 1536 edition. Like al1 editions with 

the older version of the poem's text, the 1530 quarto was rendered obsolete 

by the Ferrara edition of 1532.9 The four editions in this format which 

appeared in the years immediately after 1532 offered readers the new 

version of the text, and this was apparently enough to ensure their viability 

on the market, for none included the added incentive of canto 

illustrations."' After 1536, however, Zoppino's formula evidently had a 

greater appeal among the readers that bought quartos, and to compete with 

it, or to emulate its success, the editions that were published after it in this 

format invariably followed it in induding a set of woodcuts to illustrate the 

cantos. In 1537, Benedetto Bindoni published a Fitrioso with a series of 



canto blocks 

183-88), and 

same source 

degrada tion 

originals, as 

which were d l  close copies of the Zoppino originals (ent. 28, 

Giglio's 1539 edition includes a second set of copies from the 

(ent. 30, figs. 189-93).11 Ln both cases, there is a noticeable 

in quality: these illustrations were cut with less ski11 than the 

is particularly evident in the use of stiffer lines and in the less 

effective shading.12 Aside hom this qualitative difference, and some minor 

divergences (see ents. 28 and 30), the Bindoni and the Giglio quartos both 

follow Zoppino's model for al1 other aspects of the poem's formal 

presentation; they also do not include paratexts other than the Guazzo List 

hom his 1536 Fiirioso. The same is true of the edition published by 

Nicolini da Sabbio in 1540, which actually uses the same set of canto blocks, 

as well as the other woodcuts, found in that quarto (ent. 32, "Woodcuts"; 

figs. 1 9 ~ 9 8 ) . ' ~  

Zoppino's innovations, therefore, defined the physical fonn of the 

Furioso in quarto for the six years preceding Giolito's own innovative 

edition of Arioste's poem in 1542. As the letter to his readers made explicit, 

these editions were meant for the upper end of the market, for those 

readers who could afford the more expensive format and also appreciate its 

physical qualities. As the popularity of the Frtrioso continued to grow in 

the 1530s, the tastes of this segment of its reading public gradually 

changed." Zoppino understood that the established manner of printing 

the poem for these readers, that is, simple quarto editions without 

illustrations to the text, was outdated and did not satify their needs any 

longer. The formula that he devised in response to this insight established 

a new model for editions of the Ficrioso in quarto-after 1536, these were 

always illustrated books, and the actual illustrations were copied frorn the 

set Zoppino himself had first introduced. This was an important phase in 



the evolution of the Furioso's physical form, for Arioste's work now began 

to take on distinct features according to the format in which it was p ~ t e d .  

Initiated by Zoppino for quartos, the process of clearly defining a formal 

mode1 for each format was furthered during the same period by Bindoni 

and Pasini for octavos. 



NOTES TO SECTION 3 

On Zoppino, see Hams, Bibl iografia 2.87-93; Harris, "L'a vventura 

editoriale" 88-94; Quondam, "La letteratura in tipografia" 63941; Potter; 

and Ascarelli-Menato 351-52. 

The designer of the portrait in unknown; see Zappella, Il n t ~ a t t o  1.108, 

and tav. 37. 

The fint eight canto openings are irregular, perhaps because Zoppino 

experimented with the layout before deciding on a final design; see ent. 16, 

note 5. 

' For the various versions of the block, see ent. 24, note 6; ent. 31, note 5; 

ent. 32, "Woodcuts"; ent. 33, note 5; ent. 34, "Attribution and Dating". 

' Falaschi (227-281, Hofer (28-29), and Bellocchi (14) discuss these 

illustrations briefly . 

" On this point, see Essling 3.93-95, and Bland 139; for the illustration of 

chivalric texts, see also section 2. 

' See, for example, fig. 293, and from an earlier penod, fig. 289. In the 

second volume of Harris' Bibliografiu there are numerouç reproductions of 

woodcut vignettes from editions of the h z a r n o r n t o  printed in the first half 

of the Cinquecento; these provide a good comparative sample, and an 

examination of them confirms thai the Zoppino cuts represented the 

higher end of the scale in terms of style and composition. 

' For euample, in the cut for canto 29 (tig. 151), Orlando is shown smooth- 

skinned, as he is in the block for 23 (fig. 145), but he is supposed to be 

hirsute (see Orlntldo F 11 rioso 23.1 33, 29.5940). The tex tua1 changes and 

additions made by Ariosto for the third and definitive version of the 

Furioso necessitated some shifting of blocks, and this further complicates 



the text-image question, for the scenes depicted by the blocks do not always 

match the cantos in which they are placed; see the opening comments to 

ent. 25a. 

AS was noted in section 2, the quarto that Bindoni and Pasini published 

in 2531 did attempt to compete with the 1530 Zoppino by irnitating its 

formal presentation; it copied from it the portrait of Anosto, but it did not 

include any illustrations (ent. 17, figs. 50-55). 

'O  These editions are the following: the Sessa of 1533 (ent. 20, fig. 76); the 

1533 Blado (ent. 21, figs. 77-78); the 1535 Torti (ent. 22, fig. 79); the 1536 

edition published by Giovanni Giolito in Turin (ent. 24, figs. 94-103). The 

last one has a set of paratexts copied from the 1535 Bindoni and Pasini 

octavo (ent. 23). 

l 1  On Giglio, see Ascarelii-Menato 366; on Benedetto Bindoni, Francesco's 

uncle, see Ascarelli-Menato 349. 

'' It should be noted that another set of copies was used in the octavo 

published by Aivise Torti in 1539 (ent. 31); this is the only example of an 

illustrated Fitrioso in this format for the period under consideration. On 

Torti, see Ascarelli-Menato 366-67. 

'' On Nicolini, see Ascarelli-Mena to 354-55. 

' For the evolution of the reading public and for the popularity of the 

Fwioso during this penod, see the sources cited in section 2, notes 1 and 2 

respect ively . 



4 

Bindoni and Pasini: The Introduction of Critical 

Commentary 

The firrn of Francesco Bindoni and Maffeo Pasini was one of the most 

prolific in Venice, producing over two hundred titles between 1524 and 

1551.' The partners specialized in chivalric literature, and before 1535 they 

had published four editions of the Furioso: in octavo in 1525, 1530, and 

1533; in quarto in 1531 (ents. 6, 14, 17, 19; figs. 32, 7û-75). All these editions 

were printed according to the established formal models of the time.' In 

1535, however, the firm enacted the second significant change to occur that 

decade in the presentation of the Fltrioso, with the addition of a critical 

apparatus to the text (ent. 23)? 

The odavo of that year does not present innovations in the 

appearance of the Furioso as immediately apparent as those seen in the 

1530 quarto by Zoppino. The woodcut serpents device on the title-page, a 

copy of the one in the 1532 edition, represents the fint use of this element 

on the k t  page of a Furioso, but the Ariosto portrait at the end of the book, 

also copied from the same edition, had already become a common feature 

(figs. 80,93).' n i e  cut serves to break up the two blocks of text on the page, 

the second of which is set in italic and lists, or rather, adverüses, the 

paratexts inside the book Italic is also used to set the two dedicatory letters 

(figs. 81,87), but the rest of the book, induding the paratexts, is set in the 

usual face employed for octavo editions, gothic (figs. 81-92). The poem is 

set in the basic layout of two columw of five stanzas each. Bindoni and 



Pasini had simply taken the formal model designed for the popular market 

and added the paratexts, but in so doing they redefined that model in 

significant ways. 

The constant increase in book production during the 1530s resulted 

in greater cornpetition among Italian publishers, especiaily those who 

served the less cultivated readers that bought cheap odavos editions of 

vernacular texts. In an attempt to attract these readers, editors were hired 

to provide paratextual material designed to assist them in interpreting the 

texts they bought? Bindoni and Pasini t m e d  to Ludovico Dolce, a 

poligrafo who was to have a long and prolific career as an editor and 

printing-house consultant in the Venetian publishing world. Aside from 

the two dedicatory letters, Dolce prepared four paratexts to aid the readers of 

the book: an "Apologia" in which he defends Ariosto from detractors; a 

glossary in which he explains some difficult words and literary allusions 

tound in the Furioso; a list of the additions Ariosto made in the final 

version of the poem; a table of charaders listing their appearance in major 

episodes. An analysis of these texts as they relate to the Furioso and its 

critical reception is beyond our purpose,6 but they are important here for 

what they reveal about the readers foreseen by Dolce and the publishers, as 

well as the ways in which the form of the book itself was intended to serve 

them. 

Near the end of the "Apologia", Dolce writes that he prepared the 

giossary "per servir al commodo del lettore non molto esercitato nella 

Lingua, e di quelii, che non hanno cognitione delle latine lettere" (leaf 216'). 

This explicit reference to the readers for whom the edition is intended is 

accompanied by comments on the advantages of its physical charaderistics. 

On the same page as the sentence just ated, Dolce cornrnends Pasini's 



diligence because in addition to offerhg "si gran volume in piccola e 

manigevole forma", he has provided the paratexts so that "ciascuno potra 

legger queiio, che più gli piacerà sema fatica di travolger tutta l'opera". 

Pasini himself, in a brief note to the reader, explains that in order to help 

those who want to find only their favourite passages or the additions made 

by Ariosto without having to read the entire book, he has included the list 

of additions and the table of characters, "per i quali duoi modi ciascuno 

potrh servendosi a suo piacere tuggir il fastidio e la fatica di volger più 

carte" (leaf 218'). Dolce and Pasini, therefore, use the practical difficulties 

inherent in handling a book with a text as lengthy as that of the Furioso to 

promote the advantages of the smaller octavo format. They are also aware 

of the further difficulties caused by the narrative complexities of the poem, 

and of the different strategies used to read it, and they move to remedy 

those complexities and serve those strategies with the list and the table of 

characters. What is important for the discussion here is that those two 

paratexts are not just indices, simple Lists of leaf numben: each item given 

there is keyed into the text by a marginal note beside the relevant passage 

(figs. 81-84). These marginal notations represent a significant moment in 

the evolution of the Furioso's typographical form, for this is the fint time 

that the text shares the page with extratextual matter. This marks the 

beginning of an editoriai practice which over the course of the sixteenth 

century would eventually see the text submerged not only by notes in the 

margins, but by commentary preceding and following each canto, and by 

extensive critical material before and after the poem. 

With this edition, Bindoni and Pasini introduced a new mode1 for 

printing the Furioso in octavo. The nature of the innovation, however, 

was not founded on any major changes to the graphic character of the 



former model: the typeface was the same, there were still no illustrations 

to the text, and the layout of the poem, aside from the addition of the 

marginal notations, remained unaltered. The publishers did not renew the 

design, choosing instead to differentiate their product by using Dolce's 

paratexts to further exploit the advantages of its basic physical characteristic, 

its sùe: this edition was affordable, easy to handle, and it aiiowed the 

reader to navigate the text conveniently and quickly. Bindoni and Pasini, 

in short, were selling the pradical advantages of what today would be c d e d  

the paperback to a specific sector of the book-buying public, the readers who 

had bought the Furioso in the odavo format since the 1520s. If the 

typographical presentation of this edition is not particularly appealing, it 

should also be noted that it is typical of most octavos of the period, made to 

be affordable and not attractive.' 

Ln the seven years between this edition and the appearance of the 

first Furioso by Giolito, seven other editions of the poem were published in 

odavo: by Torti in 1536 (ent. 26, fig. 168-69); by Agostino Bindoni and 

Giovanni Giolito in 1536 (ent. 27, figs. 17082); by Agostino Bindoni on his 

own in 1539 (ent. 29); by Torti again in 1539 (ent. 31); by Bindoni and Pasini 

in 1540 (ent. 33, figs. 199-200); by Volpini in 1541 (ent. 35, figs. 204-205); 

finally, 1 have attributed an unsigned edition to Antonio Blado, and 

estabiished the date of its printing as being after 1540 (ent. 34, figs. 201-203).8 

Al1 of these editions followed the formal pattern established by Bindoni 

and Pasini in 1535.9 There are some divergences from the model, which is 

inevitable considering the number of printers involved. Two are of 

significance: in some editions, the serpents device on the title-page is 

replaced by the portrait of Ariosto, in ail probability because the printer 

lacked a copy of the device; some editions lack a number of the Bindoni 



and Pasini paratexts, or place them in a different order, or add different 

ones. These departures, however, do not alter the basic formula of the 1535 

octavo, 

Like the Zoppino editions of 1530 and 1536, the one published by 

Bindoni and Pasini in 1535 established a prototype for the formal 

presentation of the Furioso. The two formats were designed to respond to 

the demands of different readenhips. Printed in roman letter, fully 

illuçtrated, and with one brief paratext, the quartos of the Zoppino model 

were meant for the upper segment of the book market. The Bindoni and 

Pasini octavo and those that followed it, which were intended for the lower 

end of the market, were printed in gothic, had no illustrations, and 

included several paratexts. The concurrent development and success of 

these two formulas for presenting the Furioso in print endowed Ariosto's 

poem with two distinct typographical identities in the 1530s, and this was a 

marked change from the previous decade, when the formal bifurcation was 

not as strong given the graphic identity cornmon to both formats. 



NOTES TO SECTION 4 

l For a discussion of the partnen, see Harris, "L'avventura editonale" 95- 

96, which indudes a list of chivalric titles they published; Harris, 

Bibl iograf.< 2.93-94; Ascarelli-Menato 349-50, % M l .  

Although these editions were not innovative, Bindoni and Pasini did not 

refrain from copying ones that were: as seen in section 2, their 1530 octavo 

was in italic, in imitation of Garantais 1527 edition, and their 1531 quarto 

was printed to compete with the 1530 edition by Zoppino. 

The finn had added a paratext to the Furioso before, a sonnet in honour 

of Ariosto (see ents. 6, 14), but never any critical material. 

' For a list of the editions in which the portrait is used, see section 3, note 4. 

' The editors also camed out textual revisions; for their function in the 

Venetian publishing world and their influence on reading habits during 

this period, see Richardson 90-108. 

On Dolce and the paratexts he prepared for this edition, see Trovato 67- 

71; Richardson 95-97; Di Filippo Bareggi 5860. On the "Apologia" only, 

see Ramat 364; Serveilo 24; Javitch 171-72; Beer 209. 

' Essling explains that during the first three decades of the Cinquecento 

books of fine workmanship and design conthued to be made, but in 

general the need to produce greater quantities of books prejudiced quality, 

and this was particularly tn ie  of the smaller, cheaper octavos (3.93-95). 

See the following pages in Ascarelli-Menato for the publishen 

mentioned: Alvise Torti, 366-67; Agostino Bindoni, who was Francesco 

Bindoni's uncle, 349; Giovanni Giolito, who was Gabriele Giolito's father, 

24243, 373; Giovanni Antonio Volpini, 380; Antonio Blado, 100-101. 



The only signihcant exception is represented by the Torti octavo of 1539 

(ent. 31), which indudes a number of canto illustrations copied kom the 

Zoppino series; in ail other respects, however, it remains true to the 

Bindoni and Pasini model. 



5 

The Giolito Edition of 1542 

The physical form of the Orlando Furioso was fundamentally redefined in 

1542, when Gabriele Giolito published a quarto edition of the poem which 

integrated illustration and paratexts (ent. 36). As was indicated in the 

Introduction of this dissertation, Giolito was one of the most prolific 

Venetian publishers of the Cinquecento, and his firm produced close to 

nine hundred editions between 1538 and 1578.' His success was established 

not only through the prodigious output of his press, but also by the 

influential critical commentaries he included in his books, and by the 

quaiity of their design and illustration, which set new trends in typographie 

style.2 

In the fint two decades of his career, Giolito concentrated almost 

exclusively on vernacular texts, bringing out nurnerous editions of the 

works of Pe t rad ,  Boccaccio, Aretino, Castiglione, and Ariosto. This was a 

reflection of the general direction of the Venetian publishing industry at 

the time. The continued growth of the reading public in Italy had created 

an unprecedented demand for vemacular texts and a corresponding 

expansion in book production. By the 1540s, as Dionisotti convincingly 

argues, these developments gave rise to a new sense, shared by readers, 

writers, and critics alike, that the v e m a d a r  was as worthy a medium of 

literary expression as Latin, and that the works of contemporary authors 

could stand alongside classical texts." Publishers responded to this 

fundamental cultural change not only by offering more editions of 

vernacular texts, but also by endowing them with critical commentaries 
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and other paratexts designed to promote these texts as new classics and aid 

readen in their interpretation? They also strove to improve the 

typographical appearance of these books to make it consonant to their 

newly-won Literary status, and oEten induded attractive  illustration^.^ The 

marketing strategy of Giolito's firm, the largest in Venice at the t h e ,  was 

to make the Mull range of literature in Italian available to the reading public, 

and it succeeded: "Nell'azienda giolitina celebra il suo trionfo-la sua 

autonoma centralith-la letteratura volgare del Cinquecento" (Quondam, 

"La Letteratura" 642). 

The Furioso that Giolito published in 1542 was to be the first of 28 

that he brought out in the next two decades, making Ariosto's work the 

mainstay of his production during that p e r i ~ d . ~  The complex forma1 

presentation of this quarto, with its highly C O ~ S ~ O U S  integration of text, 

paratexts, illustrations, and decoration, is dearly superior to that seen in 

previous editions (see figs. 206-28). It is designed to serve a basic objective, 

which is "the presentation of the Furioso as a new classic", a modem 

equivalent of the ancient epics (Javitch 31). This intent is also evident in 

the paratexts prepared by Ludovico Dolce, who, as we have seen, had 

already hilfiiled the role of editor for Bindoni and Pasini's 1535 edition. 

Here, Dolce expanded considerably the glossary of difficult words and 

literary allusions, as well as the index to characters and episodes, now the 

"Espositione" and 'Tavola" respedively (see ent. 36; he also included a 

lengthy commentary on Ariosto's imitations of dassical texts, mainly 

Virgil and Ovid ("Brieve dirnostratione"), and he placed brief allegorie at 

the head of each canto explaining the text's moral value.7 This material 

was intended to convey the poem's "serious stahis and pedigree" and 

affirm that the Furioso "was not just another chivalric romance but one of 



the rare poems of modem times that matched the perfection achieved by 

the anaent poets" (Javitch 31-32). Javitch sees this edition as the beginning 

of the process by which the Furioso was brought into the literary canon in 

the second half of the Cinquecento. 

More important for our purposes is the manner in which Giolito's 

intentions regarding the edition are enaded in its forma1 presentation (figs. 

20628): The text of the poem is set in italic, which had been used since 

Aldus' time to print Latin works.' Its application to the Furioso was not 

original, for it had already been employed by Garanta in his 1527 edition, 

but this style of typeface was not taken up by other printen for this poem or 

for other editions of chivalric Merature until Giolito began to use it 

regularly in the 1540~. '~ Several sizes of italic and roman are used to set the 

various texts in the edition (see ent. 36, 'Typography"), and this can be seen 

on the title-page, where the two styles of typeface are alternated for 

decorative effect. The title-page itself is the most striking example of the 

formal ambitions of the edition and provides a graphic face to the book 

considerabiy more complex than any previous efforts: it bears a large 

woodcut architectural border with elaborate decoration, which endoses 

Giolito's distinctive phoenix device (fig. 206). Giolito's title-pages and 

borders were to begin a new trend in Venetian and European book design, 

as were the historiated initials placed at the head of each canto (figs. 20S11, 

21%14,21&19). " Iliustrated with figures from Ovid's Me tamorp hoses 

whose names began with the letter displayed by the woodcut, these initials 

hirthered the strategy of presenting the Furioso as a modem cl as si^.^* The 

classical motif also characterizes the portrait of Ariosto at the end of the 

poem, which shows a bust of the author, aowned with a laure1 wreath and 

dresçed in a toga (Bg. 221).13 Giolito uses a second title-page for the paratexts 



that foiiow the Furioso, where he prornimently displays another version of 

his device (hg. 222). A third version is placed on the last page (fig. 228); by 

this repeated and emphatic use of his trademark, the graphic identity of the 

publisher has taken over what had in earlier editions been the privileged 

space of images comeded to the author or the work-the P.B.M. border, 

the bees and fire block, the portraits, and the serpents device. Another 

formal detail of the book are the fleurons used to complete the layout of 

headtitles and text pages (figs. 208-10,22&23). 

The most distinctive feature of the book is the set of forty-six 

woodcuts used to illustrate the text (figs. 229-74). Giolito was not the first 

to place illustrations at the head of the cantos, but the ones here are larger 

and considerably superior to Zoppino's in style, manufacture, and 

composition (see figs. 122-67).14 The technical ski11 in the cutting is evident 

in the fine lines and careful shading which serve to balance the italic of the 

text. The unknown designer makes effective use of classical architectural 

elements and landscape backgrounds to frame scenes, he shows an 

attention to realistic detail, and he depicts the human figures with long 

limbs, exaggerated musculature, and srna11 heads, features suggestive of the 

style of early Manneri~m.'~ The sophistication of these illustrations also 

derives frorn the use of multi-narrative composition, which represents 

"simultaneously events separated by tirne and place" (Falaschi 228). The 

depiction in most cuts of several episodes allows the designer to better deal 

with the narrative complexities of the text. An analysis of the relationship 

between text and illustration is beyond our scope, but it should be indicated 

that these illustrations show a close knowledge of the Furioso, and that 

they alrnost invariably respect textual detail with accuracy. The choice of 

subjed matter also suggests a r e h e d  sense of the expressive possibilities 



inherent in the translation of the text into images.16 The pictorial 

presentation also assumes, as Falaschi has pointed out, a detailed 

knowledge of the Furioso on the part of the spectator, a fact reinforced by 

the absence of labels giving the names of the charaders depided.17 

Finally, a crucial factor in the superior appearance of this edition is 

the marner in which the various elements just examined are integrated by 

an effective use of layout and a fine sense of book design into a balanced, 

harmonious whole. This is also the result of careful and skillful 

presswork, which was no doubt facilitated by the fact that Giolito ran his 

own large, well-stocked print-shop, and could thus monitor closely the 

production of his books." 

With this edition, Gioiito redefined the Furioso's physical form. 

The changes that he enacted were not in themselves entirely original, for 

in the use of italic letter, canto illustrations, and paratexts he had been 

preceded by other printers. But it was his integration of the two existing 

forma1 models that was innovative, particularly since the result was 

typographically and formally superior to both of them. What is also 

important is that the design formula established in this edition also applied 

to odavos. In the yean after 1542 Giolito would publish several editions of 

the Furioso in the smaller format alongside those he brought out in 

 quart^.'^ The two formats were meant to serve, as usual, different 

segments of the market, but aside from their format, their formal character 

was essentially the same. The octavos use srnalier versions of the title-page 

border and initiais, the same layout and decorative elements, and the same 

woodcut illustrations, which were apparently made to fit either format 

(figs. 278-80). Significantly, the same paratexts appear in both formats-the 

octavos were in essence just smaller copies of the quartos. 



Giolito, therefore, recognized the need to make odavos for those 

individuals who could oniy afford these books, but he did not develop a 

distinct model for these editions, perceiving that the different levels of 

cultural preparation of the reading public were not necessarily tied to 

particular economic levels. This is important in understanding the 

intended readership of the 1542 quarto. In his letter to the readers Dolce 

states that he has prepared the "Espositione" to satisfy "coloro, die niuna 

cognitione hanno delle latine lettere" (leaf *lv, fig. 223). However, the 

"Brieve dimostratione", his commentary on Ariosto's imitations, cites the 

textual sources in Latin without translating them, presupposing a good 

knowledge of the language (figs. 223-24). The book, therefore, is meant to 

respond to the needs of different readers. The explanation lies in the state 

of the publishing industry at the time that this Furioso appeared, when the 

expansion of vernacular printing had made "a wide range of works 

available to the literate: and not just to those who traditionally belonged to 

the ranks of consumers of books, but also to Iess experienced readers. 

Indeed, greater cornpetition between printers meant that books tended to be 

aimed at an even broader public" (Richardson 91). In response to this 

situation, Giolito made the 1542 Furioso to appeal to as wide and varied a 

readership as possible, and the formal model that he developed for the 

book served his purpose so effectively that is would be used for both 

quartos and octavos. 

Giolito's edition of 1542 established a single model for the 

typographical presentation of Ariosto's poem. Soon after its appearance, 

editions based on the formulas introduced in the 1530s ceased to be 

p r o d u ~ e d . ~ ~  Giolito continued to print the Furioso in this form regularly 

for two decades, making oniy minor variations. Furthermore, other 



pintes of the work invariably adopted his model, imitating its border, 

iayout and illustrations (figs. 281-84)." To read the Furioso during this 

period was to read it in the form Giolito had devised. 



NOTES TO SECTION 5 

My account of Giolito's firm is drawn mainiy from the standard study, 

Quondarn's "Mercanzia d'onore", whidi analyzes the publisher's career 

within the literary, social, and cultural context of the period, provides 

statistical analyses of his production, and examines his role in the diffusion 

of vemacular Literature; this article and an updated version of it in "La 

letteratura in tipografia" (641-47) also list previous scholarly studies on 

Giolito. See also Ascarelli-Menato 373-75; Giolito's production is 

chronicled in Bongi's An  na li. 

For Giolito's influence on book design, çee Bland 139-40, and Levarie 174. 

' The reference is to Dionisotti's essay "La letteratura italiana nell'eta del 

concilio di Trento"; for the various literary and cultural implications of the 

rise of vernacular literature, and the role of print in this process, see 

Quondam "La letteratura"; see also Richardson 90-93, and Bottasso 3543.  

' We have seen an early exarnple of this practice with Bindoni and Pashi's 

1535 Furioso, although the motivations there were somewhat different; see 

section 4. 

' For an example of the graphic quality of his books, see figs. 29û-99, taken 

from the quarto edition of the Decnmerone he printed in 1512; for a general 

sense of the stylistic changes in the appearance of books, see fig. 297, 

showing the titie-page to a Cortegiano printed in 1538, and fig. 296, showing 

a title-page from an edition of Dante printed in 1529. 

For a list of the Furioso editions published by Giolito, see Bongi 2.113-16; 

see also EDIT16 A.202-209. Gabriele's father Giovanni had published two 

editions of the Furioso in 1536, but did not introduce any innovations; see 

ents. 24 and 27; on Giovanni, see Ascarelli-Menato 242-43. 



See ent. 36 for lull details of the sections cited. For a detailed analysis of 

Dolce's paratexts for this edition, see Javitch 31-36, 5&54; Trovato 67-71, 

221-24; and Richardson 96-97. 

The formal elements of this edition, and in particular the canto 

illustrations, the initials, and the title-page, are discussed in Bellocchi 16- 

18; Falaschi 22S31; Mortimer 35-36; Hofer 30-31; Johnson, The Italian 

Sixteenth Century 23-26. 

For the style of the italic font in this edition, see Carter, A View of Ea~ly 

Typography 111, 11S19; Johnson, Type Designs 1û4-110; Johnson, Th e 

Ifdian Sixteenth Cenfwry 17-18,24-25; Balsamo and Tinto 103-106. On the 

use of italic by Aldus to p ~ t  the classics, and by later printers for 

vernacular works, see Carter, A View 107-214,117-22; Dowding 43-55. 

' O  On this point, see Hams, Bibliografin 1.94; on Garanta's edition, see 

section 2, and ent. 11. 

On Giolito's title-pages, see Levarie 174; Barberi 116-17; on his borders, 

see Johnson, The Italian Sixteenth Century 21-22; for the development of 

the architectural border, and the artistic influences that shaped it, see 

Barberi 126-31. 

l2 For a detailed analysis of this set of initials, see Petnicci Nardelli 17-33. 

l 3  On this portrait, see Zappella, II ritmtfo 1.43, tav. 40. 

l 4  These cuts are analyzed in Falaschi 228-31; see also Bellocchi 17; 

Mortimer 36; Hofer 30; Bland 140. 

lS For the influence of Mannerist style on book decoration and illustration, 

see Samek Ludovici 13948; for an overview of Mannerism, see Wundram. 

' 6  The fideiity of the pictorial representations in this edition can be seen in 

Entry 36a, which gives fdl descriptions of the cuts and their textual sources. 



l 7  Falaschi made this point for the illustration to canto 33 (229), but it is 

applicable to the senes as a whole. 

l8 On this point, see Bongi 1.49-50. 

l 9  For a List of these editions, see EDE16 A.202-209; they are described in 

detail in Bongi's Annali. On Giolito's practice of printing both formats 

concurrently, see Bon@ 1.4347, and Hams, Bibliografi 2.143-44. It should 

be stated that one formal difference did at times exist, for some of the 

octavos were printed in itaiic, but others in roman. 

The only quarto with copies of Zoppino's cuts to appear after 1542 was 

Nicolb Bascarini's edition of the following year. On Bascarini, see 

Ascarelli-Menato 381; on his edition of the Furioso, see EDlT16 A.2595. 

Bindoni and Pasini tried to compete with Giolito by printing an octavo and 

a quarto in 1542, after the appearance of his edition; these included 

paratexts that were more recent than those in their 1535 odavo, but the 

editions themselves presented the same typographical appearance (figs. 

275-76); evidently, they were not successful, for the M, though active 

until 1551, never printed the Furioso again; on these editions, see EDIT16 

A.2592-93; on their paratexts, see Richardson 97 and 217-18; Javitch 49-50. 

2' The mode1 was also imitated by printers of the Innarnorato and the 

Morgan te; see Harris, Bibliograjk 1.171,175,1@349; 2.143-44. 



6 

Conclusion 

There were five major stages in the physical history of the Orlando Furioso 

between 1516 and 1542. The quarto editions pubüshed in Ferrara in roman 

letter were intended for the aristocratic and humanistic public of the Italian 

courts, and their physical appearance was distinguished by iconographie 

material connected to the author, who was personally involved in the 

production process. When Ariosto's poern was taken up by the publishing 

industry in the 15205, it was usually pnnted according to one of two basic 

formal models, the quarto in roman and the octavo in gothic. Most of the 

editions pattemed on these models, however, shared important features, 

narnely the P.B.M. border and the absence of text illustrations, which 

provided the work with a graphic identity common to al1 formats. As the 

Furioso continued to grow in popularity among different classes of readers, 

the two basic formulas would each be defined further in the 1530s, and two 

concurrent but distinct models would emerge, the first based on Zoppino's 

illustrated quartos, which were printed in roman, and the second on 

Bindoni and Pasini's 1535 edition, an octavo set in gothic with a paratextual 

apparatus but no illustrations. In 1542, Giolito combined illustration and 

paratexts into a quarto which redefined in fundamental ways the formal 

presentation of the Furioso. 

Javitch has commented that what "was extraordinary about Ariosto's 

poem-and this confims its universal appeal-is that between 1521 and 

1584 it seerns to have embodied virtually every one of the particular 

typographical physiognomies that Venetian publishen had devised for the 
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different kinds of readers who made up their market" (13-14). The 

geographical area covered in thiç dissertation is not limited to Venice, and 

its chronological boundaries are more restrictive, but within its speafic 

scope its findings confirm Javitch's observation. What may not be evident 

from his cornments, however, is that the vanous forms in which the 

Furioso appeared were not the result of the random efforts of publishers 

attempting to find a marketable design for their books. 

The preceding sections are based on the examination of adual copies 

of ail the editions of the Furioso published during the penod in question, 

or at least al1 those that have survived. Any such examination of a series 

of related books in chronological succession affords well-founded insights 

into the typographical changes undergone by a certain work over a period 

of time. In this case, it is evident that the formal transformations of the 

Furioso from 1516 to 1542 were the result of an evolutional process that 

saw it take on new features ody  at certain moments. The majority of the 

thirty-six editions examined here simply follow previously established 

conventions for the physical presentation of the poem. In the cornpetitive 

world of sixteenth-century publishing, and especially in Venice, its centre, 

the commercial success of a book meant that it would be copied by other 

printers, anxious to partiapate in the profits, and the history of the Furioso 

in the 1520s and 1530s exemplifies ihis logic. What the editions studied 

here reveal, however, is that the printen who introduced changes also 

adhered to the same basic logic: Zoppino was the k t  to publish an 

illustrated edition of the poem, but he simply added the images to the 

established formula of quartos in roman letter; Bindoni and Pasini began 

the practice of providing commentaries, but they printed them in the sarne 

octavo editions that they had been selling since the 1520s. Whatever the 



motivations behind their decision to innovate-insights about changes in 

reading habits, the perception of new trends in the market-they still 

looked to pre-existing conventions, to the books that had been published 

previously, as a basis from which to enad their changes. The evolution of 

the formal presentation of the Furioso was, in essence, a process of filiation 

and affiliation, where edition copied edition, either outright or in part. 

The question posed in the Introduction, therefore, can only be 

answered by stating that Giolito did indeed introduce a new way of 

presenting the Furioso in print, but the statement needs to be quaiified by 

noting that the changes he made were also dependent upon the forma1 

conventions established by previous printers of Ariosto's work. If the 

physical form of his 1542 edition was innovative, it was also the 

culminating point of a typographie tradition reaching back to the princeps. 



Part II 

A DES- BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE ORLANDO 

FURIOSO, 1516-1542 



Introduction 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 

This bibliography is a description of al1 known editions of the 

Orlando Furioso from the princeps of 1516 to the Giolito edition of 1542. It 

is based on the direct examination of surviving copies, and its purpose is 

twofold: first, it is designed to provide a detailed and technicai basis for Part 

1, which studies the historical evolution of the Furioso as a physical object; 

secondly, it functions independently as a bibliography that can be used as a 

standard against which copies in addition to those examined here can be 

checked.' 

The methods followed in this section are those of Anglo-American 

bibliography, as codified in Bowers, outiined in Gaskell, and updated and 

developed by Tan~elle.~ The principal descriptive techniques and 

conventions adopted, and any departures from them necessitated by the 

particular nature of the subject, are summarized in the following sections. 

The bibliography follows the "degressive principle," by which the 

amount of detail given in an entry varies in accordance with the relative 

importance of the edition within the series, as detennined by the stated 

objective of the bibli~graphy.~ Hence, elements of layout, typography and 

illustration are accorded full treatment, partidarly when they constitute 

innovations in the presentation of the Furioso, while consideration of 

textual variations is usually omitted. The a h  throughout has been the 

precise, clear, and uniform presentation of the physical evidence. 



1.2 Arrangement and Numbering of Entries 

The entries are numbered sequentially in arabic numerals. They are 

ordered chronologicaiiy, according to the date of publication of each edition 

as it appears in the irnprint or colophon When the date is lacking, or 

when there is reason to doubt its validity, available physical and external 

evidence has been used to determine as closely as possible the position of 

the edition in the chronological List, and the evidence employed and the 

interpretive lines followed are outlined in the Notes section of the entry in 

question. 

1.3 Individual Entries: Parts 

The entries are divided into a number of sections, each constituting a 

description of a portion of the physical and extemal evidence. The general 

rules and conventions goveming the various sections are treated in 

succession below. The standards employed for measurements, however, 

should be explained at the outset: unless otherwise stated, d l  

measurements are given to the nearest half-miIlimeter, which is a 

reasonable tolerance considering the variable rates of shrinkage in paper.' 

In reporting the size of blocks, borders, and initiais, the vertical 

measurement is always given before the horizontal. 

a) Heading. Aside from its serial number, the entry consists of three items: 

the city of publication, the publisher and / or printer, and the publication 

date. When the data represented by an item are not given explicitly in the 



imprint or colophon, and is hence derived from other evidence, or when 

the imprint andfor colophon are incomplete, invalid, or false, then the 

item in question is enclosed within square brackets; if the evidence allows 

only partial identification, or none at ail, then a question mark is used 

within square bradcets. in order to achieve a degree of uniformity with 

current research in the field, 1 have adopted, in confomity with the forms 

listed in Ascarelli-Menato's La fipografi del '500 in Ifdia, modernized 

Italian spelling for the names of printen and publishers in the headings. 

When the printer and publisher are different individuals, and have been 

identified, the names of both are given in the heading, separated by a 

solidus, with the publisher listed first. 

A definition of the roles designated by these t e m ,  and a brief 

digression into the history of bookmaking practices, are at this point 

necessary. In the study of the hand-press period, the terms publisher and 

printer are used to indicate two distinct hinctiow in the process of book 

production, but not necessarily two separate individuals. The publisher 

was the individual who owned the edition: he chose the work that was to 

be printed, obtained the copy-text, put up the capital necessary for the 

purchase of paper, hired a printer, and then sold the copies, at profit and 

often in his own bookshop. The printer instead carried out the actual 

production of the book, in a shop which housed his equipment and his 

assistants. These roles often overlapped, as in the case of Gabriele Giolito, a 

publisherl printer who produced his books in his own printing shop; at 

other times a printer might deade to invest his own capital in an edition, 

hence becoming a publisher. Given the importance of distinguishing 

between these two functions in assessing the physical changes that the 



Furioso underwent, a thorough discussion of the question as it pertains to 

each edition is found in the relevant sections of Part 1. 

The date is given in modem form; therefore, it does not necessarily 

match the date found in the colophon or the title-page, which reflects the 

particular calendar used in the aty of publication. The potential 

discrepancy derives from the differences between the modem calendar, 

which deems January 1 to be the first day of the year, and the various 

conventions regarding the start of the year in effed in Italy during the 

sixteenth century . Cappeili (Cronologia S16) provides a detailed 

discussion of these conventions; in brief, the year began on December 25 in 

Ferrara, Milan and Rome ("stile della Nativith"), on March 1 in Venice 

(rn O r e ve ne  to  or "stile veneto"), and on March 25 in Florence ("stile 

dellïncarnazione" or "s tiie fiorentino"). By the sixteenth century, 

however, the tendency was to adopt the modem style of beginning the year 

on January 1 ("stile modemo O della Circoncisione"): "In Italia si cornincio 

a fame uso costante in diverse cancellerie e dai pnvati nella seconda metà 

del sec010 XV, ma assai più tardi negli atti notarili" (10). In Venice, the 

"stile veneto" continued to be used until 1797, "ma solo per gli atti pubblici 

ed ufficiali. . . . Ne1 1520 arca s'introdusse a Venezia 10 stile moderno, negli 

atti privati" (16). These indications must be treated as general guidelines, 

for Cappelli himself States that "molto rimane ancora a farsi per stabilire 

con esattezza le varieta di stili usati" (11). Nevertheless, Cappelli remains 

the standard authority on the question, and the only one ated by Zappella 

in her Manuale del libro antico. She does, however, caution: "Si tratta 

perb di indicazioni da valutare con cautela soprattutto in relazione aila non 

regolare adozione dei vari stili nella stessa città e persino neil'ambito della 

medesirna tipografia" (1193). The correct determination of the dating 



system used in a sixteenth-century Italian book rernains, therefore, a 

problematic task, and the basic difficulties have been kept in mind when 

evaluating the date of the editions described in Part II. It must be stated, 

however, that the evidence yielded by these editions suggests, almost 

invariably, that the Venetian printers of the Furioso followed the modern 

style of dating? When present, problems relating to dating are discussed in 

the Notes section. 

b) Title-Page. Ail typographical etements are transcnbed by the method 

called quasi-facsirnile (Bowers 13544; Gaskell 322-28). The standard 

conventions of this system are as follows. The text is given in full as it 

appears on the title-page, including ail punctuation marks, abbreviations, 

and mi sprint^.^ The typeface employed in the original is followed, e.g., 

roman is used for roman faces, italic for italic faces, and mr for gothic 

faces7. Letterpress in red is underlined. "Errors or anomalies in the 

original to which attention should be called as proot of correct transcription 

are followed by [sic]" (Bowers 295). Ligatures are not transaibed, but are 

rendered as separate letters.' Line endings are indicated by a vertical stroke 

( I ), with a double stroke ( l I ) representing a distance greater than 10 mm 

between lines. Square brackets enclose the description and measurement of 

al1 typographie material other than text type (woodcuts, d e s ,  ornaments, 

borders, frames), as well as any additional comment demanded by 

particular problems of description, and they are also used to indicate 

omissions, i.e., [ . . . 1; angular brackets, < > , enclose conjedural 

reconstructions necessitated by a darnaged Leaf or by obliteration caused by 

ink, stains, etc Since the basic unit of quasi-facsimile is the single line 

(Bowen 149, 164-66), in the transcript a distinction is made between full 



capitals and srnall caps when they appear in the same line, but no attempt 

is made to reproduce different sues of type on different lines; when 

deemed significant, this information is recorded in the Typography section. 

The quasi-faaimile method is also used in transcribing colophons, 

head- ti tles, mnning titles, and canto openings. 

The Ulustrations section collects reproductions of most title-pages. 

These reproductions are a supplement to the transcription recorded in this 

sedion, but it must be stressed that they should not be considered an 

adequate substitute for it-in al1 typographical matters, the transaip t alone 

is auth~ritative.~ 

C) Colophocz. Whenever present, the colophon is transc-ribed in fuil. 

Discrepancies between the information here and that which appears on the 

title-page are discussed in the Notes. 

d) Formula. The formula is designed to be a concise statement of the 

book's physical structure, and it includes the format, the collation, the 

pagination or foiiation, and the statement of signing. [t "serves the dual 

purpose of showing how the book was-or shouid have been- 

construded, and of providing a system of reference to its parts" (Gaskell 

328). The Bat item, the format, indicates the arrangement of the book's 

formes (Le., the manner in which the type-pages were laid out within the 

iron chases, a process terrned imposition) and "the subsequent folding of 

the printed sheets as indicated by the number and conjugacy of the leaves 

and the orientation of the paper in the gatherings" (Gaskell BO).'" The 

formats reported here are quarto (abbreviated 4'), odavo (go), and 

duodecimo (12'). The statement of format is followed by the collational 



formula, which is a precise register of the order and size of the gatherings- 

the discrete groups of leaves that were sewn together to make up the book, 

also referred to as sections or signatures. The collational formula is the 

fundamental element of bibliographical description, and while the system 

used to construd it is necessarily complex (Bowers 196-254,457-61; Gaskell 

328-31), its basic principles are simple and c m  be succinctly explained: 

[In the collational formula] it is assumed that the usual 23-letter 

latin alphabet, or an unintempted series of numerals, is used for 

signing the gatherings. Thus the notation A-Z refen to 23 

gatherings signed in alphabetical order from A to 2, less I or J, U or 

V, and W. . . . But, although signature senes set in iower-case type 

are distinguished from those in capitais, capitals are not 

distinguished from small capitals; and gothic, roman, and italic 

fonts are not distinguished from each other. Arbitrary symbols (', 

etc.) used as signatures are reproduced. Duplicated signature 

alphabets, Aa-Zz, Aaa-Zzz, etc, are written 2A-22, 3A-32, etc.; and 

if two or more alphabets follow each other in regular sequence, A- 

2 Aa-Zz for instance, the notation becomes A-22. (Gaskell 328) 

The number of leaves in each gathering is shown in superscript, and it is 

appended to the notation for a series of gatherings when it remains regular 

throughout; hence, in the collational formula for Entry 10, 

8": A-21' 2R. 260 ll., ff. 1 2 3 4 5 6260. $4 (-Al, 2K3,2K4). 

each of the fint 32 gatherings (i.e., A-Z and 2A-21) consists of 8 leaves, but 

the last one, 2K, contains four. Unsigned gatherings are given in italics if it 

can be inferred that they are a regular part of the series; if the inference 

cannot be drawn, the symbol TI is used for preliminary ga therings, while 



unsigned gatherings interpolated between signed ones are given the 

symbol X .  Hence, the formula 

ms A< DS E - M ~ X ~  N-z8 
indicates that there is a first unsigned gathering of 8 leaves, that a gathenng 

of 4 leaves is found between M and N, and that g a t h e ~ g  D is not signed. 

The third item in the formula is the statement of foliation (the numbenng 

of the leaves) or pagination (the numbering of the pages) (Bowers 26û-û4, 

462; Gaskell 332). The total number of leaves is given first, followed by the 

foliation (abbreviated ff.) or pagination (abbreviated pp.); arabic or roman 

numerals are given as they appear in the book, and figures which are not 

printed but which can be inferred as part of the sequence are shown in 

italics; hence, the statement of foliation for Entry 10 

260 Il., If. 1 2 3 4 5 6-260. 

indicates that there are 260 leaves in total, that they are numbered in arabic 

numerals, and that the figures 1,3, and 5 are not printed on their respective 

leaves. Unnumbered leaves or pages outside of the regular sequence are 

placed within square brackets; misprints which do not affect the sequence 

are noted parenthetically. The last item in the formula is the statement of 

signing. 'The dollar sign, which means 'al1 the signatures', is used with a 

figure to indicate which leaves are normally signed in the book (up to and 

induding the number given), followed by a note of any departures from 

this normal pradice" (Gaskell 331). The statement of signing frorn Entry 10 

âted above 

$4 (-Al, 2K3,2K4) 

indicates that the first 4 leaves in each gathering are signed, with the 

exception of the first leaf in A and the last hvo in 2K. 



The collational fomula is used as the basis for the system of 

reference (Bowen 25548, Gaskell 329-30):'' gatherings are referred to as A, 

B, C, etc., and individual leaves within each gathering as Al, A2, etc.; when 

referring to a page rather than to the leaf, r and v are used in superscript for 

recto and verso, and a and b for the tint and second column of a two- 

column page; hence, A2' indicates the recto page of the second leaf of 

gathering A. 

e) Contents. This section describes the various parts of the book? 

accounting for every page, induding blanks, and referring to them in terms 

of the collational formula (Bowers 289-99,43844; Gaskell 335). Whenever 

a page or a two-page opening is reproduced in the Illustrations section, the 

sequential number of the reproduction (i.e., fig. 27) is given here in its 

proper place. Following the general principle of the greatest precision with 

the necessary brevity, information available in other sections of the entry 

or in the reproductions is provided in abbreviated form. Transcription of a 

paratext is limited in this section to the title and first line(s), but the total 

number of lines, including those quoted, is given in square brackets; the 

full text is transcribed in the Notes section, unless it is copied from an 

earlier edition, in which case only significant discrepancies are noted. 

Single quotation marks signal ihe use of quasi-faaimile to trawcribe the 

contents of a page or part thereof, while double quotation marks indicate 

ordinary quoting; punctuation supplied by the bibliographer goes outside 

the quotation marks in both cases (Tanselle, "A Sampie" 15). In ordinary 

transcription, long s is not shown but is given as simple s, and consonantal 

u is generally given as v; abbreviations are usualiy rendered in fuil, but 

spelling, punduation, accents and capitaiîzation are kept as they appear on 



the printed page; line breaks are omitted. Within quasi-facsimile 

transcription, the use of a superscript numeral after a letter indicates that it 

is a guide letter or an initial, the numeral referring to the height of blank 

space, in tenns of lines of text, that surrounds the letter in question. The 

term "stanza" is used throughout to refer to the ottnva of the text. 

O Typography. The goal of this section "is to suggest the principal 

characteristics both of the typefaces used and of the typographic layout" 

(Tanselle, "A Sample" 16)." The fint line begins with an indication of the 

kind of typeface used for the main text (R=roman, I=italic, G=gothic), 

followed immediately by its 20-line measurement, which is a calculation of 

the apparent body-size, 

taken by rneasuring twenty lines of type vertically, several times 

over on different pages if possible, and the answer is given to the 

nearest millimeter. The distance is measured from a given point in 

a line to the corresponding point in the twenty-first line above or 

below; if less than twenty lines are available for measurement, a 

smaller number is used and the answer is converted to the twenty- 

line standard. It is important to make sure that the lines measured 

are set solid, that is to Say without interlinear leads. (Gaskell 13-14)13 

In most of the Furioso editions described in this bibliography, interlinear 

leads are used in the text layout to create a space between successive stanzas; 

therefore, the figure provided usually represents a I l ine  measurement 

multiplied by four. The next item in the first Line is a statement of the 

dimensions of a normal type-page: the first figure indicates the height of 

the type-page without headline and direction line, the measurement itself 

being made "Erom the top of an ascender in the first line to the bottom of a 



descender in the last line" (Bowers 302); the second figure, given 

parenthetically, includes the headline and direction line and thus indicates 

the height of the total type-page; the third figure indicates the width which 

usualiy consists only of the letterpress comprising two columns of text, but 

if there are marginal notations present, these are induded in a fourth 

measurernent, again in parentheses; al1 measurements are given to the 

nearest half-millimeter. The measurements for typeface and type-page are 

taken from the same page, identified at the end of the type-page staternent; 

this is a typical page, whose measurements conform with those taken from 

several other pages in different gatherings in the book; significant 

variations, if present, are noted. The arrangement of the text into columns 

and stanzas is expressed by the last item in the first line; hence, "2 coll. x 5 

stanzas" denotes a layout of two separate columns, each made up of 5 

o t  tave. 

The second line of this section opens with a formulait description of 

the typical single starna." The height of the stanza (measured from the tip 

of an ascender in the first line to the bottom of a descender in the eighth) is 

given to the dosest half-millimeter, followed by the type of layout used, 

and l a d y  by a measurement of the height of the interstama space when 

present." These measurements are taken from the same page used to 

measure the type-page, unless otherwise specified. The reference to the 

type of layout is based on the following scheme: 



Termine tolse alla risposta, e spene 
Gli di&, che favorevoi gli sana, 
E che gli sapra dir la via die tiene 
Angelica, O sia in Francia O dove sia. 
E quindi Malagigi al luogo viene 
Ove i demoni scongiurar d i a ,  
Ch'era fra rnonti inacctssibil grotta: 
Apre il iibro, e li spirti chiama in frotta. 

Termine toise aiia risposta, e spene 
Gli die, die favorevol gli saria, 
E che gii saprh dir la via che tiene 
Angelica, O sia in Francia O dove sia. 
E quindi Malagigi al luogo viene 
Ove i demoni scongiurar solia, 
Ch'era fra monti inaccessibil grotta: 
Apre il iibro, e Li spirti chiama in frotta. 

Termine tolse alla risposta, e spene 
gli di&, che favorevol gli saria, 
e che gli saprh dir la via che tiene 
Angelica, O sia in Francia O dove sia. 
E quindi Maiagigi al luogo viene 
ove i demoni scongiurar d i a ,  
ch'era fra monti inaccessibil grotta: 
apre il libro, e li spirti chiarna in frotta. 

Termine tolse aiia risposta, e spene 
gli di&, che favorevol gli saria, 
e che gli saprà dir la via che tiene 
Angelica, O sia in Francia O dove sia. 
E quindi Malagigi al luogo viene 
ove i demoni scongiurar d i a ,  
ch'era fra monti inaccessibil grotta: 
apre il libro, e li spirti chima in frotta. 

The next item is the description, in abbreviated form, of the running 

titles (Bowers 186-92). The statement of the normal manner in which they 

appear is followed by a list of any textual and typographical irregularities; 

quasi-faaimile is used in the transcriptions. ï h e  statement for Entry 2, for 

example, 

Running TitIe: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO - QVADRAGESIMO 

[recto] 

provides the following information: the running title first appears on a2" 

and it continues to 13'; it is divided between both pages of an opening, that 

is between the verso and its facing recto, the division being indicated by the 

vertical stroke; the regular notation on the versos is "CANTO", while 

rectos bear the indication of the canto number, beginning on a3' with 

"PRIMO" and progressing to "QVADRAGESIMO" on 12'. Details of 

foliation or pagination are then given, but only when there are 



irregularities in layout present; otherwise, it is assumed that the numerals 

run to the margin of the headline, and that they appear as desaibed in the 

foliation/ pagination statement in the collational formula. 

The next item is a statement of the leaf or leaves in a gathering in 

which catchwords regularly appear, with a listing of any significant 

irregularities. (Catchwords, of course, are printed in the direction line of 

the verso of leaves.) This is followed by a description of the canto 

openings, that is, of the manner in which the printer treats the shift 

between the end of a canto and the beginning of the next one. The first 

item expresses the basic layout of the opening according to the following 

classification: 

Type 1: The canto heading (i.e., "Canto Primo") is found in the regular 

space between the last stanza of the preceding canto and the first stanza of 

its own canto, with no disruption in the normal layout of the page; see, for 

example, fig. 72 (entry 19). 

Type 2: The canto heading is found in the interstama space between the 

last stanza of the preceding canto and the first stanza of its own canto, but 

the normal layout of the page is dismpted; see, for example, fig. 46. 

Type 3: Layouts that do not conform to either of the above schemes are 

described under this designation; see, for example, fig. 6 (entry 1). 

The typeface and capitalization employed in the text of the canto 

opening is then given, and the last item announces the use of a guide 

letter, a type initial, or a woodcut initial, with a number in supersaipt 

indicating the height of the space devoted to this element in terms of the 

corresponding Lnes of text in the first stanza; the kind of typehce used for 

the guide letter or initial is also given. Parenthetical notations are 

employed for illustration; hence, in Entry 7: 



Canto Openings: type 1, roman caps (Le., "CANTO NONO."), gothic 

initial', 

Whenever no further description of the type is provided, it should be 

assumed that it is supplied from the same font as that used for the main 

text of the Furioso. A superscrip t notation such as "guide-letter'-"means 

that the space surrounding the letter varies frorn canto to canto. In this 

case it is at times the equivalent of two iines of text, at times the equivaleni 

of three. There should be no conhision between numbers in superscript 

and endnote numbers, since endnotes are not used in the Entries section. 

The Typography section concludes with the description and 

measurement of typographical elements not treated in the preceding 

paragraphs. The amount of detail presented here refleds the typographical 

peculiarities of the edition and its relative importance within the scope of 

the work. A character's measurement indicates its height, and, udess it 

refers to a single impression, represents the average of several impressions 

of that character. Measurements of woodcut initials are included here. 

g) Woodczits. This section is included for editions which contain a set of 

canto illustrations (i.e., entry 16), or other important woodcut elements. A 

detailed description, including measurements, is provided for each cut. 

When the woodcuts in an edition are of lesser importance, this section is 

made a part of the Notes section. 

h) No tes. Explanations of probiematic bibliographical points mentioned 

but not Mly treated in the preceding sections are brought together here. 

The section, therefore, might include additions to, or elucidation of 

divergences from, the guidelines set forth in this introduction, 



transcriptions of relevant archival documents, reports of manuscript 

annotations of historical interest, and, when imprint and colophon are 

unreliable or absent, analysis of evidence for the identification of printers, 

publishers, and date of printing. Transcriptions follow the mles outlined 

in the Contents section above. The following sub-sections are usually 

present: 

Leaf. The height of a typical leaf is given here; the width is provided 

only when the binding allows for a complete measurement. 

Fingerprin t. The fingerprint is a bibliographical device designed to 

aid in the cataloguing and identification of editiond6 It records a set of 

sixteen characten as they appear in pre-established places in a book. 

Differences yielded by the cornparison of the fingerprints of two or more 

printed copies of an edition can lead, upon further investigation, to the 

discovery of important bibliographical facts, such as variant settings within 

an edition or the existence of a previously unknown edition. Since the 

fingerprint is based on a limited sampling of a book, there is always the 

possibility that it will fail to identify differences between copies; 

consequently, conclusions regarding the structure of a book or the text 

printed on its pages cannot be based exdusively upon the evidence it 

provides." This bibliographical tool, however, remains usehl  in research 

because it allows for the quick identification of potentially significant 

typographical differences between copies, and for this reason it has been 

induded in this bibliography, which is meant to serve as a standard against 

which copies in addition to those examined here can be checked (see 

Introduction, section 2.3). 

The niles for recording fingerprints are laid out in Ml in the section 

'The Fingerprinter's Manual" of Fingqn'nts  (1.7-1 l), the definitive text 



on the subject; the following is a summary of the essential points. The 

fingerprint "consists of four groups of two pain of symbols taken from the 

last and penultimate lines of four specified pages, one pair of symbols per 

iine, taken hom each bibliographical unit" (7). The firçt group is made up 

of the last two characters in the last and the penultimate lines of the first 

printed recto after the title-page; when the page has two columns, the left 

one is used. The second group is taken from the fourth recto foilowing the 

one used for the first group. The third group is taken from the first page 

correctly numbered 13; if 13 is lacking or is incorrectly numbered, page 17 is 

used; if the book lacks numeration, then the fourth recto after that used for 

the second group is chosen. The fourth group is taken from the verso of 

the recto used for the third group, and is made up of the first two characters 

on the last and penultimate lines. Then follows the parenthetical 

indication of the source of the third group (3 for page 13,7 for page 17, C 

when the pages are not numbered). The next item is the date, taken from 

the title-page or, failing that, the colophon. The date is noted in arabic 

numerals, followed by an indication of its form in the book: A for arabic 

numerals, R for roman letters, Q when the date is supplied from a source 

(specified in the Notes section) other than the title-page or colophon. 

Provenance. Ownership marks, ex Libris, and other signs of 

provenance deemed to be significant are noted and discussed. Previous 

shelf-marks are listed, but c w e n t  ones are exduded since they are found 

under the Copy Examined section. Binding evidence and comments 

regarding the state (condition) of the copy examined are included here 

when considered important. 



i) References. This section includes a listing of published 

deal specifically with the printing or publishing history ol 

sources which 

the edition. 

References from enurnerative bibliographies such as the National Union 

Catalogue are included only when they contain information (i.e., variant 

titlepage transcriptions, collations, contents) deemed significant and 

consequently discussed in other sections of the entry. The references are 

given in abbreviated form; full citations are found Ui the Works Cited 

section. In this section, the abbreviation "n." stands for "number." 

j) CopylCopies Examined. The library is listed, usually by abbreviation (see 

below), followed by the shelf-mark. Notes regarding missing leaves are 

listed parenthetically. When multiple copies of an edition have been 

examined, the basis for the entry is the first copy listed; unless specifïcally 

noted, the evidence from the other copies confirms that found in this first 

copy. In the event that the first copy ladced a number of leaves, the record 

for those leaves derives from the second copy listed, which is understood to 

be homogeneous to the Brst copy in al1 other respects. 

k) 0 t h ~  Copies. This section is a listing of libraries and other institutions 

which hold additional copies of the edition. The libraries which have been 

given an abbreviation (see section 1.4 below) are listed first, in alphabetical 

order, foilowed by the others, also in aiphabetical order, but according to 

city. Shelf-marks and other information are provided parenthetically 

when avaiiable. This listing was compiled from a variety of pubiished 

sources: the major catalogues (EDlT16, W C ,  IA, BLC, BNC, Marshall, etc.), 

those of individual libraries (Chiodi, Chantilly, Valenthi, etc.), and other 

bibliographicai works; al1 titles that yielded information were included in 



the Works Cited section. These published sources were supplemented by 

an extensive search of library catalogues available online, which covered 

databases of single institutions as well as those of institutional consortia 

such as RLIN-BIB (North American research libraries) and COPAC (major 

British Lbraries)." The Bodleian Library at Oxford, Trinity Coliege Librav 

at Cambridge, the Hamy Ransom Humanities Research Center at the 

University of Texas at Austin, and the library of Duke University provided 

information regarding their Ariosto holdings by mail. Finally, the 

catalogues of the libraries in which 1 worked at tirnes provided information 

regarding copies 1 did not personally examine. 

The information in this and the preceding section represents an 

extensive listing of known copies of the edition. The listing, however, 

cannot be considered complete: many libraries have not made their 

catalogues available in print or electronic fonn, while those that have 

continue to add to their holdings, and the rare book market is always a 

po tential source O t previously unrecorded copies. 

1.4 Abbreviations 

The following abbreviations have been adopted to designate the 

institutions and bibliographical works most often ated in both parts of the 

dissertation. Common abbreviations are also listed. The bibliographical 

works are cited in full as a convenience when consulting the Entries 

section. 



BALCR 

BAR 

BAV 

BCAB 

BCAF 

BCR 

BFC 

BL 

BMPRE 

BN 

BNBM 

BNCF 

BNMV 

BSR 

BTM 

BUB 

CRRS 

HL 

RBSC 

Biblioteca delltAccademia Nazionale dei Lincei e Corsiniana, 

Roma 

Biblio teca Angeka, Roma 

Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Citta del Vaticano 

Biblioteca Cornunale dell'Archiginnasio, Bologna 

Biblioteca Cornunale Ariostea, Ferrara 

Biblioteca Casanatense, Roma 

Biblioteca della Fondazione Cini, Venezia 

British Library, London 

Biblioteca Municipale Antonio Panizzi, Reggio Emilia 

Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris 

Biblioteca Nazionale Braidense, Milano 

Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Firenze 

Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venezia 

Biblioteca del Seminario Arcivescovile, Rovigo 

Biblioteca Trivulziana, Milano 

Biblioteca Univenitaria, Bologna 

Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies, Victoria 

College, University of Toronto 

Houghton Library, Harvard University 

Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University of Toronto 
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PANEZI Antonio Panizzi. "Bibliographical Notices of Several 

Editions of the Orlando Furioso Printed Before MDLI." 
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Ennio Sandal. Editori e tipografi a Milano ne1 

Cinquecen to. Baden-Baden: Koemer, 1977-81. 

Max Sander. Le lime à figures italien depuis 1467 

jusqu'à 1530. 6 vols. Milano: Hoepli, 1942. Nendeln, 

Liechtenstein: Kraus, 1969. 

Caetano Melzi and Paolo Antonio Tosi. Bibl iografia dei 

romanzi e poemi cavallereschi italiani. Seconda edizione 

corretta ed accresciu ta. Milano: Tosi, 1838. 

GiuseppinaZappella. Le marche dei tipografi e degli 
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Pier Caterino Zeno. "Catalogo dell'edizioni mig liori di 
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Common Abbreviations 

Ca. 

ent./ ents. 

ff. / pp. 

fig. / figs. 

1.1 11. 

tav./ tavv. 

circa 

capitals 

column/ columns 

entry / entries 

foliation/ pagination 

figure/ figures 

leaf/ Ieaves 

millimetre(s) 

Orlando Furioso 

tavolal tavole (plate/ plates) 



NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION 

The Introduction, section 1, sets out the rationaie underlying the deàsion 

to divide the dissertation into two interdependent but autonomous parts. 

See the Introduction, section 3, for the need for a bibliography of the 

Furioso that is more complete, upto-date, and methodologicaily sound 

than that provided by the tradition culrninating in Agnelli and Ravegnani. 

Fredson Bowen' Principles of Bibliographical Description remains the 

standard authonty for descriptive bibliography; Philip Gaskell, A New 

Introduction to Bibliography provides a practicai distillation of the 

Principles; in the past three decades, G. Thomas Tanselle has published 

numerous artides that refine, extend, or m o d e  in useful ways Bowers' 

techniques, and these are listed in his "A Sample Bibliographical 

Description With Commentary." Neil Harris' Bibl iografia dell' <<Orlando 

innamorato>>, for both its subject matter and its methodological rigour, 

has been an invaluable point of reference throughout. The historical 

development of Anglo-American bibliography, induding the role of 

Bowers and others, is outlined in the Introduction, section 2. 

This princïpie was formulated in Madan, "Degressive Bibliography," and 

in Poilard and Greg, "Some Points in Bibliographical Descriptions." 

4 On the question of meaningful degrees of accuracy, see Tanselle, 

'Tolerances in Bibliographical Description." 

Another example of a pinter who adhered to the modem style is Aldo 

Mantuio, active between 1494 and 1515. Zappelia reports that he alternated 

between the modem style and the "stile veneto" at the beginning of his 

career, but later used the former convention exclusively (Manuale  1193). 



As a resdt of practical considerations-namely the limitations of the 

word-processing program used for the dissertation-some characten have 

not been reproduced exactly as they appear in the books described, but have 

been rendered in approximate forms. The bar used over vowels to indicate 

an abbreviation has been given here, in al l  cases in whidi it is transcribed, 

as an umlaut (i.e., a, ë, O); since the umlaut never occurs as a typographical 

sign in any of the editions studied, there is no possibility of confusion 

between its normal use and its function here. Other accents used over 

letters to indicate abbreviation have been reproduced as they appear. 

Abbreviation symbols are shown in their actual form, for exarnple (=con) 

and Ij( (=mm). The various forms of the long s, some with a descender and 

others without one, are al1 given with descenden (i.e., 1 for roman faces, J 

for italic faces, and 1 for gothic faces). Transcriptions of gothic faces record 

gothic, or round, d ("b") when it occurs; gothic r, also called ragged r or 

short r, is not distinguished from regular r; both forms are given as "r", a 

practice allowed by Bowers (159). There are a few other instances, al1 

identified in the Notes section of the affected entries, in which the original 

typographical sign, unavailable in its exact form, has been transcribed using 

a similar but not identical character or symbol. 

' It must be emphasized that the font of type used in the book being 

described is reproduced approximately, and that "no attempt is made to 

reproduce the style of the type employed in the original. For exarnple, in 

transcribing gothic letterpress, no attempt is made to reproduce or 

differentiate between textura, rotunda, and bastard, but all is printed in the 

gothic type chosen by the modem printer [or author] of the bibliography" 

(Bowers 149). The styles of type employed in the editions described in this 



bibliography are, however, discussed in Part 1, induding the various gothic 

faces, al1 examples of the Italian rotunda. The Illustrations section, of 

course, cm be used to examine the a a a l  appearance of the typefaces 

transcnbed in the entries. 

The decision not to transdbe ligatures is in accordance with the d e  set 

forth by Bowen: "Ail ligatures must be ignored" (160; see also 163). This is 

a valid solution to the difficulty of distinguishing, on the basis of the 

letterpress alone, between true ligatures (Gaskell 33: "tied letters made from 

a single punch and matriw"), and ligatures aeated by using kerned letters in 

combination with other types (Gaskell 30-31). Both Harris, in Bibliografia, 

and Fahy, in L'Orlando Furioso, adhere to the practice of not transcribing 

ligatures. 

The argument against facsirnile reproduction as substitute for quasi- 

facsimile transcription is forcefully set forth by Bowers: "Reproductions are 

not in themselves an automatic guarantee of accuracy. Facsimiles are 

susceptible to error and need to be proofread with precisely the same care 

given transcriptions. Imperfed copies may have been chosen for 

reproduction, or poor inking may distort the mie text in its reproduced 

form. hperfections in the paper, or various accretions, may reproduce as 

if they were punctuation" (135-36). Implicit in Bowers' argument is the 

notion that reproductions, however advanced the technology, are in the 

end naive and imperfect renditions of bibliographical phenornena, whereas 

quasi-hcsimile description represents a critical assessrnent and 

interpretation of the evidence. 

'O See Gaskell 7S107 for a full treatment of imposition and format. 



l 1  The convention of referring to individual leaves or pages in terms of the 

formula even when the pagination or foliation is present is weil-founded: 

in books of the hand-press period, foliation and pagination are often 

unreiiable, whereas the formula provides precise terms for identifying the 

exact position of a leaf or page. 

l 2  For the methods employed in this section, see Bowers 300-306 and 

Gaskell 333-34. 

l 3  This is the only case in which tolerance is to the closest millimeter rather 

than half-millimeter. 

l4 This element of the Typography section is not a feature of standard 

bibliography, but has been developed speaficdly for this bibliography as a 

useful device in the description of layout. 

l5 In most of the Furioso editions described in the Entries section, the 

single stanzas in each column are not set solid, but are spaced out, usually 

to the equivalent of a line of type. The space between them, which 1 have 

terrned the interstanza space, is measured from the baseiine (the Iine along 

which the bottom of the letters without descenders align) of the last line in 

a stanza to the top of the first line (not counting ascenders) in the stanza 

below. it should be assumed that, unless otherwise noted, an interstanza 

space is used in the layout of the page. 

l6 The fingerprint originated as part of the LOC Project, which investigated 

means of compüing a union catalogue of English libraries (JoUiffe 1-10). It 

was "originally designed for use in matdiing records in a machine-readable 

union catalogue of pre-1801 books in Oxford, Cambridge and the British 

Museum. . . . It was never suggested that a serious bibliographer would 

have al1 his work done for him by the fingerprint. It was designed as an aid 



to the compilation of union catalogues; its purpose is to make cornputer 

matching of data easier and quicker; and, by drawing attention to 

differences between books which might otherwise appear, Erom their 

catalogue records, to be identical, it helps distinguish between different 

editions or issues" (No uvel  les des Empreintes 2: 29). Refined in the 1980s 

by the Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes (Pans), in collaboration 

with the National Library of Scotland (see No uvel les des Empreintes 1,2), 

the hgerprint has been accepted as a usefd element of bibliographical 

description, and it is found not only in a union catalogue such as EDïï16, 

but also in a histoncal work Iike Hams' Bibliogrn fia of Boiardo. For an 

overview of this device and its use in analytical bibliography, see 

Baldacchini 116-7. 

l 7  For further discussion of the fingerprint's limitations in differentiating 

between different editions and issues, see Zappella, Man imle 1201-2. 

l a  Jane Lynch of Interlibrary Loans at Robarts Library, University of 

Toronto, provided valuable guidance with the search of electronic 

databases. 
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Short List of Orlando Furioso Editions to 1542 

The entry number in bold is followed by the place of publication, the 

publisherl printer, the date, and the format. 

1. Ferrara, Giovanni Mazzocchi, 22.iV.1516. 4O. 

2 Ferrara, Giambattista da La Pigna, 13.11.1521. 4O. 

3. Milano, Giovanni Giacomo e fratelli da Legnano/Agostino da 

Vimercate, 22.iV.1524. 4". 

4. Venezia, Nicolb Zoppino / Vincenzo Polo, 20.VIII. 1524. 4". 

5. [Venezia, Giovanni Francesco e Giovanni Antonio Rusconi], 1524. 4". 

6. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini, iX.1525. 8" 

7. [Venezia, Sisto Libbraro?], III. 1526. 4'. 

8. Milano, Giovanni Ange10 Scinzenzeler, 30.V.1526. (Milano, [Giovanni 

Antonio da Castiglione]/ G. A. Scinzenzeler, 1539.) 4". 

9. Venezia, Sisto Libbraro, 31.MI1.1526. 8O. 

10. Venezia, Elisabetta Rusconi, 27.VI.1527. 4O. 

11. Venezia, Nicolb Garanta e Francesco da Saib/Giovami Antonio 

Nicolini Da Sabbio e fratelli, 1527. 8". 

12. Firenze, 25. VII. 1528. 4". 

13. Venezia, Giovanni Matteo Rizzo/ Girolamo Pencio di Lecco, 13.In.1530. 

8". 

14. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini, III.1530. 8". 

15. Venezia, Melchiorre Sessa, 12.IX.1530. 4". 



16. Venezia, Nicolb Zoppino, XI.1530. 4". 

17. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini, L1531. 4". 

18. Ferrara, Francesco Rossi da Vaienza, l.X.1532. 4O. 

19. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini, VIII.1533. 80. 

20. Venezia, Meldiiorre Sessa, 10.IX. 1533. 4". 

21. Roma, Antonio Blado, 1533. 4". 

22. Venezia, Alvise Torti, 21.III.1535. 4". 

23. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini, 1535. 8". 

24. Torino, Giovanni Giolito De' Ferrari/ Martino Cravotto e Francesco 

Robi da Savigliano, 20.1-1536. 4O. 

25. Venezia, Nicolb Zoppino, 1.1536. 4". 

26. Venezia, Alvise Torti, IX.1536. 8'. 

27. Venezia, Giovanni Giolito De' Ferrari/Agostino Bindoni, 1536. 8 O .  

28. Venezia, Benedetto Bindoni, 1.1II.1537. 4". 

29. Venezia, Agostino Bindoni, 1539. go. 

30. Venezia, Domenico Giglio e fratelli, N.1539. 4". 

31. Venezia, Alvise Torti, IV.1539. 8". 

3 2  Venezia, Pietro Nicolini Da Sabbio, X.1540. 4". 

33. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini, 1540. 8O.  

34. [Rorna, Antonio Blad,, post-15401. 8". 

35. Venezia, Giovanni Antonio Volpini, VIII. 1541. 8". 

36. Venezia, Gabriele Giolito De' Ferrari, 31.V.1542. 4". 
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Entries 

1. Ferrara, Giovanni Mazzocchi. 22IV.1516. 

ORLANDO FVRIOSO DE I LVDOVICO AMO= I 5I'O DA FER= I 

RARA. I [device: 80.5 x 58 mm (Zappeila LXD(a, fig. 382; Vaccaro, fig. 59); 

initial 1: 6.5 mm] I Con gratia e priuilegio. 

Col op hon.  ImpreJIo in Ferrara per MaeJtro Giouani I Mazocco da1 

Bondeno adi.xxii. 1 de Apde.M.D.XV1. 

CONTENTS 

[al'] Titie-page (fig. 1). 

[alv] Blank. 

[a2'] Privileges from Leo X, dated 27.UI.1516, and others: ' L E 0  PAPA 

DECIMVS 1 I Dilede filiJalutem [ . . .22 iines] I I Iacobus Sadoletus I I a 

tergo I I Diledo filio Ludouico de ArioJtis FerrarienJi, I I Similemëte il 

ChriJtianiJ'io Re di Francia, [ . . . 5  lines]'. (Fig. 2.) 

[a2'] Woodcut block showing bees and fire, 95.5 x 62 mm, within a 

woodcut border showing serpents and axes and bearing the motto PRO 

BON0 MALVM, 141 x 110 mm, 147 x 116.5 mm including the thick mle- 

kame. (Fig. 3.) 



[a3'] Head-title: 'a ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO ARIOSTO DA 

I FERRARA ALLO ILLVSTRISSIMO E REVEREN 1 DISSIMO 

CARDINALE DONNO WPPO I LYTO DA ESTE S V 0  SIGNORE. I I 

CANTO PRIMO, I l d7 1 DONNE E I CAVALLIER I LI ANTIQVI I 

AMORI I LE CORTESIE I LAVDACI IM I preJ'e io canto 1 [. . .Ir 4 

stanzas. (Fig. 4.) 

[a3r-K6v] OF text, 40 cantos. (Figs. 5-9). 

[K6'] Col. a: 4 stanzas, col. b: 3 stanzas, and in the regular space for the 

fourth: 'FiniJce Orlando furioJo de Lu: I douico ArîoJto da Ferrara,'. 

[KT] Errata/ Quotationl RegMer/ Colophon: 'Alcuni errori emendati, I A 

charte.l4.col6na.4.st~a.3.uerJo.3.et a [ . . . 12 lines] I S altri Je ne (on fatti 

ne1 imprirnere no Jon tali die li lettori da Je JteJJi non Ii pofla- I no 

comoJcere et emendar, et Je pur ue ne Jerano alcuni chabbiano de lopera de 

I lauthor biJogno Je egli li uedera' O die gli Jieno moJtrati Ji sforzera' ne 

laltre I impreflioni d emendarli. I Qui ne tuberibus propriis offendat 

amicum I Postulat,ignoJcat uerucis illius,equum eJt I Peccatis ueniam 

poJcentem reddere mrbs  [Horace, Satires 1.3.7S751 1 RegiJtro. I a b c [. . .] 
A B C I D E F [. . .] K Tutti $on quademi. I [colophon]'. (Fig. 10.) 

[VI Blank. 

[MI Lacking in both the BNCF and the BCAF copies; Agnelli-Ravegnani 

lists both recto and verso as blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 153 (165) x 126 mm (C4'). 2 cou. x 4 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33.5 mm, type 418 mm. Running Titie: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO 

- QVADRAGESIMO [recto] (a3'-K63. Catchwords: none. Canto Openings: 

type 3, roman caps, guide lette$' in roman miniscule; the shifts from one 



canto to the next generally follow the pattern set at the end of Canto 1 (fig. 

6): in the space normally given to two stanzas is set 'FINISCE IL PRIMO. I 

INCOMINCLA LSECON- I DOCANTODIOR- I LAND0 FV- 1 

RIOSO.', followed by the guide letter and the first stanza; this pattern 

changes at times: on u6", for example, 'CANT0.XXV.' is centered in the 

nomal space between two stanzas. 

The capitals used for the title-page, head- title, running ti tles, canto 

openings, and in the main text measure 3 mm. The x-height of the letters 

in the last Line of the titie-page is 2.5 mm. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 193 x 149 mm (BNCF, r5); 213.5 x 159 mm (BCAF, r5). 

2. Fingerprin t. o,si toto bebe queq (3) 1516 (R). 

3. Provenance. The BNCF copy bears three previous shelf-marks 

("VII/ARIOS/Fer. 1516". "A.4.1.13", "Palatins PP.8.") on the recto of the 

fifth f-ront flyleaf, and the stamp of the "BIBLIOTH. PVB. FLORENTINAE" 

on a3'. The BCAF copy, on the front pastedown, bears a note in ink by 

Giovanni Agnelli, dated 12 December 1900, detailing the acquisition of this 

volume: "Da una indicazione che trovo ne1 Cod. 560 (1) della Cl. 1 a la carta 

4', autografo di Giuseppe Faustini, rilevo die in cambio del presente 

esemplare vennero dati: Jffici di S. Ambrogio-Ms. membr. in fol. Sec. 

XV ornato di iniziali a oro -0mero. Iliade e Odissea (graece) vol. 2 in fol. 

stampati in Firenze da1 Nerli ne1 1488 Aveva dunque ragione Don G. 

Antonelli quando neila sommaria indicazione asseriva che lurono dati in 

cambio libri rarissimi. Ne1 Catalogo Incunabuli del Librajo Molini la detta 

opera, mancante dei Prolepromeni - e delle due prime carte, era segnata E. 600 

di moneta toscana - G. Agnelli bibP 12. XI1.'900-". 



4. Privileges. The text of the papal privilege on a2' (fi g. 2) appears in almost 

identical fonn in the letter sent to Ariosto on June 20, 1515, signed Pietro 

Bembo in the name of Leo X, confirrning that the privilege had been 

granted; see the transcription in Catalano 2.149-50. 

5. Woodc  u ts .  "P.B.M. border" and "bees and fire block" will be used 

henceforth to refer to the woodcuts on aZV, and the designations will also 

cover the copies of these cuts that are found in later editions. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAMGNANI 17-19; ARIOSTO, Orlando furioso . . . secondo le sfampe 

del 1516, 2521, 1532 . . . a cura di Filippu Ennini voll. 1-2; BALSAMO, 

"L'industria tipografico-editoriale" 29G93; BARUFFALDI 297; BRUNET 1.423-24; 

BRUNET S WPL. 1 S8; CATALANO, Vifu 1.428-34, 2.149-50; CAVALUNA, 

"L'editoria ferrarese" 34-7; Chantilly 27; DE M m s ,  Catalogue 35; ~ D I N  

157; EDiTi6 A.2507; FAHY, "L'autore in tipografia" 106-7; FER RAZ^ 61-64; 

GAMBA 15; GRAESÇE 1.196; GUTDI 3-5; LEVI, Orlando 10-14; Ludovico Ariosto e 

la stampa dell'Orlando Furioso 7-13; MAZZUCKELLI 1.1070; MELZI-Tm 23-24; 

ZEN0 d3"; PANEZ 1-3; PANZER 7.5; S ANDER 1.92; T m  100-1 02. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BNCF (Bo rari 159; lacks LI. al, a2, Kg); BCAF (S.16.1.21; lacks 1. Kg). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 11061); BN (R&. Yd. 242); HL ('IC5.Ar434.5160.1516); Chantilly (Oise), 

Cabinet des Livres, Musée Conde (XI.G.56; from the collection of Gaetano 

Melzi); Dublin, Library of Trinity College, Univ. of Dublin; Manchester, 



The John Ry lands University Library; New York, J. Pierpont Morgan 

Library (lacking K8; bookplate of Lord Vernon, stamp of Martin Bodmer); 

Rovigo, Biblioteca del Seminario Vescovile; Treviso, Biblioteca Cornunale. 



2 Ferrara, Giambattista da La Pigna. 13.11.1521. 

[Within the P.B.M. woodcut border, outer: 142 x 107.5 mm, inner 101.5 x 

66 mm; the border is in black, the lettea of the motto in red] ORLANDO 

FVRIOSO DI LVDO I VICO ARIOSTO NOBLE FER I RARESE 

RISTAMPATO ET I CON MOLTA DILIGENTLA I DA LVI CORRETTO 

ET I QVASI W O  FOR I MATO DI NVO i VO ET AMPLI I AT0 I - 
CON GRATE ET PRIVILEGII. 

Colophon. FinilJe Orlando Furiojo de Ludouico ArioJto: Stampa- I to in 

Ferrara per Giouanni BattiJta da la Pigna I Milane1e.A di.XII1. de 

Febraro.M.D.XX1. 

4": a-zS &' A-H8 14. 260 Il., ff. I LI-CCLIX CCLX. !§4 (-al, 13,14). 

CONTENTS 

[alr] Title-page (fig. Il). 

[alv] Privileges: 'LE0 PAPA DECIMVS. I Dilede fili salutem: & 

apostolicam benedictionem [ . . . 22 lines] I I A tergo. I Dilecto filio 

Ludouico de Ariostis Ferrariensi I I Similmente il Christianissimo Re di 

Francia [ . . . 5  lines]'. 

[aZ] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVR[OSO DI LVDOVICO ARIOSTO ALLO I 

LLVSTRISSIMO E REVERENDISSIMO CARDI I NALE DONNO 

HIPWLYTO DA ESïE S V 0  I SIGNORE. I CANTO PRIMO. I d3 1 donne 

e cauallier [. . .]' 2 c d .  x 3 stanzas. 

[a2'-13'! OF text. (Fig. 12.) 



[Bv] 2 coil. x 3 stanzas/ colophon. (Fig. 13.) 

[W] Errata/ Registro: 'a Alcuni errori emendati I I [in two coil., 

ordered numerically by foliation, 10 corrections to a colurnn] fiume-golfo 

Carte. 44. sta. io. uer. 3. 1 anchor la piu bella-achor ne la piu I bella. c 45. 

st. 9. uer. i. 1 [. . .I I [in a separate paragraph of 10 lines, centered below the - 
2 coll. above] Q Ci sono ancho altri errori: come reuerire per riuerire: 

liggero per leggero: liggiadro g leggiadro [. . .] m a  cosonate per due: due per 

ma. n per u: u p n: f per s: s per f: ma questi & simil falli potra il lettore 

facilmente conoscere & con poca fatica correggerli [ten Lines total] I I Q 

Registro. I a.b.c. [. . .] z. &. A. [. . .] 1. I Tutti lono quaderni excetto. 1. che 

Duerno.' 

[14v] Bees and fire block, 96 x 62.5 mm, within P.B.M. border, outer: 140 x 

106 mm, i ~ e r :  100 x 65 mm. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R83. Type-page: 149 (160) x 128 mm (q3'). 2 coli. x 4 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33.5 mm, type 4/ 8 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO 

- QVADRAGESIMO [recto] (aZV-13'). Foliation: the roman numerals are 

followed by a period, i.e. "II." Catchwords: none. Canto Openings: type 1, 

roman caps (but "Canto quarto", and Canto XXXnI is mistakenly numbered 

XXXI), guide letter'-3. 

The roman font used throughout (including pnvileges and errata 

pages) la& accents and commas; its caps Vary in height from 3.0 to 3.5 mm, 

and are used for the title-page text, the privüeges, the head-title, the 

foliation, the running title, the canto openings, and the OF text. The setting 

of Leo X's privilege on alv yields a 20-line measurement of 83 mm. 



NOTES 

1. Le$ 196 x 149 mm (A5). 

2. Fingerprint. nono lala laia sade (3) 1521 (R). 

3. Provenance. The redo of the first flyleaf bears a m. note detailing the 

history of the 4 faaimile leaves: "Le carte B e B ii, con le due carte 

comspondenti [Le., B7, B8] hrono ricavate con la fototipia dail'esemplare 

Corsiniano per opera di  Michele Danesi. La carta poi mi hi data 

dalllArchivio di Stato di Rorna, dopo che per più anni l'ebbi in vano 

cercata ed ivi e in Ferrara, in Bologna, Venezia, Firenze e in altre citth. 

Roma 1891. Il Bibhotecario Ettore Novelli." (The paper of the facsimile 

leaves, while somewhat lighter in colour and with a different pattern of 

wire lines, is sufficiently close to the original as to render them almost 

indistinguishable hom the leaves around them.) The recto of the first 

flyleaf also bean the rns. notation " ~ 1 6 1  RR" (probably an earlier shelf- 

mark), and a stamp showing "R. POSTE I ROMA"; "22 1 Ludouico 

Ariosto 16 1 RR" is written in ink on the spine of the yellow vellum binding. 

4. Privileges. Aside from minor variations in punctua tion (principally the 

use of the colon in place of the comma), the text of the privileges on a l v  is 

identical to that on a2' of the 1516 edition, the differences being that here 

"quinquaginta fabrice diuorum" is given as "quinquaginta fabncae 

diuorum" and the lines "et la Iliustrissima Signoria de Venetiani et alcune 

altre potentie prohibiscono che ne le lor terre a nessuno sia licito stampare, 

ne far stampare, ne vendere, ne far vendere questa opera" have been 

changed to "& la Illustrissirna Signoria de Venetiani & de Fiorentini: & de 

Genovesi: & altri Signori & potentie prohibiscono die ne le lor terre a 

nessuno sia üato stampare: ne vendere: ne far vendere questa opera". 



5. Woodc u ts. The woodmts in this edition are the same as those used in 

1516. Here, the P.B.M. border has been broken up into three separate pieces 

(see diagram below), which accounts for the difference between its 

dimensions on the title-page and those on 14'. 

6. There is evidence that stop-press corrections were made in the printing 

of this edition: in Panizzi's description of the Dubün copy, the colophon 

reads "Giouanni BattiJta I MlIaneJe", an error rectified here. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 19-21; ARJOSTO, Orlando furioso . . . secondo le stampe 

del 151 6, 1521, 1532 . . . a cura di Filippo Emini voii. 1-2; BARUFFALDI 297-98; 

BRUNET 1.424; BRUNET SUPPL 1.58; CATALANO, Vita 1.530-33; CAVALLINA, 

"L'editoria ferrarese" 348; EDIT16 A.2508; FAHY, "L'autore in tipografia" 108; 

FERRAZZI 64-65; GAMBA 1516; GRAESSE 1.196; GUIDI 56; LEVI, Orlando 14; 

Ludovico Ariosto e la stampa del1 'Orlando Furioso 13-18; MAZZUCHELLI 

1.1070; M m - T m  24-25; &NO cl37 PANEZ 3-6; PANZER 7.5; SANDER 1.92; TOSI 

202-5. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BAR (Rari 1.3.2; BI, B2, B7, and B8 are in facisimile). 

OTWER COPIES 

BALCR; Dubün, Trinity College Library, Univ. of Dublin. 



3. Milano, Giovanni Giacorno e fratelli da Legnano/Agostino da 

Virnercate. 22.IV.1524. 

d [woodcut letter, height: 27 mm] danb3 I $ario~obinaboaim!h~ 1 Ibnobile - 
f e m d e  ri- I Jtampato & con molta diiigentia da lui I corretto & quaJi 

tutto format0 I di nuouo & ampliato. I [woodcut, 74.5 x 80.5 mm, 

showing a king on hoseback, near him another king and two queens, and 

in the background a city] I Sevendano alla botheca di Legnano 1 al f e w  

de Langelo. - 

Colophon. Q FiniJIe Orlando FurioJo de Ludouico Ariofto:Stampato I in 

Milano per Augustino da Virnercato alle fpexe I de Meflere Io. Iacobo & 

fratelli de Le I gnano Ne1.M.D.XXnn.a I di.XXII.de Aprile. 

4": A-Z8 &z6. 190 11., ff. 1 II-CLXXXX (H3 is mis-signed H2; gathenng I is 

signed in lower case for 11. 1,2, and 3, and in upper case for 1.4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 14). 

[Alv] Woodcut showing a knight on horseback (meant to represent 

Orlando but see note l), 153-56 x 118-20 mm (fig. 15). 

[Ar] Head-title: 'ORLANDO MRIOSO DI LVDOVICO ARIOÇTO ALLO I 

ILLVSTRISSIMO E REVERENDISSMO CARDI 1 NALE DONNO 

HIPPOLYTO DA ESTE SV0 I SIGNORE. I CANTO PRIMO.' 

[Mr-&5"] OFtext. 

[W] Colophon/ Register: ' [2  stanzas] I I [colophon] I Q RegiJtro. I 

A.B.C. [. . .] Z.&. I Tutti Jono quaderni excetto.&.che Terno.' (Fig. 16.) 



[&6'] Two woodcut illustrations (fig. 17). The top one, 72.5 x 80.5 mm, 

shows a man at prayer before a female figure amidst clouds, to the left a 

ship in flames, and to the right an attack upon a waiied city. The bottom 

one, 73.5 x 80.5 mm, shows a king addressing a group of knights, to the 

right a suit of amour hanging from a tree, and in the background a walled 

aty . 

[&6'] Publishers' device (fig. 18), 138.5 x 94 mm, showing a winged ange1 

holding a shield with the inscription "IO. IACOBO. E . FRAT. D. 

LEGNANO" enarcling Christ's monogram "IHS"; this device is encased 

within an architectural border with "IHS" and "PAX" inscribed on its base. 

The central element is reproduced by Zappella, fig. 88, but within a different 

border. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

Rn. Type-page: 179 (187) x 129 mm (L8'). 2 colurnns of % stanzas. 

Stanza: type 4, but the k s t  verse begins with the paragraph sign (a), 
which is pulled left into the rnargin (see fig. 16); the spacing between 

individual stanzas is equivalent to the x-height of lower case letters. 

Running Title: the versos show "CANTO" and the rectos give the canto 

number iii roman caps. Catchwords: none. Canto Openings: type 1, 

roman caps (e.g., "CANTOSECONDO."; when the column width cannot 

contain the full heading, numerals are used, e.g. "CANTO. XXXVIIL"). 

NOTES 

1. Woodcuts. The large cut on Alv has been identified as the one first used 

on the titlepage of the quarto edition of the Buovo d'Antona printed in 

Milan by Pietro Martire Mantegazza for Giovanni da Legnano on 17.III.1500 



(Kristeller n. 80a, Sander n. 1444, Sandal n. 440); Giovanni was the father of 

Giovanni Giacomo, Bernardino, and Giovanni Antonio (Ascarelli-Menato 

144). This cut was also used on the title-page of another edition printed by 

Agostino da Vimercate for Giovanni Giacomo and his brothers, the quarto 

La battaglie di Falconetto (Milano, 5.1V.1521; Sandal n. 123). The three 

smaiier cuts are not related to the Furioso, and are used here as generic 

diivairic illustrations: "Le bois au titre et les deux bois au dernier f[euillel 

sont de style milanais, mais ils proviennent d'un autre Livre" (Sander 93). 

The descriptions of the smailer cuts in the Contents section above are based 

on those given by Sander and Kristeller. 

2. Provenance. Melzi clarifies the history of the BL copy: "Nelia libreria 

Reina da me acquistata nell'amo 1833, se ne trovava un assai bel10 

esemplare che ora & ne1 Museo Britannico proveniente da T. Grenville" 

(Melzi-Tosi 26). 

3. T h e  [ssue of Piracy. Sandal states that "Queçta edizione . . . fu fatta 

stampare dai fratelli da Legnano senza l'autorizzazione delllAutore, 

contrariamente a quanto & detto nei titoli del frontespizio." He does not, 

however, provide any evidence in support of this statement. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNAM 21-22;  BR^ 1.424; BRUNET SUPPL. 1.58; GRAEÇSE 1.296; 

GUDI 7; KRISTELLER, Die Lombardische n. 28a; LEM, Catalogue 108-9; Mnn- 

Tosr 25-26; P m  6-9; SANDAL n. 139; SANDER 1.92-93; SUTERMEISTER n. 229; 

T m  1034. 



COPY EXAMINED 

BL (G. 11û62). 

OTHER COPY 

BN (Res. Yd. 243; this is the copy described by fisteiier). 



4. Venezia, Nicolb ZoppinolVincenzo Polo. 20.VIII.1524. 

A. BTM. [Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, below it a blodc composed of 

fleurons] [fleuron] &hbo [fleuron] I FVRIOSO DI LVDOVI- I a 
ARIOSTO NOBILE I FERRARESE I RETAMPATO ET CON I MOLTA 

DILIGENTTA I DA LVI CORRETT'O I ET QVASI W O  I FORMAT0 

I Di NVOVO ET AM- I PLlATO I CVM GRATIE ET PRMLEGII. I 

M.D.XXIII1. I [a row of three fleurons] 

B. BNBM. [Within a P.B.M. woodcut border (in black, motto in red) with 3 

fleurons above and below it, outer: 137 (154 with fleurons) x 106.5 mm, 

inner: 92.5 x 62 mm] ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI L W 3 0  I VICO ARIOSTO 

NOBILE FER I RARESE RISTAMPATO ET I CON MOLTA DILIGENTTA 

I DA LVI CORRETTO ET I QVASI TUTTO FOR I MATODINVO I VO 

ETAMPLI I ATO. I CON GRATIE ET PRIVLECII I M.D.XXIIII. 

Colophon. Finine FurioJo De Ludouico ArioJto: 1 Stapato in 

linclita Cita [sic] oi Venetia Per NICOW l Zopino e v m m o  compagno Ne1 

.M. I C ~ C .  xm Adi xx De Ago- I Jto Regnante lindito Prinape me$- I 

Jer Andrea Gritti. Con k e n  I tia Del Ditto auttore. 

4": A-~C'. 208 ll., ff. I II-CCWI. $4 (-AI). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 19 for the BTM copy, fig. 20 for the BNBM copy; see 

note 6). 



[Al'] Privileges from Leo X, dated 27.LII.1516, and othes: 'Leo papa 

decimus I Dilecte fiii Jalutem et apojtolicam [ . . .22 h e s ]  I I Iacobus 

Sadoletus I a tergo I Dilecto filio Ludouico [ . . . 5  lines]'. 

[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO NRIOSO DI LVDOVICO ARlOSTO ALLO I 

I L L V m S S M O  E REVERENDISSIMO CARDI- I NALE DONNO 

HIPPOLITO DA E 5 ï E  S V 0  I SIGNORE. I I Canto Primo. 1 b2 I Donne 

[. . .]' 2 cou. x 4 stanzas. 

[AT-2W] OFtext. 

[2m] Colophon/Register: '[3 stanzas x 2 coLl.1 I [colophon] I [fleuron, 8.5 

x 8.5 mm, similar to the ones on 2C8"] I A B C [. . .] AA BB CC I TuttiJono 

quaderni.' 

[2Wj Bees and Eire blodc, 92 x 62 mm, within a P.B.M. woodcut border, 

outer: 136 x 107 mm, inner: 93.5 x 65 mm (fig. 21). 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R83. Type-page: 176 (184) x 135 (D4'). 2 coil. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33 mm, type 214.5 mm. Ruming Title: the versos of Il. A2-20  

invariably show "CANTO"; the rectos follow a varying pattern: PRIMO 

(AT-A5'), +II+ (A6'-BIr), DI @Zr, M), +III+ @Y), IIII (85'-i3Sr), QVINTO. 

(Cl', CY), QVINTO (C2: C47, +QVINTO+ (C3'), QVINTO - VNDECIMO 

(Cor-F83, XII-XL, (Clr-2C8'). A fleuron appears on either side of the canto 

number on the recto of the first and third leaves of al l  g a t h e ~ g s  beginning 

with D; these pages (and BIr, BT, Cl: Ur but not A3') also show, in the 

direction line below column a, the abbreviated title "+ Or. F." Catchwords: 

none. Canto Openings: type 1, gothic minisctde (e.g., "ûknto urtl."), initial2 

in gothic; when a canto ends at the fifth stanza of a column, the title of the 

next canto is given in roman (e.g., "Canto ottauo.") and placed in the 



direction line immediately below that column; the gothic font is not as ta11 

as the roman used for the signatures, and in order to keep the height of the 

direction line even and the type-page tight within the hase, the two fonts 

cannot be employed together here. 

Within the OF text, a smali capital D is sometimes used in place of 

the mùuscule d. The height of the caps in the head-title and the running 

titles is 3.5 mm; the height of the gothic initiai on A2' is 7 mm. The height 

of the smail caps in the colophon is equal to the x-height of the font used 

for its text. 

WOODCUTS 

1. Borders. The P.B.M. border on 2C8' of the BNBM copy is not the same as 

that used on its title-page: there are line-breaks here that do not appear on 

the fint cut, as well as several differences in the shading of the axes and 

mallots. It is, however, the same cut found in the BTM copy on both its 

title-page and on 2CBV, and it is found again in Zoppino's 1530 Fitrioso. The 

border on the title-page of the BNBM copy is not found anywhere else in 

the Zoppino editions, nor does it appear in any other editions. This and 

other evidence supports the hypothesis that the title-page leaf and hence 

the border impressed on it do not belong to this edition (see note 6). The 

border in the BTM copy was used again in the Rusconi editions of 1524 and 

1527 (figs. 22 and 27), before Zoppino's own use of it in 1530, suggesting that 

he lent it out (see entry 5, note 6). 

2. Bees and Fire Block. The same block used here on 2C8" appears again in 

Zoppino's 1530 edition. 



NOTES 

1. Lenf. 215 x 156 mm(C2). 

2. Fingerpn'nt. coco tete sese ChDi (7) 1524 (R); taken from EDïï16 A.2510. 

3. Provenance/State of Copy. The BNBM copy was once part of the 

Cavalieri collection, as explained in a note attached to the recto of the first 

flyleaf: "Peweme per diritto di svincolo d d a  Ditta Ulnco Hoepli di 

Milano acquisitrice della Biblioteca Giuseppe Cavalieri di Ferrara, Milano, 

29 Maggio 1921." The Cavalieri bookplate, 98 x 74 mm, with "EX LlsRIS 

IOS CAVALIERI", is affived to the front pastedown, along with a smaller 

label bearing the current BNBM shelf-mark. De Marinis' catalogue of the 

Cavalieri collection includes a brief description of this copy (35-36). 

The title-page leaf, Al, is in very good condition, showing less 

staining and Wear than the other leaves in gathering A, and none of the 

small tears, now repaired, evident on leaf A2. Both A2 and A3 show strips 

along their inner edge to which they are attached; since no stubs are 

present, and since the paper of the s e p s  does not match that of any other 

leaf in the g a t h e ~ g ,  these 2 leaves are probably not cancels, but were non- 

conjugate single leaves attached to the book at some point. There is more 

staining on B1 than on the preceding leaf, A8, and BI also has damage on 

its outer edge which is not present on Ag, but is evident on B2. The rest of 

the book shows the usual signs of use: staining and moderate Wear, 

particularly on the outer edgeç. 

4. Privileges. Aside frorn minor differences in punctuation, the text of the 

privileges on Alv follows the reading found in the 1521 edition. The one 

significant difference is that here the prohibition includes "emendare": 

"Volumus et mandamus ne quis te vivente eos tuos libros imprimere aut 

imprimi facere, aut emendare aut impressos venundare, vendendosue 



tradere ullis in locis audeat, sine tuo iussu et concessione." The possibility 

that leaf Al  is not genuine is discussed in note 6. 

5. Running Title. The use of the fleurons in the ninning title and 

direction line of the first and third rectos of all gatherings beginning with D 

is a function of the book's structure. The format of the edition is quarto 

folded in 8s: a normal quarto gathering of 4 leaves is folded into another 

quarto gathering of 4 leaves, giving a composite gathering of 8 

conçecutively numbered leaves in which U. 1, 2, 7, and 8 belong to the first 

quarto folding, and 11.3, 4, 5, and 6 to the second. It is the composite 

gathering, in short, that is signed. The correct sequence of leaves would be 

the responsility of the binder, and it is to assist him with a quick visual due 

that the printer has placed the fleurons on the b s t  leaf of each original 

quarto gathering, i.e., the first and third leaves of the composite gathering. 

The irregularities in the running titles of gathering A (see the 

Typography section) lend further support to the hypothesis put forth in 

note 6 that this copy has been altered, probably with hand-drawn facsirnile 

leaves. According to the regular pattern, the running title of A3' should 

include fleurons, but it does not, while leaves A6, A7, and A8 should not 

show fleurons in the running titles, but they do. 

6. Th e Title-Pages in the BNBM a n  d %TM Copies. The Trivulziana (BTM) 

copy of this edition, as described in Essling n. 2243, differs significantly €rom 

the BNBM copy described here. Its title-page (fig. 19) bears a different P.B.M. 

border and a different setting of type, although the only textual variant is 

"CVM" instead of "CON" in the penultimate line. The BTM copy uses the 

same P.B.M. border on the title-page and on 2Cûv (fig. 21); this border 

matches that found on 2CV of the BNBM copy but not that on its title-page 

(hg. 20, taken from Agnelli and Ravegnani). The two copies appear to be 



identical in dl other respects. There are two possible explanations for these 

dissimilarities, the first being that the title-page leaf exists in variant states, 

and the second that one of the title-pages is extraneous to the edition or not 

genuine. Direct examination of the Trivulziana copy, unavailable at the 

time of my visit, and a dose analysis of the paper in both copies are needed 

to conclusively test these hypotheses. The Cambridge copy will be usehl, 

although its value in resolving this particular issue is lirnited, since its own 

title-page is in facsimile; here, the reading of the penultimate line is 

"CVM", which agrees with the BTM copy (see note 8 below). It should aiso 

be stated at the outset that while the title-pages of the BTM copy and the 

1524 Rusconi Furioso are very similar and use the same P.B.M. border and 

floral decorative pieces, they are in fact different leaves from different 

editions (see entry 5, note 6 for a detailed discussion). 

The evidence compiled at the time of wnting, however, does allow a 

number of provisional conclusions. The nature of the variants is such as 

to discount the first hypothesis: variant or cancelled title-pages are the 

result of changes that were made either to correct errors or to provide a 

current title-page for a new issue of previously printed leaves but here the 

text and the date do not present any significant differences. Furthemore, 

the use of two different P.B.M. cuts in the same edition by the sarne printer, 

which would seem to be the case were we to accept the title-page as 

genuine, is unlikely, particularly since in his later 1530 edition Zoppino re- 

used only the BTM border. 

The evidence found in the Bat  gathering of the BNBM copy lends 

strong support to the hypothesis that this leat is extraneous to the edition. 

The title-page here (fig. 20) has an unusual appearance: close examination 

reveals that the text characters in red and the P.B.M. motto, also in red, al1 



show what appears to be a previous impression in black At fint, it would 

seem that the title-page was fhst printed off enürely in black, and then, after 

the sections to appear in red had been re-inked, passed under the press a 

second tirne; this would have been, however, an unusual process in two- 

colour printing (see Gaskell 137-8). A doser examination shows that the 

red ink has smudged in several cases, but the bladc has registered perfectly, 

and this points to the alternative explanation that this page is a hand- 

drawn facsimile, for smudging will result when certain inks used by 

facsimilists are exposed to moisture (see, for example, Hams, 'The Ripoli 

Decam e ro n" 324-25). Furthermore, several letters, particularly the Gs and 

Ts, Vary in form from impression to impression, a cornmon defed of hand- 

drawn facsmiles. If the BNBM title-page is not genuine, then there is a 

hrther problern: "a facsimile presupposes an original, with which it can be 

compared" (Carter 95), but the BNBM title-page is not copied from the BTM 

exemplar. Since available evidence from the BTM copy does not suggest 

any irregularities with its first leaf, we must assume at this point that its 

title-page is genuine and, therefore, the ideal mode1 for a facsimile. The 

BNBM title-page does dosely resemble thût of the 1521 Ferrara edition (fig. 

11): its text, induding the line-to-line word distribution on the page and 

the capitalkation, is almost identical, the only exception being the addition 

of "M.D.XXIIII." as the final line, and the border cut is a close copy. Since 

there is no other extant title-page with these commonalities, it can only be 

assumed that the 1521 page was the sole mode1 available for the faaimilist, 

who added the year to reflect the colophon; this would explain the reading 

of the privileges on the verso of the page (note 4), ais0 copied from the 1521 

edition. 



Faclsirniles are commissioned to make good an imperfed copy, and 

there are other indications that this copy lacked a number of leaves at some 

point in its history. The fore-edges of the book were once coloured or 

gilded, but liffle rem& of this decorative feature, the edges now being 

almost black The edges of the first seven leaves of gathering A, however, 

are dean and do not show any sign of ever having been coloured or gilded. 

Furthemore, there are two or perhaps three different kinds of paper in A, 

judging from the distances behveen chahlines (the binding makes it 

difficult to look into the spine fold and examine the watermarks), and A2 

and A3 are non-conjugate (note 3). It is probable that this copy lacked some 

or al1 of the leaves in A, and that the deficiency was made up with leaves 

from another copy or edition, or in hcsirnile, leaves lacking gilt edges; this 

operation would have had to be camed out with the gatherings unbound, 

offering an oppominity to attach a new binding at the same time (see note 

7). Possible sources of leaves for gathering A are the Rusconi edition of the 

same year (entry S), and the Sisto Libbraro edition of 1526 (entry B), since 

both have similar layouts and running titles, as well as typefaces and type- 

pages of about the same size (see entry 5, note 6). The irregularities found 

in the running titles of A (note 5) offer a huther indication of the 

extraneous nature of some of the leaves in the gathering, particularly A3 

and AGA& 

The accumulation of the evidence outlined above creates sirong 

doubts as to the authenticity of the title-page in the BNBM copy, and 

suggests that the title-page of the BTM copy should be the one regarded as 

genuine; for this reason, its transcription has been Listed first in the entry. 

It must be stressed, however, that this condusion is only probable and 



provisional, and that a close examination of al1 the extant copies may or 

may not uncover further evidence to support it. 

7. Binding. The hypothesis that the title-page leaf and perhaps others in 

gathering A are not genuine finds indirect support in the physical evidence 

of the binding, which is most probably a forgery. It is in dark brown calf, 

the front cover measuring 221 x 161 mm, in very good condition, with 

intricate gold and blind tooling on the covers and spine. The leather 

covering the boards folds over onto the inside, and at the bottom of the 

inside front cover one finds the inscription, gold-tooled, 'THO. MAIOLI ET 

AMICORVM". Maioli bindings were made between 1550 and 1565 by 

Parisian craftsmen for the French book-collecter Thomas Mahieu, secretary 

to Catherine de Medici (Hobson, Maiol i 37-1 11). They have often been the 

object of forgery, and Hobson wams against such counterfeits, especially 

4 t h  books without pedigrees (not belonging to any known coiledion 

before 1850), or that emerge after 1850, the date of the first forgery. This 

binding does not appear arnong those listed by Hobson, nor is it similar to 

any of his reproductions. its authentiaty is also questioned by the author of 

a rns. note attached to the pastedown of the back cover: "Falsificazione? 

Fatta a Rorna prima del 1550. Manca ne1 verso l'insegna del Majoli. Fregi 

tipo Canevari." Dott. Turchetti, rare book librarian at the BNBM, cannot 

definitively idenhfy the hand in which this note is written, but she believes 

it to be that of Tammaro de Marinis, author of the catalogue of the 

Cavalieri collection. Hobson does not include this exemplar in his list of 

Canevari-type bindings (120-70), lending no support to the possibility, 

raised by the author of the note, that it was part of that collection. The 

available evidence bears out no M h e r  clarification of the problem, but 

doubts regarding the authenticity of the binding do lend a measure of 



support to the falsification hypothesis discussed in note 6: if this copy was 

furnished with a forged binding to increase its value, then the operation 

would have provided the opportunity to make up any missing leaves, and 

this would have further enhânced its value. 

8. Given the bibliographical problems discussed in notes 6 and 7, it is 

useful to summarize the available information on the provenance of the 

known copies of this edition. Agnelli and Ravegnani list four copies (22). 

The first is the BTM copy, mentioned by all the other bibliographers except 

Sander, whose brief description is taken from Agnelli and Ravegnani (see 

References below). Next is the BNBM copy, which does not appear in any 

previous source other than the De Marinis catalogue; it was part of the 

Cavalieri collection, which was bought in 1921 by Hoepli, a Milanese 

antiquarian book-dealer, and from Hoepli it entered the BNBM (see note 3); 

the AnnalCs description of the edition is based on this copy. The third copy 

was first mentioned by Guidi: "Un esemplare molto usato sta nella Libreria 

Bovi in Bologna" (8); it is possible that the Bovi copy and the BNBM copy 

are one and the same, given the state of the latter (see note 3). The last copy 

mentioned by Agnelli and Ravegnani, and by ail previous bibliographes 

except Tosi, was one owned by Gugliemo Libri, who in his 1847 audion 

catalogue states that it was bound in red morocco by the Paris binder 

Bauzo~e t ,  and that "4 feuillets ont &té. . . faits la plume par M. Gobert, 

d'apres le fac-simile que le marquis Trivulzio a eu la bonte d'envoyer au 

possesseur de ce livre." This copy was sold for 610 francs at the 1847 Libn 

sale, again in 1854 for 300 francs, and again in 1860 at the Canaa sale for 420 

francs (Melzi-Tosi 27). It is without a doubt the copy now at Trinity College 

Library, Cambridge, which has a faaimile titie-leaf, a binding in red 

rnorocco signed by Bauzomet, and the ernbossed stamp of G. Gancia, who 



was a Brighton bookseller; this information was provided by David 

McKitterick, Libranan a t Trinity College, in a letter dated Septernber 23, 

1997. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNAM 22-23; BRUNET 1.424-25; IX MW, Catalogue 35-36; 

EDK16 A.2510; ESSLMC n. 2243; FERRAZZI 65; GAMBA 16; GRAESE 1.196; G m i  

7-8; Lram, Ca ta log ue n. 708; MELZ-Tos~ 26-27; SANDER 1.93; T m  104-5. 

OTHER COPIES 

BTM (H.2077,20.3 cm); Cambridge, Trinity College Library, Univ. of 

Cambridge (title-page in facsimile). 



5. [Venezia, Giovanni Francesco e Giovanni Antonio Rusconil. 1524. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, outer 136 x 108 mm, inner: 94.5 x 66 mm, 

below it a block composed of fleurons: 13 x 108 mm] [fleuron] ûWmùo 

[fleuron] I FVRIOSO DI LVDOVI- I CO ARIOSTO NOBILE I 

FERRARESE I RlSTAMPATO ET CON I MOLTA DILIGENTIA I DA 

LVI CORRETTO I ET OVASI TVTïO I FORMAT0 I DI NVOVO ET 

AM- I PLIATO I CVM GRATIE ET PRIVILEGII I M.D.XMIII I [a row of - 
three fleurons, 8 x 8 mm] 

4': A - ~ C ~ .  208 Il., ff. 1 II-CCw CCVI11 (leaves L m I I ,  CSV, CXCII 

rnisnumbered LXXX, CLXV, CLXXXII). $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr]  Title-page (fig. 22). 

[Alv] Privileges from Leo X, dated 27.ID.1516, and otherç: 'LE0 PAPA 

DECIMVS. I I D3 IZecte Jili salutem [ . . . 2 4 h e s  in italicl I I [fleuron, like 

those on last line of title-page, centered below text]'. 

[A21 Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO ARIOSTO AL- I 

LO LLVSTRISSIMO E REVERENDISSIMO I CARDINALE DONNO 

HIPPOLYTO I [on either side of the last two Lines of head-title is a fleuron, 

similar to the one on the facing verso] DA ESTE SV0 SIGNORE. I I 

CANTO PRIMO. I 1 donne [ . . . 1' 2 coll. x 4 stanzas. 

[A2'-2V] OF text. 

[2CI3] Lacking (see note 5). 



TYPOGRAPHY 

R83. Type-page: 176 (185) x 135 mm (Q3'). 2 COU. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33.5 mm, type 2 / 4 5  mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I 1 - M, 

QVINTO - VNDECIMO, W-XL [recto] ( A T - 2 o .  The abbreviated title "+ 
Or. F." appears, centered below col. a, in the direction Line of the recto of the 

iïnt and third leaves of most gatherings; a fleuron appears on either side of 

the canto number in the running title of some recto leaves, without a 

consistent pattern. Catchwords: none. Canto Openings: type 1, gothic 

miniscule (e.g., "&arrto.xi.", but sorne in roman minuscule or roman caps), 

initial2. 

Title-page: in the h s t  Line, the "@" rneasures 7 mm, the "nt' 6 mm; 

the roman caps used for lines 2-1 1 and 13 (and the head-title, running title 

and foliation) measure 3.5 mm, the caps in iine 12 measure 2.5 mm. The 

initial "D" on 11. Alv and AT measures 11 mm. 

NOTES 

1. Lenf. 199 x 146 mm (A3). 

2. Fingerpn"nt. coco tete sisi ChPo (3) 1524 (R). 

3. Provenance. The spine of the vellum binding bears a sticker with 

"REGIA BIBLIOTECA ANGELICA ROMA" and the current shelf-mark, and 

the another sticker with the identical inscriptions appears on the verso of 

the h s t  flyleaf; previous shelf-marks appear on the inside of the front 

cover ("887-12") and on the the recto of the second flyleaf ("RR=6=23"). 

Below the border cut on îC8', in red Uik: "42305". 

4. Primleges. The text follows that of the privileges in the 1521 edition, 

with inadental differences in the abbreviations and the speiling. 



5. The deficiency of leaf 2C8 has been made up with the colophon leaf from 

the 1531 quarto edition by Bindoni and Pasini. 

6. Attribution, Dating, and Border. The edition was attrîbuted to Elisabetta 

Rusconi by both Agnelli-Ravegnani and EDïï16 primarily on the basis of 

the title-page evidence: the P.B.M. border used here is the same as that 

used in the 1527 Furioso, an edition signed by Rusconi (figs. 27 and 28); the 

layout of the two pages is almost identical, but the 1527 title bears different 

fleurons inside the border and different decorative pieces below it. 1 have 

adjusted the attribution on the basis of the information provided in 

Ascarelli-Menato (346-47) and Norton (149-50) for the Rusconi firm: 

Giovanni Francesco and Giovanni Antonio, the sons and heirs of Giorgio 

Rusconi, ran the business from his death, which occurred in 1521, until 

1526; Elisabetta, probably the widow of Giorgio, appears only in editions 

printed between 1525 and 1526. 

The placement of the entry after the other 1524 editions has been 

dictated by the lack of a precise date-the title-page provides only the year- 

but it is possible that this edition was printed before one, or both, of the 

other two, particularly in light of its relation to Zoppino's edition. The 

title-page here (fig. 22) is very similar to that of the BTM copy of the 1524 

Zoppino (fig. 19): the same P.B.M. border and floral decorative pieces are 

used in both, but here the last two lines of the text la& final periods; 

furthermore, the letters, espeaally the Ts, are different, and a line-to-line 

cornparison shows that the setting of the text is different. The two editions 

aiso have sunilar layouts and running titles, as well as typefaces and type 

pages of about the same size, but the initials used in the canto openings of 

the Zoppino are in gothic, while here they are in roman. Finaliy, Agnelli 



and Ravegnani daim that the readings of the BAR copy and the BNBM 

copy of the Zoppino edition are different (24). 

While the similarities show that the two editions were modelled on 

each other, the differences prove that we indeed have two separate 

editions, and this bears on the question of attribution. It is possible to daim 

that the BAR copy, which lads the final leaf and hence a colophon 

identifying the printer, belongs to Zoppino rather than the Rusconis, but 

there are several points that militate against this conclusion. A second 

edition of the Furioso in the same year, in the same format, and by the 

same publisher is unlikely, and we have no example of this occurrence 

until the two octavos produced in 1554 by Giolito (EDIT16 A.2649, A.2650). 

Since we know that the border cut was indeed used by the Rusconis in 1527, 

it is plausible to assume that they already had access to it in 1524, 

particularly when one considers that Zoppino and Giorgio Rusconi had 

printed together in 1515-17 (AscarelJi-Menato 346, Norton 149, Harris, 1 libn 

77). It would also appear that Zoppino lent the border out to the Rusconis 

but retained owneship, for he used it last in his 1530 Furioso (entry 16), 

where he broke it up to accommodate a larger title-page layout. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 23-25; EDIT16 A.2511; SANDER 1.93. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BAR (Rari 1.3.1; la& leaf 2Cû). 



6. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini. DC1525. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border; outer, including the 2 rows of small 

fleurons, one placed Unmediately above and the other below the border: 

136 x 87 mm; inner: 91 x 51 mm] &iairbo $ u d o  1 ~ip,bonico&ioJto 1 anhIe 

[errme~e: 1 ~uametderiItamCia - 1 ta: 2 mmohbili - 1 [srnail fleuron] gdt~ 

Flmmib [small fleuron] I z quafi tatto 1 riforma- 1 - to. 1 1 G n  gmtie zpnbilegij. 

I I M . D . W .  I [fleuron, 15 x 10 mm] 

8O:  A-~C'. 208 Il., ff. 1 2-208. $ (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Al'] Title-page. 

[Alv] Sonnet by Dragonzino: 'a A lo eccellente melJer Ludouico I 

Ariosto da Ferrara. I Giouan Battista Dragonzino I da Fano. I I S2 E dar Si 

deue l'honorata fronde [ . . . 1 I Finis. I I [woocut illustration showing 2 

groups of mounted knights, 34 x 56.5 mm including double-mle frame]'. 

[A21 Head- title: '@hnbo f i r i o ~ o  bi nnbouico 1 ~riojto al~o i~uItriIIimo e tfeueren - 1 

bifhm &arUinaIe Born B p  - 1 pLib ba [ao lipnore. 1 Ban& primo. 1 b2 %ne [ . 

. . 1'. 2 coll. x 4 stanzas. 

[A2rZC8'] OF text. 



[2W] Colophon/ Register: '[2 coll. x 3 stanzas] I [colophon] I A B C [ . . . 1 

R I S T U [ . . . ] CC. I Tutti Jono quaderni.' 

[2CBv] Bees and f i e  block, 85 x 46 mm, within P.B.M. woodcut border, same 

as that on title-page. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G58. Type-page: 129 (135) x 89 mm (BT). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Starua: 23.5 mm, type 3/ 4 mm. Running Title: [verso] Canto I Primo - 

Secondo (A3'A 87, II-XL (B112C8') [recto]. Catchwords: leaf 8. Canto 

Openings: type 1, in gothic miniscule, gothic initiai2; the canto numben are 

given vanously in roman numerals, arabic numerals, and textual form 

(i.e., "lElemnom), without an evident pattern. Signatures: the caps of the 

gothic text font are used to indicate the gatherings, and the arabic numerals 

also found in the foliation are used for the leaf numbers. 

The capital "@" in line 1 of the title-page measures 6 mm. The 

gothic "O" in line 1 of the head-title measures 4 mm, the "o"'s in "Barn 

m" measure 3 mm. The gothic of the text is also used for the canto 

openings. The gothic of the colophon is t d e r  than that of the text. 

NOTES 

1. Lenf. 153 x 102 mm (Al). 

2. Fingerprint. coco tete sisi sasa (3) 1525 (A). 

3. Dragonzino sonnet (Alv). "Se dar si deue l'honorata fronde/ in corona di 

lauro triomphale,/ a chi cantando piu la fa immortale/ con stile altiero, & 

con rime faconde./Tu Ludouico, che de le sacre onde/ ti fu arnica ogni 

Musa, & liberale. / aspetta la ghirlanda principale, / die le tempie di gloria ti 

arconde./A te sol si conuien si largo honore,/che la tua tuba sopra ogni 



altra cetra/ suona di cortesia, d'arme, & d'Amore. / Non ti torra il tuo nome 

Morte tetra,/ne coprira il famoso tuo splendore/mese, anno, lustro, seculo, 

ne pietra." 

4. Woodcuts. The small cut on Alv, the bees and fire block, and the P.B.M. 

border are those used in Bindoni and Pasini's 1530 edition of the Furioso 

(entry 14; see fig. 32 for the border). The border is used again in the 

colophon of their 1533 octavo (entry 19). 

REFERENCES 

ACMLU-RAVECNANI 2526; BRUNET 1.425; Chantilly 27-28; EDiTl6 A.2515; 

Essmc n. 2244; GRAESE 1.196; G ~ I  û-9; M a n - T m  27; SANDER 1 -93; Tosr 

105-6. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BNBM ( R a i  Castiglioni 92). 

cY-rHER COPY 

Chantilly (Oise), Cabinet des livres, Musee Condé (III.D.59, from the 

colledion of Gaetano Melzi). 



7. [Venezia, Sisto Libbaro?]. 111.1526. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, outer: 135 x 106 mm, innec 95.5 x 65.5 

mm] ûûrlando jfurioJo I Di Ludouico Ariofto Nobile I FerrareCe: 

Nouamente ri- I Jtampato: & con molta I diligentia ricorret- I to: & 

quari tut- I to reforma I I I M.D.XXVI. 

Col op ho n. Q FiniJJe Orlando FurioJo di MeJJer Ludouico I Ariojto da 

Ferrara: nouamente CO gran I diligentia nformato & ricorretto: I Stapato 

nella Inclyta Citta di I Vinegia, Del MeJe di Mar I zo.M.D.XXV1. 

4': A-2C8. 208 Il., ff. I II-CCVIII. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr]  Title-page. 

[Alv] Sonnet by Dragonzino: 'a A 10 eccellente meJ'et Ludouico I 

ArioJto da Ferrara. I Giouan BattiJta Dragonzino. I da Fano. I I s' [guide 

letter] E dar Ji deue l'honorata fronde [ . . . 1 I FINIS.' 

[AT]  Head-title: 'a Orlando Furioso di Ludouico Ariosto alIo Illu I 

strissimo e Reuerendissimo Cardinale I Donno Hippolyto da Este I suo 

Signore. I I Canto Primo. I d2 [guide letter] 1 done e cauallier [ . . . 1' 2 coll. 

x 4 stanzas. 

[Mc-2C8'1 OF text. 

[2W] Colophon/ Register: '[2 cou. x 3 stamas] I [colophon] I Registre. 1 

A B C [  . . . ]  O P Q  I R S T [  . . . ]  BBCC. I TuttisonoQuademi.' 

[2CSv1 Bees and fire block, 91 x 63 mm, within P.B.M. woodcut border, 

outer: 135 x 106 mm, b e r :  95.5 x 65.5 mm. 



TYPOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 176.5 (187) x 134 mm (QT). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 34 mm, type 214.5 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO 

- SECONDO (A3'-AW), 11 - XL (BIr-2C8') [recto] ( ~ 2 ~ - 2 C 8 ' ) .  Catchwords: 

none. Canto Openings: type 1, gothic rniniscule ("Bmdo.ii.", "Gnto.xL& 

büh~.", but "Canto.xxxk.", and in roman rniniscule when opening occurs at 

bottom of colurnn), guide lette9. 

Title-page type measurements: line 1, "@"=7 mm, "f"'9 mm, "nW=5 

mm; lines 2-8, n-height=2.5 mm; line 9, caps=4 mm. The roman font used 

for the text is also ernployed for the head-title, colophon, laudatory sonnet, 

the canto openings in roman, and the guide letters in both the canto 

openings and the sonnet. The roman caps in the ruming title, foliation, 

and the last line of Alv measure 3.5 mm. The n-height of the gothic font of 

the canto openings is 1.5 mm. 

NOTES 

1. Len/. 200 x 148 mm (BI). 

2. Fingerprint. coco tete sisi C'Po (3) 1526 (R). 

3. Provenance. The inscription, in pend,  "Dono M.LN. marzo 1938" is 

found on the front pastedown, the initials standing for Ministero 

dell'Istnizione Nazionale; the notation, perhaps a previous shelf-mark, "IQ 

6" appears on the verso of the Eirst flyleaf; "126389" is stamped below the 

register of g a t h e ~ g s  on 2C8'. The only copy known to the bibliographers 

listed below in the References section was in Caetano Melzi's collection, 

but its location was not known to Agnelli and Ravegnani. 

This copy was owned by Apostolo Zeno, who signed his monogram 

on 2C4", and it bears extensive annotations in his hand. Zeno camed out a 



thorough companson between the text of this edition and that of the 

definitive version of the work, and he recorded here, in detail, the textual 

changes (additions, transpositions, etc.) made by Ariosto in revising the 

Furioso. The comments are never of a critical nature, but limit themselves 

to illustrating Ariosto's textual operations. On E2", for example, beside 

stanzas from Canto K, Zeno writes: "Nell'ultima impressione segue giù 

l'episodio d' Olimpia e Bireno sin al h e  del Canto XI, interrotto da1 trattar 

di Ruggiero, die in questo segue doppo la seguente facciata."; and on 2 W :  

"qui intreccib poi I'Autore la penitenza diAmore, e l'andata di Ruggiero in 

Bulgaria, con la bellissima serie di tant'altri accidenti, ch'occupano dalla 

stanza 35 del 44 canto sino alla 67 del 46 et ultimo, ove poi segue corne qui 

Mongrana". It would appear that Zeno used this copy to study the textual 

evolution of the OF; see note 3 of entry I l  (Garanta 1527) for another copy 

owned and annotated by Zeno. 

4. Sonnet. The text of the iaudatory sonnet on Atv is identical to that in 

the Bindoni and Pasini edition of 1525, (entry 6). Here, however, the fint 

letter of each verse is set in capitals. 

5. Woodcuts /Aftr ibut ion.  The P.B.M. border on the title-page and 2 W ,  

and the bees and fire block on 2CSV are used again in Sisto Libbraro's octavo 

edition of the same year (entry 9, fig. 25 for the bvrder). Neither block is 

used in other editions, although both are dose copies of the cuts in the 1524 

Zoppino (entry 4, figs. 19 and 21). The identity of the cuts, not noticed or at 

least unrecorded by previous bibliographes, is the basis for my attribution 

of the edition to Sisto, who in ail likelihood aded as publisher and hired a 

printer, as he did for the octavo (see entry 9, note 6). The attribution 

remains tentative because re-use of the same woodcuts is not definitive 

proof of continued ownership; cuts were commonly sold or lent out 



between printers and publishers. While it is 

two editions of the Furioso in the same year, 

164 

possible that Sisto fïnanced 

particularly conside ring the 

fad that one was a quarto and the other an octavo, there is no apparent 

explanation for his having signed only the latter edition. The possibility 

that the earlier octavo was pirated, and hence printed without Sisto's 

name, but that the quarto was published with Arioste's permission, not 

only lacks any docurnentary support, but seems unlikely given the strong 

probability that al1 of the Venetian editions of the Fu~ioso produced in the 

1520s were pirated (see Part 1, section 2). 

Sander (93) assigns the edition to Bindoni and Pasini, without 

providing any proof or explanation, and probably basing his attribution on 

Melzi's statement that it is a "ristampa materiale della precedente del 1525" 

(Melzi-Tosi 28). The title-page text of this edition does indeed follow the 

earlier octavo, which also prints the sonnet also found here, but the two 

editions are in different formats and use different woodcuts, making 

Sander's attribution to Bindoni less ükely than one to Sisto. Essling, 

perhaps aware of these differences, does not propose any publisher or 

printer for the book. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 27-28; BRUNET 1.425; EDITl6 A.2520; ESSLING n. 2245; 

GRAESE 1.196; CUIDI 9-10; Mnn-Tm 28; S ANOER 1.9S94; TOSI 106. 

COPY EXAMLNED 

BNMV (Rari.V.497). 



OTHER COPIES 

Univ. of Oxford (the OCLC database does not speufy the coiiege); Wellesley 

(Massachusetts), Wellesley CoLlege Library. 



8. Milano, Giovanni Angelo Scinzenzeler. 30.V.1526. (Milano, [Giovanni 

Antonio da Castiglione]/G. A* Sanzenzeler. 1539.) 

M m d ~  I FurioJo de Ludouico ArioJto Nobile FerrareJe. I [A bees and fire 

block, 95.5 x 62 mm, within a P.B.M. woodcut border, outer: 144.5 x 112.5 

mm, i ~ e r :  95.5 x 62 mm] 

Colophon. Q ImpreJlo ne la Inclyta Cita de Milano per meJere Io. Angelo 

Scinzenzeler. I Ne1 Anno del Signore. M.D.XX.VI. A di.xxx. de Mazo. 

4O:  a-z8 &' 78 @. 208 il., if. I U-CCVIII (CC-CCVIII misnumbered C-CVIII). 

$4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 23). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[A2'] Head-title: 'a ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO AEUOSTO DA 

I FERRARA ALLO LLVSTRISSIMO E REVEREN= l DISSIMO 

CARDINALE DONNO HIPPO= I LYTO DA ESTE SV0 SIGNORE. I 

CANTO PRIMO. I bZ I donne [ . . . 1' 2 coil. x 4 stanzas. 

[ A 2 ' & B r ]  OF text. 

[&Br] Coiophon/ Register/ Device: '[2 coll. x 2b stanzas] I .I FiniJJe 

Orlando FurioJo de Ludouico AnoJto da Ferrara. I [colophon] I Q 

REGIST'RO. I a b c d [ . . . ] z & ? i& I Tutti Jono quattemi. Car. 52 [see 

note 51 1 [device, 49.5 x 34 mm, Balsamo, Scinzenzeler n. 71'. 

[@Sv] Blank. 



TYPOGR4PHY 

R76. Type-page: 163 (171) x 115 (b3'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 31 mm, type 414 mm; the first üne of each stanza begins with the 

paragraph mark Q placed immediately before the first word, which is 

capitalized. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO - 

QVADRAGESIMO [recto] (a2"-&83. Catchwords: leaf 8. Canto Openings: 

type 1, roman caps (i.e., "CANTO NONO."), gothic initial2; the title is placed 

in the direction line if the canto ends at the bottom of a column. 

The "6" in line 1 of the title-page rneasures 27 mm; the gothic 

initial on aT measures 4.5 x 7 mm; the height of the roman caps in the 

head-title, running title, and canto headings is 3 mm. 

1539 RElSSUE 

Neil Harris haç established that copies of this edition were reissued 

in 1539 by Giovanni Antonio da Castiglione (see his 1987 artide, "Una 

aggiunta" 167-72; for Giovanni, see Ascareili-Menato 156-57). Given its 

obvious similarities to Scùlzenzelerts 1526 Furioso, bibliographers had long 

attributed the copy now in the BL (G. 11072), dated 1539 at Milan but sine 

nomine ,  to that p ~ t e r ,  and they had suspected that it might actuaily have 

been an unsold copy of that edition furnished with a new colophon (see 

Panizzi, Tosi, Melzi-Tosi, and Agnelli-Ravegnani below; Hams 167-68, note 

2, summarizes this bibliographical tradition). On the basis of his 

examination of the types in the BL copy, Harris conduded that the last 

sheet (leaves & 1.2.7.8) bearîng the colophon was pnnted 

con un carattere tondo 77 mm (facile da individuare per la presenza 

di alcuni caratteri gotici ed in particolare il b) die si distingue senza 

diffïcolth da1 tondo 76 mm usato per il resto delia edizione. La 



spiegazione & chiara, anche perche questo Furioso h la penultima 

opera ad uscire dai torchi deiio Scinzenzeler: alcune copie del 

poema, rimaste in magazzino dopo la morte del tipografo, passarono 

tredici anni più tardi neile mani di un altro tipografo . . . il quale, per 

bcilitarne la vendita, sostitui l'ultimo foglio originale con un altro 

portante la nuova data '1539' (168). 

Harris identifies the later roman font as belonging to Giovanni Antonio da 

Castiglione, active in Milan hom 1534 to 1544 (171). It seems he inherited it 

from his older relation Giovanni da Castiglione, who had a professional 

collaboration with Scinzenzeler. This explains how copies of the 1526 

Ariosto ended up with the younger Giovanni (171-72). 

The description of the reissue, therefore, is almost identical to that of 

the original issue given above, the o d y  differences being the last recto and 

the formula: 

Colophon Page (R8'). '[2 coll. x 2%. stanzas] I Q FiniJ'e Orlando 

FurioJo be Ludouico ArioJto ùa Ferrara: I QImpressum 

Mediolani.M.D.XXXD(. I QREGImO. I a b c d i  . . . ]  z&7R<. I 

=Tutti Jono quattemi Car.52. [see note 51'. (Fig. 24). 

Formula. 4 O :  a-z8 &' g8 ( + 1.2.7.8). 208 Il., ff. I II-CCVIII (CC- 

CCVIII misnurnbered C-CVIII). $4 (-Al). 

It should be noted that this is the o d y  40-canto version of the 

Furioso to appear after 1532. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 192 x 133 mm (b3). 

2. Fingeqrint. coho tete sisi dipo (3) 1526 (R). 



3. Provenance. "Questo esemplare trovavasi prima presso la Biblioteca di 

Augusta, e fu donato dal Re di Baviera Massimiliano, neiia occasione delle 

noue  di sua figlia Amalia con il Principe Eugenio Beauharnais, vicerè 

d'Italia" (Agnelli-Ravegnani 27). The binding is in green leather, with 

gold-tooled decoration. 

4. Woodcuts. The border and the bees and fire block, dose copies of the 

originals used in the Ferrara editiow, do not match any of those used by 

other printers. The large initial O used here on the first line of title-page is 

very similar to the one found on the titie-page of the 1524 Furioso printed 

for the brothen da Legnano by Agostino da Vhercate (fig. 14); since 

Scinzenzeler too printed for the brothers (Harris, "Una aggiunta" 173; 

Ascarelli-Menato 148), it is possible that it is the same initial, used in both 

s hops. 

5. Following Panizzi's interpretation (30), 1 have rendered the last two 

characters of the final line of leaf &gr in both issues as "52" (see fig. 24). 

"Carte 52" is apparently a reference to the total number of sheets that make 

up the book, which is a 4' in 8s: each of the 26 gatherings is made up of two 

quarto sheets, one folded inside the other, for a total of 52 sheets. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNAM 26-27,5&51; BALSAMO, "Annals" n. 35; BALSAMO, 

Scinzenzeler n. 189; BARWFFALDI 298; BLC 10.509; BRUNET 1.425; EDK16 

A.2519; G-E 1.196 and 197; GUDI 10-11,33-34; HARRIS, "Una aggiunta"; 

KRISTELLER 28b; MELZ-Tm 2&29,47; P m  30-31; SANDAL, L 'arte della 

stampn n. 3 and n. 85; SANDER 1.94 and 1.97; SANTORO, Libri illustrati 

- milanesi n. 208; Tosr IûH,  129. 



COPY EXAMINED 

BNBM (AB.X.12). 

D l H E R  COPY (1539 REISSUE) 

BL (G. 11072). 



9. Venezia, Sisto Libbraro. 31.VIIi.15îf3. 

Colophon. FinilJe Orlando FurioJo di Lodouico ArioJto nobile I 

FerrareJe.Stapato in l'inclita Citta di Vinegia ad I inJtanza del Prouido 

huomo SiJto Libbra I ro al Libbro.Nelllanno.M.D. I XXVI. A di ultimo 

Ago I Jto. Regnante l'inclito I Prence Andrea I Griti. 

8": A-Z8 2A6. 190 ll., unnumbered. $4 (-Al, 2A4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr 1 Ti tle-page (fig. 25). 

[Alv] Bees and fire block, 91.5 x 62 mm, within P.B.M. border, outer: 135 x 

101 mm, inner: 96 x 64 mm. 

[A21 Head-title (fig. 26): 'Orlando Furioso di Lodouico ArïoJto: Allo illu- 

I Jtriflimo e reuerendissirno Cardinale donno I Hippolito da Elte Juo 

Signore. I [woodcut illustration, 60 x 85 mm, subdivided into 4 

cornpartments, showing scenes from Orlando's madness] I Canto Primo I 

b' Bbane [ . . . 1' 2 coll. x 2 stanzas. 

[AT-2ASI OF text. 

[ZAY] Colophon/ Register: '[2 COU. x 3 stanzas] I [colophon] I A B C [ . . . ] 
2 AA I Tutti Jono quattreni. Eccetto AA terno.' 

[2Mr] Blank. 



[2MV] Bees and fire block, 91.5 x 62.5 mm, within P.B.M. border, outer: 136 

x ? mm (see note 4). 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G53. Type-page: 128 (133) x 88.5 min (EU'). 2 cou. x 51.l stanzas. 

Stanza: 21 mm, type 1 / 4 mm. Running Title: [verso] Canto I Primo - 

DecimoJeJto (A3'-IV), .XVII. - .XL. (KY-2A5'). Catchwords: leaf 8, in the 

same gothic font as the text. Canto Openings: type 1, gothic (same font as 

text), gothic initial2; to Canto 16 the number is given in textual tom, i.e., 

" Gnto reconbo", thereafter it is given in numerals, i.e., "&anto. xbi." . 
Title-page: height of "O" in line 1=14 mm, of "O" in line 2=4 mm, of 

"O" in "PROW=5 mm. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 148 x 99.5 mm (AB). 

2. Fingerprint. soma iog- noti ViTr (C) 1526 (R). 

3. Prouenunce. The title-page bears a red, oval stamp with "RB" 

(Imperiale Regia Biblioteca). The recto of the first flyleaf shows the pend  

notation " 3 6 " .  The stanzas of each canto are consecutively numbered by 

hand with arabic numerals in red ink. 

4. The BM3M copy lada h o  leaves, which are present in the HL copy, 

where leaf 2A1 follows the normal layout. The inner edge of 2A6 is over- 

folded into the spine, obscuring the right edge of P.B.M. cut, and Al is also 

over-folded; therefore the full width of the P.B.M. border canot  be 

measured. The same problem obtains in the BNBM copy, since A l  is 

overcut on the outer edge, affecting the P.B.M. border on both sides. 



5. Woodc u ts. The bees and fire block is identical to the one found in the 

unsigned 1526 quarto edition (entry 8). 

6. Publisher. The narne of the printer is not given on the title-page or in 

the colophon, and he has not been identified by bibliographers. The book 

was printed "ad instanza", by request, of a man called Sisto-in other 

words, the publisher-but he too is a mysterious figure. He is not listed by 

Ascarelli-Menato or Pastorello; Borsa includes him in the Clavis, but he 

only indicates that a Sisto was active in Venice in 1526 (1.301). The 

colophon states that he was a bookseller ("Libbraro"), and that he was to be 

fomd "at the book ("al Libbro"), a reference to the signs Venetian 

booksellers used to identify their shops. His career as a publisher was 

probably limited to thiç edition and, if the attribution proposed in entry 7 

holds, to the other Furioso that appeared in quarto the same year. I have 

deaded to use "Libbraro" as his iast name for reasons of convenience. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVECNANI 26; BARUFFALDI 298; BRUNET 1.42526; EDE16 A.2521; 

ESSLR\IG n. 2246; GRAE~E 1.196; GUTDI 11; M m - T m  29-30; SANDER 1.94; TOSI 

108. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BNBM (AB.8.49; lacking il. 2A1 and 2A6; 2A is misfolded 2A2, 2A4, 2A3, 

2A5); HL (T5.Ar434.5 l60.1526). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 10970); Modena, Biblioteca Estense e Universitaria (a.X.9.37,15 cm). 



10. Venezia, Elisabetta Rusconi. 27.VI.1527. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border; below it, a separate ornamental block 

with lines of small fleurons on the right and below it] [fleuron] &htb 

[fleuron] I FVRIOSO DI LVDOVI- I CO ARIOSTO NOBILE I 

FERRARESE 1 RISTAMPATO ET CON I MOLTA DILIGENTIA I DA 

LM CORRETTO I ET OVASI T'VIT0 I FORMAT0 I DI NVOVO ET 

AM- I PLIATO I CVMGRATIEETPRIVILEGU. I M.D.XXW. I [arow - 
three fleurons] 

Colophon. FiniJJe ORLANDO FurioJo de Ludouico ArioJto: l Stampato in 

Linclita Citta di Venetia Per Madon- I na HeliJabetta de RuJconi 

Nel.M.D.XXVU. I Adi. XXW. De Zugno Regnan- I te linclyto Principe 

Andrea I Gritti.Con Licentia del I ditto auttore. 

4': A-2C8. 208 Il., ff. I II-CCVIII. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 27). 

[Alv] A bees and f i e  block within the P.B.M. border. 

[A21 Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO ARIOSTO AL- I 

LO KLVSTRISSIMO E EEVERENDISSIMO I CARDINALE DONNO 

HIPPOLYTO I DA ESTE SV0 SIGNORE. I CANTO PRIMO. I D [initial] 1 

donne e cauallier [ . . . 1'. 
[A2'-2mr] OFtext. 

[2CW] Colophon/ Register (fig. 28): '[2 c d .  x 3 stanzas] I [colophon] I 

[smail fleuron] I A B C [ . . . ] BB CC I Tutti Jono quademi.' 



[2CBV] A bees and fire block, 93 x 61.5 mm, within the P.B.M. border, outer: 

135.5 x 106 mm. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

RB1 (RSr). Typepage: 180 (188) x 134.5 mm (AT). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: type 2. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I +I+ - +XL+ [recto] (AT- 

2C8'). Catchwords: none. Canto Openings: type 1, in roman numerals 

(e.g., "Canto.XXVLW). 

NOTES 

1. The bibliographical data for leaves A l  and A2 are based on the Rylands 

copy, once owned by George John Earl Spencer, as described in Dibdin, 

Panizzi, and Agnelli-Ravegnani; the latter also provides reproductions of 

the title and colophon pages (tavv. XII and Xm, here figs. 27 and 28). Figure 

28 shows that on 2CB' the upper right of the type-page is darnaged, with part 

of the text obliterated, but the BL copy is not damaged, and the text is 

complete. 

2. The BLC reports that leaves 1, 7,8, 17-26,31,32,41,42,47,48, and 83436 

are "supplied from the 1530 edition by Sessa, and [leavesl 51-54,97-104 

from elsewhere." Professor Randall McLeod, who h d l y  examined the BL 

copy for me, reports that leaf A2 is not original either. 

3. Woodcuts/Title-Page. The P.B.M. border used here is the same as that 

foound in the 1524 quarto assigned to the Rusconi brothen (see fig. 22, and 

entry 5, note 6). The 1527 title-page follows dosely the layout, colour 

scheme, distribution of text, and the text itself of its 1524 antecedent, but it 

employs smailer fleurons below the date, and a different ornamental block 

below the border. 



REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 29-30; BLC 10.508; BRUNET 1.426; D ~ ~ D N  157; Essmc n. 

2247; FERRAZZI 66; GRAESSE 1.196; GUDI 12; Mnn-Tm 30-31; P m  9; SANDER 

1.94; Tosr 108-9. 

COPY EXAMDED 

BL (G. 11063; imperfed, see note 2 above). 

m R  COPY 

Manchester, The John Rylands University Library. 



11. Venezia, Nicol6 Garanta e Francesca da Salb/Giovanni Antonio 

Nicolini Da Sabbio e frateli. 1527. 

[Within a woodcut border, outer: 133 x 86 mm, inner: 80 x 443 mm] 

ORLAN- I DO FVRIOSO DI M. LV 1 DOVICO ARIOSTO 1 FERRARESE 

NO 1 VAMENTE 1 STAMPA 1 TO. I 1 M. D. XXM. 1 1 NeJJuno ardij'ca 

Stampare il preJente I volume in Ietera CnncellnreJca I nel termine de 

diece anni 1 fotto la pena che ne1 I Priuilegio Ji I contiene. 

Colophon.  Starnpato in Vineggin per Giouanantonio et Fra I telli da 

Sabbio ad in Jtantia di Nicolo Ca= 1 ranta ô. FranceJco cornpagni Li= 1 

h r i  al Dolfino. Anno I M D X X V 1 1. 

8': A-218 ZK4. 260 ll., ff. 1 2 3 4 5 6-38 41 40-111 1012 113-260. $4 (-Al, 2K3, 

2 K4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 29). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT]  Head-titie: 'ORLANDO FVRI I OS0 DI LVDOVICO ARIOSTO DA 

FERRA 1 RA ALLO ILLVSTRKSIMO E REVE= 1 RENDISSIMO 

CARDINALE DON= I NO HIPPOLYTO DA ESTE I SV0 SIGNORE. I I 

CANTO PRIMO. I 1 DONNE E CAVAL I lier li an fiqui amori [ . . . 1' 2 

coll. x 2 stanzas. 

[AT-2K3"] OF text. 

[îIGV] 2 coll. x 4 stanzas, and below the last s t m a  in col b: 'FINIS.' 



[2W] Sonnet/ Register/Colophon: 'NICOL0 G W A  A M. LV= 1 

DOVICO ARIOSTO. I I S2 E d'Apollo, e d' Amphione l'arrnonia [ . . .14 

lines] I l  REGISTRO. I I A B C  [...]OPQ I RST[ . . . ]  DDEE I FF[ ...] 

KK. Tutti fono quaderni, I eccetto KK chi e duerno. I I [colophon]'. 

[2K4v] B 1 an k . 

TYPOGRAPHY 

180. Type-page: 138.5 (146) x 95 mm (43'). 2 cou. x 4 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33 mm, type 1/ 5 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO - 

QVADRAGESIMO [recto] (AT-2K3'), but on 214' "CANTO 

TRIGESIMONONO", on 25'  "CANTO .XL. ET VLTIMO", and on 2K3', as a 

single word, "CANTOQVADRAGESIMO"; Hams lists the mistakes and 

variants in the running titles ("Nicolb Garanta" 138). Catchwords: 11. 2, 6, 

and 8, but at times lacking; Hams provides a complete list (138). Canto 

Openings: type 1, roman caps (i.e., "CANTO. WL"), initial2 in roman; 

when a canto ends at the bottom of a column, the canto heading is placed 

in the next headline with the running title, i.e., on GY "CANTO .X." is 

placed after "NONO" (Harris (138) lists other examples). 

Title-page: roman caps in Line 14 mm, also used in line 1 of head- 

title; roman caps in lines Z-û=2.5 mm; italic in 11. 9-14=180 font used for 

text, colophon, sonnet. The 2.5 mm roman caps of the title-page are also 

used for U. 2-7 of the head-title, as well as the ninning titie, the canto 

headings, "FINIS" on 2K3. and the sonnet/ register/colophon page (2K4'). 

NOTES 

1. Lenf. 162.5 x 112 mm (D5). 



2. Fingerprint. soso nono 

3. Provenance. This copy 

rara DeCh (3) 1527 (R). 

once belonged to Apostolo Zeno: his monogram 

appears on the titie-page below the border, and a diarnond-shaped syrnbol 

also attributed to him appears near the bottom of the same page. As with 

entry 7, the book is extensively annotated, but here Zeno is rnainly 

interested in a different question: Ariosto's use of sirnile. He often uses 

simple ünes to mark off stanzas, or drawings of a hand to point to single 

verses, and in both cases "coparao" nonnally appears beside the relevant 

text, as weU as being used by itself. Pier Caterino Zeno includes this edition 

in his catalogue of the Furioso (d3v), probably on the basis of his brother's 

copy. Pier Caterino's catalogue, as well as Apostolo's "Amotazioni" to the 

Ariosto section of Fontanini's Biblioteca, are discussed in the Introduction, 

section 3.1. 

The first pastedown bears the previous shelf-mark "6238", which in 

the old ms. catalogue of the Marciana is given as "AU.8 62%". The verso of 

the title-page bears a round stamp with the inscription, partially unreadable 

because of ink blotting, "BIBLIOTH. PALAT. VEANc?>"; the BNMV 

librarians are not able to idenhfy this stamp, but are certain that it is not 

Venetian since a "Biblioteca Palatina" never existed in that city. 

A note written by Ange10 Davoli, a bibliophile associated with the 

BMPRE in the 1920s and 305, on a separate leaf attached to the verso of the 

first flyleaf sheds üght on the provenance of both known copies: "Reggio 

Emilia 18 aprile 1929. Questo esemplare, mancante della carta 120, i? stato 

comple ta to con quella esis tente nell'esernplare imperfetto, proveniente 

dalla celebre Biblioteca dei Conti Canal di Crespano Veneto (Vedi Cat. 19 

Libreria Antiquaria Zanichelli-Bologna 1929 al No% f 400) [Leaf 120 (P8) is 

shorter than the leaves before and after it, and it is fixed to the book with a 



strip of tape]. Ora viene ad essere I'unico esemplare completo die si 

conosca, perche un secondo mancante di alcune carte, era posseduto ne1 

1818 da Ottavio Morali, ed & passato nella doviziosa Biblioteca del hi Conte 

Gaetano Melzi, celebre bibliografo milanese, ora di proprieta della nipote 

Marchesa Luisa Meli Lupi di Soragna Tarascon, esistente in Milano, Via 

Manzoni 40. Jl teno esemplare, mancante di 6 carte pih 1, proveniente 

daiia Bibl. Canal suddetta e da me acquistato, si conserva ora neila 

Biblioteca Municipale di Reggio Emilia. Ne1 terzo supplemento del 

catalogo Molini e Laudi-Firenze 1806, se ne trova segnato un esemplare 

non troppo nitido: Paoli 36. Nessuno ha mai riferito chi abbia acquistato 

questo esemplare ed anche da mie particolari ricerche, non 6 stato possibile 

sapere dove ora si conservi. . . . Ange10 Davoli." 

4. State of Copy. The title-page leaf is heavily damaged along the outer 

edges, and it has been attached to a backing leaf whose dimensions match 

those of the first gathering. Zeno's monogram is inked ont0 the recto of 

the backing leaf below the redo of the damaged original leaf, and his 

diamond-shaped symbol extends over both rectos, suggesting that the 

repair was carried out either before he came into possession of the copy, or 

after, at his request, but not aHer his death in 1750. 

5. Sonnet (2K4'). "SE d'Apollo, e dlAmphione I'armonia/ Di Orfeo la 

Cetra, e di Minerva I'arte/Fussero insieme non potrebbe in parte/Degno 

Cantor di te che piu non sialvertu Celeste, noua Monarchia/Gloria latina 

nostra, ch'en piu partel Rimbomba l'alto nome ha in terra sparte/ Le tue 

gran lodi, e immensa cortesia/Di ciel natura, O pur divin oggetto/ Infra 

mortali ha qui produtto un Sole/Di gentiiezza che resplende 

ogn'hora1Felice pianta sei di quella prole/Onde e'n superbia inalcia con 

effettol Ferma che del nome tuo si honora." 



6. Border. The woodcut border on the title-page belonged to the fim of the 

brothers Nicolini da Sabbio, printers of this edition, who used it for several 

other titles, including an odavo edition of Appian: Delle guerre civili, 

Vinegia, 1538 (persona1 copy of Prof. Antonio Franceschetti). Hams has 

compiled an extensive list of the many editions in which the border was 

used (121-23, under "Cornice C ) .  

7. There are no discrepanaes between this entry and the bibtiographical 

description of the same edition, based on both the BNMV and the BMPRE 

copies, published by Neil Harris ("Nicolb Garanta" 137-39). 1 have 

integrated some of the information provided by him into the relevant 

sections above. Harris also transcribes (110) the petition that Garanta 

presented to the Venetian Senate in May 1527, requesting a privilege for the 

exclusive right to print the Furioso, the Znnamorato, and the Morgante in 

italic ("letera Cancellarejca"); this privilege is discussed in Part 1, section 2. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 2S29; BARUFFALDI 298; BRW 1 .@6; D~vou 22; EDE16 

A.25W; Essu~c n. 2248; G R W ~ E  1.196; GUIDI 12-13; HARRIS, "Nicolb Garanta"; 

M AZZUCHELU 1.1070; Mmn-Tosr 31; SANDER 1.94; TOSI 109-1 0; Zmo d3V. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BNMV (Rari V.326). 

O r n R  COPIES 

BMPRE (L.A.F. 1; lacking ii. K8, LI, P8, QI, Tl, Y8,2K4; Harris (139) reports 

the following note on a flyleaf: "Acquistato dalla Libreria Antiquaria 

Zanichelli, il giorno 11 aprile 1929, per E 250. A. Davoli"). 



12 Firenze. 25,VII.1528. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, in black but motto in red, outer: 134 x 107 

mm, inner: 93 x 66 mm] [fleuron, 9 x 8.5 mm] QManbo [fleuron, 9 x 8.5 mm] 

1 FVRIOSO DI LVDOVI= I CO ARIOSTO NOBILE I FERRARESE I - 

RISTAMPATO ET CON I MOLTA DILIGENTIA I DA LVI CORRETTO 1 

ET OVASI TVTO I FORMAT0 DI I WOVO ET l AMPLIA= I TO. I 

[fleuron, 9 x 8.5 mm] I Cü gratie:& priuilegü. M. D. XXVIII. I [fleuron, 11 

x 11 mm] 

Co lop  ho n. Finilse Orlando FurioJ'o de LVDOVICO ArioJto, I da Ferrara, 

nouamëte impJ"o ne1 M.D.XXWI. I Adi.XXV. Del meJe di Luio. 

4": A-2e. 208 Il., Ef. 1 II-CCVLII (in the BAV copy, the top edge of leaf 2 is 

over-trirnmed, obliterating the foliation number in the headline, but it is 

dearly shown in the BCAF photo of this page; leaf VI is rnisnumbered as 

VII). $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Titlepage (fig. 30). 

[Alv] Sonnet by Dragonzino: 'a A lo eccellente meJJer Ludouico I 

ArioJto da Ferrara. I I Giouan Battista Dragonzino I da Fano. I l s2 [guide 

letter] E dar Ji deue I'honorata fronde [ . . . 14 lines] I FINE. I [fleuron, 12 

x 11 mm]'. 

[AT] Head-title: ORLANDO NRIOSO DI LVDOWCO ARIOSTO AL' I 

LO LLVSTRISSIMO E REVERENDISSMO I CARDINALE DONNO 

HIPPOYTO 1 [fleuron, extending below to next line, 9 x 9 mm] DA ESTE 



S U 0  SIGNORE. [fleuron, extending below to next Line, 9 x 9 mm] I 

CANTO PRIMO. I [fleuron, 9 x 8.5 mm] I d2 [initial] I done e cauailier 

[ . . . 1' 2 COL x 4 stanzas. 

[AT-2C8'] OFtext. 

[2CBr] Colophon/ Register (fig. 31): '[2 cou. x 3 stanzas] I [fleuron, 9 x 8.5 

mm1 I [colophon] I 1 [2 fleurons, both 9 x 9 mm] I REGISTRO. I A B C 

[ . . . ] Z AA BB CC I Tutti Jono quaderni. I [fleuron, 12 x 10.5 mm]'. 

[2CBv] A bees and fire block, 90.5 x 63 mm, within the P.B.M. woodcut 

border used on the title-page, outer: 134.5 x 107 mm, imer: 94 x 67 mm; 

three fleurons, 9 x 9 mm, 9 x 8.5 mm, and 9 x 9 mm, are placed immediately 

above the border. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

RBO. Type-page: 170 (177) x 133 mm (Q3'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 32 mm, type 2/ 5 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I P W O  

(AY-A5'), II - XL (A@-2C8') [recto] (A2v-2CSr). Catchwords: none. Canto 

Openings: type 1, in roman miniscde ("Canto.Secondo." - "CantoQuarto", 

"Canto.vi." - "Canto.xl. & vltimo."), guide lette?3 in roman miniscule. 

The "d" in line 1 of the title-page measures 7 mm, the "n" 5.5 mm; the 

roman caps in lines 2-12 rneasure 3 mm; these roman caps, which belong 

to the text font, are also employed in the head-title, nuuùng title, foliation, 

and register page. The sonnet on Alv, the canto headings, and the guide 

letters in the canto openings use the same roman font as the text. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 201 x 150 mm (BI). 



2. Fingerpfll'n t. coco tete sisi C'Po (3) 1528 (R). 

3. Colophon Transcription. See fig. 31 for the actual "pre" abbreviation 

used in the second line of the colophon, given in the transcription above as 

"2" for technical reasonç. 

4. Provenance. The oval stamp of the "Biblioteca Ferraioli" appears on Alv 

and 2Cûv. The verso of the fint flyleaf bears the inscription "31-IV MlV", 

and below it is an engraved ex libris depiding, it seems, Charles V 

crowning Ariosto: at the top is a figure, an eagle on his right and the 

hperial two-headed eagle on his left, eextending a laure1 a o w n  to a knight 

on the left; on the right are women sounding a clarion, from which hangs a 

banner with the inscription "FAMA"; the name "P. De Loysise" appears at 

the bottom. Whether this is simply an illustration made specifically for 

this book, or the ex Libris of "P. De Loysise", is not known; it is not listed in 

the standard catalogue of Italian ex libris (Gelli, Gli ex libris itnliani; also not 

in Gelli, Divise), although it could be of a different national orîgin, perhaps 

French. On the recto of the second flyleaf is attached a note, dated "Roma 4 

Giugno 1886": "L'esemplare del Furioso del 1528 die oggi vendo al Sig. 

Marchese Gaetano Ferraioli per Lire itaiiane 700, proviene da1 Libraio Troff 

di Parigi, e l'ebbi pet egual somma molti anni sono da1 Dotti Libraio 

fiorentino. Cib affermo suila rnia parola d'onore. Giacomo Marzoni." The 

collection of the marchese Gaetano Ferraioli (183S90) entered the BAV in 

1926. The verso of the second flyleaf shows the Library of Congress 

number, the present BAV shelf-mark, and "M.B. 24-9-41". 

5. Wuodcuts and Borders. The P.BM. border, while very similar to earlier 

examples, iç unique to this edition: the one in the 1526 Sisto Libbraro (Eig. 

25), the one in the Scinzenzeler of the same year (Bg. 23), and the one 

shared by Zoppino and Rusconi (1524,1527,1530; Eigs. 19,21,27,37), show 



several differences in detail, shading, and, at times, composition. 

Furthemore, the cut here shows a vertical break near centre of the lower 

horizontal cornpartment, damage which does not appear in any of the 

other versions, including the one used two years later by Zoppino (1530, fig. 

37). The bees and fire block, like the border, is found only in this edition. 

The two woodcuts were most probably made in Florence on the mode1 of 

earlier versions. 

The title-page border in the BAV copy is enclosed by a second, hand- 

drawn border (outer: 192 x 143 mm, imer: 137.5 x 110 mm), iiiuminated in 

the style of 15th-century manusaipts, and bearing, in the center of the 

bottom cornpartment, the initials "G.F." (i.e., Gaetano Ferraioli) in gold 

letters. 

6. Another Copy. BCAF possesses a collection of photographs of a copy 

of t h s  edition (call number: B5-19). "E' la riproduzione fotografica del 

frontespizio e di 2 pagine dell'edizione del 1528 del Furioso che fu offert0 il 

18-3-1897 d d e  Dame Ferraresi a S.A.R. la Prinapessa di Napoli 

nell'occasione delle Auguste sue nozze" (BCAF catalogue entry). More 

precisely, there are six photos, the fint three showing the ornamental case 

containing the book and the dedicatory pamphlet, and the other three, 

respectively, the title-page, the first opening (Alv-AZr), and the last opening 

(20'-2CS'); the pages in these last three photos match the corresponding 

pages in the BAV copy in every respect. The current location of this copy is 

unknown. 

7. Colophon Variants. Panizzi (9-11) reports that the copy of this edition 

then owned by the Duke of Devonshire and now in the BL (G. 11064) bears 

a different colophon: "Finisse Orlando Furioso de Ludovico Ariosto, da 

Ferrara, nouamente impresso nella indita citta di F m n  Nel. M.D. 



XXVI[I. AdiXXV. Del mese di Luio."; this copy appem to be identical to the 

one in the BAV in al1 other respects. Panizzi also describes another copy, 

then in the collection of Thomas Grenville and now G. 11065 in the BL, 

which carries the same colophon as the BAV copy, and he states 

unequivocaily: 'That the two books are copies of the same edition, there is 

no doubt." He goes on to note, however, some differences in the title: "in 

the copy without the word F ~ Z E  [Grenvillel the word DILJGENTIA is 

spelt with a Greek Y instead of a T, as well as A instead of A, and 012 is 

written instead of DA." These variants, however, are not present on the 

title-page of the BAV copy, which is otherwise similar to the Grenville. 

Faced with this bibliographical problem, Agnelli and Ravegnani write: "Da 

cib si pub dedurre che di questa edizione esistono tre tipi: a) con la città di 

stampa indicata nella sottoscrizione; b) con il frontispizio e I'ultima carta 

ristampati; c) con la sola ultima carta ristampata" (31). Sander simply 

repeats these conjectures (94). A sounder bibliographical approach, 

however, would have drawn significantly different, and clearer, 

condusions frorn the evidence, beginning with the basic insight that the 

extant copies al1 belong to the same edition, that this edition has two leaves 

(and hence sheets) that exist in variant states, and that it is the incidental 

combination of the variant leaves that results in the differences between 

the copies. State A of the title-page carries the Greek types, in al1 probabiiity 

an error by the compositor or an expedient to remedy a temporary lack of 

roman types; State B of the title-page corrects these errors by replacing the 

Greek lettea with roman capitals, and consequently it must be considered 

the later state. State A of the colophon page la& the place of publication, 

while state B gives "F~RENZE"; in both cases the 25th day of July is indicated 

as the date of publication, and there is no evidence that could plausibly be 



used to order the two states chronologically. Hence, the distribution of the 

variant leaves (and therefore the related sheets, A.1.2.7.8 and 2C.1.2.7.8) is as 

follows: 

Qzx Title-page state Colophon state 

Grenville A A 

BAV, BCAF B A 

Devonshire B B 

The existence of the colophon in variant states Leads to a 

fundamental bibliographical question: do the extant copies belong to 

different issues? If the decision to add or to drop the place of publication 

was motivated by the need to correct a simple oversight (i.e., the edition 

was to be published in total anonymity, but "FIRENZE" was inadvertently 

included, or conversely, the indication "FIRENZE" was supposed to have 

been included but was left out accidentally), then the problern remains one 

of variant states. If the two variants, however, refled a decision to publish 

two different sets of copies simultaneously, then we have separate issues of 

the same edition. The second alternative is of greater interest from the 

point of view of publishing history, but there exists insufficient evidence to 

advance it as anything other than a possibility. The evidence also does not 

aliow us to assign the edition to a specific printer or publisher in Florence. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 30-32; BRUNET 1.426; EDïï16 A.2524; GRAESSE 1.196; GUIDI 

1M5;  MELZ-Tosr 32; P m  9-1 1; SANDER 1.94-95; Toçr 110-1 1. 



COPY EXAMINED 

BAV (Ferraioli IV.4087). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 11064; G.11065, "A duplicate of the preceding, with the omission of 

the place of imprint frorn the colophon", BLC 10.508). 



13. Venezia, Giovanni Matteo Rizzo/Girolamo Pencio di Lecco. 13.III.1530. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, motto in red, outer: 136.5 x 102 mm, 

innec 95 x 66 mm] ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI I LVDOVICO ARIOSTO NO 

I BILE FERRARESE RISTAM I PATO ET CON MOLTA I DLIGENTIA 

DA LVI I CORRETCO ET QVA I STVTTO FORMA I TO DI NVOVO. -- 
I MDXXX. 

Colophon. Finifle I'Orlando FurioJo de Ludouico Ariolto, Stampato 1 In 

Venetia per Hieronimo pentio da Lecho ad InJtan I tia de zua matthio 

Rizo e copagni. Adi. 13. I Marzo. M.D.XXX. Regnante 1'Incli I to Principe 

MeJSer An- I drea Gritti. 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page. 

[Alv] Blank. 

[ M t ]  Privileges from Leo X, dated 27.III.1516, and othen. 

[AT]  Blank. 

[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO ARIOçTO I 

ALLO ILLVSTRISSMO E REVERENDISSI I MO CARDINALE DONNO 

KIPPOLY I TO DA E S T  SV0 SIGNORE. I CANTO PRIMO. I I D2 1 

donne [ . . . 1' 2 cou. x 4 stanzas. 

[AJ'eT] OF text. 

[W] 2 c d .  x 3% stanzas, colophon. 



[W"] Register 'REGISTRO I A B C [  . . . ]  R I ST[ ...] Z & ? +  I Tutti 

Jono quaderni eccetto A ch'e quinterno.' 

[a] Lacking. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R63. Type-page: 132 (138) x 93 mm (A5'). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 25 mm, type 3/ 3 mm. Runnuig Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO - 

QVADRAGESIMO [recto] (A3"-W). Catchwords: leaf 8. Canto Openings: 

type 1, roman caps, roman initial2. Height of the roman caps used in the 

head-title, ninning title, canto headings, and lines 2-8 of title-page: 2.5 

mm. Height of roman caps used in the first and last lines of text on the 

title-page: 3.5 mm. The privilege page and the colophon page are set in the 

same roman font as the OF text. 

NOTES 

1. Leaj 151 x 101 mm. 

2. Finge7pr-k t. o.e, soso sese vnei (C) 1530 (R). The BCAF copy lacks 12 

leaves, but the 3 leaves required to record the fingerprint are ail present. 

3. Provenance. The B n t  pastedown bears a BCAF sticker with the current 

shelf-mark, and both flyleaves bear the blind stamp of the library. The 

leaves are numbered individually, in ink and in arabic numerals, on the 

top right-hand corner of eadi recto page, beginning with 1 on leaf A3; the 12 

jumps that occur in the foliation sequence match the location of the 

missing leaves, indicating that the numbering was done before those leaves 

were lost. According to Melzi-Tosi, the copy that Libri listed in his 1û47 

catalogue was eventually sold by him in 1859 in London for f29; Guidi 



specifies that the buyer was named Boone, and he gives the pnce as 725 

francs. 

4. Priuileges. The text of the privileges follows the 1521 edition. 

5. Page C4' shows a layout of 2 coll. x 4% stanzas, with a spacing of 6.5 mm 

between stanzas. This departure (the only one in the book) from the 

regular layout of 2 coll. x 5 stanzas was most certainly the result of a 

mistake made in casting off the copy (for this procedure, see Gaskell 40-41). 

Finding himself short one stanza, the compositor simply increased the 

spacing between the remaining nine stanzas and split one evenly between 

column a and b. That the alternative solution of casting off again to correct 

the mistake and preserve a regular layout throughout the book was not 

employed allows conjectures to be advanced regarding the printing of this 

edition. If the setting in type and the printing were proceeding 

consecutively from the first gathering (or the second, if the first had been 

left until the end, as was customary in the hand-press period, in order to 

accommodate kt-minute additions to the preliminary matter), the 

compositor, upon discovenng that C4' was short one stanza, could have 

correded the problem by adjusting the layout of the type-pages in the forme 

he was setting, namely the inner forme of gathering C, which contains C4' 

(Gaskell 92-95). (In the octavo format, each forme contaiw the eight pages 

which are printed together on one side of the sheet of paper; the sheet goes 

through the press twice to take the impression from both formes). Such an 

adjustment would have been a relatively qui& operation because the text is 

in verse stanzas, and the fact that it was not carrîed out leaves two 

possibilities. FUst, it is possible that the inner forme for this gathering was 

printed after the outer, and that the outer had already been sent to the 

press. To reset the gathering at this point would have necessitated junking 



the sheets that had already been pnnted, meaning a loss of paper and 

labour and a consequent inwase in cost that was not deemed viable. The 

second possibility is that the ediüon was printed on more than one press 

simultaneously; in this case, correding the problem would have meant an 

even greater increase in cost, for each additional press would have added to 

the losses in paper and labour deçcribed above. [t must be stated that these 

comments are conjectural, and that solid condusions as to the printing of 

the edition would require a comparative analysis of several copies in 

addition to the two known extant ones. What can be stated with greater 

certainty, however, is that the mistake made in casting off, a relatively 

simple operation when it involves verse texts, is a good indication that the 

printing of this edition was carried out in a hurried or careless manner. 

6. References. This edition is not listed in EDlT16. The BLC (10.508) lists 

the British Library copy erroneously as a quarto, but the older BM catalogue 

lists the same copy corredly as an octavo (39). Guidi's description is based 

entirely on Libri's catalogue entry, and Agnelli-Ravegnani in turn copy 

Guidi. 

7. Publisher. Borsa lists Giovanni Matteo Rizzo in the Clavis as a 

publisher, and he indicates that he was active only in 1530 (1.277). He is not 

included in Ascarelli-Menato or Pastorello. It is likely, therefore, that his 

adivity as a pubüsher was limited to a few editions, and possibly only this 

one, which he financed in partnership with others (the "compagni" 

mentioned in the colophon). 

8. The abbreviation symbol for the syllable "m", used by the printer to 

sign the last gathering, has been transcribed in this entry with the symbol *. 



REFERENCES 

AGNELU- RAVECNANI 35; BRUNET 1.427; ESSLING n. 2250; FERRA= 66; GRAESSE 

1.197; GUIDI 15-16; Lreru, Catalogue n. 709; MELZI-Tm 33-34; PASTORELLO n. 

321; SANDER 1 -95. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BCAF (S.16.3.26; la& A4, A7, Ml, M8, YI,  Y8,Zl,ZS, &1, &8, el, and *8). 

OTHER COPY 

BL (C20.a.16). 



14. Venezia, Francesca Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini. III.1530. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, outer: 129.5 x 88 mm, inner: 91 x 51 mm] 

Colophon. FiniJJe Orlado RrioJo di rniJJer Ludouico ArioJto da Forara, 

no= I unmente con gran diligentia ~fonnnfo Ci. ricorreffo, Sfampa I to 

nella inclita d t a  di Vinegia, appreflo Janfo MoyJe ne 1 le cuje moue 

luJ'tiniane, per FraceJco di AlelJan= I dro Bindoni ô. Mapheo PaJini 

cdpzgni, Ne1 I li ani del $ignore. 1530. del meJe di Mazo, I Regmite il 

JereniJ'imo principe miJ'm I Andrea Grifti. 

8": A-2C8. 208 Il., unnumbered. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 32). 

[Alv] Sonnet by Dragonzino: 'a A lo eccellente mefler Ludouico I 

ArioJto da Ferrara. I Giouan BattiJta Dragonzino I da Fano. 1 1 S2 E dar f i  

deue l'honorata fronde [ . . . ] I Finis. 1 I [woodcut illustration showing 2 

groups of mounted knights, 34 x 57 mm, induding double-mle frame]'. 

[ A r  ] Head- title: '&httbo $urio[o ùi Paboaim 1 ~gnojtndb ilIuftdfirno e rmerebiI.i - I 

mo 88rbinaIeBiim B~ipoii - 1 tuba e1tefa.o bignon. 1 Ottho primo. 1 b2 I done 

[ . . . ]', 2 coli. x 4 stanzas. 

[A2'-2C8'] OF text. 



[2C8'] Colophon/ Register. '[2 coll. x 3 stanzas] I [colophon] I A B C [ . . . ] 
X Y Z I AA BB CC. I Tutti sono quademi.' 

[2Cûv] A bees and fire blodc, 86 x 47 mm, within the same P.B.M. woodcut 

border used on the titie-page. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

160. Type-page: 130 (136) x 89.5 min (Q3'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 4/4  mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO (A2V-2C7) 

l PRIMO. (A3'-A5'), U. - XL. (A6'-2CSr) [recto]. Catchwords: leaf 8. Canto 

Openings: type 1, italic (same font as text: "Canto Secondo", "Canto. iii." - 

" Can to.  xxxix.", "Can to.xl. b v l  tirno."), initial2 in gothic. Title-page: the 

capital ûB in üne 1 measures 6 mm, and the n 4 mm; the x-height of the 

gothic lower case in lines 2-9 is 3 mm, and the caps measure 4 mm; the 

roman caps in Line 10 measure 4 mm. The roman lower case n on Alv  

measures 2 mm. The lower case o in the first line of the head-title 

rneasures 4 mm, and 3 mm in lines 2-5. The italic used for the colophon is 

taller than that used for the main text; the height of the letter n is 2 mm in 

the colophon but 1.5 mm in the main text. The italic of the main text l ade  

caps; the roman caps used there instead are also employed for the 

signatures. 

NOTES 

1 .  Leaf. 151 mm ( C l ) .  

2. Fingerprint. coco tete uaua chde (C) 1530 (R). 

3. Provenance. On the verso of the first flyleaf is what appears to be a 

previous shelf-mark in pend ("30-N/92a"), and the following in red ink: 

"Edizione di somma rarith corne tutte quelle dell'Orlando anteriori al 1532. 



Non trovo fatta menzione che del solo esemplare Grenvilliano ora ne1 

Museo Britannic+Ebbi il presente, in vecchia e rozza legatura, da1 Comm. 

Carlo Lozzi per f 18. Ha un difetto ne1 C.' XXX. Gaetano Ferrajoli." The 

imperfection mentioned by Ferraioli refers to leaf T8, which is missing itç 

top third. He evidently had the book rebound, for it is in red leather, each 

cover decorated with a triangular onlay of marbled paper within a gold- 

tooled frame; marbled paper is also used for the pastedowns; the author's 

name, title, and publication information are lettered in gold on the spine. 

The ovai stamp of the "Biblioteca Ferrajoli" is on the title-page and the 

colophon page. The Ferraidi collection entered the BAV in 1926 (Fahy, 

L'ûrlando 23). On the verso of the second flyleaf is the notation "M.B. 304- 

41". The leaves are numbered in arabic numerals at the top of each recto, 

in pencil. 

4. Woodctits.  The smalI cut on Alv, the bees and fire block, and the P.B.M. 

border are those used in Bindoni and Pasinifs 1525 edition of the Furioso 

(entry 6). The border is used again in their 1533 odavo (entry 19, fig. 75). 

Here, it already shows signs of Wear on its right side, and two linear breaks 

on its upper lefi side, below the corner containing "PRO". 

5. Sonnet. Aside from minor differences in punctuation, the text of the 

Dragonzino sonnet follows that of the same sonnet in the 1525 odavo by 

Bindoni and Pasini. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELU- RAVECNANI 34; BRUNET 1.42627; EDIT16 A.2530; ESSLWG n. 2251; 

FERRAZZI 66; G R ~ E  1.196; G m t  15; Mnn-Tm 33; SANDER 1.95; TOSI 112. 



COPIES EXAMINED 

BAV (Ferraioli V.5466); HL ('IC5.Ar434.5160.1530~). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 10971); Pistoia, Biblioteca Comunale Forteguerriana; Trento, 

Biblioteca Comunale. 



15. Venezia, Melchiorre Sessa. 12IX1530. 

[Within a woodcut border showing Sessa's cat and mouse device in the 

lower panel, outer: 184.5 x 131 mm, inner: 124 x 76 mm] ORLAN- 1 & 

~urio~obipttbmta 1 14~Itonobilejfenare- 1 IeBiItampato T ton 1 moI$biüg9haba 

1 LuiGrretto: Q 1 &itutt~for 1 matobi ( nwno Z amgIiato. 1 :. 

Colophon. Q FiniJJe O R L A N D O FtuioJo de Ludouico ArioJto: I 

Stampato in Linclita Citta di Venetia per Marchio I Sessa. Nel. M.D.XXX. 

Adi. XII. Septembrio. I Regnante lindito Principe Andrea Gritti. 

4": A-~C'. 208 Il., ff. 1 II-CCVIII (several errors occur in the foliation, see 

note 6). $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] TitIe-page (fig. 33). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVLCO ARIOSTO AL= 1 

LO lLLVSTRISSIM0 E REVERENDISSIMO I CARDINALE DONNO 

HIPPOLITO 1 DA ESTE S V 0  SIGNORE. I I CANTO PRIMO.' 

[A2'-2C8'1 OF text. (Figs. 34,35). 

[2C8'] End of text/ Colophon/Register: 'Registre. I A B C [ . . . ] X Y Z AA 

BB CC I Tutti j'ono quademi. I g.x.carte.ü. I +'. 
[2CBvI Printer's device (Zappella 597), 41 x 38 mm, within a woodcut border 

(Zappella 604), outer: 128 x 82 mm (fig. 36). 



TYPOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 185 (194) x 129.5 mm (Cgr). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33.5 mm, type 115.5 mm (433. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I 1 

- XLVI [recto] (AT-2C8'). The running title often shows the wrong canto 

number, for example: the recto of leaf XII1 prematurely shows "UII" in the 

headline, but Canto begins on the next recto page; similarly, leaf LXXIX 

shows "XVII", but Canto WU begins on the next recto; leaf L X m X  

mistakenly gives "XVII" for "XWII", leaf CXXI gives "XXIIII" for "XXILI", 

leaf CXXV gives "XXIIII" for "XXV", etc. Canto Openings: type 1, roman 

(e.g., "Canto. VIL"), initial2 in gothic caps. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 200 x 150 mm (BMPRE copy). 

2. Provenance. Gualazzini reports that the BMPRE copy was bought in 

1929 from an unnamed antiquanan bookshop and given the shelf-mark 

"coll. Ariostea 95" (3). As he explains, the height of this copy is 20 cm, "ma 

essendo stati i margini barbaramente tagliati durante un antico tentativo di 

rilegahira, & ora impossibile essere precisi circa la effettiva misura 

originaria dell'esemplare" (4). He also states (17) that the leaves were 

washed, repaired, and rebound in soft vellum under his direction in 1941; 

at the time he was direttore of the library, which was stiU called the 

Biblioteca Municipale di Reggio nell'Emilia. 

The BMPRE copy bears a srnail number of manuscript annotations. 

Gualazzini describes them as "alcune glosse marginali, e segni al lato 

sinistro di parecchi versi che hanno subito dei mutamenti nell'edizione del 

1532. Da1 che si deve subito dedurre che esso [Le., l'esemplare] è stato usato 

per confronti con evidente carattere letterano. . . . Le glosse hamo carattere 



esplicativo" (16). On the basis of the handwriting, Gualazzini concludes 

that "le glosse possono sicuramente attribuirsi al sec. XVI.  Dal che devesi 

dedurre die già in quell'epoca il poema ariosteo veniva considerato anche 

nei çuoi aspetti meno appariscenti. . . . degno di studio risulta fosse il 

poema a chi interessava l'illustrazione erudita dei passi meno chiari" (17). 

While the glosses are undoubtedly proof of a philological interest in the 

text, their value in a study of the Furioso's reception is sigmficantly 

restricted by the impossibility of determining their date more precisely. 

3. Attribution. The BMPRE copy lads  title-page, colophon, and any other 

explicit indication of printer or date of publication. It was Gualazzini 

(Appunti 11-16), on the basis of the descriptions of the BL copy in Agnelli- 

Ravegnani and Panizzi, who first proposed a probable identification with 

the Sessa edition of 1530, but he made final identification conditional upon 

direct examination of the BL copy, which at the time of his article (1942) 

was impossible, at least for an Italian national, due to the war. Prof. 

Randall McLeod kindly exarnined the BL copy for me, and the results of his 

examination, which found the same erron in foliation and the same type 

measurements, bear out Gualazzini's attribution. Finally, entry A.2528 of 

EDITl6 lists the BMPRE copy as the Sessa quarto of 1530, although the 

cataloguers do not explain the basis for their attribution. 

4. Device and Borders. The cat-and-mouse ihstration at the centre of 2C8' 

was the device of the Sessa famiiy of printen. Zappella states that the 

"gatto passante con la testa di facaa e un topo in bocca [ . . . ] è la notissima 

marca dei Sessa che la adoperarono in varie esecuzioni" (1.189). Vaccaro 

elaborates: "il gatto col topo in bocca, in forme diverse e con diversi motti è 

stato il simbolo costante dei Sessa, che forse in questo cas0 hanno voluto 

intendere un invito ai loro concorrenti, di forze inferion, a cessare dalla 



lotta" (344). The decorative border that frames the device repeats the cat- 

and-mouse motif at the centre of its bottom panel, as does the different 

border used on the title-page. The c r o m  above the cat in the device itself 

does not seem to have any particular significance: 'The early cat devices 

have a crown at top whidi as a rule=Stephen . . . but we have not found 

any allusive connexion therewith" (Davies 655-56). 

5. Textual Issues. in his attempt to determine the identity of the BMPRE 

copy, Gualazzini camed out an analysis of the text (4-Il), and conduded 

that it generaily follows the second Ferrara edition: "L'edizione, assai 

scorretta, è presumibilmente anteriore al 1532, perche, salvo varianti, vi si 

segue il testo del 1521" (4). Paniui also states that "It follows the edition of 

1521" (12). Gualazzini observes that "ln M [the BMPRE copy 1 sono sciolte 

parecchie abbreviazioni. Il criterio & ispirato alle disponibilità di caratteri 

che aveva il tipografo, e aile necessita di contenere la strofa nella misura 

della riga" (5). He also notes that "In M k introdotto I'uso dell'apostrofo, 

corne in C, mentre esso @ ignorato in A e B [A=1516 Ferrara edition, 8=1521 

edition, C=1532 edition]. Cosi le virgole sos t i tu i ra~o  spesso i due punti 

poco lelicemente usati nelIe precedenti edizioni, e in genere la 

punteggiatura si avvicinera a quella più sicura dell'edizione del '32 (8). 

Panizzi notes that the colon "never occurs in the Sessa edition, which 

abounds in commas" (12). Gualazzini also lists a series of textual 

differences between the text here and that of the 1521 edition (543). He then 

posits the hypothesis that these differences represent revisions made by 

Ariosto himself on the 1521 text, and that they fint appeared in print either 

here or in a previous edition which Sessa copied (10-11). The possibility 

that authorial revisions made after 1521 and predating 1532 actually made it 

into print is an attractive one, but there exists no evidence, documentary or 



bibiiographical, to support it. Gualazzini's article does not offer any 

substantive proof of such revisions. His examination of the text is 

admittedly curçory (9), and aside from the observations on the use of 

punctuation and abbreviations noted above, the actual examples he lists are 

minor and are in the main spelling variants (i.e. Atlante-Athlante, 

vestigie-vestige), al1 phenornena that can be ascribed with greater 

probability to compositorial practice or even error. The problem of 

ascertaining "se esiste effettivarnente una interdipendenza fra te edizioni 

rivedute e le ristampe del fortunato poema" (11) still exists. 

6. Foliation. The following errors occur in the foliation: LXXVI is 

repeated; XC is mistakedy set as CX, XCII as CXII, C as XCX, W I  as CXH, 

and CXWI as QONIII; CXXV is repeated; CXLV is set as CLXV, CL1 as CLXI, 

and O(CI1 as CLXXXII. These errors occur in both copies examined, the sole 

exception being the last one: it not possible to determine its occurrence in 

the BMPRE copy since that book lacks the affected leaves. 

7. Correction. Entry A.2528 of EDIT16, which describes the BMPRE copy, is 

incorrect: the first leaf in this copy is XXXV (E3), not XXXW as stated 

("Possedute le c. XXXIV-CLXXVI"). 

8. Bibliographical Tradition. The BL copy was originally part of the library 

of Thomas Grenville, where Panizzi examined it. The relative entries in 

Tosi, Guidi and Melzi-Tosi are based entirely on Panizzi's description and 

repeat it almost word for word. As Gualazzini points out (13), Davoli is 

rnistaken in writing that the BMPRE copy was published on September 22; 

this error was introduced into the bibliographical tradition by Tosi and 

picked up by Guidi, and Davoli is simply following those sources. 

9. The Iine "q.x.carte.ii.", which is printed immediately below the register 

on 2 a r ,  is puzzling. Panizzi (12) gives it as "q + carte ii.", and the A n r t d i  



(32) as "q + carte ii.", but neither offers an explanation. If we follow the 

second transcription, then the line might be interpreted as a qualification of 

'Tutti sono quaderni": gathering q has two leaves more than the others. 

However, q is a regular gathering of eight leaves; furthemore, the 26 

gatherings, al1 regular, should make for a total of 208 leaves, and this is 

precisely how many are in the BL copy, a fact that wodd exdude the 

existence of irregulanties in the structure of the book. A correct 

transcription renders the + as x, but the apparent reference to gathering x 

leaves the same difficulties just mentioned. Nothing is apparently gained 

by recognizing, as Panizzi did, that the q has a bar that crosses its descender, 

which indicates that it is an abbreviation. The various possibiiities (quae, 

quam, quod, qui, quid, quia; see Cappelli, Lexicon 301-4), even when they 

make grammatical sense, do not solve the problem; we are çtill lett with a 

reference to carte ii, "two leaves", a reference with no apparent relevance to 

the actual gatherings in the book. Another possibility might reside in the 

proper interpretation of "carte". In books of the period, the term "carta" 

usually denotes a leaf (see Zappella, Manuale 118-32,307-308), but it seems 

that it could also be used to refer to the entire sheet of paper instead, as is 

the case in the register of Scinzenzeler's 1526 Furioso (see entry 8, note 5), a 

4" in 8s like this edition. If this is the case, the q in "qx.carte.ii." can be 

interpreted as an abbreviation for "quaderni", that is, "gatherings", and the 

entire iine can be seen as a direction for the binder, instmcting him that 

this book is a 4" in 8sf and therefore two sheets ("carte.iiH) must be folded 

together to make one gathering. For the use of "quaderno" as a generic 

designation for "gathering", regardless of the number of leaves present, see 

Zappella, Manuale 7940. 



REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 32; B ARUFFALDI 298; BRUNET 1.427; DAVOU 21; EDE16 

A.2528; ESSLING n. 2252; GRAESÇE 1.196; GUALAZZM, Appun t i; GUDI 26; 

M A Z Z U ~ L I  1070; --Tm 34; PANEZ 11-12; PAN= 8.515; SANDER 1.95; 

TOSI 112. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BMPRE (L.A.C. 1; imperfect copy, contains U. XXXV-CLXXVI and lacks, in 

addition to ii. 1-XXXTV and CLXXVU-CCWI, also II. XLVIII, LXXIII, LXXX- 

LXXW, LXXXVIII, XCVII-C, and CXII); BL (G. 11066). 



16. Venezia, Nicolh Zoppino. XI.1530. 

[Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, outer: 164 x 106 mm, inner: 121 x 64 

mm; the border is in black, but the motto, the woodcut letters of which are 

5 mm high, and the fleurons in the corners, are in red; the date, in 4 mm 

caps, is printed in red across the middle of the border, 'M D' in the left 

cornpartment and 'XXX' in the right] ORLANDO I FVRIOSO DI 

LVDOVICO I Ariorfo Nobile FerrareTe, con rom- I ma diliaenzu h t t o  da1 

fuo fe- I deliffimo efernplare, hiftoria I to, corretto, et  nuoua- I m e  n t e  

j'tampnto. I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, with the initials 'L A' above the 

head, 59 x 46 mm] 

Colophon. Stampato in Vinegia per Nicolo d'AriJtotÜe di Ferrara I detto 

Zoppino del meJe di Nouëbrio. M. D. XXX. I La Jua botega Ji & Jul campo 

della I Madonna di Jan Fantino. 

CONTENTS 

[alr] Title-page (hg. 37). 

[alv] Letter to Readers: 'ALLI LETï0R.I MCOLO D'AM- I STOTlLE 

FERRARESE I DE'TTO ZOPPINO. I I li3 [guide letter] Amore ch'io a taf 

opera porto [ . . .22 lines]'. (Fig. 38). 

[aT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO ARIOSTO I 

ALLO ILLVSRISSIMO ET REVERËNDISSI- I MO CARDINALE DONNO 

HIPPOLKO I DA E!TE SV0 SIGNORE. I [woodcut illustration] I 

CANTO PRIMO. I 1 done e cauailier [ . . . 1'. 2 coll. x 3 stanzas. (Fig. 39). 



[a2'D2"] OF text. (Figs. U 7 . )  

w] Colophon/ Register: '[2 cou. x 1 stanza] I I FINIS. I I Qui ne 

tuberibus propriis offendat amicurn I PoJtulat, ignoht  venicis iLlius, 

equum elt I Peccatis veniam poJcentem reddere rurjus I I [colophon] I I 

REGISTRO. I I a b c [ . . . 1 z A B C D. I I Tutti Jono quaderni. eccetto D che 

e' duemo. I I [Zoppino'ç device, showing St. Nicholas, 53 x 36.5 mm; 

Zappella 8951'. (Fig. 48). 

[D3'"1 Blank. 

[D4'] Blank. 

Within the same border used on the title-page, a bees and tire block, 

91 x 61.5 mm. 'VENETIIS' is set above the block, and 'MDXXX' below it. 

The page is printed in black only. (Fig. 49). 

TWOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 182.5 (190) x 127 mm (04'). 2 COU. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33.5 mm, type 4/6 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO 

- QVADRAGESIMO [recto1 (a2v-D2v). Catchwords: 11. 2, 6,8; none in D. 

Canto Openings: type 3. The openings follow a fixed pattern beginning 

with Canto 9: in the regular stanza space immediately below the last stanza 

of the preceding canto is set the woodcut relating to the new canto; this 

block takes up the space of a text stanza, from the left to the right margin, 

and a regular inter-stanza space occurs above and below it; in the regular 

inter-stanza space below it, we find the canto heading (e.g., "CANTO 

VNDECIMO."), and below that is set the first stanza, with a roman initial2-'. 

When the block occurs at the bottom of a column (i.e., column a of glv for 

Canto 12, or column b of e3' for Canto 9), the canto heading is set in the 

headline above the next column; it is centered above that column, and the 



running title is centered above the other column (fig. 47). The block for 

Canto 29 occurs at the bottom of column b of t3'; in this case, the canto 

heading, "CANTO VIGESIMONONO" is centered across the entire 

headline on te, replaang the ninning title; the headline on t3' is also 

adjusted, showing "CANTO VIGESIMO CYTTAVO". The ody  divergence 

from this general pattern occurs in Canto 19: the canto begins on m6' with 

a regular opening (heading/ initial), but lacking a block, which is instead 

placed in the middle of the canto on nlr. The openings for Cantos 2 4  (figs. 

40-46) are irregular, showing variations in the placement of the blocks and 

the wording of the headings, and in one case (cantos 3) using decorative 

side-pieces (see note 5). These irregularities occur in both the BNCF and 

the HL copies. 

The initials are on average 8 mm tall, and take up 2 lines of text; the 

initial C that opens Cantos 3 and 7, however, measures 13 mm and takes up 

3 lines (figs. 41,45); the Q with its long tail, takes up 3 h e s  (fig. 42); the M 

on c6' measures 4.5 mm (see fig. 44). The italic used for text of the letter to 

the readers, alv, has a 20-line rneasurement of 105 mm, and the roman caps 

used for its heading measure 3.5 mm. The roman caps of the main text, 3 

mm high, are also used for the head-title, canto headings, running title, 

and foliation. The roman caps on the title-page are 8 mm high in iine 1, 

and 4 mm in line 2; the 8 mm caps are also used for the text above and 

below the bees and fire block on D4v. 

WOODCUTS 

1 .  Canto illustrations. See the Canto Illustrations section of entry 25 

(Zoppino 1536) for a detailed description of the 40 blocks that appear in the 

canto openings of this edition. 



2. Border. The P.B.M. border on the title-page and DC was used by 

Zoppino in his 1524 Furioso (entry 4, BTM copy, fig. 19), and it also appears 

in the Rusconi editions of 1524 and 1527 (entries 5 and 10, figs. 22 and 27). 

In this edition, however, the border has been modified. The introduction 

of the new woodblock with Arioste's portrait left insufficient space inside 

the border to accomodate both that blodc and the title text. The problem 

was solved by lengthening the border vertically, an effect achieved by using 

fleurons as corner pieces, and moving the old corner pieces-the letters of 

the PBM inotto-below them (see figs. 19 and 37). Another change is the 

addition of the date to the sides of the border, in roman caps: these are 

probably woodcut letters, although it is possible that they are single types. 

These adjustments would have necessitated breaking up the border, if it 

had been a single piece originally; if it had been instead made up of separate 

pieces, the operation would have involved rearranging those pieces after 

adding the four fleurons. Given the fact that in the previous editions in 

which it was used the appearance of the border does not Vary, it must be 

assumed that it remained a single piece until 1530. The border on D4' 

appears identical to its counterpart on the title-page-the various graphic 

elements, that is, have the same arrangement-but the individual pieces 

with the snakes and axes have been positioned differentiy (see figs. 37 and 

49). 

3. PortraitlBees and Fire Block. The portrait of Ariosto on the title-page 

was copied in the Bindoni and Pasini edition of 1531 (entry 17, fig. 50). The 

bees and fire blodc was first used by Zoppino in his 1524 Furioso (entry 4). 



NOTES 

2 .  Leaf. 220 x 153 mm (18) (BNCF). 

2. Fingerprint. nono mimi c-ia coch (3) 1530 (R). 

3. Provemnce. The binding of the BNCF copy is in fui1 vellum, with gilt 

decoration and lettering (author, title, date of publication) on the spine. 

The style of the binding and its decoration is similar to that of BNCF-Palat. 

E.6.5.19; Neil Hams believes both books were bound in the seventeenth 

cenhiry for the Biblioteca Palatina (persona1 communication). The title- 

page bears the blind stamp of the Biblioteca Palatina, and the stamp of the 

Biblioteca Nazionale, Firenze ("BNF"), dated 1872, the latter being repeated 

without the date on A#, D2', and D3". On the front pastedown, a previous 

s helf-mark ("L.R.qS4"). 

The title-page of the HL copy bears the inscription "Ex libris 

Sebastianis Laurentij Bucci J.C." On the front pastedown, the round e x  

fibris of Adriana Salem with the inscription "a.r.s.", and the label of Mr. 

Ward Canaday; see note 3, entry 20 (Sessa 1533) for information on these 

two previous owners. 

4. Contents. The description for D3 and D4 follows the HL copy 

exdusively. In this copy, D3 is conjugate with itç nahiral counterpart, D2, 

and hence the book presents no irregularities. The situation, however, is 

different in the BNCF copy, as its entry in the BNCF's card catalogue for 

sixteenth-century books makes evident: "esemplare mutilo di carta D4 

(bianca?); della carta D3 & rimasta solo la parte a stampa incollata su una 

carta diversa". The bees and fire block within the P.B.M. border is indeed 

al1 that is left of the page on which these cuts originally appeared. To make 

it possible to bind this partial leaf into the book, it was attached to the recto 

of another leaf with the full dimensions of the preceding leaves. The cuts, 



therefore, appear on what at Eint glance would seem to be D3', and since the 

recowtmcted D3 leaf is the last one in the book, the catalogue çtates that D4 

is ladcing. There is, however, nothing to reject the other interpretation 

that the cuts originate fkom D4, and that it is instead D3 that is lacking. The 

HL copy, where D3 and D4 are intact, proves this to be the case. 

5. Canto Openings. The irregulanties in the openings to cantos 2-8 are due 

in part to the size of the fint five blocks. Measuring an average of 40 x 62 

mm (not counting the 1.5 mm outer frame) agaiwt the 32 x 59 mm of the 

rest of the series, they are larger than a stanza-space, and consequently 

camot be used without dismpting the regular layout of the text. The block 

for Canto 6, however, is of a normal size, but the opening continues to use 

the layout of the preceding 4 cantos (fig. 44). This was an attempt to 

preserve a consistent look for the book, but it was apparently considered ill- 

advised-perhaps because it required more space and therefore more paper 

than necessary-and it was later abandoned. In Cantos 7 and 8 (figs. 45,46) 

we see the final form of canto opening, but in both cases the blocks are set 

too high, taking up almost half of the inter-stanza space above them. These 

last variations in Cantos 6-8 indicate that Zoppino, dissatisfied with the 

placement of the cuts, continued to make adjustments to the layout of the 

book even after printing had begun. 

6. Letter to Readers. (Alv). "ALLI LETï0R.I MCOLO D'ARISTOTILE 

FERRARESE DEITO ZOPPINO. L'Amore di'io a ta1 opera porto & rnentre 

l'alma con questo debil corpo mio unita sera, quel10 indissolubile fia, 10 

quale da l'obligo per la somma virtute die ne1 auttore chiarissimamente si 

vede al tutto diriva, essendo io per propia natura li huomini virtuosi 

sforzato con tutte le forze mie amare, a giusta pieta mi spinge questa 

vedendo con tanti & vari modi di fogli forme & littere starnpata anzi per 



meglio dire piu che lazzerata, con caritativo zelo mosso m'ha a svegghiar 

tutte le posse mie per ridurla corne fatto ho, in ta1 perfettione quanta 

meritar la veggio, non resparmiandomi ne a spesa ne a fatica di sorte 

aicuna in cio necessaria, correttissima ve la ripresento, con speranza 

appresso I'auttore fare acquisto di una non picciola benivolenza, a me piu 

ch'ogn'altra cosa grata, & da l'opera in brieve grandissima laude riportare, 

ao& che per se tacendo quelli che con vero giudicio veder la vorra nonaltro 

che dignissime parole per lei in honor mio spendere puotra, Et oltre di cio 

l'amore con la pieta concordevoli assegnar mi veggio piu die mediocre 

guadagno, questa ragione verso di me con dolce parole usando, ch'ogni 

gentil spirit0 con cose perfette e non imperfette da sua degna natura 

astretto, con ogni instanza non guardando a spesa s'ingegna il suo gentil & 

leggiadro studietto omare, & altramente facendo del numero de li nobeli al 

tutto privare Li veggio, perb non essendo voi di vil natura ami di quelli che 

per innata virtute la virtute con tutto il core vostro amate, a questa pigliare 

per honore & laude voçtra insieme con l'utilitate mia vi aspetto a commun 

bene. Valete." 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVECN ANI 32-33; B ARUFFALDI 298; BRUNET 1.427; EDU16 A.2529; 

Eamc n. 2253; FERRAZZI 66; GRAESSE 1.196; GUTDI 17; MELP-Tm 34-35; 

PANEZ 12-13; SANDER 1.95; T m  113. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BNCF (Palat. E.6.5.18; imperfed, see note 4); HL ('IC5.Ar434.5160.1530b). 



OTHER COPY 

BL (C. lE.de.20). 



17. Venezia, Francesca Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini. I.1531. 

[Within a decorative border made up of four separate L-shaped pieces 

showing putti and birds on a floriated pattern, outer: 182.5 x 132 mm, 

innec 113 x 82 mm; the outer vertical measurement includes a iine of 

fleurons ninning along the top of the border, and a second line of 

decoration running below the bottom of the border, made up of the same 

fleurons, a second kind of rectangular type ornaments, and dashes; 

fleurons are also used in the vertical space between the pieces; four large 

fleurons, each measuring 9.5 x 9 mm, are set, in red, in the four inner 

corners of the border] ORLANDO I FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO I ArioJto 

Nobile Ferrarerel Con rom= I ma diligenza tratto dal iuo fe= I deliriimo 

lare, No= I uamente rirtampato I & corretto. I [woodcut portrait 

of Ariosto, 59 x 48 mm; on the left side of the portrait, 'M.D.' and on the 

right, 'XXXL'] 

Colophon. Stampato in Vinegia a (anto Moy(e nelle caJe nuoue I 

IuJtiniane, per FranceJco di AleJJandro Bindo I ni, & Mapheo PaJini, 

compagni. Ne1 anno I del Signore. M.D.XXXI. I Del meJe di Genaro. 

4O:  A-~C'. 208 ll., unnumbered. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 50). 

[Alv] Letter to Readen: 'ALLI NOBEL1 LEITORI I MAPHEO PASINI. I I 

A' [guide letter] Voi magnanimi [ . . . 18 lines]'. (Fig. 51). 



[AT] Head-title: 'CANTO PRIMO I ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI LVDOVICO 

ARIOSTO I ALLO ILLVÇTTZISSIMO E REVERËNDISSI I MO 

CARDINALE DONNO HIPPOLYTO I DA ESI'E S V 0  SIGNORE. 1 

CANTO PRIMO. I 1 done e [ . . . 1'. 2 coil. x 4 stanzas. (Fig. 52). 

[AT-2CSr] OF text. (Figs. 53,54.) 

[2C8'] Colophon/ Register: '[2 coll. x 3 stanzas] I I FINIS. I I [colophon] I I 

REGISïRO. I I A B C [ . . . ] Q I R [ . . . ] CC. I I Tutti Jono quademi.' (Fig. 

54). 

[2CBv] The same border used on the title-page, but without any fleurons, 

outer: 172 x 128 mm, inner: 113 x 77 mm. Inside the border, a bees and fire 

block, within a double rule-frame: 89 x 50 mm, but 85 x 47 mm exduding 

the outer frame. The following text is set around the bees and fire blo~k, 

starting from its left side: 'PRO BON0 MALVM I VENETIIS I PRO 

BON0 MALVM I M.D.XXI.' (Fig. 55). 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R85. Type-page: 182 (189) x 129.5 mm (A3'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 34 mm, type 4/ 5 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO, 

IL - XL. [recto] (AT-2C8'). Catchwords: leaf 8. Canto Openings: type 1, 

italic (same font as text; "Canto Secondo", "Canto. iii." - "Canto.xxxix.", 

" Can to. x i .  Gvl t imo. "), initial2 in gothic. 

Title-page: the roman caps in line 1 measure 8 mm, and those in 

line 2 and the date measure 4 mm (the 4 mm caps are also used for the 

guide letter on Al' and for the text on 2C83; the x-height of the letters in il. 

S 7  is 2.5 mm. The roman employed for the letter to the reader (Alv) has a 

20-line measurement of 110 mm. The roman caps in the head-title and the 

mnning titles measure 3.5 mm. 



NOTES 

1. Leaf. 205 x 1144 mm (A6) (BCAF). 

2. Fingerprint. coco tete uaua chde (C) 1531 (R). 

3. Binding. The modem binding is in black leather, with a blind-stamped 

triple fillet frame on each cover, gilt lettering on the spine, and gilt edges. 

The doublures are in red leather, and the front one shows, in gilt letters, 

the binder's (?) name: "GOZZI. MODENA." 

4. Woodc u ts. The portrait of Ariosto on the title-page is a close copy of the 

cut in Zoppino 1530 (entry 16). The bees and fire block on 2CSV is the one 

already used by Bindoni and Pasini for their 1525 and 1530 editions of the 

Furioso (entries 6, 25). 

5. Letter to Readers, Alv. "ALLI NOBEL1 LE'ITORI MAPHEO PASINI. A 

Voi magnanimi & generosi Letton, a mi  piu che ogni altra cosa la vertu 

veggio esservi aggrata, corne per le opere vostre e cori vostri esser in se 

nobeli per propia natura dimostra, laqua1 nobelta piu che le altre posse 

mondane ogni corpo humano aggrandir si suole, a tale che spesso 

l'immortalitade con propia mano certo aggiongeli: & io spento da1 amore 

ch'io porto a vostri gentil costumi, & honesti desiri, vi rappresento la tanto 

da voi amata Opera, Orlando Furioso di Messer Ludovico Ariosto, tra le 

altre rime volgari sengularissima, laquale dopo questa ultima impressione 

vedutola prosuntuosamente esser deturpata & tramutata, mosso da 

charitativo zelo, con quelle fone che accumular ho pohito con somma 

diligentia restituirla nella sua pristina integrita mi ho sforzato, 

aggiongendovi dove era manchevole, & scegliendo dove era piu del 

regulato ordine impresso, accio die dopo molte & molte fatiche, alla sua 

vera integrïtade amva, Opera certo a voi aggrata, a me laudevole, & da lui 

meritata, con speranza appresso l'autthore hre acquisto di  una non picciola 



benivolenza, a me piu che ogni altra cosa grata, offerendomi ad ogni altro 

placer vostro di continu0 in cio ch'io posso & voglio." 

This letter is an abbreviated version of the one published by Zoppino 

in his 1530 edition of the Furioso (entry 16, note 6). 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RMTGNANI 3536;  BRUNET 1.427-28; EDlT16 A.2531; &LING n. 2254; 

FERRAZZI 46-67; GAMBA 16; GRAESÇE 1.197; G m r  17-18; MW-TOSI 3536; 

P m  13-14; SANDER 1.95; TOSI 114. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BCAF (S.16.1.4; lacks 11. G1, G8, Ml, M8, and VI). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 11067); BNMV. 



18. Ferrara, Francesca Rossi da Valenza. 1.X.1532 

[Within a decorative woodcut border signed 'F. DE NANTO', outer: 186 x 

139 mm, innec 104.5 x 73 mm] ORLANDO FVRIOSO I MESSER 

LVDOVICO I ARIOSTO NOBLE I FERRARESE NVO I VAMENTE DA 

l LVIPROPRIO I CORRETT'OE I D'ALTRICANTINVO- I !lJ 

AMPLIATO CON I GRATIE E PRI I VILEGII. 

Colophon. LmpreJJo in Ferrara per maelho FranceJco RoJJo da Va- I 

lenza, a di primo dtOttobre.M.D.XXW, [sic] 

4": A-Za a-ha. 248 Il., unnurnbered. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr  1 Title-page (fig. 56). 

[Alv] Privileges from Clement VII, dated Rome, 31.1.1532, and Charles V, 

dated Bruxelles, 17.X.1531 (fig. 57). 

[AZ] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LVDOVICO I 

ARIOçTO ALLO LLVSTRISSIMO E REVE 1 RENDISSIMO CARDINALE 

DON 1 NO HIPPOLYTO DA E S E  I SV0 SIGNORE. I I CANTO 

PRIMO', col. a: 3 stanzas, col. b: 4 stanzas. (Fig. 58). 

[A2'-h6'] OF text. 46 cantos. (Figs. 59-66.) 

[h6v] Col. a: 5 stanzas. Col. b: 4 stanzas, and in the space for a fifth, a 

woodcut showing a sheep suckiing a wolf-cub, 43 x 63 mm. See note 5. 

(Fig. 67). 

[hT] Within the same border used for the titie-page, a woocut portrait of 

Ariosto, 100 x 69 mm (fig. 68). 



[hT] Privileges [rom Andrea Gritti, doge of Venice, dated 14.1.1527 (m O r e 

veneto, see Fahy, L'Orlando 103), and Franas II, duke of Milan, dated 

Como, 20.W.1531, followed by: 'a E la medeJima gratia hano conceJIo 

all'Authore 1'IlluJtriJ"mi Duci I di Ferrara di Mantua e d1Vrbino, & altre 

potentie: corne in I altri priuilegi Ji cotiene, d i e  per non aggiungere piu I 

carte ai volume Ji Jon lalciati d'imprimere.' 

[h8'] Colophon/ Register: '[colophon] I REGISTRO. I A B C [ . . . ] X Y Z 

I a b c [ . . . ] h I QTutti queJti Jono quaderni. I I [a woodcut, 78 x 66.5 

mm, showing a hand with sassors above two serpents, and the motto 

'DILEXISTI MALITIA SVP BENIGNTI'ATEM' in a ribbon; this block will 

henceforth be called the serpents device]' (fig. 69). 

[hgv] Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R86. Type-page: 181 (190) x 138 rnm (Y3'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 35 mm, type 1 / 4 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PEUMO - 

XLVI. ET VLTIMO (AT-h6'). Fahy (17) lists variants in the running title. 

Catchwords: leaf 8; a full list is given by Fahy (17). Canto Openings: type 3. 

The openings take up the space regularly reserved for two stanzas. The 

canto heading is set in roman caps (i.e., "CANTO TERZO") at the top of this 

space. Below the title is set, flush to the left margin of the column, a 

floriated woodcut initial, measuring on average 40 x 40 mm (Fahy 17); the 

first stanza is set around the initial. M e n  a canto ends on the fourth 

stanza of a column, the normal space for a fifth stanza is left blank, and the 

opening for the following canto takes up the top of the next column; this 

occurs on A6', D6) W, EV, SgV, V6', a', b3', d5' (Fahy 17). 



The roman caps used for the title-page, the head-title, the canto 

headings, the mnning title, and the register have an average height of 3.5 

mm. 

WOODCUTS 

It is generally accepted that the portrait of Ariosto on hT was cut by 

Francesco Marcolini after a drawing by Titian. The portrait cut and the 

border by Francesco De Nanto, never used in other editions, were probably 

owned by Ariosto. The woodcut initids used at the beginning of each canto 

and the serpents device on the colophon page, however, were the property 

of Rosso, who did indeed use them in other editions. These cuts, and the 

question of their attribution and ownership, are discussed in Fahy, 

L'Orlando (16,109-12) and in Part 1, sedion 1. 

NOTES 

1. This entry is based on BNCF-Banco Rari 160, but it draws much from 

Conor Fahy's L'ûrlando Furioso del 1532, particularly from its description 

of the ideal copy of the edition (15-17), and from the List of extant copies 

( 3 1 )  For a discussion of this exhaustive study, which incorporates and 

updates rnost of his previously published work on the 1532 edition, see the 

Introduction, section 3, and Part 1, sedion 1. 

2. Leaj 200 x 147 mm (Dl). 

3. Fingeqnint. nono bibi i.i: Tech (C) 

4. Provenance. The Banco Rari copy 

1532 (R). 

beaa previous sheif-marks on the 

verso of the first flyleaf: L.R.q.55, ~.r.~.4.p.1.13~", and E.6.5.73, the last from 

the Biblioteca Palatina. On its title-page is the stamp of the BNF (Bibiioteca 

Nazionale, Firenze), dated 1872, which is repeated without the date on f4' 



and W .  The full binding in brown morocco is signed on the inside of the 

front cover by J. Mackenzie, "noto legatore iondinese della prima metà 

dellOttocentotf (Fahy 24). Fahy believes that this copy is to be identified 

with the one owned by Philip Augustus Hanrott (24-25), which was 

described by P a n h i .  

The title-page of the Palat.2.7.3.15 copy bears the stamp of the BNF, 

dated 1872, and the blind stamp of the Bibiioteca Palatina. The binding is in 

velium. This copy was first identified by Thomas, who provides a 

thorough account of its state. 

5. The lines 'FINIS. I PRO BON0 MALVM' appear in place of the 

woodcut on h6' of BNCF-Palat. 2.7.3.15. The woodcut is found in only 

three of the extant copies: BNCF-Banco Rari 160, BCAF-S.16.1.16, and the 

copy at the Codrington Library of Al1 Souk College, Oxford (Fahy 19-30, 

112). in his list of variants, Fahy states that this cut "costituisce il primo 

stato della forma" (80). The forme to which he refers is the "forma estema 

del foglio h intemo", and its corrected state is represented by "FINIS" and 

the P.B.M. motto; he lists no other variants in the forme. Fahy does not 

offer a definitive explanation for the replacement of the cut, but one is 

possible. The reproduction of h6' that Fahy takes from the All Souls 

College copy (Tavola IX, reproduced here as fig. 67) shows what appears to 

be a break in the cut; it begins at the base of the cut and extends towards its 

centre. The woodcut in BNCF-Banco Rari 160, however, does not show 

this darnage. It is possible, therefore, that the cut cracked under the 

pressure of the press, and had to be removed from the forme. The printer, 

or Ariosto himself, decided to replace it with the two lines of type 

transaibed above, which provided both an appropriate epilogue for the 

poem, and better support for the press. 



6. Leaf h7 of BNCFBanco Rari 160 is irregular, due to an operation that 

was apparently camed out to make up for the deficiency of the whole leaf, 

or at least of the part with the border cut. The portrait cut and the border 

cut corne from two different Leaves, and have been glued to a third backing 

leaf to create the appearance of a normal h7. The portrait cut is glued to the 

recto of the backing leaf, and over it is attached the border, which has had 

its center cut out to accommodate the portrait. The verso shows that the 

centre of the backing leaf has itself been cut away so that the text printed on 

the verso of the portrait cut might show through; the type on the verso of 

the backing leaf which does not belong to the verso of the portrait cut has 

been rendered in facsimile. The portrait cut here must be from an original 

h7, since its verso bears the printed matter normally found on hT, and 

since h7 is the only leaf on which the cut is printed. The border, however, 

was originally part of a title-page leaf (Al), necessitating the reproduction in 

facsimile of the appropriate text on the verso of the backing leaf, which 

itself hides the adual verso of the border cut. Fahy reports that the two cuts 

have been glued together, but he has not noticed the presence of the 

backing leaf (24). 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNAM 36-38; ARIOSTO, Orlando furioso . . . secondo le stampe 
del 151 6, 1521, 1532 . . . a cura di Filippo Ennini vol. 3; BARMALDI 298; 

BRUNFT 1.428; BRUNFT S m  1.58; CATALANO, Vita 1.595404; Chantilly 28; 

DEIDIN 158-59; EDR16 A.2532; F m ,  "A Copy in Sheets"; FAHY, "L'esernplare 

già 'Charlemont"'; FM, L 'Orlando; FM, "Some Observations"; FERRAZZI 

6749; GAMBA 16-17; GRAESSE 1.197; G m r  1&23; MAZZUCHELLI 1.1070; MELZI- 



T m  36-39; MURARO 117, tav. 90; P~hnvr 14-22; PANZER 7.6; THOMAS, "An 

Additional Copy"; SANDER 1.96; TOSI ll4-19. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BNCF (Banco Rari 160; Palat. 2.7.3.15, lacking BI, hl, h2, h7, h8). 

OTHER COPIES 

BAV (Barb.Lat.3942, Ferraioli N.4086, Rossiano 4686); BCAF (S.16.1.16, 

S.16.1.17); BL (G. 11068, on vellum; C.20.c. 11, lacking Al, A2, A7, Ag); 

BNMV (Rari 440); BTM (Triv.G.101); BUB (Raro C.5); HL 

('ICS.Ar434.5 160.1532); Chantilly (Oise), Cabinet des livres, Musée Condé 

(X.G.41, from the collection of Gaetano Melzi, and W.G.26); Frankfurt-am- 

Main, Stadt- und Universitatsbibliothek (IL l%O/  307 Nr. 1); Manchester, 

The John Rylands University Library (10195); New York, J. Pierpont 

Morgan Library (PML 800); Oxford, Bodleian Library, University of Oxford 

(4O.A21.Art); Oxford, Codrington Library, AU Souls College, University of 

Oxford (mm.10.13); Parma, Biblioteca Palatina (GG.Il.197); Verona, 

Biblioteca Capitolare (R.VIII.4); Vicenza, Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana 

(Bacheca 18.2.1); Fahy reports a copy pnvately owned by Prof. Cesare Segre, 

Milan, and two other copies whose present location in unknown (27, 30). 



19. Venezia, Francesca Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini. VIII.1533. 

[Within a woodcut border showing figures of wamors in dassical garb in 

the side compartments, a battle in the upper compartment, and a scene of 

Carthage burning in the lower compartment (see note 4); outer: 131 x 86 

mm, inner: 86 x 43 mm] IL FVRIOSO I I Orlando Furiofo d i  me(- I & 

Ludouico Arioffo I nobile FerrareCe I Da lui  proprio con la I Plontn 

d'altri canti I nuoui ampliato I b corretto. I Nuouamente con Jorn- I 

m diligenfiz I jfampafo. l I [fleuron, in red, 9 x 9 mm] I MDXXXILI. 

8": A-~G' 2H4. 244 ll., unnumbered. $4 (-Al, 2H3,2H4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 70). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[A2'] Head-title: 'CANTO PRIMO I @rlattbo $ùciojobi e f r e r  ~nbouiro I 

! & i n ~ b d I o ~ I t r i I I i m o e ~ r e n  - I ~ f i m  & a r ~ n a l e E k h t o ~ ~  I polpto ba /rio 

hgmm I CANTO PRIMO. I L2 E done i cauailier [ . . . ]', 2 coll. x 4 stanzas. 

(Fig. 71). 

[AZ-2H4'1 OF text. 46 cantos. (Figs. 72-73). 



[2H4'] Colophon/ Register: '[2 coll. x 2 stanzas] I I [colophon] I I 

REGISlXO. I I A B C [  ...] X Y Z  I AABB[ . . . ]HH. I I ~tdîi~onoquabertti 

e m m  HI4 rbebnemo. I [printers' device, 34 x 29.5 mm, showing the 

Archangel Raphael with the boy Tobias and the dog]'. (Fig. 74). 

[2H4"] Within a P.B.M. woodcut border, outer: 129 x 87 mm, inner: 91 x 51 

mm, a woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 59 x 47 mm; below the portrait is set the 

date "M.D.XXXIII."; below the date, a decorative woodcut block, 9 x 47.5 

mm, and another blodc above the portrait, also 9 x 47.5 mm. (Fig. 75). 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G60. Type-page: 130 (135.5) mm x 90 mm (02'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 4/4 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO - 

QV ARANTESIMOQVINTO (A3'-2G4'), XLVI. ET VLTIMO (2GSr-2H4') 

[recto]. Catchwords: leaf 8. Canto Openings: type 1, in gothic (same font as 

is used for the main text, but the canto number is in roman caps, i.e., "Canto. 

VIIL"; "CANTO PRIMO" in the head-title, however, is entirely in roman), 

initial' in gothic. 

Title-page: the roman caps in the first and last lines are 4 mm high; 

the 20-line measurement of the italic in lines 2-11 is 94 mm. The gothic in 

the head-title has an x-height of 3 mm. The height of the roman caps in 

the head-title, the running title, and on 2H4v is 2.5 mm. Most of the 

capitals used in the main text are roman (see fig. 71-74). 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 149.5 x 102 mm (A4). 

2. Fingerprint. o.co e.te a.ua chde (C) 1531 (R). 



3. Provenance. 

note signed by 

him 27.VTII. 13: 

The BCAF copy bears on its front pastedown the following 

Giuseppe Agnelli, librarian of the Ariostea, and dated by 

"Edizione rarissima. Acquistata dalla Libreria Antiquaria di 

Luigi Battistelli, Via Solferino 3. Milano, per E 140." On the title-page, the 

narne of a previous owner (?) in ink, "matias candis", which is given in 

ltalian on 2H4': "matia da1 canalle". Below the border on 2H4', the 

notation, in ink, "N. 5652 (1903)': possibly a reference to a sale catalogue, or 

a bookseller's mark 

4. Woodcuts. The device on the colophon page is similar to another used 

by Bindoni and Pasini and reproduced in Zappella 91. The P.B.M. border 

on 2H4' was already used in the firrn's 1525 and 1530 editions of the 

Furioso (fig. 32 for the latter), while the Ariosto portrait was first employed 

in its 1531 edition. There are two straight white lines that cut across the top 

of the left compartment of the border, just below the corner compartment. 

These h e s  indicate damage to the cut, probably a break, and the border 

shows other signs of Wear, especiaiiy on its right side. 

The border used on the title-page (fig. 70) is not specific to the 

Furioso, as is evident frorn its Roman themes. In the scene represented in 

the lower compartment, Dido looks on as Aeneas' ships leave Carthage 

(labelled "CAR"), which is in flames. The figure in the left compartment, 

labelled "SP/ A", is probably Scipio Africanus, hero of the Punk wars, while 

that on the right, labelled "AN/C", can be identified as his adversary, the 

Carthaginian general Hannibal. Book 4 of the Aeneid describes the 

departure from Carthage, but both the story of Aeneas and the history of 

the second Punic War are found in Livy; the border was probably made for 

an edition of the Decades, but 1 have so far been unable to determine which 



one. Harris states that the practice of using the same border, or copies of it, 

for the title-pages of different texts was common (Bibliografia 1.36). 

5. The leaves lacking in the BCAF copy (X7, X8.2F1-2G8) have ail been 

replaced with the corresponding leaves from another edition. This second 

edition follows the same basic layout (2 coil. x 5 stanzas) as the 1533 

Bindoni, its text is set in a sirnilar gothic face, and it evidently has the same 

senes of signatures. The actual distribution of the text ont0 the pages must 

also be identicai in the two editions, for the replacement pages do not in the 

least disrupt the textual sequence, and the catchwords on X8' and 2G8" 

match up with the first words on YIr and 2Hlr, respectively. The leaves, 

however, belong to a different setting of type, as is evident from their 

typographical description: 

G60. Type-page: 125.5 (132.5) x 90 mm (2Flr). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 3/ 3 mm. Running Title: [versol Canto I 

Quarantejimoterzo - QuaranteJimo$eJto [recto] (2FZr-2G8"). Canto 

Openings: type 1, in gothic miniscule, from the same font as the 

main text, initial2. 

A definitive identification cannot be made unless one first compares the 

paper and type of copies of both editions directly, but 1 believe that the 

replacement leaves are part of the 1539 octavo by Agostino Bindoni (entry 

29). 

6. Textual Issues. Fahy explains that the printer's copy for this edition 

must have been a copy of the 1532 Ferrara quarto, which at the time of 

publication was still the only edition with the definitive text of the Furioso 

(L'Orlando 147). He induded the BL copy among those he collated for 

L'Orlando; see 3340 and 14749. 



REFERENCES 

AGNELU- RAVEGNAN~ 3S39; BRUNET 1.428; EDK16 A.2534; ESSUNG n. 2255; 

FERRA= 67; GRAE~~E 1.197; GUDI 24; Mnn-Tm 39-40; PANEZ 22-23; SANDER 

1.96; Tosr 120-21. 

COPIES E W E D  

BCAF (S.16.1.12; lacks X7, X8, 2F1-2G8); HL ('IC5.Ar434.5160.1533). 

OTHER COPY 

BL (G. 10972). 



20. Venezia, Melchiorre Sessa. lO.IX.1533. 

[Fleuron in red, 9 mm] ORLANDO FV [fleuron in red, 8.5 mm] I RIOS0 

DI MESSER LVDOVICO I ARIOSTO NOBILE FERRA- I RESE 

NVOVAMENTE DA I LVI PROPRIO COR I RETT'O E D'AL- I TRI 

CANTI I NVOVI AMPLIATO NVOVA I MENTE STAMPATO. 1 

[printer's device bearing the motto 'DISSIMILIVM INFIDA SOCIETAS', 85 

x731nml I M D X X X I I I  

Colophon.  Q Stampato in Venetia per Marchio SejJa Ne li anni del I 

Signore. M. D. XXXLII. Adi.X.Septernbrio. 

4": A-Z8 a-ha. 248 Il., unnumbered. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 76). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[A21 Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LVDO- I VICO 

ARIOSTO ALLO ILLVSTRISSIMO E I REVERENDISSIMO CARDINALE 

DON- I NO HIPPOLYTO DA ESIE I S V 0  SIGNORE. I I CANTO 

PRIMO. 1 1 L9 [decorative woodcut initial, 34.5 x 30 mm] e donne i caudlier 

[ . . . l', col a: 3 S~WS, col. b: 4 stanzas. 

[AT-h6'] OF text. 46 cantos. 

[h6'] Col. a: 5 stanzas. Col. b: 4 stanzas, and in the regular space for a fifth: 

'FINIS. I PRO BON0 MALVM.' 



[hT] Colophon/ Register: '[colophon] I I ~ I t m .  I I A B C [ . . . ] X Y Z I 

a b c [ . . . ] h I I Tutti que# Jono quademi. I I [printer's device 

(Zappella 592): 76 x 56 mm]'. 

[hT-hG] Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 184 (192) x 129 mm (Q3'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 34 mm, type l / 6 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO - 

QVARANTESIMOSESTO ET VLTIMO [recto] (A2"-h6'). Catchwords: leaf 

8. Canto Openings: type 3. The openings take up the space regularly 

reserved for two stanzas. The canto heading is set in roman caps at the top 

of this space, in one or two lines; up to and induding Canto 29 the canto 

number is given in textual form (i.e., "CANTO QVARTO), after that it is 

given in roman numerals (Le., "CANTO XXX"). Below the heading, and 

after a space of varying height, is set, flush to the left margin of the column, 

a decorative woodcut initial, varying in height from 6 to 11 text lines; the 

first stanza is wrapped around the initial, and consequently the number of 

lines it takes up varies in relation to the height of the initial. The initiais, 

which Vary not only in size but also in style, are from disparate sets. 

The height of the roman caps used in the k t  and last Lines of the 

title-page is 8 mm; in iines 2-9 of the title-page and in h e  1 of the head- 

title it is 4 mm; in lines 2-5 of the head-title it is 3 mm. These last caps are 

the same as those used for the text of the Furioso. The x-height of the 

gothic used in line 3 of the ColophonJRegister page (hT) is 4 mm; the rest 

of the page is set in the same roman font used for the main text. 



NOTES 

1. LeaJ 213 x 153 mm (BAV copy). 

2. Fingerpint. BAV: non+ i.bi Li: Tech (C) 1533 (R). HL: nono i.bi i.i: 

Tech (C) 1533 (R). The fingerprint recorded in EDF 16 A.2535 mistakenly 

gives the third group as "ri."; its use of the plus sign for the fourth 

character is correct, since the O is mostly missing due to a small hole in the 

paper. 

3. Provenance. The H L  copy bears detailed evidence of its provenance, 

which allows us not only to reconstruct its movements through several 

collections, but also to solve a minor bibliographical mystery created by 

Agnelli and Ravegnani. They knew of three copies of this edition. The 

first copy, previously owned by the marchese Gaetano Ferraioli (1838-90), 

entered the collections of the BAV, where 1 examined it, in 1926 (Fahy, 

L'Orlando 2%24). The second copy had been owned by Raffaele Paglian 

and was known to Agnelli and Ravegnani only frorn a note that Ferraioli 

had written and attached to his own copy. The third, "bellissima e integra, 

si trovava in Ferrara, nella Biblioteca di Giuseppe Cavalieri, e ne troviamo 

notizia nel Catalogue des livres de G. C., compilato da1 De Marinis. Di 

questo esemplare, die fu poi venduto all'asta, non abbiamo notkie" (39). 

The evidence makes clear that the Pagliari and the Cavalieri copy were 

actually one and the çame. Pagliari's ownenhip is attested by hvo separate 

items: first, a four-page note, attached to the first flyleaf and signed by him, 

that detailç the enquiries he made with Venetian libraries and archives 

about this edition (see note 4); second, annotations made on the front 

pastedown regarding the book's sale at audion ("Acquistato da B. Maglione 

all'asta Pagliari per 900 ca" and "Vedi Cat. Raff. Pagliari, Roma 1891, P. la 

Pag. 78 N. 112"). ï h e  Neapolitan collecter Benedetto Maglione, therefore, 



acquired the book from the Pagliari collection in 1891; when he himself 

sold his collection in 1894 (see his Catalogue), it passed into the hands of 

Cavalieri, who in turn put his own collection up for sale in 1908. The recto 

of the first flyleaf bears references to the catalogues of the last two sales 

("Cat. Maglione, 1" Vol. F.424" and "Cat. Cavalieri No 88"), and Cavalieri's 

ex libris appears on the front pastedown. A note attached between the first 

flyleaf and the title-page confums the Maglione and Cavalieri phases of the 

provenance and introduces another owner: "Esemplare Cavalieri, 

acquistato per E 300 alla vendita Maglione. Acquistato da me nelllAprile 

1920 per E 650." The note is not signed, but the accession records of the HL 

(bound in volumes and kept in its Reading Room) point to its probable 

author. The records reveal that this Furioso (accession nurnber *54C-67) 

came to the Houghton as part of a collection of French and Italian literature 

comprising 1029 books, presented to the library in 1955 by Mr. Ward 

Canaday; the books were "collected by S. Gentile Di Giuseppe, father of 

Adriana Salem (Mme. Rafael Salem)". On the back pastedown is a label 

stating that the book was the gift of Mr. & Mrs. Ward M. Canaday. 1 believe 

that Di Giuseppe wrote the note cited above into the book when he bought 

it in 1920. The book then passed to his daughter (the round sticker on the 

front pastedown with the inscription "a.r.s." probably refers to Adnana 

Salem), who evenhially soid it to the Canadays. This last phase of the 

provenance is confirmed and clarified by Conor Fahy's comments, based on 

information provided by Roger Stoddard of the Houghton, regarding the 

library's copy of the 1532 Furioso, which has a similar history: "All'interno 

del piatto anteriore, ex libns di 'a.r.s.', presumibilmente Adriana Raphael 

Salem, die aveva eredidato i libri del padre, il banchiere italiano F. Gentili 

Di Giuseppe [sic], residente a Parigi. . . . 1 libri del Di Giuseppe h o n o  



venduti dalla figlia ai coniugi Canaday, die Li presentarono ne1 1954 alla 

Harvard University" (L 'Orlando 19-20). We have, therefore, a detailed 

provenance for the volume: Pagliari-Maglione-Cavalieri-Di Giuseppe- 

Salem-Canaday-Houghton. 

4. lssue of Piracy. The four-page note by Pagliari mentioned in note 3 is 

relevant because it records a nineteenth-century attempt to determine 

whether or not the edition was pirated, a question still open today. It is 

made up of three parts. In the first, Pagliari makes a general appeal to 

Venetian iibraries and archives asking if  any held copies of this edition, 

and if it there was any information regarding it in the "Condannazioni 

della Republica", since he suspected, "non vedendovi dedica né 

permissione", that it was pirated. The second section consists of replies 

written in various hands. Giovanni Veludo, director of the Marciana from 

1874 to 1884 (see Bibliofeca Marciana 258), informs Pagliari that the edition 

in not in his library, and D. L. Perosa provides a similady negative result 

for other collections (Museo Correr, Libreria Quirini-Stampalia, Raccolta 

Cicogna, Seminario Patriarcale). A more significant response is given by 

Federico Moretti, who writes that "Il prof. Rinaldo Fulin dopo aver presa 

ad esame la cosa mi ha dichiarato: 1" Non trovarsi nei libri delle 

Condannazioni della Repubblica Veneziana (per quanto ci Li abbia rovistati 

avendone fatto ora & qualche anno un accurato spoglio) alcuna cosa intorno 

alla supposta contraffazione del Sessa. Z0 Che non tutti i übn stampavansi 

a que' tempi colla scntta 'con licema de' Superiori' quand'anco avessero 

ottenuta detta licenza." In the third and last section, we find Pagliari's 

sumniary comments to the effed that the "Chiarissimi Bibliofili 

Veneziani" have offered nothing to support the conjedure that the edition 

is pirated. If anything, the comments of Fuiin point strongly to the 



possibility that Sessa's edition was not pirated-but here too there is no 

conclusive proof. Since Pagliari's investigations in the nineteenth century, 

there has been Little or no progress in solving the vexed question of piracy 

and the Orlando Furioso; see Part 1, section 2? for a discussion of this issue. 

Between the front pastedown and the flyleaf of the BAV copy is 

attached a sheet of paper on which Caetano Ferrajoli transaibed in detail 

Pagliari's note; it can only be concluded that at sorne point he had access to 

Pagliari's copy . 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVECNANI 3 9 4 ) ;  DE MARINE 36; EDIT16 A.2535; MAGUONE, 

Ca talog ue; SANDER 1.96. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BAV (Ferraioli iV.440; lacks hl, h7, h8); HL (*IC5.Ar434.5160.1533b). 

OTHER COPY 

Madrid, Biblioteca Palacio. 



21. Roma, Antonio Blado. 1533. 

[The title text, within a copy of the woodcut border used on the titlepage of 

the 1532 edition, entry 18.1 

Colophon. Stampata in Roma per maeJtro Antonio Blado de Alola, I Ad 

inJtantia de gli heredi del.q.melfer Ludouico I AnoJto, del. M. D. XXXIII. 

4': A-Z8 a-ha. 248 il., unnumbered. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Al'] Title-page; see note 1. 

[Alv] Privileges; see note 1. 

[A21 Head-title; see note 1. 

[Mt-h6'1 OF text. 46 cantos. 

[h6v] Col. a: 5 stanzas. Col. b: 4 stanzas, and in the space for a fifth: 

'FINIS. I PRO BON0 MALVM.' 

[hT] Woodcut portrait of Ariosto, copied from the portrait in the 1532 

edition, 100 x 68 mm, within a woodcut border, also copied from the 

Ferrara edition, outer: 186.5 x 137.5 mm. 

[hT] Privileges. 

[hg] '[colophon] I REGISïFtO. I A B C D E F G H k L [  ...] XYZ l a b c  

d e f g h I QTutti quejti Jono quademi. I I [woodcut serpents device, 78.5 

x 67 mm, with the motto 'DILEXISTI MALFIA SVP BENIGNITATEM' (fig. 

77). 

[hBV1 Blank. 



TYPOGRAPHY 

R80. Type-page: 178 (186.5) x 132 mm (A6'). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

The layout is copied from the 1532 Ferrara edition. 

NOTES 

1. The BL copy was studied by Conor Fahy, who published his findings in 

an appendix to L'Orlando ("Ltedizione bladiana del Furioso" 189-91). Fahy 

states that the book is "a copia esatta, pagina per pagina", of the 1532 Ferrara 

edition by Rossi (190). Although Blado claims in the colophon that the 

edition is printed "ad instantia" of Ariosto's heirs, all indications are that 

he pirated Rossi's edition (Fahy 191), not only using the same layout and a 

similar font, but aiso copying d l  the woodcuts, including the initials used 

in the canto openings (fig.78). Given the close similarities between the two 

editions, the description above of the first hvo leaves, which are rnissing in 

the BL copy, assumes that they are identical to the 1532 quarto; no 

assumptions, however, aside from the presence of the woodcut border, can 

be made about the title-page text. The BL copy was checked for me by Prof. 

Randall McLeod, on the basis of notes 1 prepared using Fahyts description. I 

was not able to visit the Iibraries in Lisbon and Frankfurt which hold the 

other two copies. 

2. In the BL copy, leaf h7, which holds the border and the portrait of 

Ariosto, was placed at the front of the book in place of the original title- 

page. Fahy believes that this was done in 1833 or 1834, when the copy 

entered the colledion of Thomas Grenville and was re-bound (189-90). 



REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 40-41; BRUNET 1.428; F M ,  L 'ûrlarrdo 189-91; GRAESSE 

1.197; GUIDI 23-24; ka-TOSI 59; SANDER 1.96; TOSI 119-20. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BL (G. 11069; lacks the first sheet, A1.2.7.8). 

OTHER COPLES 

Frankhirt am Main, Stadt- und Universitatsbibliothek (IL 1930/328); Lisbon, 

Bibl. Nacional (Res. 1445. P). 



22. Venezia, Alvise Torti, 2l.III.1535. 

[fleuron, in red] ORLANDO FV [fleuron, in red] I RIOS0 MESSER 

LVDOWCO I ARIOSTO NOBILE FERRA= I RESE NVOVAMENTE DA 

I LVI PROPRIO COR= I RETTOE DAG- I TRI CANTI I NVOVI 

AMPLIATO NVOVA I MENTE STAMPATO. i [woodcut portrait of 

Ariosto, 88 x 69 mm] I M D X X X V 

Colophon. Finisse il Libro Chiamato Orlando Furioso. Stampato in 

Vinegia I per A1ui.e Torti. Nelli anni del Signore. M. D. XXXV. I Adi. 

XXI. del mele de Maao. Regnante lin= [sic] I clito Printipe Andrea Griti. 

4": A-Z%-g8 h4. 244 11., numbered only on 11. 2, 7-10, 15, 16, 193-244 (see 

note 5). $4 (-AlI h3, h4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 79). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT] Head- title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LVDOVICO I 

ARIOSTO ALLO ILLVSTRISSLMO E REVE I RËNDISSIMO CARDINALE 

DON 1 NO HIPPOLYTO DA ESTE I SV0 SIGNORE. I I CANTO PRIMO. 

I I L2 E done [ . . . 1'. 2 coll. x 4 stanzas. 

[AT-h4'1 OF text. 46 cantos. 

[h4'] '[2coU. x2stanzasj I FINIS. I REGISTRO. I A B C [ .  . . ] X Y Z 1 a 

b [ . . . 1 h I Tutti quelti Jono quademi eccetto h che duerno. i [colophonl'. 

[h4v] Blank. 



TYPOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 175 (183) x 125 mm (LIr). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 34 mm, type 4/ 4 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PR[MO - 

XLVl. ET VLTIMO [recto] (AT-h4'). Canto Openings: type 3; there is no 

canto heading in the regular space between the last stanza of the preceding 

canto and the first of the new one, which does, however, have an initial2. 

The roman caps in the fint I he  of the title-page measure 9 mm, 

those in lines 2-9 measure 3.5 mm, and those in the date below the portrait 

block, 8 mm. The head-title, the running titles, and "FINIS" and 

"REGISTRO" on h4', are set in the same 3.5 mm caps. The type initial "Lw 

used for the opening of canto 1 on a2' measures 8 x 5 mm. 

NOTES 

1. L e 4  212 x 152 mm (A2, BUB); 197 x 145 mm (G6, BMPRE). 

2. Fingerprz'nt. coco e,te a.ua chde (C) 1535 (R). 

3. Provenance. The BUB copy bean the round stamp of the "PONTLFICLA 

BlBLIOTECA DI BOLOGNA" on its title-page. 

4. Portrait. The portrait block of Ariosto on the title-page is a copy of the 

cut designed by Titian and used in Rossi's Ferrara edition of 1532 (entry 18, 

fig. 68). The same block is found again in Torti's 1536 and 1539 odavo 

editions of the Furioso (entry 26, fig. 168; entry 31): 

5. Foliation Variants. On the BUB copy, the foliation numbers appear only 

on the Il. listed above in the formula line. The BMPRE copy, and the BL 

copies as described by Panizzi, reproduce the same foliation, but without 

the numbers on ll. 15 and 16. 



REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 42-43; BARUFFALDI 298; BRUNET 1.429; EDK16 A.2549; 

ESSLING n. 22%; G R A E ~ ~ E  1 .IV; G m i  25; M AZZUCHELLI 1.1070; Mmn-Tm 40; 

MURARO 117, fig. 92; PANEZ 23-24; PANZER 8.550; SANDER 1.97; Tosr 121-22. 

COPLES EXAMINED 

BUB (V.GG.VI.4); BMPRE (L.A.C2; la& Al). 

OTHER COPES 

BFC; BL (G. 11070; 80.k.5); BN (Yd. 387; l a d s  the last leaf). 



23. Venezia, Francesca Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini. 1535. 

ORLANDO FVRIOSO I DI MESSER LVDOVICO ARIOSTO I CON LA 

GIVNTA, NOVISSI= I MAMENTE STAMPATO I E CORRE'TTO. I [a 

woodcut serpents device, 70 x 52 mm, and on its left and right sides the 

motto 'DILEXISTI MALEIAM I SVPER BENIGNITATEM.'] I CON Vna 

Apologia di M . lodouico Dolcio contra ai I detrattoti dell 'Autore, ô. un 

modo breuiJ'imo d i  tro I unr le cofe aggiunte ; e TAVOLA di tutto I 

quello,ch 'è conten uto nef Libro. Aggiun foui I vm breue eJpoJitione dei 

fuoghi difficili. I Ha$Ji fa conceJJione del Senato Veneto per anni diece. I 

AppreJIo Mapheo PaJïni. I [rule: 25 mm] I M D XXXV. 

CONTENTS 

[Alt] Title-page (fig. 80). 

[Alv] Dedicatory letter: 'AL MAGNIFICO ET ECCELLENTE M. I 

GASPARO SPINELLI, GRAN CAN I CELLIERE DEL REGNO DI CI I PR1 

S V 0  CVGINO, I LODOVICO DOLCIO. I L3 A Poetica Magn. 6 

eccellente.M.GnJpnro [ . . . .34 Iines]'. (Fig. 81.) 

[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LVDO I VICO 

ARImO NOBILE FERRARESE ALLO I ILLVSTRISSMO E 

REVERENDISSMO CAR I DINALE DONNO HIPPOLYTO DA I ESTE 



S V 0  SIGNORE. I CANTO PRIMO. I L2 E &n~,iwraIlia [ . . . . 2  coll. x 4 

stanzas]' (fig. 81). 

[AT-2H4'1 OF text. 46 cantos. (Figs. 82-86.) 

[W4'] End of OF: ' [2  COU. x 2 stanzas] 1 IL FINE. I PRO BON0 MALVM.' 

(Fig. €6.) 

[WC] Dedicatory letter 'AL MAGNmCO E NOBLISSIMO MES= I SER 

Pietro Giultiniano Getz tilhuomo V e n i  t iano I LODOVICO DOLCIO. I NS 

ON è dubbio, NobilijJirno MeJJer Pietro [ . . . -35  lines]'. (Fig. 87.) 

[211r-216'1 Dolce's Apologia: 'APOLOGIA DI M. LODOVICO DOL I CIO 

CONTRA AI DETRA?TO= 1 RI DELL'ARIOSTO A GLI I !3TVDIOSI 

DELLA VOL I CAR POESLA. i P O pen/aoabemmi~ri [ . . . .11 pages]'. 

(Figs. 87,88.) 

[216"-ZIT] Glossary of difficult terms and literary allusions: 'Det$taratioMbi 

alruni bouiboii e 1 luog~ibiffidi beii'opor~. 1 a car. 105 A brano a brano [ . . . . 3  pages]'. 

(Figs. 89/90.) 

[218'] Pasini's note to the readersl List of aggiunte: ' M m  ~aJin?a[~iLemi  I 

A3 ~ninealtre d e  [ . . . . 10 lines] 1 1 B r e u e m o b o b i t i . o u a r t a t t i i I u a ~ ~ b E I t A ~ ~ ~  

1 per annotationeùi numero. 6i Cati,e bi carte [ . . . . 5  lines] I NeICanm nono a carte. 34. 

~nmminaala~rima piunta; e~e~~ttefinndbe~imoaairte.l[ . . . . 17 hes] ' .  (Fig. 90.) 

[2IBV-2Klv] Table of episodes: ~aaolabrb~i[borieo~oue~le~~rthermtebitatta~'~pera 

pet 1 orbitte bi alplpbeto 2 perannotationebi mtmri ùi car I te:i~[sic]men~mo[tram 

[ . . . .7 lines] I A I Angehrea ra-2 3.31 [ . . . . 3  pages] 1 [at the foot of 2Klv] 

IL FINE.' (Figs. 91/92.) 

[2K2'] Colophon/Register: '[colophon] 1 REGISTRO. I A B C [ . . . ] S T V 

I X Y Z AA BB [ . . . ] II KK. I ~ n ~ i ~ n m q u ~ b e ~ e c t ~ t t o H H  e KK. dp/onoUtterxti. I 

[device of the Bindoni and Pasini firm, showing Tobias and the archangel 

Rap hael, 50 x 38 mm]' (fig. 92). 



[2KT] Woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 98 x 74 mm (fig. 93). 

[2K3,2K4] Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G60. Type- page: 128 (134) x 89 (95) mm @2'). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 23 mm, type 4. Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Title: [verso] 

CANTO I PRIMO - XLVI. ET VLTMO (M-2H4'). Canto Openings: type 

1, in gothic (same font as is used for the main text, but "CANTO PRIMO." 

in the head-title is in roman), initial2 in gothic (see figs. 81, 83/84, and 85). 

The italic font used to print the two dedicatory letters on Alv  and 

2H4' lacks its own set of caps, and roman caps are instead. In the OF text, 

roman caps are often used in place of gothic caps, which were evidently in 

short supply; the gothic font also lacks accented sorts, and the printers often 

resorted to the italic letters 6 and è to remedy the deficiency (see fig. 85). 

The type initials at the head of the cantos have an average height of 5 mm. 

Twenty-line measurements: 159 (dedicatory letters on Alv  and W47, G60 

(Apologia); this sarne gothic is used to print the OF, the other paratexts at 

the end of the book, the catchwords, and the signatures of leaves 1 4  (with 

the exception of those in 2K, where roman caps are used). 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 157 x 105 mm (BNCF/ Nenani, Pl); 150 x 101 mm (BNCF/ 24.10.357, 

M); 147 x 100 mm @CAF/ S.lg.6, A4). 

2. Fingerprint. o,co e.e; e;ra egep (3) 1535 (R). 

3. PrmenancejState of Copy. The la& of leaf A l  in BNCF/ Nencini F.5.4.20 

has been remedied with a photographic reproduction of the same leaf from 

BNCF/24.10.357; the latter copy, in turn, lacks leaf 113, which has been 



made up with a photo of the same leaf from the Nencini copy. On the title- 

page of 24.10.357 are two inscriptions of owneahip: "Filippo Giudii" below 

the imprint, and "Ad usum Jacobi Castro" on either side of the device (see 

fig. 80). In this last copy, a couplet has been inked below Ariosto's portrait 

on 2K2' (fig. 93): "Son I'Ariosto da rozzi biasrnato/Ma da dotti, et gentil 

molto lodato." 

4. Woodcuts. The serpents device on the title-page (fig. 80) is copied from 

the 1532 Ferrara edition (fig. 69). Here, the motto has been moved outside 

the main woodcut; the block is a mirror image of the 1532 original, a trait of 

blocks which are modelled not on another woodcut, but on the impression 

it made on the pnnted page. The portrait of Ariosto on the title-page is a 

dose copy of the cut designed by Titian and used in Rossi's Ferrara edition 

of 1532 (entry 18, fig. 68). The same portrait and the serpents device block 

are found again in Bindoni and Pasini's 1540 octavo edition of the Furioso 

(entry 33, fig. 199; see also note 5). 

5. Dating. The general principle followed in Part iI when ordenng an 

edition which lacks a precise publication date-and for the dating of which 

no other evidence exists-is to place it within whatever period 

(monthjyear) is indicated in it, but after the editions which fail within that 

same period but have a more precise date. Accordingly, 1 have ordered this 

Bindoni and Pasini octavo, dated o d y  " M D XXXV", after the Torti quarto 

published on 21.m.1535, but it is possible that it was actually printed prior to 

the Torti edition. 



REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNAM 414; BRUNET 1.429; EDITl6 A.2548; Essmc n. 2257; 

G R A E ~ ~ E  1.197; G m r  25-26; MELZI-Tm 4û-41; MORTIMER n. 27; MURARO 117, 

Eig. 91; SANDER 1.97; TOSI 122-23. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BNCF (Nencini F.5.4.20, lacking Al, 2K3 and 2K4; 24.10.357, lacking leaf 

113); BCAF (S.19.6). 

OTHER COPIES 

BAV (Ferraioli V.5467, 16 cm); Napoli, Biblioteca Universitaria; Vicenza, 

Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana; Vienna, ~sterreichische Nationalbibliothe k 

(*35. H. 1%). 



24. Torino, Giovanni Giolito De' FerrarilMartino Cravotto e Francesco 

Robi da Savigliano. 2û.Ll536. 

[Fleuron, 12 x 7 mm, in red] ORLANDO FV [fleuron, in red] I RIOS0 DI 

MESSER LVDOVICO I ARIOSTO NOBLE FERRARE I SE CON LA 

GIVNTA, NO- I VISSIMAMENTE STAM I PATO E CORRETT'O. I 

[woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 87 x 69 mm (as given in Bersano Begey 3.183), 

a fleuron on either side] I CON Vna Apologia di M-Lodouico Dolcio con I 

tra a i detrattori delllAutore,Et un modo breuiffimo di tro= I uarle coJe 

aggiunte. E TAVOLA di tutto quel10 I ch'e contenuto ne1 LIBRO. 

Aggiuntoui una I breue expoJitione dei luoghi difficili. I Se uendeno in 

Tridinodal nobile meJ'Jer Ioame Giolito al's I de Ferrariis. Et in Turino da 

Iacobino Dulci ditto Cunni. 1 M.D.XXXVI. 

Col o p  ho n. FiniJJe il Libro Chiamato Orlando FurioJo.Stampato in Turino 

I per Martino Crauoto & Francefcho Robi de Sauiliano, corn I pagni, ad 

inftatia del Nobile mefJer Ioane gioüto al's de I Ferraris de Trino.NeUi 

Anni del noftro Signore. I M.D.XXXVI. Adi, =.di Z enaro. 

4": A-Z8 as h4 i6. 252 U., ff. 7 2-244 [8] (leaf A2 mistakenly numbered "1 "). 

$4 (-AI)* 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 94). 

[Alv] Dedicatory letter: 'AL MAGNIFICO ET ECCELLENTE M. I 

GASPARO SPINELLI, GRAN CAN I CELLIERE DEL REGNO DI CI I PRI 

S V 0  CVGINO I LODOVICO DOLCIO. I [ . . . .33 lines]'. 



[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO, DI MESSER LVDOVI= I CO 

ARIOçTO NOBILE FERRARESE ALLO IL, 1 LVSTRISSIMO E 

REVERENDISSIMO CAR I DINALE D ~ I N o  HIPPOLYTO DA I ESTE 

SV0  SIGNORE. I CANTO PRIMO. I L2 E done,i caualier [ . . . . 2  coii. x 4 

stanzas]' (fig. 95). 

[AT-h4] OF text. (Figs. 9698.) 

[h4'] End of OF/ Registerl Colophon: '[2 coll. x 2 stanzas] I FINIS. I 

REGETRO I A B C [  ...] XYZ. I a b c [  ...] i. I TuttiquestiJono 

quaderni eccetto h che e duerno. I [colophon] 1 [2 fleurons, 11 x 8 mm]' 

(hg. 99). 

[h4'] Dedicatory letter: 'AL MAGNIFiCO E NOBIL,ISSIMO MESSER, I 

Pietro GiuJtuiiano Gentilhuomo Venetiano I LVDOVICO WLCIO. I 

[woodcut initial] ON e dubbio,NobiliJJimo MeJJer Pietro [ . . . .35 lines]'. 

(Fig. 100.) 

[i1r-i5r] Dolce's Apologia: 'APOLOGIA DI M. LODOVICO DOL I CIO 

CONTRA AI  DETRA'ITO- I RI DELL'ARIOSTO AGLI I STVDIOSI 

DELLA VOL I GAR POESLA. I P [woodcut initial] O penJaua benigni 

Lettori [ . . . .9 pagesr (fig. 100). 

6 Glossary of tems and literary allusions: 'Dechiaratione di 

alcuni uocaboli e I luoghi difficili dell'opera I c.105 A brano a brano [ . . . . 
2 pages and 7 hes] ' .  (Figs. 101,102.) 

[i6"] Giolito's note to the readen / List of aggi un te: '[end of glossary ] I 

MeJer Ioanne Gioiito alli Lettori. I A' [woodcut initial] Lcune altre coJe [ . . 

. .8 lines] I I Breue modo di t roua  tutti i luoghi dallAutore aggiunti I per 

annotatione d i  numerofdi Cati,e di carte [ . . . . 5  lines] I Ne1 Cato nono a 

carte.34. Incomincia la prima giüta e Jegue fin ne1 decirno a carte.41 [ . . . . 14 

Lines]'. (Fig. 102.) 



[V-i8'] Table of episodes: Tauola delle HiJtotie e Nouelle contenute 

di tutta l'Opera per I ordine di alphabet0 & per annotatione di numeri di 

car I te:i quali numeri dimoJtrano [ . . . .7 h e s ,  with a triangular type 

omament made up of apostrophe signs on either side; several of these 

omaments are used in the blank spaces of this and the next two type-pages] 

I A I Angelica a carte 2.3.31 [ . . . . 2  pages and 6 Lines] I IL FINE.' (Figs. 

102,103.) 

[i8'] Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R81. Type-page: 172 (179) x 116 (135) mm (AY). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 32.5 m, type 4. Catchwords: leaf 8 (but none on A8, c8). Running 

Title: [verso] CANTO I PRLMO - XLVI. ET VLTIMO (AT-h4'). Canto 

Openings: type 1, in roman (i.e., "Canto Secondo"), initial3 in roman (see 

figs. 96,97, and 98). 

The roman font of the main text is used for al1 the paratexts as well. 

Its roman caps, measuring 3 mm, are used to set the head-title, the canto 

headings, and the running titles. There are two sizes of initials used in the 

canto openings: 10 x 10 mm, and 4 x 5 mm. The caps in the fint line of the 

title-page are 9 mm high 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 195 x 141 mm (BNCF, Pl); 204 x 146 mm (BNMV, 0 1 ) .  

2. Fingerprint. coco tee: tera egep (3) 1536 (R). 

3. Stnfe of C m / B i n d i n g / P r o v e n a n c e .  Leaf i8 in the BNCF copy has 

suwived as a rectangdar strip, 47 mm high but with the h i 1  width of the 



other leaves in the book, which was pasted onto a backing leaf in order to 

bind it into the volume. The binding is in full vellum with gilt decoration. 

The BNMV copy is listed below as lacking Al, but part of the leaf is 

achially present: its top left portion is stuck ont0 leaf A2, and it is from this 

fragment that the measurements of the caps and fleuron were taken. On 

A2', this copy bears the two ownership marks of Apostolo Zeno (see entry 

11, note 3). 

4. Giacomino Dolce da Cuneo, who is mentioned on the title-page, was 

Giolito's bookseilet in Turin (Bersano Begey 1.9 and 48447). 

5. Pnrafexts. The paratexts are copied from the 1535 Bindoni and Pasini 

octavo (entry 23). A direct cornparison of the BNCF copies of the two 

editions reveals that, aside from acadental differences (spelling, 

punctuation, abbreviations), the only significant variants are two changes 

made to reflect the new publisher. First, in the iast paragraph of the 

Apologia in the 1535 edition, Dolce commends "la diligentia del Pasini 

vostro", who provided readers with the various paratexts which follow 

(entry 23,216'); here, the phrase reads "la diligentia del nobile meJJ'er 

Gioame Giolito vostro". Second, the title of the note to the reader in the 

1535 edition, "Mapheo P a m  alli Letton" (21Sr), was changed to "MeJer 

I o a ~ e  Giolito alli Lettori" (i63. The marginal notes in the main text are 

also identical. 

6. Portrait. The portrait of Ariosto on the title-page is a copy of the cut 

designed by Titian and used in Rossi's Ferrara edition of 1532 (entry 18, fig. 

68). This is the fourth copy of the block, after those by Blado (entry 21,1533), 

by Torti (entry 22, fig. 79,1535), and by Bindoni and Pasini (entry 23, fig. 93, 

1535). It bears the dosest resemblance to the Torti version, suggesting that 

it was copied from it. It is found again, süghtly damaged, in an octavo 



edition of Giovan Giorgio Alione (Opera), unsigned but dated Venice 1560, 

which Bersano Begey beiieves was actually printed in Trino, and which 

therefore may have been produced by the print-shop Gabriele Giolito had 

re-opened there that same year with his father's old equipment (see 

Bersano Begey 3.163 and 182-83, n. 1287). 

7. The Dating of the Enhies fw the Year 1536. It is necessary to explain how 

the entrieç for 1536 were ordered. As stated in note 5 of entry 23, the 

general prinaple followed in Part II when ordering an edition which la& 

a prease publication date-and for the dating of which no other evidence 

exists-iç to place it within whatever period (month/year) is indicated in it, 

but after the editions which fa11 within that same period but have a more 

prease date. The four editions published in 1536 bear the following dates: 

entry 24 (Giolito/Cravotto), 20.1.1536; entry 25 (Zoppino), 1.1536; entry 26 

(Torti), iX.1536; entry 27 (Giolito/ Bindoni), 1536. It is possible, therefore, 

that the actual order in which the four editions appeared was different, the 

Zoppino appearing before the Turin edition in January, and the 

Giolito/Bindoni appearing at any time during the year. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 44-45; BARUFFALDI 299; BERSANO BEGM n. 34 ; BONGI 3 4 ;  

EDIT16 A.2561; G ~ I  28-29; MAZZUCHELU 1.1070; Mnn-Tm 41-42; PANZER 

8.303; SANDER 1.97; Tosr 125. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BNCF (Palat. 2.7.3.16, lacks Al); BNMV (217-D-188; lacks il. 1,942  3 9 4 ,  

6445,74,233--40, i8, i9). 



OTHER COPIES 

Oxford, Bodleian Library, Univ. of Oxford; TOMO, Biblioteca Reale (192 x 

140 mm, lacks i8). 



25. Venezia, Nicol6 Zoppino. 1.1536. 

[Within a woodcut border, outer: 182 x 125 mm, made up of 4 separate 

pieces; the left piece measures 181 x 17.5 mm, and the right 182 x 23 mm; 

the top piece, 19 x M.5 mm, has the motto 'DILEMSTI M A L ~ A  SVP 

BENIGNITATEM' on a ribbon, and a hand holding scissors; the bottom 

piece, 24 x 84.5 mm, depicts two serpents] ORLANDO I FVRIOSO DI 

MESSER I LVDOVICO ARIOSTO NOBILE I Ferrarele, di nuouo 

nJtampato, & hiJtoriato: con I ogni diligenza da1 Juo originale tolto: con 

I la nuoua giunta, & le notationi di tutti gli I luoghi, doue per lui e Jtato 

ta1 opra am- I pliata: corne nella noua tauola ne1 fine I per ordine uedere 

Ji puole. I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 86 x 68 mm] I M D X X X V 1. 

Colophon. In Vinegia per Nicolo d'AriJtotile detto I Zoppino.Ne I'amo 

del n o p o  Si- I gnore. M. D. XXXVI. I Del meJe di Genaio. 

4 O :  A-Z8 2~-2H8. 248 11., ff. 1 2-238 [Z] (errors in foliation, see note 4). $4 (- 

Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Al '1 Ti t le-page (fig. 104). 

[Alv] Letter to the Readen: 'ALLI LETïORI NICOLO D'ARI- I STOTILE 

FERRARESE I DEXTO ZOPPINO. I I L' AMORE Ch'io a ta1 opera porto 

[ . . . .27 lines]'. (Fig. 105). 

[AZr] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LVDOVICO I 

ARIOSTO ALLO ILLVSlTRISSIMû, E REVERËN I DISSIMO CARDINALE 

DONNO HIPPO- I LIT0 DA ESïE SV0 SIGNORE. I [woodcut 



illustration] 1 CANTO PRIMO. 1 L2 E donne [ . . . 1'. 2 cok x 3 stanzas. 

(Fig. 106). 

[A2'-2H6v] OF text. (Figs. 107-116.) 

[EI6"] End of OF/ motto: ' [ 2  coll. x 2 % stanzas] I FINISSE. I PRO BON0 

MALVM.' (Fig. 117). 

[2W-2Hï"] Guazzo's List of aggiunte: 'NOTATIOM DELLI LVOGHI 

DOVE SONO LE STAN- I ze nuoue aggiunte per rneJJer Ludouico Ariojto 

con le materie lori. Et per me I Marco Guazzo per ordine qui pope, Jenza 

molte altre Jtanze per il detto l auttore mutate. Et anchora per me de& 

errori che per diffetto I de Jtampa gli erano occorfi & tutta l'opera purgata. 

I Prima, ne1 canto nono, & cominaa alla I Jtanza ottaua [ . . . 1'. The text is 

set in two columns on both pages; at the bottom of col. b on W7": 

'FINISSE.' (Figs. 118,119). 

[WBr] Register/Colophon: 'REGISTRO. I A B C [ . . . 1 X Y 2. I AA BB 

[ . . . ] HH. I Tutti quaderni. I I [colophon] I I [Zoppino's St. Nicholas 

device, labelled "S. NICOLAVS" and with the initials "N" and "Z", 53 x 50 

mm; see Zappella n. 896, Vaccaro fig. 5311'. (Fig. 120.) 

[WBv] Bees and fire block, 92 x 63 mm. (Fig. 121). 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 182 (189) x 127 mm (04'). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33 mm, type 1/6 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO 

(AT-Asr). il - XLvI (A6'2HB) [recto] (AT-2H6'). Catchwords: U. 6,s (- 

îH6,2H8). Canto Openings: type 3. The openings follow a fixed pattern 

beginning with Canto 6: in the regular stanza space immediately after the 

Iast stanza of the preceding canto is set the woodcut relating to the new 

canto; this block takes up the space of a text stanza, from the Ieft to the right 



margin, and a regular inter-stanza space occurs above and below it; in the 

regular inter-stanza space below it, we find the canto heading (e-g., 

"CANTO XVI."), and below that is set the first stanza, with an initial2 i n  

roman. When the block occurs at the bottom of a column (i.e., column b of 

HZv for Canto 14, column a of Ilv for Canto 15), the canto heading is set in 

the headline above the next column, and it is centered above that column 

(see fig. 114). In the openings for Cantos 19,36,37, and 46 (M3V, Dv, 2A4", 

2G7"), however, the blocks all fall at the bottom of a column, but in every 

case the heading is placed above the block inçtead of below it, and the 

headline of the successive column is not affected (see fig. 116). The 

openings of cantos 2 4  (1, of course, is part of the head-title) employ a 

di fferent layout; see note 5. 

The roman caps on the title-page are 7.5 mm high in üne 1, and 4 

mm in line 2. The roman used for the text of the letter to the readers (Alv) 

has a 20-line measurnent of 109 mm, and the roman caps of the heading of 

that letter are 4 mm high. The roman caps used for the head-title, canto 

headings, and mnning titles measure 3 mm; these are also the caps of the 

main text. The arabic numerals used for the foliation measure 3-4 mm. 

The initials used in the canto openings measure on average 7.5 mm and 

take up two lines of text; the M on C6' and SIv (Cantos 6,27) measures 4.5 

mm (fig. 112); the Q used for Cantos 4,11,30,42,4!5 takes up 3 Lines (fig. 

109). 

WOODCüTS 

1. Canto Illustrations. See entry 25a for a detailed descrîption of the 45 

blocks that appear at the head of the cantos in this edition. 



2. Title-Page Border. The top and bottom pieces are a variation on the 

serpents device that appears in different venions in most Furioso editions 

published after 1532, the year the original appeared in the quarto printed by 

Francesco Rossi in Ferrara (entry 18, fig. 69). The astrological motif of the 

iiiustrations in the side pieces seems to serve an ornamental hc t i on .  

3. Bees and Fire Block. The block on 2H8' was used by Zoppino in his 1524 

(entry 4) and 1530 (entry 16) editions of the Furioso, and it is also found in 

Nicolini Da Sabbio's 1540 edition. 

4. Portrait. The portrait of Ariosto on the title-page is another copy, the 

fifth, of the cut designed by Titian and used in Rossi's Ferrara edition of 

1532 (entry 18, fig. 68). See enhy 24, note 6, for a list of the previous 

versions of the block. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 213 x 151 mm (BNCF, R3), 211 x 150 mm (BCAF, R2). 

2. Fingerprint. o.no i.bi moi. AcEt (3) 1536 (R). 

3. Provenance. The binding of the BNCF copy is in full vellum, with gilt 

decoration and lettering (author, title, date of publication) on the spine. 

The style of the binding and its decoration is similar to that of BNCF-Palat. 

E.6.5.18 (Zoppino 1530); Neil Harris believes both books were bound in the 

seventeenth century for the Biblioteca Palatina (personal communication). 

The title-page bears the blind stamp of the Biblioteca Palatina, and the 

stamp of the Biblioteca Nazionale, Firenze ("BNF), dated 1872, the latter 

repeated without the date on 2F3' and 2MV. On the front pastedom, a 

previous shelf-mark ("L.R.q.SZ"). The ownership (?) initials "S" and "S" 

are written inside the device on 2H8'. 



4. Foliation. In both copies examined, the foliation is incorrect from Tl  to 

the end of the book The eight leaves of g a t h e ~ g  S are corredly numbered 

137-144, but this senes is repeated in gathering T. The foliation then 

continues on VIr with 145, and proceeds to 2H6', which is numbered 238; 

had the numbering of the leaves proceeded correctly, this leaf would have 

been identified as 246. See fig. 115. 

5. Canto Openings. The openings of cantos 2-5 require a different layout to 

accommodate the fact that the cuts here are larger than the others (40-43 

mm x 62-63 mm vs. 30-33 mm x 5741 mm). The 1.5 mm kame around 

these cuts in the 1530 edition is gone, allowing the p ~ t e r  to set them 

within a regular column, but the height still exceeds that of a single stanza. 

The solution is evident in the opening of Canto 2 (A@, fig. 107): the 

opening takes up the space of two regular staruas; in the first stanza-space, 

'FINISSE IL CAN- I TO PRIMO. I I Comincia il Secondo.', and then the 

top of the block, which extends to the lower edge of the second stanza-space; 

after a regular inter-stma space, the first stanza of Canto 2, with a roman 

initial2. This pattern is followed in Cantos >5 (figs. 108-110). 

6. Lefter to the Readers, AI". The only difference between the text here and 

that of the letter to the readers on alv of Zoppino's 1530 edition, aside from 

minor divergences in punduation, spelling, and abbreviations, is that lines 

10-11, "correttissima ve la ripresento, con speranza appresso l'auttore fare 

acquisto di una non picciola benivolenza, a me piu ch'ogn'altra cosa grata'', 

have been changed to read "corretissima ve la ripresento, con speranza 

appresso li letton fare acquisto di una non picciola benivolenza, a me piu 

ch'ogn'altra cosa grata" (lines 12-14). The change was made to account for 

Ariosto's death in 1533. 
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25a. The Canto Illustrations in Zoppino's Editions. 

The edition published by Zoppino in 1530 contains 40 woodcut 

illustrations, one for each canto. In the 1536 edition, there are 46 

illustrations made from 45 blocks: here Zoppino used al1 the 1530 blocks 

with the exception of the one for Canto 9, which was dropped, he added 

new ones for Cantos 9,10,33,37,44, and 45, and he used one cut twice, for 

both 39 and 40. In the 1530 edition, the h s t  5 blocks have a thick, outer 

rule-hame in addition to the thinner rule-frame imrnediately around the 

illustration (fig.s 3943). In the 1536 edition, this outer frame has been cut 

away from al1 these blocks in order to make them srnaller and in this way 

fit them into the regular layout of the text pages (see entry 16, note 5, and 

entry 25, note 5, as well as figs. 10&110). The only exception is the fint 

block: since it is part of the head-title, it was not only unnecessary to make 

it srnaller, but it was preferable to leave it with the bolder frame to enhance 

the effect of the page. The narnes of the characters depicted are carved ont0 

most blocks, often in abbreviated form, the lettering being placed below 

figures to which it refers. 

The descriptions of the blocks in the Ming below are based on the 

1536 edition, and consequently the page ceferences and measurements are 

exclusive to it. The BNCF copies of the two editions were examined 

together, and this direct comparison revealed that the blocks are identical 

in both copies. The actual measurements, however, are generally about 0.5 

mm smaller in the 1530 edition. The variance is at least in part caused by 

the fa& that the 1536 blocks have a heavier impression: the lines appear 

thicker and darker on the page, probably because they were inked more 

generously. and as a result the blocks here yield a larger measurement. A 



second factor is the varying rate at which paper shrinks over tirne. The 

blocks in the BCAF copy of the 1536 edition have the same measurernents 

as those in the BNCF copy. 

The description of each block begins with a number denoting the 

canto that it illustrates. This is followed by a description of the scene, and 

the indication of its textual source. Source passages are quoted when they 

provide details that specifically relate to the illustration or serve to 

elucidate any of its elements. In the quotations, which are taken from 

Cesare Segre's 1990 edition of the Furioso, the solidus / marks the end of 

one line of verse and the begùining of the next, and a double solidus / / 

serves the same function for stanzas; the eiliptical /. . . / indicates the 

omission of one or more lines of verse. The line below the description of 

the block and its source üsts the number of its reproduction in the 

Illustrations section (i.e., fig. 122), the reference to the page on which it 

appean, and its measurement. 

The number given in parentheses after the first number denotes the 

canto which the block illustrates in the 1530 edition, when it diffen from 

the 1536 edition. The shifting of blocks was necessitated by the textual 

changes and additions made by Ariosto for the third and definitive version 

of the Furioso. (For the textual variants in the three versions, I used the 

1960 edition of the Furioso edited by Debenedetti and Segre.) The additions 

explain, for example, why the block used for canto 9 in 1530 (fig. 130) is 

dropped: after the giunta of the Olympia episode in the 1532 edition ( 9 . S  

94, 10.1-34,11.21-80), and the consequent addition of two new blocks (for 

cantos 9 (1536) and 10, figs. 131,132), the passage it illustrates (Orlando 

chasing a maiden, see below, canto 9, 1530) is moved to canto 12; since the 

block illustrating the Isabella episode is already available for this canto, and 



is apparently deemed more important than the scene with Orlando, the 

second block is dropped. The relationship between the ülustrations and 

their textual source is further complicated by the fad that in several cases, 

in both the original 1530 cuts and the new ones made in 1536, the scene 

depicted does not match exactly the canto in which it is placed: the episode 

begins in that canto, but the specific scene is found in a later canto. For a 

discussion of these bIocks, see Part 1, section 3. 

The same set of blocks was used by Pietro Nicolini da Sabbio for his 

1540 edition of the Furioso. A direct cornparison of a copy of the 1536 

Zoppino edition (BCAFIB.6.12) with a copy of the Sabbio (BCAF/S.19.3) 

reveals that the blocks are identical; although they show some Wear in the 

1540 copy, it is minor and usually only on the rule-frame. 

Canto 1. While Rinaldo and Ferraù are engaged in a duel, Angelica flees 

into the woods, in the same direction as Baiardo. 1.17: "Corninciâr quivi 

una crudel battaglia, / . . . / Or, mentre l'un con l'altro si travaglia, / 

bisogna al palafren die  'I passo studi; / che quanto pub menar de le 

calcagna, / colei 10 caccia al bosco e alla campagna." 

Fig. 122. AT, 39.5 x 62 mm. 

Canto 2 Bradarnante cornes upon Pinabello, "addolorato e lasso." 2.34-35. 

Fig. 123. A6', 40 x 62.5 mm. 

Canto 3. The sorceress Melissa reveals Bradamante's descendants to her. 

3.20-22. 

Fig. 124. B2', 39.5 x 62 mm. 

Canto 4. Brunello, bound to a pine tree, and Bradarnante, holding the 

magic ring she has taken Erom him. 4.14: "Io legb ben forte / ad uno abete 

chtalta avea la cima: / ma di dito l ' a ~ e l  gli trasse prima." 



Fig. 125. Mt, 43 x 63 mm. 

Canto 5. Polinesso climbs a ladder to reach Dalinda on Ginevra's balcony. 

5.9: "Si pub di quella in s'un verrone entrare, / die fuor del muro al 

discoperto usda. / Io facea il mio amator quivi montare; 1 e la s a l a  di corde 

onde salia, / io stessa da1 verron giù gli mandai"; 5.50: "Vien Polinesso, e 

alla s a l a  s'appoggia / die giù manda1& e monta in su la loggia." 

Fig. 126. Clv, 42 x 62 mm. 

Canto 6. On Alcina's island, Ruggiero refreshes hunself by a pool of water; 

the hippogryph is tethered to a myrtle, which is adually Astolfo, who has 

been trasformed by Alcina. 6.23-25: "E quivi appresso ove surgea una 

fonte / . . . / pose 10 scudo, e l'elmo da la honte / si trasse, e disarmossi 

arnbe le palme; / . . . / /Bagna talor ne la chiara onda e hesca / l'asciutte 

labra, e con le man diguazza". 

Fig. 127. C6v, 32 x 59 mm. 

Canto 7. Erifilla, riding a wolf. 7.3-5: "avea ne 10 scudo e su1 amiero / una 

gonfiata e velenosa botta." 

Fig. 128. DT, 31 x 59 mm. 

Canto 8. Ruggiero, escaping horn Alcina's palace, meets one of her 

servants on horseback. 8.3-5: "11 servo in pugno avea un augel grifagno / . 
. . / avea da lato il can fido compagne: / cavalcava un ronzin non troppo 

adorno." 

Fig. 129. D6v, 32 x 59 mm. 

Canto 9 (1530). Orlando chases a knight who is forcibly carrying off a 

maiden; the count believes her to be Angelica, but both she and her captor 

are in fact an illusion designed to lure him to Atlante's enchanted palace. 

This blodc appears in the 1530 edition containing the forty-canto venion of 

the text, but it was dropped in the 1536 edition, which has the definitive 



text. Ln the earlier version, the episode is found in 9.1043: "sopra un gran 

destrier0 / trottar si vede inanzi un cavdiero, / / che porta in bracao e su 

l'arcion dinante / per forza una mestissima domella. / . . . / / Non dico 

ch'eila fusse, ma parea / Angelica gentil ch'egh tanto ama. / . . . / / L'un 
fugge, e l'altro caccia . . . ." (see Orlando Furioso, ed. Debenedetti and Segre, 

323-24). The same passage, which stylistic but not substantive textual 

revisions, is found in 12.4-7 of the definitive Furioso. 

Fig. 130. e3', 32 x 59 mm. 

Canto 9 (1536). A damsel on a boat approaches Orlando, who needs to cross 

the river; he rides Brigliadoro. 9.8-14: "Orlando priega lei che ne la barca / 

sec0 10 tolga, et oltre il fiume il metta. / Et eiia lui: - Qui cavallier non 

varca, / il qua1 su la sua l e  non mi prometta / di fare una battaglia a mia 

richiesta". 

Fig. 131. E3', 32 x 58.5 mm. 

Canto 10. Olympia, after finding herself alone in the tent she shared with 

Bireno, sees his ship sailing off, leaving her on a deserted island. 10.20-24: 

"Quivi surgea ne1 lito estremo un sasso, / . . . / Olimpia in cima vi sali a 

gran paso / . . . / e di lontano le gonfiate vele / vide fuggir del suo signor 

crudele". 

Fig. 132. E8', 32 x 58 mm. 

Canto 11 (10). Ruggiero, having brought Angelica to a solitary wood after 

freeing her from the orc, attempts to seduce her. 11.2-3: "Qua1 raggion fia 

die '1 buon Ruggier raffrene, / si die non voglia ora pigliar diletto / 

dlAngelica gentil che nuda tiene / ne1 solitario e commodo boschetto?" 

Fig. 133. F5'; 32 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 12 (11). Orlando, having found Isabeila in a cave, listens as she 

begins to tell her story; Gabrina, the old woman, is a friend of Isabella's 



captors (13.42: "La donna vecchia, arnica a' malandrini"). 12.91-94: "In 

rnezzo la spelonca, appresso a un fuoco / era una donna di giocondo viso. . 
. . / / V'era ma vecchia. . . . / / Orlando dornando quai fosse tanto / scortese, 

ingiusto, barbaro et atroce, / che ne la grotta tenesse sepolto / un si gentile 

et amoroso volto. / / La vergne a fatica gli rispose, / interrotta da fervidi 

signiozzi. . . ." 

Fig. 134. G2: 31.5 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 13 (12). The Saracen kings Agramante and Maniiio pass their troops 

in review. 13.81433: ". . .il popul Moro / davanti al re Agramante ha preso 

l'arme, / die, molto minacciando ai Gigli d'oro, / 10 fa assembrare ad una 

mostra nuova, / per saper quanta gente si ritruova."; 14.10-11: "Marsilio 

prima, e poi fece Agramante / passar la gente sua schiera per schiera." 

Fig. 135. GV, 32 x 59 mm. 

A close copy of this block is used in the head-title (A27 of the edition 

of the Orlando Innnmorato published by Alvise de Torti in Venice in 1543 

(see Hams, Bibliograh 1.119, fig. 300). A similar review of the Saracen 

troops, and a source for this episode in the Furioso, is found in the 

1 n narnora t of 2.22.533,2.23.59, and 2.29.3-20 (see Orlando Furioso, ed. 

Cesare Segre, page 1315, note 22). 

Canto 14 (13). Rodomonte attacks Paris, 14.11>34, but his setting fire to the 

city, which is the actual subjed of the block, occurs in 16.2628: "Non pur 

ne1 sangue m a n  l'ira si stende / de l'empio re . . . / ma contra i tetti ancor, 

si che n'incende J le belle case e i profanati tempî." 

Fig. 136. W, 33 x 60 mm. 

Canto 15 (14). Grifone cornes upon Martano and Origille near Damascus; 

the block mislabels the two men. 15.101-105; 16.4-7: "il cavallier venia / 



s'un gran destrier con molta pompa m a t o :  / la perfida Orrigille in 

compagnia". 

Fig. 137. Ilv, 32.5 x 59 mm. 

Canto 16 (15). During the battle for Paris, Charlemagne leads his knights in 

an attack against Rodomonte. 16.8549: "Dei paladini e dei guemer più 

degni / Car10 si chiama dietro una gran parte, / e vêr la piazza fa drizzare i 

segni". 

Fig. 138. I c  32 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 17 (16). Grifone, "in farsetto", fights Norandino's men outside 

Damaseus. lï.l3l-35, 18.S7, and 18.5945. 

Fig. 139. W, 31.5 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 18 (17). Medoro lays down Dardinello's body, which he has rescued 

from the enemy camp (18.186-88), to defend himself against Zerbino's 

knights; to the left, his friend Cloridano airns an arrow at the knights. 19.6 

8: "ne si discosta mai da1 caro peso. / L'ha riposato al fin su l'erba, quando / 

regger no1 puote. . . ." 
Fig. 140. L2', 31.5 x 59 mm. 

Canto 19 (18). Marfisa speaks to Guidon Selvaggio, with whom she fought 

a long duel (19.8%106); the three knights to the right are her cornpanions 

(Astolfo, Aquilante, Grifone, and Sansonetto are with her in the city of the 

killer-women, see 19.43, 59). 19.108, 20.44: "Io son (disse) Marfisa". 

Fig. 141. M3': 32.5 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 20 (19). Zerbino and Ermonide clash as Gabrina look on. 21.9-20: 

"Poi die preso a bastanza ebbon del piano, / tomârsi incontra a tutta briglia 

ratü." F e  episode begins in 20.144, where Gabrina and Zerbino meet 

Ermonide). 



Fig. 142. NIr, 32 x 58.5 mm. 

Canto 21 (îû). After leaving Ermonide (21.70), Zerbino and Gabrina come 

upon the body of Pinabello. 22.4: "giunse dove in una chiusa valle / si 

vide un cavallier morto davante." 

Fig. 143. N8', 32 x 59 mm. 

Canto 22 (a). Bradamante leaves Pinabellots body to retum to Ruggiero. 

22.97-98: "L'ardita Bradamante in questo mezzo / giunto avea Pinabello a 

un passo stretto; / e cento volte gli avea fin a mezzo / messo il brando pei 

fianchi e per 10 petto. / . . . / le spalle al bosco testimonio volse / con quel 

destrier che gis il fellon le tolse." 

Fig. 144. 04') 32 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 23 (22). In his madness, Orlando attacks the shepherds who have 

come to see the source of the great noise caused by his frenzied uprooting of 

trees (23.132-36). 24.56: "si voltan per fuggir, ma non sanno ove, / . . . / 
uno ne piglia, e del capo 10 scema / . . . / / Per una gamba il grave tronco 

prese, / e quel10 usb per mazza adosso al resto". 

Fig. 145. H: 32 x 60 mm. 

Canto 24 (23). Rodomonte, Mandricardo, Doralice, and the dwarf who had 

been guiding Rodomonte to Doralice (see 18.28-36, 23.38) set off towards 

Paris. 24.1û8-115; 25.3: "Or l'uno e l'altro cavallier pagano, / . . . / va, per 

s a h r  I'esercito africano, / con la donna gentil verso Pangi; / e va con essi 

ancora il piccol nano / che seguitb del Tartaro i vestigi, / fin die con lui 

condotto a fronte a fronte / avea quivi il geloso Rodomonte." 

Fig. 146. P8: 32 x 60 mm. 

Canto 25 (24). Ruggiero, Ricciardetto, Aidigiero, and Marfisa arrive to 

rescue Malagigi and Viviano, prisonen of the Saracens. 26.9-12: "in 

mezzo a lance, spade et archi, / venian dolenti i duo germani presi". 



Fig. 147. QY, 32 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 26 (25). As Ricciardetto and Rodornonte begin to do battle, Doralice's 

horse, possessed by a demon commanded by Malagigi, c h e s  her off. 

26.127-30: "Quel ronzin, corne il diavol se Io porte, / dopo u n  gran salto se 

ne va con quella, / che pur grida soccono, in tanta fretta, / che non 

l'avrebbe giunto una saetta." 

Fig. 148. FUv, 32 x 59 mm. 

Canto 27 (26). The innkeeper, standing to the right, begins to tell 

Rodomonte his tale against women; the other men are the innkeeper's 

relatives. 27.1394: "ne1 capo una istoria mi si saisse, / . . . / E se, signor, a 

voi non spiace udire, / a lor confusion ve la vo' dire." 

Fig. 149. SIv, 32.5 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 28 (27). Rodomonte meets the grieving Isabeila and the rnonk, who 

are leading a horse carrying Zerbino's coffin (its manufacture is detailed in 

24.92). 28.95-101: "vide venir per mezzo un prato erboso, / . . . / una 

donzella di viso amoroso / in compagnia d'un rnonaco barbato; / e si 

traeano dietro un gran destrier0 / sotto una soma coperta di nero." 

Fig. 150. SV, 32 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 29 (9). Orlando, dragging Angelica's mare behind him, continues in 

his madness. 29.68-72: "Sentendo poi che gli gravava troppo, / la pose in 

terra, e volea trarla a mano. / . . . / AI fin da1 capo le levb il capestro, / e 

dietro la legb sopra il pi8 destro; / / e cos1 la strascina. . . ." 
Fig. 151. TY, 32 x 60 mm. 

Canto 30 (BI. Guidon Selvaggio challenges Ricciardetto, who is heading to 

Paris with his brothers and cousins (i.e., Rinaldo, Alardo, Ricàardo, 

Guicciardo, Malagigi, and Viviano). 31.7-8: 'Sfidb aila giostra Ricciardetto, 

ch'era / dinanzi, e vista avea di guerrier franco". 



Fig. 152. VIv, 32.5 x 60 mm. 

Canto 31 (30). Marfisa hands Brunello over to Agramante, who has him 

hanged. 32.6-9: "E gli menb Brunello, e gli ne fece / Libero dono. . . ." 

Fig. 153. V6', 31 x 59 mm. 

Canto 32 (31). Astolfo, riding the hippogryph, drives off the harpies 

affliding Senapo, Emperor of Ethiopia. 33.12526: "Subito il paladin dietro 

lor sprona: / . . . / e per l'aria, cacaando i mostri, poggia." 

Fig. 154. X4'. 31 x 59 mm. 

Canto 33. Bradamante defeats the three kings accompanying Ullania, using 

Astolfo's magic lance (see 32.73-77). 33.66-69: "abbassb l'asta, et a tre colpi 

in terra / li mandb tutti; e qui fini la guerra". 

Fig. 155. YIv/ 31.5 x 57 mm. 

Canto 34 (32). St. John the Evangelist shows Astolfo the phials that contain 

the wits men lose on earth; the illustration includes the inscription 

'Paradiso', but the actual setting is the moon. 34.82-83: "Poi giunse a quel 

che par si averlo a nui, / die mai per esso a Dio voti non fêrse; / io dico il 

senno: e n'era quivi un monte, / solo assai più che l'altre cose conte. / / Era 

come un liquor suttile e molle, / atto a esalar, se non si tien ben chiuso; / e 

si vedea raccolto in varie ampolle, / qual più, qual men capace, atte a 

quell'uso." 

Fig. 156. Y8', 30 x 59.5 mm. 

Canto 35 (33). Bradamante jousts with Ferraù before the walls of Arles, as 

Agramante, his retinue, and the people of the city look on from the 

ramparts. 35.74-79. 

Fig. 157. 24', 31.5 x 60 mm. 



Canto 36 (34). Ruggiero takes his leave of Marfisa and Bradamante to 

return to Agramante. 36.83: 'Tolta da lor licenzia, al fin Ruggiero / per 

tomare al suo re volgea il destriero". 

Fig. 158. Zû", 31 x 60.5 mm. 

Canto 37. Ruggiero, Marfisa, and Bradamante, taking Ullania and her two 

cornpanions up on their steeds, set off to punish Marganorre. 37.2&33: 

"Bradamante non vu01 ch1Ullania peste / le strade a pi&, ch'avea a piede 

anco fatte, / e se la leva in groppa del destriero; / I'altra Marfisa, I'altra il 

buon Ruggiero." 

Fig. 159. ZAC, 32 x 57 mm. 

Canto 38 (35). As their respective arrnies look on, Rinaldo and Ruggiero do 

battle. 38.88-90: "Ecco si vede incominciar I'assalto, / sonar il ferro, or girar 

basso, or alto." 

Fig. 160. 2B3i 31.5 x 61 mm. 

Canto 39 (36). A naval battle is joined when Agrarnante's ship, and the 

Saracen fleet it leads on the return to Africa, encounter the Christian fleet, 

sailing to France; the Latter is under the command of Dudone. 39.78-86. 

Fig. 161. 2B7",30 x 58.5 mm. 

Canto 40. The block used in Canto 39 is repeated here to illustrate the end 

of the episode, wherein Agramante sees that the battle is lost and flees. 

40.5-9. 

Fig. 161. 2C4. 

Canto 41 (37). Before their duel (40.78-82,41.4-5), Ruggiero and Dudone 

exchange words; behind Ruggiero are the seven captive African kings 

whom he wants to free (40.71-76), and whom Dudone releases after he 

concedes the match (41.6-7). 40.76-78: "vo' che '1 suo nome, / inanzi che 

segua altro, mi palese; / e cos1 domandollo: e seppe corne / era Dudon 



figliuol dtUggier danese. / Dudon gravo Ruggier poi d'ugual some, / e 

parimente 10 trovb cortese." 

Fig. 162. 2C8', 31 x 60 mm. 

Canto 42 (38). On the island of Lipadusa, Orlando, Brandimarte, and 

Oliviero engage Agramante, Gradasso, and Sobrino in combat. 41.46, 68. 

102; 42.6-18. 

Fig. 163. 2D5', 31 x 60 mm. 

Canto 43 (39). Rinaldo is asked by the Mantuan knight, his host, to drink 

from the goblet, and thus to test his wife's fidelity. 42.9û-104: "Ora essendo 

la cena terminata, / ecco un donzeilo a chi I'ufficio tocca, / pon su la mensa 

un bel nappo d'or fino, / di ho r  di gemme, e dentro pien di vino. / / . . . / / 

Quasi Rinaldo di cercar suaso / quel che poi ritrovar non vorria forse, / 

messa la mano inanzi, e preso il vaso, / fu presso di volere in prova pôrse". 

(The episode continues into the next canto, 43.549.) 

Fig. 164. 2E2', 30.5 x 60 mm. 

Canto 44. Ruggiero is presented to Charlemagne when the Christian 

knights retum in triumph to the imperial court. 44.27-31: Te r  onorar 

costor ch'eran sostegno / del santo Imperio e la maggior colonna, / Car10 

mandb la nobiltà del regno / ad incontrarli fin sopra la Sonna. / Egli usà 

poi coi suo drappel più degno / di re e di duci, e con la propria donna, / 

hior de le mura. . . . / / Rinaido e Orlando insieme et Oliviero / al signor 

loro appresentâr Ruggiero; / / . . . . 1 / L'imperator Ruggier fa risalire, ch'era 

per riverenzia sceso a piede. . . ." 
Fig. 165. 2F4', 32 x 58 mm. 

Canto 45. The single combat between Bradamante and Ruggiero, outside 

the walls of Paris; Ruggiero is disguised as Leone (see 45.54-55 and 64-69). 



45.7242: "Ruggier sta su I'awiso, e si difende / con gran destrezza, e lei 

mai non offende." 

Fig. 166. 2GlV, 32 x 57.5 mm. 

Canto 46 (40). Before retuming to Paris, Melissa, Leone, and Ruggiero stop 

in a monastery so that Ruggiero may regain his strength. 46.474: 

"Quindi partiti, giunser, che più via / non fer di mezza lega, a m a  badia: / / 

ove posaro il resto di quel giorno, / e l'altro appresso, e l'altro tutto intero, 

/ tanto che '1 cavailier da1 liocorno / tomato tu ne1 suo vigor prirniero." 

Fig. 167. 2G7", 30 x 59 m. 



26. Venezia, Alvise Torti. IX.1536. 

[Fleuron] ORLANDO [fleuron] I FVRIOSO DI MISER LVDOVICO I 

ArioJto con la noua giunta , & Le notationi di tutti I gli luoghi , doue per 

lui e Jtato tal opra am- I pliata : corne nella noua Tauola ne1 I fine per 

ordine vedere fi puole, I Stampato e corretto. I [woodcut portrait of 

Ariosto, 88 x 68 mm] I 3tngrejb per AIuailebe p~:arti. I [ d e :  28 mm1 I M D 

XXXVI. 

8": A-2G8 Wb. 246 il., ff. 1 II-CCXLIIII [2). $4 (-Al, 2H4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr  1 Title-page ( fig. 168). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[A2' 1 Head- title: 'CANTO PRIMO I e t a n b o  suriolo bi ftfloIjer ~ u b o u i  I 

~ o ~ t o a b p . 1 1 u ~ t i ~ ~ i u u i  e f iueren  - 1 bi[limoCmbinalemm~p~ip - I polpfn ba fun 

hopmrn. I CANTO PRIMO. I L2 E bare [ . . .IV. 2 coll. x 4 stanzas. 

[A2'-2H4'] OF text. 

[2H4'] Colophon/Register: '[2 coll. x Zstanzas] I [colophon] I REGISTRO. 

l A B C [  ...] XYZ. I AABB[ . . . ]  HH. I 'Iatttti[mioqtmUemierrpttn~~@ee 

barn.' (Fig. 169.) 

[îH4v] Blank. 



[2H5'-2HS] Guazzo's list of aggiunte: 'NOTATION DELLI LVOGHI 

DOVE I ~ o n o ~ n ~ ~ ~ e m i o a e a g ~ u n t e ~ r ~ e ~ ~ e r ~ a b o ~ ~ i t ~ ~ r i o ~ t o  1 an lematerieiori. Eî ptr 

atbimp pojte, jetr)a mol I teallceltamewr ilb'étto auttpremuhrte. I I? Rima. nelmrdD nono 

[ . . . 1'. The text is set in two columns on both pages; at the bottom of col. b 

on 2H5": 'FINISSE.' 

[W6] Lacking. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G60. Type-page: 128 (134) x 93 mm (W). 2 con. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 3/ 3.5 mm. Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Title: [verso 1 
CANTO I PRIMO - XLVI. ET VLTIMO (AT-2H4'). Canto Openings: type 

1, in the same gothic as the main text, but the numben are in roman caps 

(i.e., "Canto X"), in gothc. 

The roman caps on the title-page measure 6 mm in line 1, and 3 mm 

in iine 2 and the date. The roman caps used for the mnning titles, the 

foliation, the registre, and the heading of the Guano paratext measure 2.5 

mm. The initials in the canto openings Vary in height from 4 to 5.5 mm. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 152 x 104 mm (Pl). 

2. Fingerprint. o.co e.te tema egep (3) 1536 (R). 

3. Provenance. On the front pastedown of the BCAF copy there is the 

following note: "Acquistato per munificenza del Senatore Vittorio Cini da1 

Sig. Margherini Graziani di Firenze per f 2200. . . . G. Ravegnani, 

bibliotecario, 23 Marzo 1934-XII." 

4. Paratext. The list of giunte on the last two pages is copied from the 

original text as it was first printed by Zoppino the same year (entry 25, MT- 



W7"). Here, the phrase "per me Marco Guazzo" has been excised from the 

heading, suggesting that Torti published the text without Guazzo's 

authority. 

5. Portrait. The portrait block of Ariosto on the title-page is also found in 

Torti's 1535 and 1539 editions of the Furioso (entry 22, fig. 79; entry 31). 

6. Another Torti Edition? Agnelli and Ravegnani list a 1536 quarto by 

Torti which does not appear in any modem catalogue. This quarto differs 

£rom Torti's 1535 edition in that it has the Guano paratext and the canto 

blocks, "le quali [i.e., le illustrazioni] perb non sono che quelle della 

zoppiniana del 1530. Ami, deve dirsi che questa edizione del Torti non & 

che l'edizione dello Zoppino del 1536, alla quale s'& cambiata la carta del 

frontispizio e la carta della sottoscrizione" (47). Agnelli and Ravegnani, 

therefore, believe that copies of the earlier Zoppino edition were re-issued 

with new title and colophon leaves bearing Torti's name. This raises 

significant doubts about the existence of an actual 1536 Torti quarto edition, 

and these doubts are given support by the actual format of some of the 

copies reported in the Annali. The copy in the Biblioteca Ange10 Mai in 

Bergamo, which is the only 1536 Torti held there, turns out to be not a 

quarto, but the octavo edition described in this entry. (The iibrary provided 

this information and photocopies of the book to Neil Harris, who made 

them available to me.) The Grenville copy now in the BL (G. 10973) is 

listed in both the BLC (10.508) and the BM (39) as an octavo, and therefore 

part of this edition, iike the Bergamo copy. According to Agnelli and 

Ravegnani, there was also a copy in the Biblioteca Nazionale di Napoli. 

EDIT16, however, does not report this presumed quarto edition, and the 

Naples copy is not included in the entry for the Torti octavo (A.2559). The 

present location of the copy described by Panizzi (25-27), which is 



apparently the basis for Agnelli and Ravegnani's description, is unknown, 

and this leaves the copy in the BN, which is listed in the not always reliable 

BNC as a quarto (3.1180; this volume was published in 1899). A definitive 

conclusion can only be reached upon examination of this last copy, but, 

given the available data, there is a strong possibility that the 1536 quarto is a 

ghost-an edition that is listed in a printed source but which does not exist. 

Another indication that this might be the case is that in Panizzi's 

description of the presumed quarto edition (26), Guazzo's name is printed 

in the heading to his list of giunte, whereas the name is excluded in both 

the 1536 edition (see note 4 above) and in the octavo published by Torti in 

1539; it is unlikely that Torti would want to omit the author of the paratext 

in two editions pnnted three years apart, and yet make it explicit in another 

edition published, according to Paniui, in December 1536, three months 

after the first octavo. Until the BN copy helps to clarify the problem, al1 

conjectures regarding the real nature of Panizzi's copy-a reissue of the 

Zoppino edition with different title and colophon leaves, a copy of the 

Zoppino with extraneous or facsimile leaves, or in fad a real edition by 

Torti-an o d y  remain conjectures, and they have been listed in this entry 

because copies of the edition described here were mistaken for the alieged 

quarto. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 4344; BRUNFT 1.429; EDIT16 A.2559; GR-E 1.197; G m r  

27; M ~ t n - T m  4243; 24-25; SANDER 1.97; T m  12S24. 



COPY EXAMTNED 

BCAF (E.2.26, lacking leaf W6). 

OTHER COPLES 

BL (G. 10973); BN ( R k  Yd. 244); Bergamo, Bibiioteca Civica Ange10 Mai 

(1.1848); Venezia, Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti (II.9.E.3). 



27. Venezia, Giovanni Giolito De' Ferrari/Agostino Bindoni. 1536. 

A (BCAB copy): ORLANDO FVRIOSO I DI MESSER LVDOVICO 

ARIOSTO I con la noua giunta, 6 le notationi di tutti I gli luoghi, doue 

per 1 ui e Jtato tnl opra I amplinta: corne nella noua Tauola I nel fine E 

ordine vedere Ji pidole. I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 98 x 72.5 mm] I In 

VinegUi ad inJtantiu di M. Gioani Giolitto d a  Trino> 

B (HL copy): [fleuron, 9 x 7 mm] ORLANDO [fleuron, 8.5 x 7.5 mm] I 

FVRIOSO DI MESER LVDOVICO I Brioltorrinlanoua ginnta, 2 lenotatiorribitum 

1 @ Iuogw .boue per h i  eftato tel ogra amplia - 1 ta : mme nelia mua Tanola ne1 fine 1 per 

orbinebeberlipaok. 1 [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 98 x 73 mm] 1 M D W V I .  

Col op ho n. s ini l ie  Orianbo $un010 bi meller ~ubouico &io/to ba se tram,  1 naouamente 

ùa lui proprio conla mnaa ~iunta  b'aitn mnti 1 nuoui ampliab 2 corteth .S$rmpato in %nema 

1 per ~ugujtimbi @inboni. ~ e a i ~ n n i  bel 1 Btgnore. M D XXXVI. 

8": A-~H'. 248 11., ff. 1 2-244 [4]. %(-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Titie-page (A: hg. 170; 0: fig. 177). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER I Ludouico ArioJto 

nobile Ferrarele al10 IUuJ'trijJimo I e ReuerendiJ'Jimo Cardinale Donno 

Hip= I polyto da EJte Juo Signore. I Canto Primo. I L2 EbPne [ . . . 1'. 2 coll. 

x 4 stanzas. (BCAB copy: fig. 171; HL copy: fig. 178.) 



[A2'-2H4'] OF text. @CAB copy: figs. 172-75; HL copy: figs. 179-82.) 

[îH4'] Colophon / Register '[2 coll. x 2 stanzas] I [colop hon] I REGISTRO. 

i C . .  . l Bisr @ B I [  ... ]POP,  1 PGatti/onoqoabectti.' (Fig. 176.) 

[W4"] Blank. 

[îMr-2HS] Guazzo's üst of aggiun te: 'NOTATION1 DELLI LVOGHI 

DOVE I lom ~JtairjemtoueaB~unte permeIIer f i b o t t i  O 1 ron krnateriebri. d 

perorbineqpo/te. / e n p  mol - 1 te a l lrej ta~e  ver i~betto wttorem$te. 1 Btrna. nel i to  

nono[ . . . 1'. The text is set in two columns on both pages. 

[Z-Kr-2HT] Table of episodes: 'llI 1 olnnetiar s carte 23.3u . . . 3  pages]'. 

[W] Portrait of Ariosto (the same block is used on the title-page). 

[WB] Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G60. Type-page: 126 (133) x 90 (103) mm (GZr). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 3/ 3 mm (Q3'). Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Title: 

[verso] Canto I Primo - QuaranteJimoJelto & vltimo (A2v-2H4r). Canto 

Openings: type 1, in the same gothic as the main text (i.e., "ûbnto Bemnho"), 

ini tia12. 

The roman caps on titie-page A rneasure 4 mm in line 1, and 2.5 mm 

in line 2. The roman caps in line 1 of title-page B measure 5 mm, in line 2, 

2.5 mm, and in the date, 3.5 mm. The initial on A2' measures 5.5 mm. 

TWO SEPARATE ISSUES 

Two of the copies examined show the existence of two issues of this 

edition, a fact heretofore unrecorded. The BCAB and HL copies are 

identical in rnost respects: aside from the same contents, they have the 



same fingerprint, and a dose cornparison of the HL copy with 

reproductions taken from BCAB/ IO.XX.IV.36 reveals that they were 

produced from the same setting of type. The only differences are found in 

the text and setting of the two title-pages (see figs. 170 and 177), but the same 

portrait block is used on both pages. 

The two copies represent a case of separate issue: the hYo issues 

appeared simultaneously but with different imprînts. The BCAB copy 

represents the issue published by Giovanni Giolito and printed by Agostino 

Bindoni, whose name appears in the colophon; the HL copy bears only 

Bindoni's name. It is apparent that there was an agreement between 

Giolito, who probably financed the edition by providing the capital to buy 

the paper, as he usually did (see Part 1, section 5), and Bindoni, who printed 

the book in his shop, and who kept part of the run himself to sel1 under his 

own name, and thus recoup his costs. 

The evidence supports further conclusions regarding the production 

of this edition. There are no visible cancels in either copy, which is an 

indication that the first gathenng was not altered by excising the first leaf 

and replacing it with a different one. Furthemore, gathering A shows the 

same setting of type in both copies (figs. 172-75, 17942), with two 

exceptions that wili be discussed below; this eliminates the possibility that 

the second titie-page was produced by re-printing, and therefore re-setting, 

the first gathering. What likely happened was that at a certain point in the 

run, work was stopped so that the forme holding the title-page could be 

altered, replacing the fint title-page with the second. This conclusion is 

supported by one of the exceptions just mentioned: the line-to-line 

positions of the catchword "Ritorno" and the two lines of verse above it on 

the verso of leaf 8 are slightly different (see figs. 175 and 182). The verso of 



leaf 8 is part of the same forme as the redo of leaf 1, and is actually adjacent 

to it (see Gaskell, figs. 50-51, and Zappella, M a n  uale, figs. 109-15). When 

the title-page was changed, the page next to it in the forme was unsettled. 

The difference is such, however, that it is impossible to determine which 

title-page passed under the press first. The other difference is on the redo 

of leaf 8: in HL copy, the letter i at the end of line 1 of the last stanza in 

column a (in the word "lustri") is sornewhat askew (figs. 181); in the BCAB 

copy, the letter has moved above the line (fig. 174). The type was not set 

properly within the forme, and it was nudged loose during printing. The 

redo of leaf 8, however, is not part of the same forme as the title-page, so 

this is not hrther proof of the changes described above. 

Since the titie-page was changed during the run itself, one must 

conclude that the two issues were meant to be çold at the same t h e .  

Therefore, the edition was issued simultaneously in two different forms. 

The BFC copy lacks the title leaf, hence it  is not possible to determine 

to which issue it belongs. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 146 mm (BCAB, A3); 151 mm (BFC, 83); 145 mm (HL). 

2. Fingeqnint. o.co e.e: tera egep (3) 1536 (R). 

3. PrmenancelState of Copy. On the f in t  flyleaf of the BCAB copy, a label: 

"Libreria Marghieri, Napoli". The bottom right corner of A l  in this copy 

has been worn away, obliterating the last words of the final line of the title 

text. The front pastedown of the BFC copy bears a label with the name of 

'Tammaro De Marinis". The HL copy bears on its front pastedown the 

label of the Canaday collection and the ex libns of Adriana Salem (see entry 

20, note 3). 



4. Paratexts. The List of aggiunte follows the reading of the paratext as it 

was fint printed by Zoppino (entry 25), except that here, Guazzo's name is 

absent from the heading on W5', as it is in the 1536 Torti edition (see entry 

26, note 4). The table of episodes is found in the 1535 Bindoni and Pasini 

odavo (entry 23, 2W-2KlV, figs. 91-92), and the Turin quarto of 1536 by 

Giovanni Giolito (entry 24, iT-i8', figs. 102-3); in this edition, however, the 

heading of the table was not printed. 

S. Portrait. This iç the block used by Francesco Bindoni and Maffeo Pasini 

in their editions of the Furioso (see entry 23, note 4). Agostino was 

Francesco's uncle, but he ran his own press (Ascarelli-Menato 349). The 

use of this block here and its re-appearance in Francesco's editions later, 

however, indicates that typographical equipment moved between the two 

print-shops. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 48; ~ N G I  1.5; EDF16 A.2558; GRAESSE 1 .IV; G m r  3û-31; 

MELZ-Tm 44-45; SANDER 1.97; T m  126, 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BCAB (10.XX.IV.36, lacking W1-3,2H4-8); HL ('IC5.Ar431.5160.1536e); BFC 

(0159, lacking Al). 

OTHER COPY 

Pontida, Biblioteca di S. Giacomo Maggiore Apostolo. 



28. Venezia, Benedetto Bindoni. 1.111.1537. 

[Within a woodcut decorative border, 188 x 126 mm, made up of four 

separate pieces; top: 23 x 124.5 mm; bottom: 23 x 123.5 mm; right: 23 x 142 

mm; l e k  23 x 140 mm] ORLANDO I FVRIOSO DI MESSER I 

LVDOVICO ARIOSTO NOBI I le FerrareJe, di nuouo riltampato, & 

hiJtona I to :con ogni diligëtia da1 fuo originale toi I to, con le Notationi 

di tutti gli luoghi, I doue per lui eftato ampliato, Corne I ne1 Fine 

del'opera chiaro fi uede. I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 97 x 73 mm] 

Colophon. In Vinegia per Benedetto de Bendonis I De 1'IJella del Lago 

magiore. I Nel'Anno del Signore. I M D X X X V 1 1. I a di primo I 

Marzo. I Regnante 1'Inclito Principe Mener Andrea Griti. 

4': A-Z8 2&2H8. 248 LI., ff. 1 2-19 20 21-59 60 61-233,234,235-U8 [2] (see 

note 3 for irregularities in foliation). $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 183). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT] Headtitle: 'ORLANDO FVFüOSO DI MESSER LVDO I VICO 

A R I m O  ALLO LLVSTRISSIMO, E REVE I RENDISSMO CARDINALE 

DONNO HIPPO I LrrO DA ESTE S V 0  SIGNORE. I [woodcut illustration, 

77.5 x 91 mm] I CANTO PRIMO. I L2 E done, i cauallier [ . . . . 2  stanzas x 2 

columns]'. (Fig. 184.) 

[A2r-2H6V] OF text. (Figs. 185,188.) 



[îH6"] End of OF: '[2 columns x 24 stanzas] I FINISSE. I PRO BON0 

MALVM.' (Fig. 186.) 

[2HT-2W] Guazzo's List of gzunte: 'NOTATIONI DELLI LOGHI W V E  

SONO LE S'T'AN- I ze nuoue aggiunte per mener [ . . . 1'. The text is 

arranged in 2 columns, and at the bottom of column b on W T :  "RNISSE.' 

(Fig. 187.) 

[W8'1 Register/Colophon: 'REGISTRO. I A B C [ . . . 1 Y Z 1 AA BB [ . . . ] 
GG HH I Quaderni. I [colophoni I [printer's device, with his initials and 

the figure of Justice, 44 x 37 mm]'. (Fig. 187.) 

[2H8'] Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R82. Type-page: 183.5 (187.5) x 127.5 mm (Q3'). 2 columns x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: type 1,331 6 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO 1 PRIMO- 

QVARANTESIMOSESTO [A2'-2H6'1. Catchwords: leaf 8. Canto Openings: 

type 3; the canto heading is in the same font as the main text and appears as 

follows: 'Canto quarto.' - 'Canto TrenteJimoJefto', 'CANTO. XXXVIL' - 

'CANTO XLVI.'; the heading is placed in the interstanza space, either below 

or above the illustration, and an initialZ in gothic follows. The openings 

for cantos 2 and 3 are copied from their counterparts in the Zoppino quarto 

of 1536-see figs. 107 and 108. 

Title-page caps: line 1,s  mm; line 2, 4 mm; line 3, 3.5 mm. The caps 

in the head-titie measure 4 mm in line 1, and 3.5 in lines 2-4, and the latter 

are also used in the running titles and the register. 



WOODCUTS 

1. Canto Illustrations. Starting with the second one, each of the cantos is 

preceded by a woodcut illustration. There are 43 blocks, al1 dose copies of 

the original series published in the Zoppino quartos (see entry 25a for a 

detailed description). The blocks Vary in height from 33 to 35 mm, and in 

width from 60 to 61.5 mm. As in the Zoppino edition, the block for canto 

39 is repeated in canto 40; in addition, here the block for canto 5 is repeated 

in canto 29. The Zoppino models are followed faithfully, to the point of 

repeating mistakes made in the inscriptions: the cut for canto 34 is labelled 

"Paradiso", but the actual setting is the moon (see fig. 188, and entry 25a). 

The cutting is less skilled than ihat found in the Zoppino originals. Here, 

the lines tend to be stiffer, and the shading is less effective. 

2. The block in the head-title re-appean in Agostino Bindoni's 1538 edition 

of the [nnamora to. According to Harris, it was a stock woodcut often used 

to illustrate chivalric books (Bibliografin 1.50,113, and 115; figs. 119 and 298). 

3. Portrait. This is the same block that was used by Francesco Bindoni in 

his 1535 Furioso, and it also found in Agostino Bindoni's 1536 and 1539 

octavo editions (entries 23, 27, 29). 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 207 mm (M3). 

2. Fingerprin t . 0.0, a,a. o. io NeTi (3) 1537 (R). 

3. Folia tionlRunning Titles. This edition is a dose copy of the 1536 

Zoppino, and the pruiter has not rectified the foliation errors that occur in 

his mode1 (see entry 25, note 4). In both copies examined, the foliation is 

incorrect from Tl to the end of the book: the eight leaves of gathenng S are 

correctly numbered 137-144, but this series is repeated in gathering T, and 



the foliation continues on Ieaf V I  with 145 instead of the correct 153. The 

foliation also shows numerous errors, including the absence of the leaf 

number on 11. 20,60, and 234. Many errors also occur in the ninning titles, 

but there is no sigruficant pattern to these mistakes. They are a sign that 

the edition was printed in a humed and careless manner, probably to Save 

on the cost of labour. 

4. T h e  Bindonis. As detailed above in the Woodcuts section, the head-title 

illustration is found in another edition by Agostino Bindoni, Benedetto's 

brother, and the pomait block on the title-page was used previously by 

Francesco Bindoni, his nephew, and also by Agostino, in their editions of 

the Fiirioso (entry 23; entry 27, note 5). Each of the men operated his own 

publishing and printing business (Ascarelli-Menato 349-50), Francesco in 

partnership with Pasini, but the reoccurrence of the same blocks in editions 

by al1 three is further proof that they shared typographical equipment, 

either owning it in common, or exchanging it as the need arose. 

5. Paratext. The list of aggiunte follows the reading of this paratext as it was 

first printed by Zoppino (enhy 25). This edition, unlike the Torti and 

Giolito/Bindoni editions of 1536 (entries 26 and 27), includes Guazzo's 

name in the heading (fig. 186). 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNAM 48-49; BARUFFALDI 299; BRUNET 1.430; Choix de livres 

anciens n. 4045; EDlT16 A.2566; GRAESSE 1.197; G m r  31; M ~ u u o t n u  1.1070; 

MELZ-Tm 45-46; PANEZ 27-28; SANDER 1.97; TOSI 126-27. 



COPIES EXAMINED 

CRRs (PQJ 45671 A2/ 1537; leaf îH8 in facsimile); HL ('IC5.Ar434.5160.1537). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 11071); BTM (G. 407); Oxford, Bodleian Library, Univ. of Oxford; 

Oxford, Al1 Souls' College, Univ. of Oxford. 



29. Venezia, Agostino Bindoni. 1539. 

ORLANDO FVRlOSO DI I MESSER LVDOMCO ARIOSTO I con la noua 

giunta, & le nofationi di tutti gli luoghi, I doue per fui e Jtata ta1 opra 

ampliata: corne I nelln noua T a u o f a  nel fine per I ordine vedere fi 
p o l e .  I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 93 x 72 mm] I I M. D. XXXVUI][. 

8": A-ZB 2~-2H'. 248 il., Ef. 1 2-244 245 246 [2). $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr 1 Title-page. 

[Alv]  Blank. 

[A ï r ]  Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER I Ludouico Ariojto 

nobile FerrareJe al10 IlluJtriJJimo I e ReuerendiJIimo Cardinale Donno 

Hip= I polyto da EJte Juo Signore. I Canto Primo. I L2 Ebme [ . . . 1'. 2 cou. 

x 4 stanzas. 

[AT-2H4'1 OF text. 

[Ne] Colophon1 Register: '[2 coll. x 2 stanzas] I [colophon] I REGISTRO. 

l 9 [ ]  l B . . .  1 Enttihoqaabertn.' 

[W4') Woodcut portrait of Arîosto, 97.5 x 72 mm, within a border of 4 

unmatched ornamental pieces. 

[2H5'-2H5'] Table of episodes: 'oI 1 Sngeliai a carte 23.31 [ . . . 3  pages]'. 



[W6'-2H6"] Guazzo's list of aggi u n te: 'NOTATION1 DELLI LVOCHI [sic] 

DOVE I jono ~jhi~ettttoueaggiantepet: mejIerp~boui ~ r i o / t o  1 rrin ie matecieioro. 

ocbinequipoftr,~en)amol- I tea~treftarrjeger ilbetto w f t o r m .  I f)) Sima. rteirato nona 

[ . . . 1'. The text is set in two colurnns on both pages. 

1247-2H81 Lacking in the HL copy, but reported as blank by Agnelli- 

Ravegnani. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G60. Type-page: 125 (131.5) x 89 mm (S4'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 313 mm (Ur). Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Title: 

[verso] Canto I Primo - Quarante@no$eJto & vltimo. (AT-2H4'). Canto 

Openings: type 1, in the same gothic as the main text (i.e., " ~ r r t o  &eoonbo"), 

initial2. 

The roman caps on the title-page measure 4 mm in line 1, and 3.5 

mm in line 2. The main text uses both gothic and roman caps. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 152 mm (Al). 

2. Fingerprint. coco e.e: tera glep (3) 1539 (R). 

3. Portrait BlocklDafing. The portrait block is the same one used in the 

previous editions of the Furioso by the various Bindonis (entries 23, 27, 28). 

On the title-page, it has been trimmed down about 5 mm at the top, but on 

W4v the same cut is printed to its full height, as it was in its previous 

appearance in 1537 (fig. 183). The block, therefore, was probably damaged ai 

the top during the prïnting of this edition, and was reduced at the top so 

that the damage, perhaps a crack, would not be visible on the page, and 

perhaps aiso to prevent hirther deterioration. This tells us that the title- 



page was printed after the last gathering, a common practice designed to 

allow for last-minute changes to the title or the addition of preliminary 

matter. The possibility that the title-leaf is a cancel added to old, unsold 

sheets of the 1536 Agostino Bindoni edition, on which this edition is 

closely modelled, can be discounted with certainty: a cornparison of this 

copy with the HL copy of the earlier edition (HL/ *1C5.Ar434.516o.1536ef 

entry 27) shows clear evidence that the 1539 octavo was printed from a new 

setting of type throughout. This evidence also proves that the edition was 

printed before the Giglio quarto that is dated N.1539, since there the block 

appears only in its damaged state (see fig. 189); the two enhies have been 

ordered accordingly. 

4. Paratexts. The Table of episodes and Guazzo's List are copied from the 

1536 octavo by the same pinter (entry 27). This edition does not have 

marginal notes in the main text. 

5. Provenance. This copy was part of the collection donated to Harvard by 

the Canadays (see entry 20, note 3). It bears the ex libris of Adnana Salem, 

Thomas Gaisford, and Giuseppe Cavalieri. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 52-53; BRUNET 1.430; EDKï6 A.2578; GRAESSE 1.197; 

G m  34; MELZ-Tosr 47-48; SANDER 1.97; TOSI 130. 

COPY EXAMLNED 

HL ('IC5.Ar434.5160.1539~; la& 2H7, 2H8). 



O m R  COPES 

B K ;  BL (G. 10975); Breslau, Bibiioteka Uniuersytecka (450.132); Milano, 

Biblioteca Cornunale. 



30. Venezia, Domenico Giglio e fratelli. N.1539. 

[Fleuron, 9 x 8 mm] ORLANDO [fleuron, 9 x 8 mm] I FVRIOSO DI 

MESSER I LVDOVICO ARlOSTO NOBILE FERRARESE, I di nuouo 

riftampato,& hiftoriato: Con o a  diligenza dal fuo 1 Ori-ale tolto : Con 

Ia nuoua ~iunta:  Et le nota- I tioni di tutti Li ho& doue per lui e ftato I 

ta1 Opra ampliata : corne nella no I ua Tauola ne1 fine ver I ordine 

vedere ri I puole. I [fleuron, 9 x 8 mm] I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 92 

x 72.5 mm] 

Colophon. In Venetia per Domenego Zio, I & Fratelli Veneti. Ne l'anno I 

del noftro Signore. I M D XXXIX. I Del meJe di I Aprile. 

4': A-Z8 2&2H8. 248 11., ff. 1 2-238 [2] (errors in foliation, see no te 3). $4 (- 

Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 189). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT] Head-titie: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LVDOVICO I 

ARIOSTO ALLO ILLVSTRiSSIMO, E REVE= I RENDISSIMO 

CARDINALE DONNO HIP= I POLIT0 DA ESTE S V 0  SIGNORE. I I 

[woodcut illustration, 36 x 62 mm] 1 1 -0 P-. 1 1 L2 E donne 

[ . . . 1'. 2 coll. x 3 stanzas. (Fig. 190). 

[A2r-2H6v] OF text. (Figs. 191-93.) 

[2H6'] End of OF/motto: '[2 coll. x 2 b stanzas] I I FINISSE. I PRO BON0 

MALVM.' 



[2HT-2Hï"I Guazzo's list of aggiu n te: 'NOTATION DELLI LVOGHI 

DOVE SONO LE I Jtanze nuoue aggiunte per mefier Ludouico ArioJto con 

le materie lori. Et I per me Marco Guazzo per ordine qui poJte [ . . .5  Lines] 

I I Rima, ne1 canto nono [ . . . 1'. The text is set in two columns on both 

pages; at the bottom of col. b on 2 H E  'FINISSE.' 

[2H8'] Register/Colophon: 'REGISTRO. I 1 A B C [ . . . ] X Y Z. I AA BE3 

[ . . . ] HH. I I Tutti Jon Quaderni. I I [colophon] I [fleuron, 9 x 7 mm] 1 I 

[device, with printers' initials D, Z, V, and F, 54.5 x 38 mm; see Zappeila fig. 

3001'. 

[îH8'] Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

RM. Type-page: 180 (187) x 127 mm (04'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 33 mm, type 2. Running Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO (AT- 

AS), II - XLvI (A&-2H6') [recto] (AT-2H6"). Catchwords: 11.6,8 (-A& 

2H6). Canto Openings: type 3; the openings in this edition (i.e., figs. 191- 

93) are close copies of their counterparts in the Zoppino quarto of 1536-see 

entry 25, figs. 107-112. 

The roman caps on the title-page measure 13 mm in line 1, 8 mm in 

iine 2, and 3 mm in line 3. The 3 mm caps, which belong to the font used 

for the text of the Furioso, are also used in the head-title, canto headings, 

and running titles. The initials placed in the canto openings measure an 

average of 8 mm. 

WOODCUTS 

1. Cun to Illustrations. The canto openings are illustrated with woodcut 

blocks. The block for canto 11 on leaf FSV, which measures 35 x 58 mm, is 



not related to the Furioso: it is cut in white lines on a bladc ground, and it 

shows a knight, a female figure and a dragon. The other cantos are 

illustrated with a set of 39 biocks, a l l  dose copies of the original series 

pubiished in the Zoppino quartos (see entry 2% for a detailed description). 

The blocks Vary in height from 31 to 41 mm, and in width from 60 to 62 

mm; six of them are used twice (on cantos 20,37,40,42,43, and 44), and 

several of them are placed in the wrong canto (for example, in cantos 21, 28, 

33,34). These cuts are of a lesser quality than the Zoppino onginais, 

particularly in the use of line and in the shading (see figs. 19G93). None of 

the blocks here is found in the other set of Zoppino copies used by 

Benedetto Bindoni in his 1537 edition (entry 28). This set was copied from 

the 1536 and not the 1530 Zoppino, since three of the blocks made for the 

later edition with forty-six cantos are represented here (i.e., the ones found 

in cantos 9, 10, and 45). 

2. Portrait. This is the same block used in the Furioso editions by Francesca 

Bindoni (1535, entry 23, fig. 93), Agostino Bindoni (1536, entry 27, tigs. 170 

and 177), and Benedetto Bindoni (1537, entry 28, Hg. 183). Here, it is shorter 

because it has been trimmed at the top by about 5 mm, and the right side 

seems to have been slightly reduced as weil; see entry 29, note 3. 

NOTES 

2. LeaJ 211 x 154 mm (BNCF, T2); 206 x 151 mm (BMPRE, M2). 

2. Fingerprint. o.no i.bi moi. ac&h (3) 1539 (R). 

3. Foliation. As in the case of entry 28, dso a dose copy of the 1536 

Zoppino, the printer has not rectified the foliation errors that occur in his 

mode1 (see entry 25, note 4). The foliation is incorrect from Tl to the end of 

the book: the eight leaves of gathering S are correctly numbered 137-144, 



but this series is repeated in gatherùig T, and the foliation continues on leaf 

V I  with 145 instead of the correct 153. 

4. Davoli reports a copy, "'mancante di diverse carte in principio e due in 

fine", in the Biblioteca Fraternith dei Laici in Arezzo (22-23). EDIT16, 

however, does not list this copy. 

5. Paratext. The list of aggiunte foilows the reading of this paratext as it was 

first printed by Zoppino (entry 25). Ln this edition, udike the Torti and 

Giolito/Bindoni editions of 1536 (entries 26 and 27), but Like the Bindoni 

edition of 1537 (entry 28), Guazzo's name is induded in the heading. 

REFERENCES 

ACNELU- RAVEGNAM 51-52; BRUNET 1.430; EDIT16 A.2579; BARUFFALDI 299; 

D ~ v o u  22-23; G R A E ~ ~ E  1.197; GUIDI 32; MELZ-Tm 46; P A M ~  2S30; SANDER 

1.97; Tosr 127-28. 

COPIES EXAMINED 

BNCF (Palat. E.6.5.20); BMPRE (L.A.C4; Iacks H8). 

m R  COPrES 

BL (1073.g.15); Manchester, The John Rylands Univ. Library; New Haven, 

Yale Univ. (Hd12.18; 21 cm). 



31. Venezia, Alvise Torti. IV.1539. 

ORLANDO N I RIOS0 DI MESSER LVDOVICO ARIOSTO DI I Nuouo 

rijtapato, & hiJtoriato: CO ogni diligenza da1 Juo ori I ginale tolto: CO la 

nuoua giüta, & le notationi ditutti [sic] gli 1 luoghi, doue g lui e Jtato ta1 

opra ampliata: corne I nella noua Tauola ne1 fine per ordine Ji vede. I 

[woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 87.5 x 68 mm] I Con Vna Apologia di M. 

Lodouico Dolcio contra ai detratton dell' I Autore, et vn modo breuifîimo 

di trouar le coJe aggiunte. e Tauola di I tutto queilo ch'e contenuto ne1 

Libro. Aggiuntoui vna breue expo I Jïtioe de i luoghi difficili. Con Juma 

diligëtia Jtapato 2 corretto. I M. D. XXXIX. 

Colophon. FinilJe Orlando FurioJo di Mener Ludouico ArioJto da Ferrara, 

Nouarnen I te da lui proprio CO la noua giunta d'altri canti nuoui 

arnpliato & cor I retto, Stampato in Vinegia per Aluuije de Torti. Nelli 

anni del I Signore. M D XXXIX. Del mefe di Apnle, Regnante il Sere I 

nijJirno Principe MeJJer Pietro Lando. 

8": A-Z8 2 ~ - 2 P .  256 Il., ff. I II-CCXLIX [71. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page. 

[Alv] Blank. 

[Mr] Head-title: 'CANTO PRIMO I &hnbo$uriolo bi ft~e[jet ~uùouia  I 

a ~ ~ o ~ a ~ l i i ~ u I t r i ~ ~ i m o e & u e t t e n  - 1 b i ~ ~ m o ~ i h i n ~ ~ 1 p 9 i p  - l poipto ba ebjtto 

Ii~rmre I CANTO PRIMO. I [woodcut illustration, 36 x 62 mm, between 



two decorative side-pieces, left: 33 x 12 mm, right: 34 x 13 mm] I L2 E bmnre 

[ . . . 1'. 2 CON. x 2% stanzas. 

[A2r-213'] OF text. 

[îI4'-2IS] Dolce's Apologia: 'APOLOGIA DI M. LODOVICO DOLCIO 

CONTRA AI I DEXRATTORI DELL'ARIOSTO AGLI ÇTVDI- I OS1 

DELLA VOLGAR POESIA. I I I3 O ~&abeniwtLdt~ri [ . . . . 4  pages]'. 

[26'-2IT] Table of episodes: Tauola delle Hiftorie e Noueiie contenute 

in tutta l'Opera per I ordine di alphabet0 et per annotatione di nurneri di 

car I te: i quali numeri dimoJtrano [ . . . 1'. 

[2I'7"] Colophon/Register: '[printer's device, 71.5 x 54 mm, with his initials 

A T below a pelican feeding three of its young] I [colophon] I I 

RECISTRO. I I A B C [ .  . . ]  X Y  2. I A A B B [ . .  . ]  II. I TuttiJono 

quaderni.' 

[218'] Portrait of Ariosto, as on title-page. 

[2Wj Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G60. Type-page: 126 (131) x 92 mm (TT). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 3/3.5 mm. Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Titte: [verso] 

CANTO 1 PRIMO - XLVf. ET VLTIMO (AT-213'). Canto Openings: type 

3; the canto heading is in roman caps, in the interstanza space between the 

Iast line of the preceding canto and the woodcut illustration to the new 

canto; the block is flanked by woodcut decorative side-pieces, then an 

initial2 in gothic. 

The roman caps on the title-page measure 6 mm in line 1, and 2.5 

nun in line 2. The roman caps used for the registro, the mnning titles, and 

the heading of the Apologia measure 2.5 mm, and those in the canto 



headings, 2 mm. The initials in the canto openingç Vary in height from 4 

to 5.5 mm. The Apologia is set in the same font as that used for the main 

text, but the table of episodes is in roman. 

NOTES 

1. Lenf. 148 mm (Pl). 

2. Fingerprint. role i?ro e,ue dila (3) 1539 (R). 

3. Provenance. The book, in limp vellum, bears on its pastedowns the ex 

libris of Adriana Salem, and the gift label of the Canadays (see entry 20, note 

3). 

4. Rratexts. The table of episodes was taken from the 1535 Bindoni and 

Pasini octavo, although the leaf references were changed to reflect the text 

distribution in this edition. Torti provides only a third of Dolce's Apologia, 

which ends in mid-sentence. Furthemore, the list of giunte and the 

glossary of terms advertised on the title-page were not actuaily induded. 

5. Woodcuts. The portrait block of Ariosto on the title-page is also found 

in Torti's 1535 and 1536 editions of the Furioso (entry 22, fig. 79; entry 26, 

fig. 168). A set of woodcuts is used to illustrate the canto openings. These 

blocks are copies of the Zoppino illustrations (see entry 25a), but they do not 

match ihose which appear in the Benedetto Bindoni edition of 1537 (entry 

28). Most share the dimensions of the cut for canto 1,36 x 62 mm, but there 

are both larger and srnailer cuts. Since this variation in size characterizes 

the set of blocks that Giglio used in 1539 (see the Woodcuts section of entry 

30), it is possible that they are the same ones, but, without a direct 

cornparison, which was not possible at the HL, it is not possible to state this 

with certainty. The blocks for cantos 11, 13, and 15 are placed withùi the 

canto rather than at the beginning. As in the Giglio edition, several blocks 



are coupled with the wrong canto, and some are used twice. As with al1 

other copies made from the Zoppino models, these blocks were cut with 

less skill. 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNANI 49-50; BRUNET 1.434; BRUNE? S UWL 1-58; EDK16 A.2580; 

GRAESSE 1 .lW; G m r  32-33; Mnn-Ton -7; P m  31-33; S ANDER 1.97; Tosr 

128-29. 

COPY EXAMINED 

HL ('IC5.Ar434.5160.1539). 

OTHER COPIES 

BAV (Ferraioli V.5468, 17 cm); BFC; BL (G. 10974); Grosseto, Biblioteca 

Comunale Cheiiiana; Treviso, Biblioteca Comunale (la& first and las t Il.). 



32 Venezia, Pietro Nicolini Da Sabbio. X.1540. 

[Within a woodcut border made up of 4 separate pieces; the left piece 

measures 180.5 x 17.5 mm, and the right 182 x 23 mm; the top piece, 19 x 84 

mm, has the motto 'DILEMSTI MALITIA S V P  BENIGNKATEM' on a 

ribbon, and a hand holding scissos; the bottom piece, 24 x 84.5 mm, depicts 

two serpents] ORLANDO I FVRIOSO DI MESSER I LOWVICO 

ARIOSTO NOBILE I Ferrarefe, di nuouo riftampato , & hiJtoriato: con 

ogni I diligenza da1 Juo originale tolto: con la nuoua giunta: I e le 

Annotationi di tutti gli luoghi , doue per lui & I $tata ta1 opra arnpiiata: 

corne nella nuoua Ta- I uola c n e b  fine per ordine ueder Ji puote. I 

<colla> giunta di alcune ltanze nuoue. I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 85.5 

x68mm] I M.D.XXXX. 

Colophon. In Vinegia. Nelle Cafe di Pietro di Nicolini da I Sabbio. Ne 

g l i a ~ i  [sic] di1 nojtro Si= I pore .  M. D. XXXX. I Di1 meJe di Ottobre. 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 194). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LODOVICO I 

ARIOÇrO ALLO ILLVSTRISSIMO, E REVE- I RËNDISSIMO CARDINALE 

DONNO HIP- I POLIT0 DA E S E  SV0 SIGNORE. I [woodcut 

illustration, 40 x 63 mm] I CANTO PRIMO. I L2 E Done [ . . . 1'. 2 coll. x 3 

stanzas. (Fig. 195). 



[A212HfiV] OF text. (Fig. 196.) 

[W6'1 End of OF/ mottol registerl colophon: '[2 cou. x 2 b stanzas] I 

N A .  I PRO BON0 MALVM. I I IL REGISI'RO. I A B C [ . . . ] X Y 2. 

I AA BB [ . . . ] HH. I Tutti quaderni. I I [colophon]' (fig. 197). 

[ 2 W ]  Four stanzas, the beginning of a continuation to the Furioso: 

'Alcune Stanze che Jeguitano 1'ArioJ'to: quale 4 Jtato vNco> I al mondo 

in quelta noftra etade. I I Er Jeguir quel che 1'ArioJto altier0 I LaJJb 

chiudendo in le piu belle carte 1 Io cantero d'Orlando, e di Ruggiero [ . . . 2  

c d .  x 2 stanzas]'. (Fig. 197.) 

(W-2H8'1 Guazzo's List of aggi u n t e: ' ANNOTcATIONb DELLI 

LVOGHI, DOVE SONO LE I Stanze nuoue acggiuntx per mefier 

Lodouico ArioJto con le rnaterie lori. E per I me Marco Guauzo> [ . . . 1'; 
the text is set in two columns on both pages, and at the bottom of col. b on 

2H8': 'IL FINE.' 

[W8'] Bees and f i e  block, 92 x 62.5 mm. (Fig. 198). 

TYPOGRAPHY 

R84. Type-page: 183.5 (191) x 128.5 mm (04'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 34 mm, type 1 / 6.5 mm. Running Title: [verso] CANTO 

- QVARANTESIMOSESTO [recto] (AT-2H6"). Catchwords: il. 6,1 

1 PRIMO 

3. Canto 

Openings: type 3, initial2; the openings are copied from the 1536 Zoppho 

edition, see entry 25. 

The roman caps on the title-page are 7.5 mm high in Line 1, and 4 

mm in line 2. The roman caps used for the head-title, the canto headings, 

and the running titles measure 3 mm. The initials used in the canto 

headings have an average height of 7.5 mm. The caps in the main text here 



are smaller than those in the 1536 Zoppino quarto, which also uses a 

different (although very similar) font of lower-case roman. 

WOODCUTS 

The edition is a dose copy of the Zoppino quarto published in 1536, 

to the point that it uses the same woodcuts: the four pieces of the title-page 

border, the Ariosto portrait, the bees and fire block, and the set of canto 

illustrations; see figs. 104,121, and 12247 for the Zoppino edition, and figs. 

194-96 and 198 for Nicolini's. A direct cornparison of this copy with one 

from the Zoppino quarto (BCAF/ B.16.12) proves that Nicolini has re-used 

the same set of cuts. At times the canto blocks here show some additional 

Wear, but this is infrequent and minor, suggesting that they were used little 

or not at al1 after 1536, a conclusion supported by their absence in other 

editions. There is no evidence that would clarify the actual nature of the 

arrangement between Nicolini and Zoppino-whether he sold or lent 

them to Nicoiini, whether he hired him to print the edition, or whether 

Nicolini came to have the blocks through a third party. Whatever the case, 

in 1540 Nicolini had the complete set of Zoppino's cuts for the Furioso, and 

they were ali in very good condition. 

The two side pieces in the title-page border seem to be purely 

decorative and without a direct connection to the Furioso. In his 

description of the Heber copy of this edition, Panizzi puzzled over the 

illustrations: 'The two sides of this frarne are emblematic, and with 

mystical numbers and hieroglyphics which 1 cannot decipher" (35). The 

blocks are not used in other editions of the Furioso, and 1 have not seen 

them elsewhere. 



NOTES 

1. Lenf. 201 x 144 mm. 

2. Fingerprint. 0.0, i.i, i.mo AcEt (3) 1540 (R). 

3. Shte  of CopylProvenance. The k t  and last gatherings of the BCAF 

copy are in poor condition: the damage on the leaves is compounded by 

the presence of wonnholes, staining, and considerable Wear on the edges. 

The tears and small holes on leaves Al, 2H7 and W 8  were repaired; on the 

title-page, the affected text and illustrations were re-done in ink, but the 

obliterated text in the headings of the two paratexts on W7 was not 

replaced. 1 have supplied the missing words in the title of the four stanzas 

(quale c& Jtato vnico> al mondo) hom the Volpini edition of 1541 (entry 35, 

2H4'), and those in the heading to Guazzo's list of aggiunte from the 

Zoppino edition of 1536. 

The card catalogue of the BCAF details the accession of this book into 

the Iibrary's collections: "Acquistato dalla collezione Bonfiglioli con fondi 

della Regione [i.e., Reggio Emilia] ne1 rnarzo 1987"; the Bonfiglioli ex libris 

is found on the front pastedown. 

4. Paratexts. The text of Guazzo's list of giun te is taken from the 1536 

Zoppino edition (enhy 25). The four stanzas on 2HT are found in the later 

editions by Blado and Volpini (entries 34,35). 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 54-55; BARUFFALDI 299;  BR^ 1.434; EDIT16 A.2581; 

G R ~ E  1.197; GUIDI 35-36; MELZ-Tosr 4849; P m  3M6;  SANDER 1.97; Tosi 

131-32. 



COPY EXAMINED 

BCAF (S.19.3; lacks AB). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 11073); Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional. 



33. Venezia, Francesco Bindoni e Maffeo Pasini. 1540. 

ORLANDO FVRIOSO I DI MESSER LVDOVICO ARIOSTO I CON LA 

GIVNTA, NOVISSI= I MAMENTE SMMPATO I E CORRETTO. I [a 

woodcut serpents device, 71 x 52.5 mm, on either side the motto 'DILEXISTI 

MALïr'IAM I SVPER BENIGNITATEM.'] I CON Vna Apologia di M .  

bdouico Dolcio contra ai I detratfori dellOAutore, 6 mi modo breuiJJimo 

di t ro I unr le coJe eaggiunte ; e TAVOLA di tutto I quellofch 'è contenuto 

ne1 Libto. Aggiuntoui I vna breue eJpoJ'itione dei luoghi d iwi l i .  i HaJJ'i 

la conceJJione del Senato Veneto per anni diece. I AppreJ'Jo Map heo 

PaJini. I [ d e :  25 mm] I M D XXXX. 

Col op ho n. Q ImpreJIo in Vinegia appreflo di Mapheo PaJini, & I 

FranceJ'co di Aleflandro Bindoni, compagni. I Negli a m i  del Signore. M . 

D . X X X X .  

go: A-~G' 2H4 21' 2K4. 256 il., ff. [Il 2-244 (121. $4 (-Al, 2H3-4,2K24). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Titie-page (fig. 199). 

[Alv] Dedicatory letter: 'AL MAGNmCO ET ECCELLENTE M. I 

GASPARO SPINELLI, GRAN CAN I CELLIERE DEL REGNO DI CI I PR1 

SV0 CVGiNO, I LODOVICO DOLCIO. I L3 A Poetica Mngn. b eccellen te. 

M. GaJparo [ . . . .34 lines]'. 

[AT] Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI MESSER LVDO I VICO 

ARIOSTO NOBILE FERRARESE ALLO 1 ILLVSTRISSIMO E 

REVERENDISSIMO CAR I DKNALE LflNNO HIPPOLYTO DA I E S E  



S V 0  SIGNORE. I CANTO PRIMO. I L2 E àiimirwaIIier [ . . . . 2  coil. x 4 

s tanzas] '. 

[D2H4'] OF text. 

[2H4'] End of OF: '[2 cou. x 2 stanzas] I IL FINE. I PRO BON0 MALVM.' 

[W4"] Dedicatory letter: 'AL MAGNIFICO E NOBILISSIMO MES= I SER 

Pietro GiuJtiniano Gentilhuomo Venetiano I LODOVICODOLCIO. I N5 

ON è dubbio, NobiliJ'imo MeJIer Pietro [ . . . .35 lines]'. 

[211r-216'1 Dolce'sApologia: 'APOLOGLADIM.LODOWCODOL= I 

CIO CONTRA AI DETRATTO= I RI DELL'ARIOSTO A GLI I ÇTVDIOSI 

DELLA VOL I GAR POESIA. I 3 O ~ n / a u a h e n i ~ ~ e t t o r t  [. . . .11 pages)'. 

[2I6'-2171 Glossary of difficult te- and Literary allusions: 'De@arationebc 

a h m  boraboü: 1 eIan~hi ùiffidli boU1o~ra.  1 a car. 105 A bratto a bram [ . . . . 3  pages]'. 

[218'1 Pasini's note to the readersl List of aggiunte: ' M m  pajinitulilett~li, I 

A~ ~ n t n e a ~ t r e  roje [ . . . . 10 lines] 1 ( B r e u e m ~ b o b i î r o u a r ~  tLuog~ibaU1Atümaggrunti 

1 B e r  annotationebi mmero, bi Canîi. ùi tarte [ . . . . 5  Lines] I NdCantD nono a carte. M.  

~nmminria~aprima gianta: eIepluefin ne1berimoacarte.4~ [ . . . . 17 lines]'. 

[2IBV-2Klvl Table of episodes: ~ a a ~ h b e a e ~ i j b r i e e  ~otte~e~0~nuhe6itutta~'0pera 

per 1 orbine bi aIp@beîo 2 peranmtationebi m t m e r i ~  mtt I te:iquaù[sic]ttumerihmoItra~ 

[ . . . .7 lines] I A I AngeLima carte 2 3.31 [ . . . . 3  pages] I [at the foot of XIv] 

rL FINE.' 

[El Colophon/ Register: '[colophon] I REGIST'RO. I A B C [ . . . ] S T V 

I X Y Z AA BB [ . . . ] HH n KK. I Tutti Jono quaderni eccetto KH e K. che 

Jono duerni. I [device of the Bindoni and Pasini firm, showing Tobias and 

the archangel Raphael, 72.5 x 57.5 mm, Zappella fig. 921'. (Fig. 200). 

Woodcut portrait of Arîosto, 92.5 x 72 mm. 

[2K3,2K4] Blank. 



TYPOGRAPHY 

G60. Type- page: 129 (136) x 90 (96) mm (F3'). 2 cou. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 4/4 mm. Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Titie: [verso 1 

CANTO I PRIMO - XLVI. ET VLTIMO (AT-2H4'). Canto Openings: type 

1, in gothic (sarne font as that used for the main text, but "CANTO PRIMO." 

in the head-title is in roman), initial2 in gothic. 

The gothic used to print the main text and the paratexts at the end of 

the book iç largely the same font used by Bindoni and Pasini in their 1535 

edition of the OF. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 157 mm (BCAF, A4). 

2. Fingerprin t. o.co e.e; e;ra egep (3) 1540 (R). 

3. Provenance. The binding of the BCAF copy, signed "Niedrée" on the 

front pastedown, is in red leather, with fine, intricate gilt decoration on the 

covers and soine, orange leather pastedownç, and fore-edges painted in 

r 

1 

gold. A note by 

records that this 

dell'Educazione 

the Giuseppe Agnelli, then librarian at the Ariostea, 

copy was donated to the library in 1933 by the Ministro 

Nazionale, on the occasion of the celebrations for the 

fourth centenary of Ariosto's death. 

4. The 1535 edition. This edition is copied dosely from the Bindoni and 

Pasini odavo of 1535. A thorough cornparison of the BCAF copy described 

here with one from the earlier edition (BCAF/S.19.6) reveals that ail of its 

sheets were printed from an entirely new setting of vpe; the similarities, 

however, are such that it seems certain that a copy of the earlier octavo was 

used as printers's copy for the 1540 edition. The paratexts, including the 



marginal indications in the main text, all follow the readings of the 1535 

originals. 

5. Woodc u ts. The portrait block is the same one used in previous editions 

of the Furioso by the various Bindonis (entries 23,27, 28/29; figs. 93, 170, 

177, 183), and by Domenico Giglio (entry 30, fig. 189). Here, it appears in its 

shorter state: it was trimmed down at the top in 1539, see entry 29, note 4. 

The cut for the serpents device on Al '  was h t  used on the title-page of the 

1535 octavo by the same printers (entry 23, fig. 80). 

COPIES EXAMZNED 

BCAF (C.3.32); HL ('EC5.Ar434.5160.1540; lacks ga the ring 2K). 

OTHER COPIES 

BL (G. 10976; 1073.f.32); BMPRE (la* the last three leaves); BTM; Madrid, 

Biblioteca Paiaao; Piacerua, Biblioteca Cornunale Passerini Landi; Pisa, 

Biblioteca dell'llniversità. 



34. [Roma, Antonio Blado. Post-1540.1 

[Fleuron, 9.5 x 9 mm] ORLANDO [fleuron, 9 x 9 mm] I FVRIOÇO DI 

MESSER LVDO I uico Ariofto con In aiunta, - b di nouo agiun I toui 

cinque ftantie, con un Sonetto I chel fece in In Tua morte I [a woodcut 

serpents device, 77 x 65.5 mm, with the motto 'DILEXISTI M A L ~ A  S VP 

BENIGNITATEM' on a ribbon; on either side of the device, the rnotto is 

repeated as 'DILEXISTI M A L m M  SVPER MALIGNFATEM.'] I Co n 

V na Apologia d i  M .  Ludouico Dolce conha a i Detratturi I del1 'Authore, & 

un modo breiiiflimo d i  trouar le coJe ag= I giunte ; e Tavo la di tuf  to 

quel10 , ch'e contenuto I ne1 Libro. Aggiwntoui una breue eJpo l fifione 

de i luoghi difficili. 

8": A-Z8 2~-21'. 256 11., ff. 2 2-244 [121. $4 (-Al, 2H4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 201). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[Mr ] Head-title: 'ORLANDO NRIOSO DI MESSER I ~nbmiiro%i~[b 

Sobile$emtp[e& l~lnItriI[imo Z %e - 1 uerenbiIIimo Carbinaie~omto Jl$tpoiito [sic] ba I 

@teJuo&igttore. I I ~antoprim I I L~ E ùiitw.itWBOller [ . . . . 2  COU. x 4 stanzaslt. 

[Mc-2H4'] OFtext. 

[ W 4 ]  End of OFlFive stanzas, the beginning of a continuation to the 

Furioso: '[col. a: last 4 stanzas of OF] 1 Igntüe Bt&e c4Iquifano ~'lr[rioIto. ( $12 

~r~egottqaelr~'9rio~toaltie~o I 1a1h [ . . . . 1 stanza in col. a, 4 stanzas in col. b] I 

IL FINE. I PRO BON0 MALVM.' (Fig. 202.) 



[W4'] Sonnet on the death of Ariosto: 'Sonetto in la Morte dell'Arisoto. I 

Godi felice, pura, e candida Al m a  I Che fil ne i Ciel i [ . . . 1'. (Fig. 203.) 

[2H51-2H6'] Table of episodes: TAVOLA DELLE HISTORIE E NOVEL= 1 

le contenute in tutta l'Opera per ordine di Alphabet0 & I per annotatione 

di numeri di carte: i quali numeri I dimoJtrano con facilita il prinapiar I 

e continuar di queue.' 

[îHfiV-2HSr] List of aggiunte/Glossary of difficult terms and literary 

allusions: 'Breue modo di trouar tutti i luoghi dailtAuthore aggiunti per I 

annotatione di numero, di Canti, & di carte. I [ . . . . j I Dechiaratione di 

alcuni Vocaboli, & I e luoghi difficili deil'opera. [ . . . 1'. Because of the 

lack of leaf W8 in this copy, the glossary ends at the bottom of 2HT with 'e 

la Jpada, e le impoJe, che'; it is rnissing the last part, which takes up 15 lines 

in the 1540 Bindoni-Pasini octavo (the basis for this edition, see the 

Attribution section below). 

[WV] Lacking. 

[211r-217'1 Dolce's Apologia. Because of the lack of leaf 211, the Apologia 

begins here with 'to. Ma di cio non mi curando io, lassandogli con la loro O 

invidia'; it ends on 217 with 'FINE.' 

[W] Woodcut portrait of Ariosto, 100.5 x 70 mm. (Fig. 203.) 

[2I8] Lacking. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G59. Type-page: 129 (135) x 94 mm (Q3'). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 24 mm, type 3/4 mm. Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Title: [versol 

Cmîo 1 m* - BhiabragtimIeIta 2 bhm [recto] (A2"-2H4). Canto Openings: 

type 1, in the same gothic as the main text (Le., "Canto Secondo."), initial2 

in gothic. 



The gothic font used for the running titles and the head-title is the 

same as thai used for the main text. The roman caps in line 1 of the title- 

page rneasure 8 mm, and those in line 1 of the head-title measure 3.5 mm. 

All the paratexts are in the same roman font, which has a twenty-line 

measurement of 70 mm. The only exception is the sonnet on 2H4', which 

is in the same italic font that is used in lines 3-5 of the title-page (twenty 

lines: 132 mm). 

ATTRIBUTION AND DATING 

This edition was fint reported in the revised version of Volume A 

of EDïT'16, published in 1990. BAV/ Ross. 6719 is the only extant copy, and 

it la& both a date and a pinter's name: the title-page does not indude an 

imprint, and the colophon was either on the last leaf, which is lacking, or it 

was not printed at all. An attempt to identify the printer and to date the 

edition was made by Rosaria Maria Servello, and is reported in her article 

"Ancora un Orlando Furioso". Servello conducted a cornparison of the 

BAV copy with 17 other editions of the Furioso published up to the year 

1542, and she reached two condusions. First, the presence or absence of 

various paratexts date the BAV copy between 1535 and 1542. Second, the 

similarities with the 2535 and 1540 Bindoni and Pasini octavos-ServeUo 

conducted an analysis of textual variants in a representative sample of the 

Fririoso-indicate that one of the two was used as the "modello" for this 

edition. She does not propose a printer for the edition, but suggests that, 

given the preponderance of Furioso editions published in Venice, he 

probably operated in that city. 

My own examination of BAV/ Ross. 6719 enabled me to idenhfy the 

printer as Antonio Blado, and shift the terminus p s t  quem for publication 



to 1540. Had Servello extended her comparative study beyond 1542, she 

would have noticed that Blado's 1543 quarto edition of the Furioso, a copy 

of which is in the same collection at the Vatican (BAV/Ross. 4629), 

contains a portrait of Ariosto on leaf 2K4" identical to the one found here 

on leaf 2I7" (fig. 203). A direct comparison of the BAV copies in question 

proves that the same block was used in both instances, and its condition in 

the two impressions, whidi is nearly identical, induding the minor 

damage affecting the hame, suggests that a long period of time did not pass 

between the printing of the editions. The same portrait, which at about 100 

x 70 mm was the tallest of the various copies made from the 1532 original 

(fig. 68), is also found on leaf hT of Blado's 1533 edition of the Furioso 

(entry 21). Furthermore, that edition uses the same woodcut serpents 

device (fig. 77) printed here on the titie-page (fig. 201). Neither of these cuis 

is found in any other edition. Since Blado operated in Rome continuously 

in the 1530s and 1540s (see Ascarelli-Menato 100-101, and Fumagalli, 

Catdogo delle edizioni r o m n e  di  Antonio Blado), we can safely assign this 

edition to his press. Further proof results from a comparison of the types 

in BAV/Roçs. 6719 and BAV/Ross. 4629, which shows that some of the 

same fonts are used in both editions. This is especially evident when one 

compares the italic in lines 3-5 of the title-page here with that of the letter 

to the reader on A2' of the 1543 quarto: the font is the same one, including 

the sorts for the ampersand (fig. 201, third h e )  and the "st" ligature (fig. 

201, lines 3 and 4). The 4 mm roman caps in Iine 2 of the title-page here are 

identical to those in line 1 of the title-page of the 1543 (see figs. 201 and 277). 

This edition, therefore, was printed by Blado. The question of its 

date can in part be resolved by c o w i d e ~ g  the nature of his other editions 

of the Furioso. In 1533, he essentidy pirated the Ferrara quarto of the 



previous year, copying everything induding the layout and the woodcuts 

(see entry 21, note 1). His 1543 quarto is a close copy of the 1542 Giolito, 

down to the paratexts and the titlcpage border (see Bgs. 206 and 277). As 

Servello indicates, there are two possible rnodels for this undated copy: the 

1535 and 1540 Bhdoni-Pasini odavos. Neither of these, however, has the 

five stanzas on leaf 2H4' and the epitaphic sonnet on W4v. The first four of 

the stanzas appear in Nicolini's 1540 quarto (entry 32, fig. 197) and 

Volpini's 1541 octavo (see note 4 below). The fact that neither contains the 

fifth stanza or the sonnet is a clear indication that Blado, as was his custom, 

copied the four stanzas from one of the two editions and then added the 

fifth stanza and the sonnet. Had Nicolini or Volpini copied Blado, they 

wodd have included these last two as well. Since Nicolini's edition is 

dated X.1540,I have accordingly dated this one post-1540; it can also be 

assumed that it appeared before 1543, when Blado published a Furioso with 

a new set of paratexts taken from Giolito's 1542 quarto (entry 36). 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 152 x 106 mm (A2). 

2. Fingerprin t. o.co e.e; e,ra egep (3) 1540 (4). The date assigned to the 

edition in EDE16 A.2550 is 1535; the entry is evidently based on Servello's 

artide in [ I  Corsivo, the newsietter of the Istituto centrale per il catalogo 

unico delle biblioteche italiane, which is the institution that produceç 

EDIT16. 

3. BindingfProvenance. The binding is probably 19th-century, and is in 

full black leather with gilt decoration and marbled paper pastedowns. The 

notation "XW, 493", perhaps a previous shelf-mark, appears in p e n d  on 

the verso of the first flyleaf. 



4. Paratexts. The paratexts ail follow closely the readings of the 1540 

Bindoni and Pasini edition (entry 33), with the inevitable dzferences in 

accidentals. There are three exceptions. Fust, the marginal notations in 

main text have been dropped in this edition, dong with the references 

made to them in the other paratexts at the end of the book. Second, the 

sedion of the last paragraph of the Apologia in the 1540 edition, where 

Dolce commends "la diligentia del Pasini vostro" has been excised. Third, 

the Bindoni-Pasini edition does not include the 5 stanzas on 2H4' and the 

epitaphic sonnet on 2HC. Serveilo (29) was not able to identify the author 

or authors of these two compositions, but she is correct in stating that the 

fint four of the five stanzas are found in various other editions, including 

the Nicolini quarto of 1540 (entry 32) and the Volpini octavo of 1541 (entry 

35); the fifth stanza, however, appears only in this edition, as does the 

sonnet. 

5. The motto on either side of the device on the title-page represents an 

erroneous reading: the correct "DILEMSTI MALITIAM SVPER 

"BENIGNITATEM", which appeas on the ribbon inside the device, is 

given instead as "DILEXISTI MALITIAM SVPER MALIGNITATEM". 

REFERENCES 

EDIT16 A.2550; SERVELLO. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BAV (Ross. 6719; lacking FI, W1, 2H8, 211,218). 



35. Venezia, Giovanni Antonio Volpini. WI.1541. 

[Fleuron] ORLANDO [fleuron] I FVRTOÇO DI MESSER LVDOVICO I 

AnoJto con la noua giunta , e le notationi di tutti gli l u e  I ghi , doue per 

lui e ltato tal opra ampliata : corne ne1 I la noua Tauola ne1 fine per ordine 

vedere I Ji puole , Stampato e corretto. I [woodcut portrait of Ariosto] I 

3mpreb per iluan'o~trtonio ùi alpini .  I [ d e ]  1 M D XXXXI. 

~uipt~noronhmuiaagiuntab'altnt~ntintt~ui 2 rot 1 rem. Btampato in Rttetia per 

&ouami l9[ntottioBoipt 1 rti ùa ~ I t e ~ ~ i o f r e b b i .  mi anni beL&ignore. 1 W1. B. XX3€3€3. 

B e l  meje bi 1 Bgajto. Begnanîe il  &e - 1 redlimo sr in  1 ripe ( a l l e r  Sîetro Qnbo. 

Bo: A-2H8. 248 Il., ff. 1 2-244 [4]. $4 (-Al). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 204). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[ AZr ] Head- ti t le: '&hnbo 9nrioJo bi @jIer Xubmico g r i o b  no 1 bile $enare/e a b  

~11ujtnjjimo eaenerebtI 1 limo a r b i n a k ~ o n n o  ~ g p o l p t o ù a  1 dtejool ipore .  I 

CANTO PRIMO. I 3L2 E bnte [ . . -1'. 2 cou. x 4 stanzas. 

[AT-2H4'] OF text. 

[W4'] End of OF/ Four stanzas, the beginning of a continuation to the 

Furioso: ' [ 2  COU. x 2 stanzas] 1 Alcune Stanze che Jeguitano ltArioJto e 

stato vnico I al mondo in questa nostra etade. I P ~ r J e a u t r w t ~ l ' % i o l t o  

tdiiem I [ . . . . 2  coll. x 2 stanzas in the same as gothic as the main text]'. 



313 

[îH4v-2H6r] Dolce's Apologia: 'APOLOGLA DI M. LOWVICO DOLCIO I 

contra a i detrattori dell'Ariosto agli studiosi I della volgar Poesia. I I I3 @ 

pen[waheniw~en~ri[. . . . 4  pages, in the same gothic as the main text, and at 

the bottom of W6', ' 3 X  $3BC']'. 

[2H6v-2HT] Guazzo's list of aggi un te: ' ANNCYïATIONI DELLI LVOCHI, 

DO= I ue fono le Stanze nuoue aggiüte, per melJer Lodouico Ario I Jto 

con le materie lori. E per me Marco Guazo per ordine I quiui polte [ . . . in 
the same gothic as the main text]'. 

[W] The las t 10 lines of Guazzo's paratext, then: 'IL FINE. I [Volpini's 

woodcut device, showing a fox, 26 x 47 mm] I [colophon]'. (Fig. 205). 

[ W S ]  Blank. 

TYPOGRAPHY 

G64. Type-page: 133 (141) x 94 mm (QT). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 26 mm, type 313.5 mm. Catchwords: leaf 8. Running Title: [verso] 

Canto (MV-2H3') I Primo. - Quarantefimo Jefto. Et vltimo. (A3'-2G8'), 

XLVI. & vltimo. (mlr-2H4') [recto]. Canto Openings: type 1, in the same 

gothic as the main text ('Bardo &etontm. - &anta &ariite[im~/eIh. ablhmo.'),  

initiap in gothic. 

NOTES 

1. Lenf. 153 mm (BI). 

2. Fingerprint. 0x0 e.e: e:a- egep (3) 1541 (R). 

3. Provenance. Agnelli and Ravegnani report that the BFC copy was in 

Gaetano Meizi's collection, and the BL in that of King Henry Vm. The first 

pastedown of the BFC copy bean a sticker with Tammaro De Marinis' 

initials, and the notation " X E  1 7". 



4. Portrait. The portrait block is the same one found in Alvise Torti's 1535, 

1536, and 1539 editions of the Furioso (entries 22,26,31; figs. 79, 168). 

5. Title-Leaf. The data for the title-leaf, which is lacking in the BFC copy, 

has been taken from Agnelli-Ravegnani, who base their description on the 

BL copy. 

6. Parafexts. The four stanzas on leaf W4' appear in Nicolini's 1540 quarto 

(entry 32, fig. 197), and Blado's post-1540 octavo (entry 34, fig. 202). Only the 

first part of the Apologia is printed, and the four pages end with "si concede 

die la latina lingua di cui si intende." Guazzo's list of giunte is the same 

text first printed in the 1536 Zoppino quarto (entry 25), and reprinted in six 

subsequent editions (enhies 26-30, 32). 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI-RAVEGNANI 55%;  BRUNET 1.434; EDiT16 A.2586; GRAEÇSE 1.197; GUDI 

36; MD-Tosr 49; SANDER 1.97; Tosr 132. 

COPY EXAMINED 

BFC (0169; la& Al). 

OTHER COPY 

BL (1073.f.4; lacks the last four leaves). 



36. Venezia, Gabriele Giolito De' Ferrari. 31.V.1542 

[A woodcut architectural border, 203 x 146 mm, with the oval device of 

Giolito at the centre, a panel holding the title text, 46 x û4 mm, and a slot 

with the impruit, 10 x 76 mmj ORLANDO FVRIOSO I DI M. LVDOMCO 

ARIOSïO I nouiJlimnmente alla Jua integrita ridot= I to Z ornatoùi 

varie figure. I CON ALCVNE STANZE DEL S. I Aluigi Gonzuga in lode 

del rnedefimo. I AGGIVNTOVI PER CIASCVN I Canto alcune allegorie 

ô. nelfine I vna breue eJpoJitione I ET TAVOLA DI WITO I 

quello,che ne21 'opera Ji contiene. I CON GRATLA ET PRIVILEGIO. I 

[Giolito's phoenix device, 92 x 70 mm, with his initials G 1 F, the motto 

'SEMPER EADEM' on a nbbon, and another motto, 'VIVO MORTE 

REFECTA MEA' on the border] I IN VENETIA APPRESSO GABRLEL I 

IOLiTO DI FERRAIRI1 I M. D. =II. 

Colophon.  IN VENETIA APPRESSO GABRIEL I IOLITO DI FERRARH. I 

M. D. XLII. 

4O: A-Z8 2A-21' 2V -2*'3*'. 280 ll., ff. 1-3 4-260 [20]. $4 (-Al, 2K3,2K4, 

*1,3*3,3*4). 

CONTENTS 

[Alr] Title-page (fig. 206). 

[Alv] Blank. 

[AT] Dedicatory letter: 'ALL'INWTTISS. PRENCIPE IL DELPHINO I DI 

FRANCIA, I GABRIELE IOLITO DI FERRARI1 I DA TRTNO DI 



MONFERRATO. I Q8 [historiated initial, 36.5 x 37 mm] VANTO UlultriJJ. 

Rencipe [ . . .33 lirtes] I Di Venetia. Al2 'ultimo di Mczggio. M D X L I 1.' 

(Fig. 207.) 

[AT] Blank. 

[A31 Head-title: 'ORLANDO FVRIOSO DI ME SSER I LVDOVICO 

ARIOÇTO ALLO ILLVSTRIS= I Jimo, e ReuerendiJJimo Cardinale donno 

Hippo= I lito da EJte Juo Signore. I [fleuron, 6 x 20 mm] I [woodcut 

illustration, 49 x 89 mm] I IN QVESTO PRIMO CANTO SI COMPRENDE 

LIU\IGRATI= I tudine deiie Donne [ . . . 7  lines] 1 CANTO PRIMO. I L8 

[historiated initial, 36.5 x 36.5 mm] E DONNE, I i Gzuallier [ . . . ]', col. a: 1 

stanza, col. b: 2 stanzas. (Fig. 208.) 

[A3'-2K2"] OF text. (Figs. 209-219.) 

[Xîv] End of OF/ Note to readen: ' [2  coll. x 2b stanzas] I IL FINE. I P R O 

B O N O M A L V M .  t A 1 L E T T O R I .  I LESEGVENTESTANZE 

HABBlAMO VOLVTO I porre al fin dell'opm [ . . . 6  lines] I [fleuron, 15 

x 12 mm]'. (Fig. 220.) 

[2K3'-2KC] Stanzas in praise of Ariosto: 'STANZE DEL SIGNOR I 

ALVIGI GONZAGA DE'TTO I RODOMONTE A h4ESSER I LVDOVICO 

ARIOSTO. I [fleuron, 5.5 x 16.5 mm] I S2 Aggio Scrittor della mernoria 

antica [ . . . 2 coll. x 4 stanzas; on next two pages, 2 cou. x 5 stanzas, for a total 

of 28 stanzas]'. (Fig. 220.) 

[X4"] Portrait of Ariostol Laudatory sonnet by Dolce: '[woodcut portrait of 

Ariosto in toga and crowned in laurel, 94 x 70 mm; on the border, 'IL 

DMNO LVDOVICO ARIOsrTO1] I SOIWTTO DI M. LODOVICO I DOLCE 

IN LODE DI M. L O B  I VICO ARIOÇrO. I [fleuron, 5 x 17 mm] I Spirto 

Diu in; ne le cui dotte carte [ . . -1'. (Fig. 221.) 



[*Ir] Title-page to the paratext section: 'ESPOSTTIONE DI M l  I 1 

VOCABOLI ET LVO= I GHI DIFFICILI, CHE I ne1 Libro Ji trouano; I 

CON VNA BRIEVE DIMOSTRA= I TIONE DI MOLTE COMPARATIONI 

1 8 Jentenze da12 'ArbJto in diuer= I fi autori imitate. I RACCOLTE DA 

M. LODOVICO DOLCE, I [fleuron, 5 x 17 mm] I CON GRATTA ET 

PRIVILEGIO DELLO 1 ILLVSTRISS. SENATO VINT- I TlANO PER 

ANNI. XV. I I [a phoenix device, 77 x 65 mm, with Giolito's initials on 

the globe at its base, the rnotto 'SEMPRE EADEM' on a ribbon, and on 

either side, the other motto 'VIVO MORTE I REFECTA MEA.'] 1 I IN 

VENETIA APPRESSO GABRIEL I IOLJTO DI FERRARII. I [rule, 43 mm] 

I M. D. XLII.' (Fig. 222.) 

[*lv] Dolce's letter to the readers: 'L O D O V I C O D O L C E I A 1 L E T 

T O R 1 I H' [histotiated initial, 31 x 31 mm] A V E R E B B E cer tnmente  

1 'auaritia [ . . . . 29 lines]' (fig. 223). 

[*2'2*4'] Dolce's commentary on Ariosto's imitations: 'BRIEVE 

DIMOSTRATIONE I DI MOLTE COMPARATIONI I ET SENTENZE 

DALL'ARIWO IN DI- I VERSI AVTORI TPVITTATE. I RACCOLTE DA 

M. LODOVICO DOLCE. I [fleuron, 6 x 17 mm] I A carte 3. 1 f lm ida 

paltorella [ . . . .21 pages; on leaf 24', after 24 lines of text: 'IL FINE.']'. 

(Figs. 223,224.) 

[2t4v-2*6v] Dolce's glossary of difficult terms and mythological allusions: 

'ESPOSlTIONE DI TVITI 1 1 VOCABOLI ET LVOGHI DIFFI= I CILI, CHE 

N'EL LlBRO SI I CONTENGONO. I [fleuron, 5 x 17 mm] I a Ca. 10. P2 

YROPO.) Pyropo è quella piefra [ . . . . 5  pages]'. (Figs. 225,226.) 

[2*T-341 Index to episodes: TAVOLA DI TV"ITE LE I COSE 

NELL'OPERA CONTENVTE I PER ORDINE DI I ALPHABETO. I 



[fleuron, 5 x 17 mm] I A I A' Ngelicn doppo la rotta [ . . . . I l  pages, in two 

columns] .' (Figs. 226, 227.) 

[3*4'] Errata/Colophon: '[end of Tavola] I ERRORI FATn 

NELL'IMPRIMERE. I A car.9.fac.2.portafi. portasse. I A 

car.16.fac2.Huomo Huom. [ . . . .32 corrections in two columw] I Glialtri 

[sic] errori bi qualche importanza Ji rimet- I ton0 al giudicio bi chi legge. I 

[colophon]'. (Fig. 227.) 

[3dV] Phoenix device, 78 x 64 mm, with Giolito's initials on the globe at its 

base, and the motto 'SEMPER EADEM' on a ribbon. (Fig. 228.) 

TYPOGRAPHY 

185. Type-page: 179 (186) x 120 mm ((2). 2 coll. x 5 stanzas. 

Stanza: 34 mm, type 2. Catchwords: 11. 2, 6,s (-2K2, *2, *8,3*2). Running 

Title: [verso] CANTO I PRIMO - QVARANTESIMOSESTO ET V L T M O  

[recto] (A3v-2K2v). Canto Openings: type 3. The basic pattern in the shift 

from one canto to another is centred around the woodcut illustration. 

When the new canto begins at the top of the page, the allegoria, a brief 

explication of the canto's didactic value, is set above the block, in roman, 

with the fint h e  entirely in caps; below the block is the canto heading (i.e., 

"CANTO SEïTIMO."), and below that, in col. a, is a woodcut historiated 

initial, with the first stanza wrapped around it, taking up the space usuaily 

reserved for two stanzas (see figs. 209,211,213,216,218, 219). When the 

page holds both the end of the last canto and the opening of the new one, 

the allegoria is placed beneath the block (figs. 214, 217), but above the canto 

heading, and the line that usually signals the end of the preceding canto 

(i.e., "IL FINE DEL SESTO CANTO.", fig. 211) is dropped. The opening of 



canto 4 represents a variation on the second type of layout, with the block 

and allegoria on one page, and the canto heading and historiated initial on 

the next (fig. 210). 

Twenty-line rneasuremen t of typefaces used for setting text. Le tter, 

A?: 189. Letter, *IV: 195. Paratexts, *2t-2*4',2*4v-2*6v, and 2*T-344': 185 

(=OF text). Roman cnps, 5 mm: line 1, *Ir. Roman caps, 3.5 mm: title-page, 

Line 1; heading, line 1, 2K3'; line 2, *Ir; heading, line 1, *IV. Roman caps, 2.5 

m m: title-page, lîne 2; heading, A2'; head-title, line 2; first iine of al 1 egorie; 

canto headings; main OF text; running titles; lines 3 and 5, *Ir. Roman 

cnps, 2 mm: title-page, lines 7, 10, 12-14; colophon. Roman caps, 1.5 mm: 

title-page, line 15. Italic caps, 4 mm: head-title, line 1. 

The srnail roman font used to set the allegorie and other material 

indudes both a gothic b and a roman d (see, for example, line 4 of the main 

title-page, fig. 206, and the last line of the errata, fig. 227). The historiated 

woodcut initials measure on average 36.5 x 36.5 mm. 

NOTES 

1. Leaf. 211 x 146 mm (BNCF, RI); 216 x 156 mm (BCAF); 205 x 147 mm 

(BNBM, Pl). 

2. Firtgerprint. La. 0.0, a.sa DeHa (3) 1542 (R). 

3. ProvenancelBinding. The BNCF copy is in full vellum. The starnp of 

the Biblioteca Nazionale di Firenze, with the date 1872, appears on the titie- 

page. The Front pastedown bears the foliowing note in ink: "Sottratto dalla 

Biblioteca Palatina e ntornato nella medesima per I'acquisto della Libreria 

del Cav. Nenani." On the same pastedown, Nenani's book-plate, 78 x 90 

mm: within an architectural border, the motto, from Seneca, "OTIVM 



SINE LITERIS MORS EST; the inscription "Ex Libris Joannis Nencini, 

1874" is inked below the book-plate. 

4. Publication Date. The date of the dedicatory letter on leaf AT has been 

taken as the publication date. We know that the edition had been printed 

by June 23, 1542, the date on which Giolito wrote a letter to the Duke of 

Ferrara to accompany a gift copy of the Furioso; the letter, in the Archivio 

di Stato di Modena, is transaibed by Bongi (45-46). 

5. Woodc il ts. The subjects of the historiated initials are taken from Ovid's 

Met amorphoses; see Petnica Nardelli for a descriptive Listing (20-24). 

REFERENCES 

AGNELLI- RAVEGNAM 6M3; BARUFFALD t 299; BONGI 1.4347; BRUNET 1.43CMl; 

EDlT16 A.2594; FERRAUI 70; GAMBA 17-18; GRAESSE 1.197; GUIDI 37-38; 

M m a m u  l . l O ï O ;  MELZI-TOSI 49-50; P m  36-40; PETRuca N ARDELU 17- 

24; SANDER 1.98; Tost 13S34; Z E N 0  d4. 

COPIES EXAMNED 

BNCF (Palat. 2.7.3.17); BCAF (E.3.19); BNBM (ZNN.II.90); HL 

('IC5.Ar434.5160.1542b). 

OTHER COPIES 

BAV (Ferraioli N.4033/ 1,21 cm); BL (C.30.e.29; C.8.i.3, on veUum, lacks 11. 

3-6,2532, 4 1 , 4 2 4 7 4 ,  and iast quire 3*); BNMV; Austin, Univ. of Texas; 

Broni, Biblioteca della Basilica Coilegiata di S. Pietro Apostolo; Chicago, 

Newberry Library (PQ/ 4567/ b/ A2/ 1542; 24 cm, lacking leaf A2, and 

gatherings *, 2*, and 3*; on veilum, initials and illustrations illuminated in 



colour and gold, and on the flyleai facing the title-page, the illuminated 

coat of arms of Henri II, King of France; presentation copy from the 

publisher to him while he was Dauphin); Milano, Biblioteca Ambrosiana; 

Parma, Biblioteca Palatina; Roma, Biblioteca Universitaria Alessandrina; 

Torino, Biblioteche civiche e Raccolte storiche. 



36a. The Canto Illustrations in Giolito's lH2 Edition. 

The following is a description of the 46 woodcut illustrations placed 

at the head of the cantos in Giolito's 1542 quarto edition of the Furioso. 

The description of each block begins with a number denoting the canto that 

it illustrates, followed by a description of the scene, and the indication, by 

stanza number, of its textual source. Source passages are quoted when they 

provide details that specifically relate to the illustration or serve to 

elucidate any of its elements; quotations are taken from Cesare Segre's 1990 

edition of the Furioso. The line below the description of the block and its 

source lists the number of its reproduction in the Iiiustrations section (i.e., 

fig. 230), the reference to the page on which it appears, and its 

measurement. The descriptions are based on the copy of the edition at the 

BNCF (Palat. 2.7.3.17), and al1 reproductions were made from that same 

copy; the only exception is the reproduction of the block for Canto 1, which 

was taken from a copy of the 1546 octavo edition (BMPRE/ LA.E.7), since its 

impression in the BNCF copy was too light to photograph properly. For a 

discussion of these blocks, see Part 1, section 5. 

Canto 1. While Rinaldo and Ferraii are engaged in a duel, Angeka flees 

into the woods. 17: "Cominciâr quivi una crudel battaglia, / . . . / Or, 

mentre l'un con l'altro si travaglia, / bisogna al palafren che '1 passo studi; 

/ che quanto pub mena de le calcagna, / colei 10 caccia al bosco e aila 

campagna." 

Fig. 229. Ar,  49 x 89 mm. 

Canto 2 Sacripante and Rinaldo are told by a servant, actuaiIy a spirit 

conjured up by a hermit, that Orlando is headed to Paris with Angelica (1% 



18); on the right, Angelica meets the hermit (12-14); in the background, 

Rinaldo's ship sails for England (28-30). 

Fig. 230. AT, 49 x 87.5 mm. 

Canto 3. Melissa reveals Bradamante's descendants to her (2û-22). 

Fig. 231. 83'; 49 x 88 mm. 

Canto 4. Bradamante fights Atlante; on the right, his castle, and on the left, 

BruneUo, bound to a tree. 12-26. 

Fig. 232. B7", 48.5 x 89 m. 

Canto 5. Before the English king and his court, b a l d o  unfastens 

Polinesso's helmet, after having wounded him mortaily in battle (89-90); 

the helmeted knight is Ariodante, who disdoses his identity only in the 

next canto; on the left, Polinesso climbs a ladder to reach Dalinda on 

Ginevra's balcony, as Ariodante and Lurcanio look on (46-53). 

Fig. 233. U1; 49 x 89 mm. 

Canto 6. Near Alcina's city, Ruggiero is set upon by her minions (6047); 

on the right, Astolfo, trasfonned into a myrtle by Alana (27-33). 

Fig. 234. W, 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 7. Ruggiero unseats Erifilla, as Alcina's damsels look on from the 

right. 5-7. 

Fig. 235. D5: 49 x 89 mm. 

Canto 8. After escaping from Alcina's palace, Ruggiero is attacked by one of 

her servants, who sets his hound, his horse and his bird of prey on him. 5 

9: "10 morde a un tempo il can ne1 piede manco. / Lo sfrenato destrier la 

groppa scuote / . . . / Gha I'augeflo e gli fa mille mote, / e con I'ugna 

sovente il ferisce anco." 

Fig. 236. Elr, 47.5 x 87 mm. 



Canto 9. A damsel on a boat approaches Orlando, who needs to cross the 

river (8-14); in the background, Orlando fights Cimosco's soldiers outside 

the gates of Dordrecht (67-71). 

Fig. 237. E6', 48 x 87 m. 

Canto 10. Ruggiero, on the hippogryph, attacks the orc (100-106), as 

Angelica, chained to a rock (92-99), looks on from the right; on the left, 

Olympia watches as Bireno's ship sails off, leaving her on a deserted island 

(2û-24). 

Fig. 238. F3', 48.5 x 88 mm. 

Canto 11. On the left, an old herdsman and his mares, and Angelica riding 

off on one of them (10-12); in the background, the hippogryph flies off after 

escaping horn Ruggiero (13); on the right, Orlando pulls the orc to shore 

(3Ml). 

Fig. 239. Glr, 48 x 87 mm. 

Canto 12 On the right, Angelica flees Atlante's enchanted palace on her 

mare (33: "la donzella, ch'in fuga percuote / la sua iumenta"); on the left, 

she sees Ferraù approadiing, and flees again, leaving Orlando's h e h e t  on 

a branch near a spring (56-58); in the background, Orlando finds Isabella 

and Gabrina by a fire in a cave: "In mezzo la spelonca, appresso a un fuoco 

1 era una donna di giocondo viso. . . . / / V'era una vecchia" (91-94). 

Fig. 240. GY, 49 x 88.5 mm. 

Canto 13. Orlando hangs Isabelia's captors from a tree, by their chins (41: 

"l'arbor medesmo gli uncini prestolli, / con che pel mento Orlando ivi 

attaccolli"). On the right, Ruggiero is chased by two adversaries. This is 

actually Atlante's tri& to lure Bradamante into his enchanted palace, the 

columns of which are shown, also on the right (78). 



Fig. 241. WV, 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 14. Doralice and Mandricardo corne upon two knights and a darnsel 

(64), who are later identified as Orlando, Zerbino, and Isabella (23.7&71). 

Fig. 242. HT, 48.5 x 88 mm. 

Canto 15. Astolfo rides off on Rabicano with Orrilo's head, and his 

headless foe chases him (8385); in the background is the giant Caligorante, 

tied to an oak tree and guarded by ten men posted by Astolfo, Grifone, and 

Aquilante (77); in the text, the oak tree is in a field, but here it appears 

inside the waUs of Orriio's tower (66). 

Fig. 243. I6', 47 x 88 mm. 

Canto 16. As her lover Martano looks on, Omgille greets Grifone: "verso 

Grifon l'aperte braccia tende, / lo stringe al collo, e gran pezzo ne pende" 

(6-10). In the background, the battle for Paris (16-18). 

Fig. 244. KT, 48 x 88 m. 

Canto 17. Stripped of his amour and placed on a cart dragged by two cows, 

Grifone is brought to Damascus' square to endure public humiliation; on 

the right, a boy hurls a rock at him. 131-132. 

Fig. 245. Kg, 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 18. Grifone, stepping off the small bridge where he held off 

Norandino's troops, embraces the king (6149). In the background on the 

Left, the battte outside Paris ( S 5 8 ) ;  on the right, Medoro and Cloridano 

rescue Dardinello's body from the enemy camp ( 1 8 M ) .  

Fig. 246. L7', 46 x 86.5 mm. 

Canto 19. Zerbino's knights follow him into the woods, leaving Medoro 

wounded and Cloridano dead (16). In the background, Marfisa, Astoifo, 

Aquilante, Grifone, and Sansonetto arrive in the city of the killer-women: 

"Fatto & '1 porto a sembianza d'ma luna, / . . . / et in ciascuna / parte una 



rocca ha ne1 finir del como / / fur sei mila femine su1 porto, / con gli archi 

in mano, in abito di guerra" (64455). To the right, Marfisa engages Guidon 

Selvaggio in combat, and on the ground, the bodies of the knights she has 

already slain (87-101). To the left of the combat scene, Angelica leads a 

herdsman towards Medoro (22-24). 

Fig. 247. NI', 48 x 87.5 mm. 

Canto 20. Ln the city of the warlike women, Astolfo sounds the magic hom, 

and both the Amazons and his cornpanions (Marfisa, Guidone, Aquilante, 

Grifone, Sansonetto) flee, the latter to a ship on which they will rnake their 

escape (87-95). In the background, Marfisa and Pinabello clash as his page, 

his damsel, and Gabrina look on (109-16). 

Fig. 248. N6", 49 x 88 mm. 

Canto 21. Zerbino bends over the wounded Errnonide to unfasten his 

helmet, as Gabrina watches: "Zerbin die si pensb d'averlo ucciso, / di pieth 

vinto, scese in terra presto, / e Ievb l'elmo da 10 smorto viso" (10-11). In 

the background, two of Errnonide's pages make a stretcher out of "rami 

grossi" (67). 

Fig. 249. a', 48.5 x 88 mm. 

Canto 22. On the right, Sansonetto, Guidone, Aquilante, and Grifone on 

the ground, having been overcome by Ruggiero and his magic shield (6P 

70,7H7); on the left, Ruggiero drops the magic shield in a well (89-94). ui 

the background on the left, Bradamante pursues Pinabello into the woods, 

where she kills him (71-75, 96-97); in the centre, Astolfo with the 

hippogryph and Rabicano (2430). 

Fig. 250. PZr, 46.5 x 86 mm. 

Canto 23. Having tom off his amour and his dothes, Orlando falls into 

madness: "Qui riman l'elmo, e la riman 10 scudo, / lontan gli arnesi, e più 



lontan I'usbergo: / l'arme sue tutte, in somma vi condudo, avean pel bosco 

differente albergo. / E poi si squarub i panni, e mostrb ignudo / l'ispido 

ventre e tutto '1 petto e '1 tergo; / e comincib la gran follia . . . / / un alto 

pino al primo crollo svelse" (132-34). Near the centre of the block, a knight 

and a damsel on horseback-either Mandricardo and Doralice (70-71), or 

Orlando and Isabella (53-55). On the left, Mandricardo takes the bridle 

from Gabrina's hoae, as Doralice looks on (92-94); on the far left, Ippalca 

leads Frontino to Ruggiero (30-32). 

Fig. 251. P7', 49 x 87.5 mm. 

Canto 24. In the foreground, the battle between Rodomonte and 

Mandricardo, with Doralice watching the duel on her hone (99-107); on 

the right, Orlando's helmet hangs from the tree where Zerbino had placed 

the paladin's arms (57). In the background to the right, a hermit arrives to 

comfort Isabella as she weeps over Zerbino's corpse (87). In the background 

to the left, Odorico hangs Gabrina from a tree (45). 

Fig. 252. Q6", 47 x 85 mm. 

Canto 25. Rodomonte, Mandricardo, Doralice, and the dwarf meet four 

knights and a woman (H), who are later identified as Marfisa, 

Ricciardetto, Aldigiero, Malagigi, and Viviano (26.68). In the background, a 

waîîed city (held by Marsilio), wherein Ruggiero assails the mob that was 

about to bum Ricaardetto at the stake, thereby rescuing hirn (û-18). 

Fig. 253. R4', 46 x 87 mm. 

Canto 26. Doralice's horse, possessed by a demon commanded by Malagigi, 

carries her off, and Rodomonte and Mandricardo abandon the combat to go 

after her: "Quel ronzin, corne il diavol se 10 porte, / dopo un gran salto se 

ne va con quella, / die pur grida soccorso, in tanta fretta, / che non 

l'avrebbe giunto una saetta" (127-31). To the right, on a hill, one of 



Merlin's fountains, where Marfisa and her cornpanions had been resting 

(29-30). 

Fig. 254. SIv, 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 27. The Saracen knights quarrel (63-67, 78-80); on the right, the 

paviiions ereded near the lists, and the spedators; on the left, Rodomonte 

leaves the Moorish camp (11 0-1 1). 

Fig. 255. S8", 47.5 x 86 mm. 

Canto 28. Rodomonte meets the grieving Isabella and the monk, who are 

leading a horse carrying Zerbino's coffin, and the Saracen seizes the monk 

after failing to silence him: "vide venir per mezzo un prato erboso, / . . . / 
una donzella di vis0 amoroso 1 in compagnia d'un monaco barbato; / e si 

traeano dietro un gran destrier0 / sotto una soma coperta di nero / / . . . / / e 

poi ch'invano il monaco interroppe, / . . . / le m M  adosso con furor gli 

messe" (95-101). On the left, the "piccola chiesa" where Rodomonte has 

taken up quarten (93). 

Fig. 256. T8', 48.5 x 88 mm. 

Canto 29. Orlando and Rodomonte fight on 

and tower the latter is building in Isabella's 

Fiordiiigi. 

Fig. 257. VS, 48 x 88 mm. 

the bridge leading to the tomb 

honour (39-47); on the right, 

Canto 30. The duel between Ruggiero and Mandricardo: his shield 

knocked to the ground (52), Ruggiero returns a blow with Balisarda onto 

the head of Mandricardo, who is clutching Durindana and riding 

Brigiiadoro (54-55). In the background, Orlando, on hoaebadc, goes after 

the boat moving off into the sea (11-15). 

Fig. 258. XIV, 48 x 88 mm. 



Canto 31. Fiordiligi looks down as Rodomonte rescues Brandimarte from 

the river: "Fiordiligi da1 ponte afflitta e smorta / e le lacrime e i voti e i 

prieghi adopra: / . . . 1 / E seppe si ben dir, ch'ancor die fosse / si crudo il re 

pagan, pur 10 commosse; 1 / e fe' che '1 suo amator ratto soccorse, / che sotto 

acqua ü destrier tenea sepolto" (73-75). 

Fig. 259. X6", 49 x 87.5 mm. 

Canto 3 2  Before Tristan's castle, by the light of the moon, and under a 

heavy rain, Bradamante unseats, using Astolfo's magic lance, the first of 

the three kings escorting UUania (73-7ï). in the background, the Saracen 

forces re-group (3-4). 

Fig. 260. Y4', 48 x 87 mm. 

Canto 33. Rinaldo and Gradasso clash over Durindana and Baiardo, until 

they are intenupted by the noise of the horse fighting off a winged monster 

(78-88). In the sky over the duel, Astolfo, riding the hippogryph and 

sounding the magic horn, drives off the harpies affiding Senapo, Emperor 

of Ethiopia, who is shown sitting under a loggia, before a table layed with 

food: "Subito il paladin dietro lor sprona: / . . . / e per l'aria, cacciando i 

rnostrî, poggia" (124-26). 

Fig. 261. 22: 49 x 88 mm. 

Canto 34. St. John the Evangelist and Astolfo set off for the moon in Elias' 

chariot (6û-70); the piles of objects below them are the things men lose on 

earth, with the phials containing their wits on the extreme right (73-87). 

On the left, the palace in the earthly paradise where Astolfo is received by 

St. John, Enoch, and Elias (51-54). 

Fig. 262. ZûV, 47 x 86 mm. 

Canto 35. Bradamante unseats a Saracen knight (Serpentino, Grandonio, or 

Ferraù) before the walls of Arles, as King Agramante, his retinue, and the 



people of the city look on from the ramparts; she rides Rabicano, and 

wields her magic lance (67-79). 

Fig. 263. 2AF, 47.5 x 88.5 mm. 

Canto 36. Marfisa and Bradamante fight at dose quarters, and Ruggiero 

steps in to take their daggers: "di partirle per fona si dispone: / leva di 

mano ad mendua  il pugnale" ( 6 5 0 ) .  In the background, Atlante's tomb 

in a wood of cypresses (4142,5866). 

Fig. 264. 2BlV, 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 37. The women he persecuted wreak vengeance on King 

Marganorre, and fint among them is Dnisilla's old servant, who jabs hlln 

with a sharp goad (107-11). In the background, Marfisa and Bradamante 

attadi Marganorre's amis to a column, and have their new law protecting 

the city's women inscribed upon it (119-20). 

Fig. 265. 2B6', 47 x 86 mm. 

Canto 38. Outside Arles, Charlemagne and Agramente ride out with their 

respective retinues to witness the duel between Ruggiero and Rinaldo (77- 

79). Ln the background on the l e 4  Marfisa is baptized by the archbishop 

Turpino (23). 

Fig. 266. 2C4", 47 x 87 mm. 

Canto 39. Astolfo, Brandimarte, OLiviero, Sansonetto, and Dudone use 

ropes to bring down Orlando (5S55). On the right, Marfisa and 

Bradamante attack the enemy forces: "cosi le due magnanime guemere, / 

scorrendo il campo per diversa strada, / gran strage fan ne l'africane 

schiere, / ltuna con ltasta, e l'altra con la spada" (15). 

Fig. 267. 2DlV, 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 40. The Christian forces under Orlando attack Biserta just before 

dawn (9-35); in the background and to the left, Sansonetto's ships attadc the 



city from the sea (20); on the right, Brandimarte dimbs a ladder to reach the 

top of the battlements (23-24). In the background, near the rising sun, 

Agramante's ship sails to a smail island to take shelter from a tempest, and 

there fhds  Gradasso and his ship (43-46). On the right, the duel between 

Ruggiero and Dudone, who is leading prisoners and spoils in a triumphal 

mardi from Marseilles to Charlemagne (7242). 

Fig. 268. 2D6: 47 x 86 mm. 

Canto 41. The combat between the three Christian and three pagan 

diampions on the island of Lipadusa. On the right, Sobrino a s s d s  

Oliviero, who is p i ~ e d  under his horse (89-90); in the foreground and to 

the left, Brandimarte is about to kill Agramante, when Gradasso cornes up 

behhd hirn to deliver the fatal blow with his sword (98-99); above this 

scene, Orlando, dazed by a blow to his head from Gradasso, is camed away 

from the battle by hs hightened hone (95-97). in the background and to 

the left, Ruggiero's ship is tossed about by a tempest (€4-18); on the right, 

Ruggiero finds himself on a barren rock, where a hermit baptizes him (46- 

59). 

Fig. 269. 2E2', 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 4 2  Having beheaded Agramante and dispatched Gradasso, Orlando 

bends over the dying Brandimarte (7-14). On the right, a smaii ship 

approaches Lipadusa (23), carrying, as it is later revealed (43.15&51), 

Rinaldo. 

Fig. 270. 2EBr, 48.5 x 88 mm. 

Canto 43. A solemn funeral procession accompanies Brandimarte's casket 

to Agrigento's cathedra1 (175-81). In the background, figures on an island, 

probably Orlando, Rinaldo, Oliviero, and Sobrino arriving on the hermit's 



rock (18M9); it is possible, however, that the scene depicted is Lipadusa 

after the combat of the six champions (15G53). 

Fig. 271. 2F5', 47 x 88 mm. 

Canto 44. Riding Frontino, Ruggiero cornes to the aid of the Bulgars and 

attacks the Greek troops of Emperor Costantino and his son Leone; in the 

background, Belgrade, and the Greek ships. 81-86. 

Fig. 272. 2GT, 47 x 86 mm. 

Canto 45. The single combat between Bradamante and Ruggiero, in the 

presence of Charlemagne and other knights; Ruggiero is disguised as 

Leone, and hence his shield bean the two-headed hnperial eagle (69, 72-82). 

Fig. 273. 2H5', 48 x 88 mm. 

Canto 46. Ruggiero plunges his dagger Uito Rodomonte, as the crowd that 

had gathered in Paris for his and Bradamante's wedding looks on: "E due e 

tre volte ne l'orribil fronte, / alzando, più ch'alzar si possa, il braccio, / il 

ferro del pugnale a Rodomonte / tutto nascose, e si levb d'impaccio" (140). 

Fig. 274. 2I3", 48 x 88 mm. 



Appendix 

Two M ila nese E ditions 

Arnaldo Ganda's research on the Milanese publisher Niccolb Gorgonzola 

uncovered documentary evidence pointing to the existence of two editions 

of the Orlando Furioso, previously unknown to bibliographers, and of 

which no copies have survived. Since the evidence, as wiU be seen below, 

does not allow us to determine precise dates, and since the adual existence 

of the editions cannot be established with certainty, their descriptions have 

been placed in this appendix, after the main series of entries. 

The first edition was, it seems, printed in Milan for Gorgonzola 

around the year 1524. The "Annali" compiled by Ganda, and included in 

his Niccolh Gorgonzola, list it as entry 88, which reads: 

Edizione sconosciuta ai bibliografi. L'mica notizia & quella 

delitinventario del magazzino librario (1537) che cos1 la segnala: 

Furioso del Gorgonzola n. 81 [esemplari] a +ni 9 f. 3 sema altre 

indicazioni. Arnmesso che sia stato adottato il format0 in 4' le carte 

sarebbero 192 (quintemi 9 e 3 fogli) il che lascerebbe supporre die 

l'edizione sia stata modeilata su quelia dei da Legnano in 190 carte ... 
uscita dai torchi di Agostino Vimercate il 22 aprile 1524, anziche su 

qieila di Scimenzeler apparsa il 30 marzo 1526 in 208 carte. . . . Dato 

die, corne sappiamo, Gorgonzola ricopib più volte i volumi dei da 

Legnano anche questa edizione potrebbe essere stampata intomo al 

The inventory of Gorgonzola's warehouse, taken on July 28, 1937, five 

months after death, is transaibed in full by Ganda (12645). 
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Ganda's dating of the Gorgonzola edition around the year 1524 is a 

reasonable conjecture, considenng the extant evidence, but there is nothing 

to exclude the possibility that it was actually printed at any other time 

before the publisher's death in 1537. Furthemore, it is not absolutely 

certain that the abbreviated title "Furioso" in the inventory in fact denotes 

copies of Ariosto's work. There is the possibility, for example, that the 

reference is to If R ugino, Pier Francesco de Conti's continuation of the 

fnnamorato, which in his edition of 1518 Gorgonzola had "ribattezzato 

Orlando Furibundo ne1 tentativo di equipararlo al successo ariostesco" 

(Harris, L'avventura editorinle 87), although Ganda does not believe this to 

be the case (130). Harris has noted several errors on the part of the notary 

who compiled the inventory (Bibl iograh BI), ano ther indication that the 

List is not entirely reliable. 

Ganda's evidence for a second edition of the Furioso is another entry 

in the warehouse inventory, which lists 92 copies, of 52 sheets each of a 

"Furioso del Lomazo" (130). Gian Pietro Lomazzo was a bookseller who 

supplied Gorgonzola: "Sappiamo in particolare che [Lomazzo], il 9 ottobre 

1532, ricevette la somma di 100 lire per foniitura di libri [Le., from 

Gorgonzola]. È probabile che si sia trattato di copie di un'altra edizione 

dell'Orfando Furioso di Ludovico Anosto hanziata da1 Lomazzo stesso, 

sconosciuta ai bibliografi e di cui  non si conoscono esemplari" (46). 

Lomazzo is not listed in either Ascarelli-Menato or Sandal's Editori e 

tipografi a Milano net Cinquecento, so it is difficult to propose a date for the 

edition, if indeed one existed. The same doubts outlined above apply here. 

Until copies of these two Milanese editions are discovered, or 

corroborating documentary evidence is uncovered, their existence must be 

regarded as probable, but not certain. 



Glossary of Bibliographical Terms 

The definitions in this glossary are drawn mostly frorn Glaister's 

Encyclopedia of the Book and Carter's ABC f ir  Book ColIectors. When a 

term has several acceptations, the definition below reflects its particular use 

in the dissertation. 

accidentals. The "surface features" of a text, such as the spelüng and the 

punctuation, as opposed to the substantives, which are the "actual words, 

or the 'meaning' of a text" (Greetharn, Textiral Scholarship 333). 

ascenders. 'The upper portion of lower-case letters above the x-height, i.e., 

b d f h k 1 t" (Glaister 20). See descenders. 

base line. 'The imaginary line on which the bases of capitals and 

miniscuies without descenders align" (Glaister 29). 

bianchi girari. A decorative pattern consisting of branches and foliage, used 

in humanist manuscripts of the tifteenth century and in printed books of 

that cenhvy and the next (Fahy, L 'Orlando 110). For examples of initials a 

bianchi girari, see figs. 60-66. 

blind. " M e n  decoration or lettering on a binding is said to be blznd or i n  

b h d ,  this means that a plain impression has been made in the leather or 

doth by the tool, die-stamp or roll, without any addition of gold or colour" 



(Carter 43). Hence the expressions "blind-stamped", "blind-tooled", "blind 

tooling". 

block. See woodcut. 

boards. The general term for "the wood, paste-board, straw-board or other 

base (but not leather) for the sides of any bound [ . . . ] book, i.e., any book in 

hard covers [ . . . 1 the term inciudes the covering of the actual board" 

(Carter 46). 

border. Used here to refer to any ornamental enclosure of a page made up 

of a single piece or several pieces used together (Bowers 14144). The 

individual sections of a border are called compartments. 

cancel. "A leaf containing an error or errors which is removed from its 

section and replaced by another, suitably amended" (Glaister 81). 

catchword. The word printed undemeath the last üne of a page, at the 

right-hand lower corner, which is also the word with which the following 

page commences; it serves as "an aid to the compositor in imposing pages 

of type in correct order, and to the binder in gathering" (Glaister 87). See 

direction Iine. 

chainlines. T h e  widely spaced ünes (distinct from the lighter, dose-set 

Lines which run at right angles to them) visible in the texture of laid paper, 

made by the wire mesh at the bottom of the tray in which the paper is 

made" (Carter 59). The lighter lines are referred to as wire lines. 



charader. "Any single letter, number, punduation mark or symbol cast as 

a type", synonymous with sort (Glaister 93). See font, letter, type. 

chase. "A steel or cast iron frame into which type and blocks are lodced by 

means of wooden wedges or small metal expartding boxes cailed quoins" 

(Glaister 93). 

coiophon. in printed books, a statement at the end of the book giving some 

or al1 of the foilowing details: the name of the printer and/or publisher, 

the place and date of publication, and less often the title of the work and the 

author; at times it was accompanied by the device of the printer. (Carter 65, 

Glaister 103.) 

cornpartment. See border. 

conjugate leaves. "Any two leaves of a book which together form one piece 

of paper" (Glaister 111). See format. 

coveds). Parts of the binding: "The upper cover is the front, the lower the 

badc side of the binding"; to be distinguished from the spine, that part of 

the binding which is visible when the book stands closed on the shelf 

(Carter 73,194). 

cut. See woodcut. 

descenders. 'The portion of lower-case letters below the base üne, i.e., g, j, 

p, q, y" (Glaister 133). See ascenders, base line. 



device. "A trade-mark or design introduced by a printer or publisher on 

the title-page or at the end of the text to distinguish his productions" 

(Glaister 136). Also known as a "printeris mark". 

direction line. An extra iine at the bottom of the page below the text, 

mostly blank, containing the catchword (Gaskell 7). 

doublure. A pastedown made of leather and usually decorated (Carter 78- 

79). 

edition. An edition "is all the copies of a book printed at any time (or 

times) from substantially the same setting of type, and includes al1 the 

various impressions, issues, and states which may be derived from that 

setting" (Gaskell 313). An impression is "al1 the copies of an edition 

printed at any one time [ . . . . ] In the hand-press period, it was normal to 

distribute and re-use the type from each sheet as it was printed off, so that at 

that time the edition and the impression were generally the same thing" 

(314). An issue is al1 the copies of the edition which form "a purposehl 

publishing unit removed from the original issue either in form (separate 

issue) or in time (reissue)" (315). For an example of separate issue, see 

entry 27, and for one of reissue, see entry 8. For a definition of state, see 

ided copy. 

endpapes. 'The double leaves added at front and badc by the binder, the 

outer leaf of each being pasted to the inner surface of the cover (known as 

the pastedown), the inner leaves (or free endpapen) foming the first and 

last [leaves] of the volume when bound" (Carter 154). See flyleaf. 
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face. 'The printing surface of any type character" (Glaister 168). See font. 

fillet. A straight h e ,  gilded or in blind, impressed on the covers of a book 

for decoration. 

fleurons. Typographical omaments representing flowers or leaves; also 

called leaf ornaments, or, when appropriate, trifoils. 

flyleaf. A blank leaf included by the binder in addition to the free endpaper 

(Carter 99). 

folio. See format. 

font. "A complete array of type characiers designed and made up as a set" 

(Glaister 183). The term font also refers to "the style and size of the type" 

(Carter lM), and in this sense it is used interchangeably with typeface and 

fam. These latter terms, however, are used to refer to both the specific font 

and to "the senes or family name for types with common charaderistics 

(Glaister 168). The three main groups of typefaces are roman, gothic, and 

italic. See character, letter, sorts, type. 

foot The margin at the bottom of a page (Glaister 181). 

fore-edge. The outer edge of a book parallel to the spine (Glaister 181). 

format. The tenn refers to the structure and relative size of a book: "In 

bibliographical usage the format of a book of the hand-press period means 



the arrangement of its formes and the subsequent folding of the printed 

sheets as indicated by the number and conjugacy of the leaves and the 

orientation of the paper in the gatherings, and is expressed in the terms of 

folio, quarto, octavo, etc." (Gaskell 80). In a folio each printed sheet has 

been folded once, hence each gathering is made up of two leaves; in a 

quarto, the sheet has been folded twice, giving four leaves to a gathering; in 

an octavo the sheet has been folded three h e s ,  giving eight leaves to a 

gathering. When a book was printed so that two or more gatherings would 

be folded one inside the other, the reference to the format indudes the total 

number of leaves in each composite gathering, Le., "a folio in sixes", a 

"quarto in eights". The abbreviations for folio, quarto, and octavo are 2", 4", 

and 8", respectively. 

forme. 'Type matter and blocks assembled into pages and locked up in a 

diase ready for printing" (Glaister 182). 

fumiture. Lengths of wood used in a forme to fiU up the spaces between 

the type-pages and the bars of the diase (Gaskell 78). 

gathering. This term refers to "the group of leaves formed after the printed 

sheet has been folded to the size of the book and before it is combined in 

proper order with its fellows for binding" (Carter 106). See format for the 

number of leaves in a gathering. Also called signature, quire, or section. 

guide letters. "Smd letters inserted in blank spaces . . . at the beginning of 

a chapter or paragraph for the subsequent insertion by an artist of 



illumina ted, historiated or rubricated capitals"; this feature of manuscript 

writing was sometimes used in early printed books (Glaister 207-208). 

head. The margin at the top of a page (Glaister 223). 

headhe. An extra line "above the text of each page, which included the 

Nnning title and the numerals of the foliation or pagination" (Gaskell 52). 

head-title. 'The title (sometimes in abbreviated or different fom)  which 

immediately precedes on the page the beginning of the text and is often 

printed in larger type and omamented" (Bowen 186). 

historiated initials. See initials, 

ideal copy. This concept is used by bibliographers to "represent a state of the 

text that, while recogmzing the physical differences in individual copies, 

attempts to describe a form of the book as intended for 'publication' by the 

printer" (Greetham, Texfual 153). It is "that version intended by the printer 

for releaçe after dl determined corrections had been made" (Greetharn, 7). 

The term state is used to refer to the "variants from the basic forrn of the 

ideal copy", and covers alterations resulting from stoppress corrections, the 

addition or deletion of rnatter, the presence of cancel leaves, etc. (Gaskell 

316). 

imposition 'The arranging of pages of type in a diase in a particular 

sequence . . . so that when folded the printed pages will be in consecutive 

order" (Glaister 240). 



imprint. "A statement of the name of the publisher, bookseller, or printer, 

the place of publication, date of publication, or any combination of these 

items of information" (Bowers 172). 

initials. Large capital letters used at the begùining of a work, a chapter, or a 

section (Glaister 243). The term is used here to indicate any capital letter 

used in this manner. Initials can be carved (woodcut initials) or cast (type 

initials); they can be ornamental (decorated or decorative initials), or 

simple unadomed letters. They are larger than the text capitals on the page 

on which they appear, although not necessarily by a great rneasure. 

Histonated initials are illustrated with figures whose names begin with the 

same letter. See guide letter. 

issue, re-issue, separate issue. See edition. 

label. A strip of paper or other material displaying the author and title of a 

book, or the owner's name, and attached to the covers, spine, or 

pastedowns. 

layout The appearance of the printed page, that is, the manner in which its 

various elements are arranged. 

leaf. 'The basic bibliogaphical unit: the piece of paper comprising one 

page on its front side (recto, obveae) and another on its back (verso, 

reverse) (Carter 131). 



letter. "A single type" or "a group name, e.g., roman letter, black letter" 

(Glaister 279). See font, character, sorts, type. 

letterpress. The text and illustrations in a book printed from types or wood- 

blocks (Glaister 280). 

limp. 'This term is used of binding not based on board sides" (Carter 134); 

hence, a binding is said to be "in Lmp veilum". 

majuscule, miniscule. Used as synonyms for upper-case and lower-case. 

marginal notes. See side-notes. 

rnargins. 'The four blank borders which . . . enclose and give emphasis to 

the type area of a page. According to their position on the page the four 

rnargins are known as imer or gutter, head or top, fore-edge or outer, and 

tail or foot" (Glaister 315). 

morocco. Goatskin, used in bindings. 

octavo. See format. 

opening. "Any two faang pages" (Glaister 352). 

page. See leaf. 



pastedown The inside lining of the cover of a book; see endpapers. 

piracy. A pirated edition is one published without the permission of the 

author (Carter 155). 

pnnters' copy. The manuscript or printed book used as the basis for the text 

of a printed edition. 

privilege. In sixteenth-century Venice, and in most other Italian states at 

the time, the exclusive right to publish a title, granted to an individual; an 

early form of copyright (Horatio Brown 50-59). 

provenance. The history of a book's ownership. 

quarto. See format. 

recto. See leaf. 

register. A list of the gatherings in a book, identified by their signatures, 

placed at the end, often with the colophon. 

nile. A straight, continuous line printed on the page; several d e s  used 

together to enclose other matter are termed a rule-frame (Bowers 147). 

running title(s1. The words of the title or of the section, prùited in the 

headline at the top of a page or across both pages of an opening (Bowers 

'1 87). 



separate issue. See edition 

shelf-mark. A mark or a number, usually written or stamped inside the 

front cover, specifying the location of a book in a library. 

side-notes. "Notes printed on the outer margin alongside the text to whic 

they refer" (Carter 189). The term marginal notes is used in the dissertation 

when the notes are printed on both the outer and the inner margins. 

signature. The letters "printed in the tail margin of the first leaf (at least) of 

each gathering or section of a book, as a guide to the binder in assembling 

them correctly" (Carter 189). The term is used by extension to refer to the 

ga thering itself. 

sorts. "Specific letters as distinct from complete fonts of type" (Glaister 452). 

See character, font, letter, type. 

spine. See cover. 

state. The term is usualiy used to refer to the condition of a book or any of 

its parts; see alço ideal copy. 

stoppress corrections. Any corrections made to the text while printing is 

already in progress (Gaskell 115). 

tail. 'The lower margin of the leaf' (Carter 200). 



tail-piece. "An omament for a blank space in the lower part of a page", 

usually at the end of a section (Carter 200). 

tools, tooling. The irnplements binden use to irnpress designs on the 

covers of a book, and the designs themselves (Carter 202). 

type. "A rectangular metal casting . . . having on one end of it the reversed 

image in relief of any one of the charabers used in letterpress printing" 

(Glaister 488). See character, font, letter, sorts. 

typeface. See font. 

type-page. 'The block of letterpress comprising the text" (Bowers 301). 

vellum. 'The skin of the newly born calf, kid or lamb" (Glaister 499, used 

for writing, printing, and binding. 

verso. See leaf. 

wire lines. See chainlines. 

wood-block. See woodcut. 

woodcut. "Any illustration printed from wood" (Carter 216), or the wood- 

block itseif onto which the design is cut in relief; also cut, block. 



wormholes. 'The holes made in paper, and sometimes also in the boards 

and leather of bindings, by bookworms-maggots of variegated speues" 

(Carter 216). 

x-height. 'The height of lower-case letters (exduding ascenders and 

descenders), i.e., the height of lower-case x" (Glaister 523). 
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29. Entry Il. GarantaJNicolini Da Sabbio, 1527, 8". Title-page, Alr .  



CO ARIOSTONOBILE. 
FERRARESE 

W S T A M P A T O  ET CON.' 
MOLTA DILIQENTIA . 
DALYf C O R R B T T O  
ET QVASI T V T O  - .  

F O R M A T 0  Dt 
NVOVQ ET- 

30. Entry 12, Firenze, 1528,4'. Title-page, Alr .  



31. Entry 12, Firenze, 1528,4'. Colophon, 2C8'. 



32 Entry 14, Bindoni e Pasini, 1530,P. Title-page, Alr .  



33. Entry 15, Sessa, 1530,4". Ti tle-page, Alr.  



34. Entry 15, Sessa, 1530,4*. Text page, 04'. 





36. Entry 15, Sessa, 1530,4". Device, 2C8'. 



#iriop0 Nobile FcrrmJ, ion f i n i d  

ma' dil igcqu fraüo.dalJ O fipi 
atlifimo t j ê m p ~ i w i ~ J o ~ ~ .  -_ _ 

37. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Title-page, a l r .  



38. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Letter to Readers, al''. 



39. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Head-title, a2'. 



40. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Canto 2 opening, a6'. 



41. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Canto 3 opening, b2'. 



4 2  Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Canto 4 opening, b6'. 



V.TQVA'I~TO 
Ma IrÈflmofkr~mcntcaol p n m  ;:;i 
danru oQnnllv,omd 
a n l e  tîua ml 6 
pa hrk hi *hnbc'dl fangacrdk ., 
d a  eq Ai di-b i t q i ~ ?  
ghuilmorfrhcMpkmfimo4k , 
vainc RinaMo ccamdié n'lcooni ' . 
con rtri gridl c ghn mkacdr accort?. 

FINISCE IL CANTO 



44. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530, 4". Canto 6 opening, c6". 





46. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Canto 8 opening, d6'. 



ririt! iiitir itlmdurium ip ytir q, 
yu-v a h  w p J - & #  . ! ~ l h i l i q o y u y  ~t,yiocur~)rt;ji 

CUHI O J I U ~ L I ~ ~ ~ U A ~ ~ A  k c ~ d ~ i i t  

'~IY~wJ+V J'ttlJucq~w iptiutyip 
~ ~ ~ r n b l a p  rdajuiririwo<ll iinii 
) I Q ~  ilou ttq*xw udiptii, rl 9 1  * 

a w q ! t d o i u i ~  u>ip(r& 



48. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". Colophon, D r .  



49. Entry 16, Zoppino, 1530,4". P.B.M. border and bees and fire block, D4'. 



50. Entry 17, Bindoni e Pasini, 1531,4". Title-page, Alr. 



51. Entry 17, Bindoni e Pasini, 1531,4". Letter to readers, Alv. 



Pixciaui  gcocrofa HercuIca prolc Chc vi fu tolri II 6.13 donna poi 
oni~mcnro c rplcndor dcl rccol iiofiro TCCCO il gitidicio hon~icomclpc(ro erra 
H i ~ ; - o l ~ o  aggr3dirqucRo chc vuolc quclb chc da li Hcfpcrii n ilici Eoi 
& darui fol pi10 l'huntil fcrim voffro h~ucad:fcfacon fi s c r n  
qucl ch'io VI dcbbo @O di parole . hot toln gli c fn cantiamiciluoi 
p p r c  iii p m c , ~  di open d'inchioffto fcnzz colpo di rpada,cin la l u i  tara,-; 6, 
nc chc poco io vi dia da impunr bno il Quio Im?crator chccRinguctvolk ' * 

,'chequanto io polfo dar tuttc vi dono vn gnucinccndio,fiu chc gli h mlk 

V o i  Lntirece fn piu dcgni Hcroi 
chc nornimt con laitde mi apparccchio 
ricordat que[ Ruwcr chc fu di voi 

Nata pochi di inanzi m vna prt 
tr3 il cote OrlMo c il h o  cugi Rinddo 
che arnbi haucan per ta btllczza nta 

5 2  Entry 17, Bindoni e Pasini, 1531, 4". Head-title, A2'. 



.. -- 7 

C15-N 7 Q 
,nri&pmmcttciidol.~qÜdd'~fi Su l i  riiicn Rrrau r r w o f i  
,),madut)biofa pipa ia  gzornarr di fiidor pirno,c r m o  polucroh ' 
&Il i&&U plu cc a v c d f i  da l a  bjirtclu d m:ilo nnio0~ 

- ~ d ~ f ~ a n i m ~ r c b k ~ r a ~ u ~ a r ~  r i 1  gtaiid41~ <t LwcA di ripofo 
caninri a I votipot fiiro I Iuc~'c~~I c p ,n iA  &r.itio fiic,ili~i;ii L.riiio(~, 
&ciil m a n d o  la rcbrii;ara p r;hc dt I ' ~ ~ t l : ~ ~ l ~ ~ r ~ k , c  frrrto&, 

l r i  u r i  l'cliiw irl i i i i i~~  fi !"ii~*a'lvrc 

La cofuzi h u a  in rloflo,cl'clrno i rcfla 
Mra 13, fpda,& ~rnbracciam 11 fcudd 
c&dcpctcorrca y r  ia fotcfia 

ioroflo il vi an mtxoirudo 
dmi J aftorrlbnuifiprclh 
non Mf)c pcdclimria fcrpccnido 
corn Angclica rdto II Tm#> mrli 
clidclguaricr ch'a pkvcnia,s'accorfc 

Eprchcr r~  corrcfccnc Itaiic~ hrfc 
non mii dc I dui cq i iud  prrocaldo 
1.a1uro chc pics turtolc p d c  
prcornc hriirflc I'clrnoarditoc baldo 
rrafli la fpi1.1, c rnrnaccirndo corfc 
doucpco di Iiii m u a  11 i idda 
piu volrcs'~ r m  gia ilon pur\ 8 Jiiri 
rm ai  parlgon dc I'armc coriir~kruri 

Err cotlulqutlpahdin grgll>rdo ~rnrnc ia r  uiui vna cnidrl batoglia 
finhidd'Amon51-di M6nlbano mrnc a p ic l  rrouar CO i brandi ifznudi 
a& purdunri ilhi crualBaMo non3i;k anrcch min i in i iu~ lu  
pr tlramcrb v b t o m  d i m o  . ma asolpiP(or lion rtggcrian f'incudl 
comcrgli volfraUa I)dt& ilfguardo hormcnrrcl'un con I'alrroii rnuagb 
riconnobk,quanninqucdi lonnno, bifogna alpalafrcn ch'clparlo Rudi 
l'a kofmbianrccquclklvdto chcquantopiio mrnardctculugru 
ch' amorok rcri iltrnninuolro colci bcacc~a r l  boïioc a h  campgnr . 

clic mcnrrc noi rardan fcitc va via di &lm haurr da far frinir cli Ihabbia 

Qyanro fia mrglio amSdola ri1 aiichora Con vn gran ramo d'albcrorimondo 
chcni k vcn a a traiicrlrr l a  flrada dichc hauca faria vria pcrtica lunqr 
r nrcncrla c i t i c  far dimwa tcntailfiunu c riccrca fiiioaIlondo 
pinuchtpiu loiitana Cc nc vrdr nclocolafaaouc non brrac puiigr 
comcUiaurrrno in porchrc,allhora rncnrtr,c6la mr ior nizn  dcl modo 
dtchr r l r  dcli pruwi con l a  $ad4 t m o  la indupa !?a quiuipolungi 
non fo Jrim:nrcdo vn IMpaffanno vcdcdimzo II fiiirnc vn cauallicro 
rhcpofi roifciriic aeh> chc dan110 in fino al pcm dcir di afpse ficm 

P R I M O  
Difical P~gan,rncTolcrrduto hatirai Piir frritnioua anchorfula riiic" 
&harirai pur rc M o  anchoraoffdo I r  doiic Iclniogli cafco iicl ondc 
fr qucRo auicn,yrchti fulgrt~tirar poi clic Ir doniia rirrwrr noiifpcra 
dd riuouo~olrc habbmoal pciroacccfa pcr hrucr Iclma, cli'clfiiinirgli ifcon& 
difarmiqiii nrduchc adapohai! tnqucllr parrcciidc cadiito I r  cri 
~ < l d o i n ~ o r r u  mmlrtoo pro difccndr nc hfirrmrhumih fpondc 
non pcrhorua labtlia donna fia ma qudb cra fi fitro nc ta Irbbia 

AI  Pagan l a  proyfla nou d ~ r  iacqtt~ Era fuor chc ia rcih rurio armrro 
cofi a,N difirita a rcnzonc 7 ",- . : n haunvnclrnonc h ddra mano 
e ml rrcguarra lor fubrto nacqiic . haria II mdclmodmo,chc ccrcato 
fi l'odio r l'ira va inobliuionc ' da Frmu fu Iiingamcnrriii vancl, 
chkll~apnorlprrruda Ir (rdchc acq a Fcrmuparlocomr adirata 
i i6J~~aoaFicdi i Ibudt i~ l iuddw~~~~ic  cdiiTcah maiicaror di fc Narino 
con ~ I i i  iiiuita,Oral fin tqltcin groppa pcfchciafciarmikhor lclmo tirggrciii 
c pcrl ormc d'hitgcliu galoppa chc rcndcr gir gran rrnipo mi Joucul 

O p n  bono dccauallirri antiqui 1 RLcordrtiPa nquandovccidclti 
cnn  riuali,cnnd~ fcdiucrli, d"Ang(ica &a;nrcl<chc 1oi~qucI1'~1 
c fi fairiuan,dc Ii colpi iniqui d ~ ~ ~ l ' i l r n a n n c  ru mi prommc& 
chc s'haiinn datipitchor wrridokfi . frrpochl di giturlclrnonclno 
&hot p r  ktuc ofct~rcccalli~blt ui hocfc Fornina quel chc non voklti 
infiurnc vrn ~rnza f u f j o h a u c d  h r  nt.pmad cnrim il vdcrrnio 



~ l \c lg l i v r ra  ilcaiulcd~ra waRt~ggicro Riiggicr ii15pdc di+,& digrSdcvrto 
k c a u h  accorumrirc:h.~c rrura Io rci~orc nclprao,& ne la hccia 
n nclpafit al f rm piglial1 dcllricm L &xag l i  wrcl*.hnm fi- 
con LI m i r 1  rnancax inmrno Io nggirr che cala manotn r m  anho Io cacdr 
&con h dcflnin unroalcaurUicro ma tinrofa tlPqpncn . r rirurro 
fcrircil fianïo:o il vittc:od pcrromtrr fiflnngc ch Ruggicr fi .WIO abbraccia 
et diduc ntr f r  knnrgl~angofiir lunrik idrro fiagglra h ..riorr h fimc 
luna n t l G r o  h ~ m  nrlacolcia rrrt aqgii~~igldoiiiclor for-c cîlicm. 

Rodomonrc rhc in mnoanchor tcnca Dl forr i  a Roùonionrc vna gran p n c  
iIwmcbklG de la lmdr torra Iacofcia c il fiaiico apcrrohaurario rdro 

Sila forrco rua ddlrrrza vu01 chc cadr Rodonionre irn d 'm & di drf 
il Pa % an fi chc a Ru* r& al ira Ru gwr nfcollo b nc le l pGCndc  
vuo irchctaddrin pic,chc ph &da hor5"ra)oilol i c,hor hprailprti 
Rujggw haucrnc d mrglio giudtcaro follcuaio da rcrraro!dprndc <io 
Ruggin crrca il Pagan rrncrc abadr qiiinci k quiiidi Io mora& Io tiEllrcrto 
l u n p  da k,nc d i  acwllarl ha caio & p r  brlocadcr mdro conicndc 
p r l i i i non  fa lalcirr vcnirfcaddo Rugg ic rh i  f c n c c o l m & m m ~  O P  

v n a m  coh grande& cofigro(ro fcnno h valor pi rimncr dl ( o p  

"P 

thmc cal valu ouc fi au1  l'or o fi torcc Or d~biitcfi chcviccir 
l i t r i  Pannonioin* fdinc H~bcrc ~ d ~ f p n ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ i ~  
k , m p ~ i l i  N ~ W  aloto kconla ddtramm chcl pgnrltimc bc v i ~ M u b m p ~ u m t i ~ , ~ ~ c  du tnf lcinch~~li in q con~~~~~oforc  nc r c h o  fi o ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ p i o  i l h o  tcntifcrir Ru gcrrfotcolc rrnt 
ÇW a p n u  * d-adlro llaucrc nu il p t m L r o r f c d c  
~ o f i  non mm fil i ~ f ~ p p r c ~ o  i~lct~cpouacadtt pi diffcrirr 
dsl viilciror ton0 . n mrffo di frrqudmpiofanrin niorarc 

'+i 

h\~a v i h  dc lclmoglirpprcknn 
1s pinradcl gnalchucagia rnrto 
& c l ~ c  fi rc$minicciando tmn 
h. di hfciulo vNo g!i fa parro 
ma c~udchcdl m r i r  wnca paucnta 

monnr diviladcvnminrmortto 
fi iorcc,k f'oqlpcr pwluidi lotto 
mcmogni fuo vigor,nc gli fa mono 

F I N I S ,  



55. Entry 17, Bindoni e Pasini, 1531,4". Bees and fire block within 
decorative border, 2Cûv. 



M E S S E R  L V D O V I C O  
A R ~ O S T O  N O B I L E  
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56. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532, 4". Title-page, Alr .  



57. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532,4". Privileges, Alv. 



Diro d'Orlando in vn  ~lcdefmo tratto Per far al fi MafiIi 
Cah non dcttr in profa mai nc in'rimn Batte$ anchor del 
Che pcr mor vtnne in furore e matto D'haucr mndotto 1 
D'huom chc fi fa gio t r i  Rimat6 pria Gcn ti crano atte 2 PO 
Scda colci chc ta f quafi m'ha fart0 Valtro d'haucr Cpint 
Che'l poco igcgno adhor d h o r  mi li/ A defiruttidn del bcl 
Mc né C m  crho tan ta conccKo (nit E cofi Orlando arriuo 
Che mi ba f! i a finit quaito ho promcffo Ma toRo li pcnii d'cKcru 
Piaccimi gencrofa Hérculqprolc Chc vi lu tolta la h a  donn 
Ornamento e fplcndor dcl fecol noRro Ecco il giudicio hum5 CO 
Hi polyto aggradir queRo chi vuole Q ~ ~ t l l a  chc da gliJ3cfpc 
E &mi foi ~lhurni~fc up voItta Hauca-dikh e h  fi lu 
C h e l  chpiovi d&bo,& i:rolc Hor tolu !i c f r a  ta Cf Pagarc in prirte,c d'o$tra d'inc iioRro,,Scnza {pl a d o p r a  
Nc chp poco io vidia da imoutar f o n ~  Il fauio Imperaior c 

58. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532, 4". Head-title, A2'. 
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. 
' . .. - .  . ' fientici ktO'$ fiii t h e s  h'erbette - , Ma ion fi t o ~ o  di1 matcm 

Chpinuitano a ptfar chi ~Lpprc fcn t r ,  Rimera vicne;c da1 h o  
Lgbclla donna in mc.zQa quel fi iiicttc . Chc quiito htuca da gli 
'Iui fi korcca,k iui s'addprcncnt~ . - - Pauor' graih c bcllézza 
Ma non pcr lungo @atiuEofi [tettc La vcrgnc chc'l flor'di 
Che vn calpcfiio le p.a-r'clic vcciir'fciit;i Che dc bcgliocclii,c.de 
Gheta li lieu?,e apprcffo NP rittcri M c i a  altrui coi*rc,il.@ 
Vedc'ch'armaco vn Caudlier giuiit'crn Perde cicl c6r di tutti g 

non coniprciide Si3 vile glidtri,c da que1 fol0 mata  4 
dubbio cuor le fcuotc A cui di Tc fccc li  I W  a copia. iFF . ?  

E di  quella aucntura il fine attcndc Ah Fortunxi:udcl, ortunaingrata. . :i 
Ne pur d'an Col fofpir Pais crcuotc Tri6phïii  g l i d i r i , ~  nc moro io d'inopiq 
Il.czualIicro in riua 11 6ume r cendc D3g clfcr puo chc lion mi fi piu gntalî 
S_oprt l'un b r~cc io  a r i p o t r  Ic gotc Dunq io poKo Iafcitr m i l  vita propiaf4 

1 E t . i n v n y p n  penficr canto penctra -) Ali piu toRo lioggi mnnchino i di miei: 
1.  Chc par cangiato in infcnfibil pietri Ch'io viua piu,s'aiiiar non dtbbo Ici 
I 1 

Pcnfofopiu d'un'horî a'cipabaffo 
Stcttc Signorc il cauallicr dolente 
Poi comincio co@ono afflitto e I t(To 
A famentafi fi foaucmcntc 
C'lraurcbbc di picta rpezzato vn Lffo 

, Vila tygre cmdcl fatta cl-crncsc 
Surpirido piingea t a l ~ h ' u n  r.uulccl Io . 
. Parc5 Ic guicic,c'l pctio vn Mongibcllo 

$ r 3 Sc mi dimanda alcun chi CO ut ta 
Clic verfa fopra il rio lachrimc tante 
Io  diro ch'egli c il Re di Circaflia 3 

el d'amor traungliato Sacripantc. j 
Io  "ct iro anchor chc di fuz pc a ria '4 7 Sia prima c iola caoh cRCrc mante 
E pur vn.dc glinmanti di coRci 
q ben riconoiciuto fu da lei b 

- Pélier(dicca)clil cor m'aggiacci eC ard$Â)prello oue il Sol &de per fuo nrnori 
Eraufi il duo1 chc.fcmpre tl rode c lima Vcnuto cra da1 capoWOricntc . . :; 
Che debbo far!poi ch'io Ton giiitû tardi Che fcppc in India cocl h o  grail dolord 
E ch'dtri a corrc i l  fruttocgdato prima Corne clla Orlando fcguito in panencc - ' .* 

$A pcn2 hauuto,io t h o  parole c Iguai-di Po i  lep c in Francia clic I'lmpcratom : 
a ~t altri n'lia tutta l a  CpogIia opima ~ q u c R r r t a  1% aucr da ~'din gcntc 
/ Se non nc tocca a me frurto ne fiore E proiiicni Ri mcrccdc 2 chi dr loro. 
; Perche affligcr pcr Ici ciii vo piu il corc18 Piu qucl giorno t i u t a f i  i gigli d'oro - 

La vcigincila c h i l e  aIh  rofa 1 Ch'in bel giardin' Cu la natiua fpini 
Mentrc foia c Ticun fi ripofa 
NC grcggc ne p a h r  Cc le?uicina - 
L'aura iotuqc i'dba rugiadoh 
L k q u a , h  tern al fuo [auor Vinchina 

. Gioucni vaghi c donne inamoratc - 
- Ammo kaucrnc,~ Icni,c tempie ornatc 

9tato era in cadpo,hatic;i vcduin que111 
Qgclla rotta chc diizi lrcbbc Re Cark 
Cerco veRigio d'An ica bcllq , "r N c p o  tuto hauca anc rora RtrouatIo - 
CLiicRa c dunq  Ia triRa c ria noucllo~ . 
Chc d'aniorofa dofilla fa pcnarlo ..se 

Affli gcr,Itmcntae,e dir parole . -,A 
Che i picia potrian fcraiare il*kk.-4 
d 

8 
+ - A i i l i  -a 

59. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532, 4". Text page, A 4  
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hrnt$ ii&o&; fintane . . C A N T O -  SECQNDO.. . . .. ...;O 7 
Che di diucrfo effctio hanno liquori , 

kmbc in Ardrnnqènon fono lontanc 
~giü~illimo.&: 

Dparnoroîo difio l'ona empic il core . rncir perche fi 1 
Chi bec de l'altra fcnza mor rimane . - rat0 - . .  

E ~ o l g c  tutto i ghi ccio il primo ardore .' Corrifpondcritl:, 
L Rinaldo gufko d'ut1 ,e amor Io fimggc 

Tai noltri diGC 
r i $  . - 11  

Angclica de Pzltra,~ l'odio c fugge . . Onde pcrfido a i  
~ y e ~ l i ~ ~ o r  di Cecre to vcncn niiRo . uicn chc t'c fi 
Che muta in odio I'amorofa cura . car0 
Fa c t e  la donna chc Rinddo h'a viRo IL Jilcorde vo 4 
Nc i fcrcni occhi fubiio s'olcura . lcr cli'in dui cor miril 
Et con vocc trcmantc c vifo tiRo Ir non mi hlci II facilgutdo e chiaro 
Supplica Saerip'antc c Io lcongiura E ne1 piu cicco c fondo tiri . 

Chc qucl gucrricr piu gppffo no méda DI chi difia ilmio mior  tu mi richiami 
Ma ch'infieinc con Ici 12 fuga prcnda E chi m'lia in odio voi ch'adori eC ami 

Non rifponde clln,e non O ch& f%ia Rina1 do al Sarncin' cc molto orgodia 
PcrcE~inaldo homai le troppo appKo Grido,fccndi lddron dcl mio C ~ U ~ O ,  
Zhcda Iontano al Sarxin minxcia  Che mi fia tolto il mio patir non fo lia,: 
Lomc.vidc il c~utl10,c conobbe cRo Ma ben fo a chi 10 vu01 Caro COR: Io..: 
E riconobbc I'angelica faccia. 

P 
E lcuar queRa donna mcho ti vo lio 

C hc I'iinorof~ ichdio i cor gli Iqii mcffo Chc farcbbc 3 larciarrcla grati fa1 f o 
@cl chc C'gui tra qucRi dui rupçrbi Si pcrfctto dc[tricr,donnn fi Jcgth f i  

Vo.chc per laltro canto Ii riîcrbi '. A vn Itdroii non mi par chc fi conucgn: 
t 

- Tu te ne menti clic ladroiic io fin, . 

(Rir ofe il Smcin nQn mciio dtiero,: 
. Chi g iccff' n tc Idro,lo diir'a 

uito io ii'udo prr hnia,piu CG vcro: 
La priioi,ia Iior Ii vcdra c h i  di  iioi lia 
Piu dcgti~ de 11 donna J: dcl dcRricro 
B,cnche,qiidto a Ici,tcço io mi cducgn: 

- Cbc non'r cofi 11 mondo alira fi dcgna 

60. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 15324". Canto 2 opening, A6'. 
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Douc c fagliato :*hi mab Io ~~c&miniida E voleitdone a phn dicrr-glihonori: l ' 

A Piiiab~llo,~ polcia 4 quel s'~pprCdt, Bilogiia non 12 inia ma qucllacctrr: 
Prima giu (piedi nc la  t ~ i c t  mand~: . Coli clic tu dopo i Gigitci furori 
E Tu le braccia tutta fi Culpcnclc, Rciidclti gratta al rcgtiator de i'Etra 
S h d c  Pinabcllo,~ 1s dotii~iid;r S'iiiltri~iiicrici II auro nt ai da te migliori ' 
Corne clla Mti,c Ic tnan'aprc c Itcndc, Atci n fcdpii*r in cofi dcgiia pictri . 

Diccndolc,qui foflœcr tcco inficnie Iii qucltc bcllc im~giiii dikgno 
' . 

Tulti li tuoi,ch>io nc lpcgttcfil il h i c .  Porrr ogiti [nia f'ticn ogni ~iiio igcgno, 
N o n  coinc volfc PinabclIo n~ciiiic Lcumdo 111 triiiio ucRe prinic rudi 
Dc I'liiiioccntc giouaiic 13 lortç, Sc;igJir. i?rnJr(+o I 10 Ccarpcllo inctto', 
l>çrche giu diruccyido a icrir vriinc ' h i f c  cli'mclior coti ptu folcrti ltudi 
Prima nrl fondu i l  ia;?o Iddo cfortc, Poi riiiurro q u d o  1wor pcrlctio; 
Bçii fi fpczzo:iiia tmto 13 l'o[tcntic bla ritorniaiiio t quel10 a cui nc fcudi 
Cliç'l luo f ~ u o r  1 .t Iibçrü d a  morte, Potnnhe vlbcrghi ailicurare il pctto 
Giacquc Lt~rdit:i 12 D o z c i l ~  ~lquanto,  Pnr lo  di Piii;ibcllo di Maganra 
Co.iic IO vi îcgiiiiu iir l'.il tro criiro. CI:c d'uccidcr I I  donna hcbbc fpcriza. 

C A N T O  T E R O LI trdiior pccifo clic 13 donzella 
a # -  

l a  FoiTc i ~ c  l'alto prccipitio moria 
E con pallid~ faccia ldcio quc l l t  
TriRxe pcr lui con tamltkta porta, 

~ o n u c l l ~ ~ n  ti a E torno ~ ~ c R o  a rin~oritwc%~ f d  13, 

E corne quel c'hwca l'afiirna tort3 
Pcr giiigcr colpa 3 colp3,c fdlo a fallo 

Ctli \palc ;il vrr DI Ur~d~maitrc i ic  nici10 iI0caunllo : 
fo FRcra chc Ldcitii coltui ctic mcntrc d M r u i  vin i 
vol c Ordi(cc rtrgmno.il h o  morir procura, : ,. 

w Tait0 cli7arri/ E roi*iiiarrio alla Doniixche trtdita 
ui all 'zlto mio concctto! Qurfi hcbbe a vn tépo c tnortc c fcpoll 

Molto nnggiordi quel furor chc h o l e  Poi chc'lla fi lcuo turtt Rordiir: (tun 
Ben Iior c6uicn clic mi ric-ddi il pctto, C'hauca pcrcoro tin lu Ia picira dura, 

i Ch quclta parte tl inio Si,-.or fi debbc Dcntro la porta aiido,ch'adito daut- 
F Clic canta gli lui  onde I'or,;:w Licbbe. Nc La iccoitda affai piu Iarga taux. 

; Di CUI fina tutti li Signori illuRi ', La h z i  quadra e Ipaiiols parc 
I Da1 ciel r~rtiti$~oucrirar 13 te.. .i: Vira ciciiota c vcricr;ibil chicfa 
; Nb vcdi O PLicbo chcl gr i  modo l u h i  Clic Cii cofoiiiic a1dMfrit1c c rare 

Piu.glorioL Rirpc O i pacc O i n guerra, Coli bclla arcliitctturi c r i  fofpcfi, 
1 Nc clrc h a  nobiltadc h3bLia piu luRri Surgra iicl niczo vii bcn locato altare 

Scrunta,c f crum s ' i~i  me lion erra C'liauca diiiaiizi vna I m p ~ d a  .ilc~cfa, . 
proplwico luiiic ci i r  m'iiifpiri: P q u d l i  di fp l cn t im  e chipro foco . '. 1 Fin ch d'intonio al polO il cicl s'aggtri. 1lédc3 grI Iunis,aiI'uno e alkltro IWO. . 

- .- B i i  . 

61. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532, 4". Canto 3 opening, 82'. 





~'inimtlafiûn $a p c r c h ~ l l e  Lc noxzc brllc c fonruofc fanm 
RI pcr voglia d ufarlo in b. dllcfa* Ma n a  fi fontuole nr fi belle 
Chc fan rc a m  filmod'minio mode Comc in Sclarfdh dicon chc 
 rd vl>ia gio in qua1 fi r o ~ l i i i r n m  fa, 
M. sglnirfoin paae,aidrnm voll>r. 
Che mai potciTc adhuom piu farr offda Pcr 
8 la polue,~ 1c pallc,c wtto il rcno:. 
Brco porcoch'rppcncnnia a quclto, - - 
@ cofi poi chc fuor dc la Marca 
Ncl piu piofondo mrr fi vtdc v fcito, 
Si chc fcgno Iontan non fi vcdca 
Del dcnto iu nt dr l  fmiflra Uro, 
î.o to~fc,r k rccio piu non lnca 
Mai cauallicr pcr te d'clfcrc ardiiot 
Nc qu31o il buair, val n i a i  piu fi vanti 

.II rio pcr tc valcr:qui giu rimanri.. 

C A N T O  

VPammo,c d u c t l f c ~ ~ ~ ~  CM qpanto r 
Mamin6roflofipoolndarvanto Studio de farchi fcdclmcntc fcrue, .,, . ; 

1 ; 
Dc In vlttor itchc di donnc'fcruc : 
Yldonnlh bw,c da voi tolio'. ; . 
Vcdrctt i l fa~amorc c tltrouc voltp.. 

Ni5 vi vicio pcr quc(to(cDhaurci torto). 
Che v i  lafchic amar:cIic fcnxa ainanic 
Sarcfù comc inculta vric tn horto 
Chcnon h i  alaouc dappogi O pimic, 
Sol la pdniifanuginc YI clhorto i - .  
Tutta E m n c  i.fu i &f i  glr:volubilc non rccrbi c r inconRantc duri, : 

Ma chc n& ficn pcrho rroppo maturi. 

Di fopra fo v l  dlcrr ch'una 6gliuola 
DclRc d l  Prifa quiui hanno trouata, 
Che b pcr quanto n'han mono parola 
Da Bircno a1 fraicl prr nioglic h t 8 ,  

Ma a dircil vtro tfla v'haura l a  gola 
Che viumda cra troppo dcftcaia, 
B~iputrto hauria cortefia fciocca 
Pcr dadi altrui lcuarlcla dl bocca. 



C 

a c - ~ ~ ~ o -  .a 

Non piu renne la viàeorne propofc @al raggi6 fi2 c l l  bu6 rai 
Priiii;i,di circundar tutta la Sprgna, Si CE no voglit  h o r ~  p i g k  drlctto (@ 1 : bl: i i c l  propinquo lito il deRricr pole D'Angclica'gcnti1,chc nuda tient- S.,., 

: Do.uï entra i rnar piuli  rnior.Brctagna: Ncl rolicarlo cc6rnodo bofchett~i .  . 4 
: Sul Iiiovn bofco cra di qucrcc ombrofc Di Bradamante piu iion li louicne-:l 8 ;' Doi~c ogn'hor pa cliPhilornéa piagna, Chc tmto haucr folca fi a ne1 petto; ..rl 
! Ch'i taezo haue&pttel,c6 vnr Conte E fcgli ne fouien,pur corne prima - ::#. 

E quinci c quindi vn lolitario montc. Pazzo c Tc q R t  anchor no pzza e @Pn; 
Ouiui  il bramofo cnuallicr,ritcnn c 
L'audtcc corfo,c ncl pratcl difccfe, 
E Waccorrc al fuo dcltriei. le penne, 
Elinon 2 cal ,chc piu le bzuea difide, 
*Del dcltricr fccfo,a pcna fi ritcnnc 
Di h l i r  allii:iii;i tcnncl l'zrnefc 
L'arnefc i l  tciinr.chc bifo no trnrre 
E contrl il fuo difir mc['I';c f c Ibarrc. 

Con Iaqual non faria Rat0 qucl ciu&,3 
Zcnocrate di lui piu continente: ? 
Gittato hauea Ruggicr I'haltic Io CM 
E fi trahea I'rlcrc armeimpzttientr, (& 
0 6  abbaffando pel bel corpo ignudb;! 
La donna gliocchi vcrgoqnof~mcntc: . 
Si vide in dito il pretiofo anncllo . :  
Chc gia le i o l k  ad Albract Brunella,.r 

FrtttoloTo,lior da 6Ro lror da 41 canto, CLucfio c l'mncl chyelI~ porto giti & 
Ccnfufzmcn tç I'îrnic fi kcuaua: La prinn vol ta che fc cjl carnino, (di 
Non gli piruc altra volil riai  k i r  tsnto Col Irrite1 fuo,chc v'arreco la I~ncia.it * 
Cli s'uii Iaccioc fcicg lica:dui n'5itodau;i Laqua1 lu poi d' ARolTo P nl~dino, :' 
P h  troppo c lugo Iiormai Signor'd cdto Coi1 qucfio fc gl'inciiti vfcirc in cianda 
C forh chJ.mcbo I'ifcolar vi grtua Di blthgigi a1 pcrroo di Mtrlino, 
Si cli'io iItffcriro I'hiltoviimia, Ç3quelto Orlàdo,& altri viia niarina:. 

Toile di kruitu di Dr~goniim. In dm tiatiipo chc piu grata fia. 

~uuc'l' l~auca~chiufavnvcccli iorio,~ 
A ch, vogllo io tu ttc b c  pu  c accond 
s r  lr. Sipcir voi cofi comr lui 
I5runr.l Gn nrl giron l"i vmnc t tome,. 
Chp A g r m a n ~ ~  d%~~irr10 h cbbc dihl  
,, ,,, ,", S‘*.P" Fi.,& 

. . I-tcbbc ruilci 6n clic Ir t r > k  ii i-cpu. 
'. '- /. , 

Horrlic C~'ivcc!c:rcinic ho dcitn i m a  
51 dr Itiiyori,r d ' ~ i 5  r r z t  4 c , p  na 

. Clic qwii d i ib l~s dl i l ~ , n  1 1  11 II: v iitol 

1 1  I l  . I f .  Ir 8 s 4  
Y 

A Iitrch 4114 111.1tt f t i ~  i f :..: ; utfi 
, 1 1  , J I :  . .1t::~1-J 

!*.-'l-t.l*iudt t l* i r , r  i n ,-.,II;I l 1 M  
I * , q  1 ,- t 9 . \ , ~ , , , t ~ a  , * , ~ t - ~ r ; ~  # t  CIIII .! tx't, t t * ~ . , ,  1 1  it c i *&  1 . 8  I ~ * -C IJ  
Oq-c I!< 11, 1 t 1 . i ~  tir ;\t f iL* fu'i i t f u .  CVWC IJ t i  ! . J i d  L II VCI& 

64. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532, 4". Canto I l  opening, F5'. 



Cofi Ira paciii di  gcntcraccolfr: 
E hi in I c ~ a  col Re d'lii~hilicrra, 
E con I'aliro di Scoiia:gli rilolfc 
Olanda: r in Pr ih  non li Iafcio terra: 
Ei n rilullianr rnchoptvd(. ' 

&a fua Srlandia,c nari fini la ucrra 
Chr gli die moncpr crho k talc 
i.3 pcna,ch'al drlil~&da& rgualr. 

Olvmpia Obrrro Gp l~ l io  pcr moglir, 
E di Coniclla l a  fc ni Rc hi: 
hla ritontaino i l  &adin cfc fdogllc 
Nrl mar Ir vclc,c notre c ditamina: 
Poi nt1 mrdrfmo porto Ic raccoglic 
Dondr prir Ir fpirgo nc 1s marina: 
ii fdl ~IM Ilnpli doro r n a t o  raIk 
E Irfciù diriro i vrnii r I'ondr falfc. 

Crrtlo r l i r? r r l h  di qurl vrrno cofc 
P i c r f i  dcqrir Ji trncrnr conio, 
Ma fur h ' r  qurl irmpn Ti nafcok 
Ch, m r rnlpa mir r'hornm Ic conta, 
O m h r  (ht~nifcr r f ~ r  I'qw.viriuofc 
!'tu ch J nmrr l r  01 :fciitpr~tra prRcn: 
Nt mai tu drvn *L 11 f un  f~iHrfprr<To, , #r n6 qu1 JO hcbbc i tritirnonci rgfiCTo* 



G ! La vcrghc a fitica gli rifpofe 1 rabellafino io,chc @lia fui 
1 Interrotta da fcruidi ligniozzi, 9 'DCI Rc ma! fortunato di Gallitia, . 

-Che da i Coralli e da le prctiofe Ben dim fui,c'hor non Fon plu di Id, ' 
i. Pcrlc vfcir funno i doIcl acccntimoz?l, Ma di doIor,d'affanno,e di mcltitia: : 
i -Le lachryme fccndnn t n  gigli c rofc Col a d'amor,c'hio non faprei di mi. 

LI doue auicn ch'alcuna Tc n'inghiozzi Do f mipiu,che de la h a  nrquiiia, : 
!. Piacciaui vdir ncl'altro canto il reRo Che dolccméte ne i principii applau, 
: Sighor,chc tipo c honiai di finir qao, E t c f i  di nafcoRo inganno c fraude. 

En furo auentu/ 
rofi t cauallfiri 

Ch'crmo a ql /  
Ia ctaxhc nci  
vrlloni 

Nc le fcure fpc 
loche c bofchi 
ficri, 

Tanc di Scrpi : 
dDrli,c di Le/ 

Gcntil,giouaoc,ricca,haneRa,e bdlal 
V il c e poucra hor fono .hor infclice 
E s'alih E pcggior fortf io fono in 41 
Ma voglio lappl la  prima radice 
Chc produffc qucl mal chc mi RagtU 
E ben ch'aiuto poi dr te non cfca 
Poco non mi parrt chc te n'increfca. 
Mio patrc fc in Baion3 alcunc ~iofkrc 
(EK& dcnno hoggirnai dodiciwmcfi) 
Trzffc la fama ne lc turc n o k c  

oni' Cauallicri a giofirar di piu paefi, 
-Trouauan qucl chc nc i p+zi alticri Fra glialtrl,olia chSArnor cofimi mol 
A pcna hot trouar puon giudici buoni , O che virtu pur l e  RcKa palefi: 
Donne CIIC ne l i  lor piu frcfca ctadc Mi da lodirZerbino fol0 77 

Sicn dcgnc d'liaucy ritof di bcltade. . Che del grrn Rc di Scotiq ers fig!iuol 
Di ropra v i  narrai,chc ne ligrot!~ Ilqud poi chc far pruoirc in campo vi 
H t u ï a  trouato Orlando vna donzcllz Miracolore di~auallerii 
E chc lc dirnando ch'iui condortt Fui prrfa dcl fuo horc  , c non m ' r d  
L'Iiaucffc,c,hor fcg~&atido dico ch'ella Ch'io mi conobbi piu non e f i r  mis 
Poi c# piu d'un ligniozzo l'ha itcrrotta: E pur,bcn chel h o  amor cofi mi gui( 
Con dokc  c Cuauifirna fiuclla Mi gioua fcrnprc Iiaucre in fantafit . 
AL Conte fa le fuc Cciagurc iiote, Ch'io no mifi iI mio corc i luogo imb 
- Con.quclla brcuuita chc nicglio puotc, Ma ne1 piu dg110 c bel c'iioggi lia 11 

r l  

66. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532,4*. Canto 13 opening, G6'. 



67. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 15324". End of OF, and a woodcut showing 
a sheep suckling a wolf-cub, h6'. 



68. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532, 4O. Portrait of Ariosto, within the 
same border used on title-page, hT. 



69. Entry 18, Rossi da Valenza, 1532, 4". Colophon, register, and the 
serpents device, h8'. 



70. Entry 19, Bindoni e Pasini, 1533, 8". Title-page, Alr. 



71. Entry 19, Bindoni e Pasini, 1533, 8". Head-title, A2'. 



72  Entry 19, Bindoni e Pasini, 1533, 8". Canto 2 opening, A5' and A6'. 
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74. Entry 19, Bindoni e Pasini, 1533,V. Opening showing colophon, 
register, and device, 2H3" and 2H4'. 



75. Entry 19, Bindoni e Pasini, 1533,R Portrait of Ariosto, within a P.B.M. 
border, 2H4'. 



RIOS0 DI MESSER LVDOVICO 
ARIOSTO NOBILE PERRk 

RESE N V ~ V A M E N T E  DA 
LVI PROPRIO COR 
RBTTO B D'At  

TRI C A N T I  
NVOVI AMPLIATO NVOVA 

MENTE STAMPATO, 

76. Entry 20, Sessa, 1533,4". Title-page, Alr .  



77. Entry 21, Blado, 1533, 4". Colophon, register, and device, h8'. 



C A N T O  .X 

-- 

ua d i e  j&iGicio&nda % Sc en dipof fi piange e lilbl 

78. Entry 21, Blado, 1533, 4". Woodcut initials. 



RIOS0 DI MHSSER tVDOV1C.O 
ARf  OSTO NOBILE FBRRA, 

R E S E  NVOVAMENTE D A  
L W  P R O P R I O  C O R ,  

RETTO 6 DAC,  
TRS C A N T f  

NVOVI AMPLIATO NVOVA 
MENTS STAMPATO. 

M D X X X V  

79. Entry 22, Torti, 1535, 4O. Title-page, Alr.  



80. Entry 23, Bindoni e Pasini, 1535, 8". Title-page, Alr. 



, I 
A L  M A C N I P f C O  ET 8 C C B L C e N T E  M.. 

G A S P A R O  S P f N B 4 L 1 ,  C R A N  C A N  
C E L L I E R B  D B L  R E C N O  DI CI 

O R L A N D O  F V R I O S O  D I  MBSSER L V D O  
' 

ylco A R I O S T O  N o B I L ~  F P R R A R R S E  A L L O  
~ L L v S T R I S S ~ M O  E R B V D R ~ N O I S S J M O  C A &  

DJNALU C O N N O  H I P P O L V T O  DA 
BSTS S V 0  S J G N O R G .  



. '  
WOihlaJQJ uou&frpie,ii ow Np -nu t tmj ocuatronr u q , ~  pnbwuarg 

~ m y ~ ~ J ~ ~ o ~ ~ w o , q r  wmj  y qq-ppa pu,  yI 
@-qIsq=?~Jo IS UVW il WJl  rb9uwurr'rpiJYU 

qpio uab ~ U ' I S E ~ ~  JQ owb A ww muq spi q 9 ~ q u d ~ o ) d u i q o d u  
* m J t W ~ i p w @ ~ 1 2 ) 9 r d ~  

t l ) l O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l J r i i m ~  









86. Entry 23, Bindoni e Pasini, 1535,V. End of OF, 2H3' and 2H4'. 



87. Entry 23, Bindoni e Pasini, 1535,F. Dedicatory ietter and title of 
Apologia, 2Hq and 211'. 
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91. Entry 23, Bindoni e Pasini, 1535, 8". Table of episodes, 218" and 2Klr.  





93. Entry 23, Bindoni e Pasini, 1535, 8". Portrait of Ariosto, 2K2'. 



RlOSO Dl MESSER LVDOVICO 
ARIOS-TO NOBILB FERRARE 
SB CO# LA GIVNTA NO, 

VISSIMAMENTE S$AM 

94. Entry 24, Giov. Giolito/Cravotto e Robi, 1536, 4O. Title-page, Alr .  



95. Entry 24, Giov. GioIito/Cravotto e Robi, 1536, 4O. Head-title, AT. 





- - 
uiu riawutlJpmJ pjpta, t u b  

a u u ~ p p ~ ~ 3 l p o ~ u c ~ p ~ ~  



98. Entry 24, Ciov. Ciolito/ Cravotto e Robi, 1536, 4". Canto 23 opening, 07'. 





AP'OLO'GSA ~ r . h i i . L o D O v l C 0  DO& 
CIO C O N f  R A  A [  DETRATTO! 

R I  DELL',\RIOSTO AGLI  
STVDrOSl  D&LLA.VOL 



101. Entry 24, Giov. Giolito/Cravotto e Robi, 1536,4". Glossary of difficult 
terms and literary allusions, i5' and i6'. 



102 Entry 24, Giov. Giolitof Cravotto e Robi, 1536,4". End of glossary, 
publisher's note to the readers, lisi of aggiunte, table of episodes, i6v and i7'. 



103. Entry 24, Giov. Giolito/Cravotto e Robi, 1536,4O. Table of episodes, iiN 
and i8'. 



104. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,4". Title-page, Alr.. 



105. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,4". Letter to readers, Alv.  



106. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4". Head-title, A2'. 



- 0  ,b , 
F I N-1s S E $:I;::c .. . . A -1 

. . ~ 0 . :  @R;IMQ. . . . . .:. 
. . i d '  

' Cominciaiiilsccondo. .' 
. . , , a 4  , *  . 

€113 m o  lui,hotlim canghto forte, 

E q ~ c R o  hmno auhto diic fontnnc 
~ h e d i  diucrfo cffctto hanno Iiquore 
~ i i i b c i n  Ardcnnl ,~  non fono Iontant 
~?itiiorofo difio I'un~ cmpic if corc 

' 

chi bcc de I>iltn fciizn nmor rimane 
E uolgc tytto i Iiinccio il primo ardore. 
Riiinldo guRo 2 'uii.i, camor Io Rrugge 
j\tigcJic3 de 17iItra,c l'odia,e fiugge. 

107. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,4*. Canto 2 opening, A&. 



108. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, f ' .  Canto 3 opening, B2'. 



. ~ ~ i : r i i ~ ~ : : ~ ' ~ \ . t . ~ ! i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ivt: i~ 1.: 4 E u ~ d ~ E l h d ~ ~ t t & ~ i ~  i~ii!;;.;:.! 
F liN I$'SE: +L;; &. ~. :k i . . : :  E c l i i a b h & ~ & i f & ~ n r  & d i  t l , ! ~ : ~  

1. T *o-.*'T $IR: 2 0; 
f! 

I+ .J ; Tact Icluti*nlricf gliaCcfri;clkagIia, : :i 
t t  - ..  , ., , .. - .  . , . +. . . [  :.;7.. . . . :- :. t CorneIEacliKeoIa QoméfaG21': i!.;;. - 1  

1 I , ;- il + . ~ e d t l n ; d c \ r i a l i n ~ a l ~ ~ m a ~ g l i a  ;. ; -A.J 
L. .~ , : :I ; . .  . . . . ~hcdiliemriet utdutanon fana !- : 

~ ~ n d i a a b l ~ ~ d i ~ o î o l d i t l c n o  -:-. 
-E p fcduhd m'-na aualJicm . :. J 

.Di f~~omûtûldCri~fo,t&oi . .: i.!? 

E.acr &n~mchlrc3dn'eito iIdcdr.rCi;r.rci;~ 
Caloffi je hi nnkJiiotltztgne'x7h'rr&@; .- 
E corne dicm.l3i0ftc~ d)coi.if acrci;%. 
[ s e l  ad tmNtgnuiilnk,e fiMfjdk, 

, .Qd~ho~pmdaIapgt*,~ pi0 da 
(prdio. 

~V~landdml%orsyalmnele MC . :: . 

E poi~~Ci&hwJ$mri4  df,)!. : i I 

Ent.p~Cdrllmhncleb&.t~r.ii-~l , 
~onne,chetroua per'qiklIe!iociiÉi~; 
Tahente chele mifdrèdo~c~t~.'".  : - *  - a 

C9habbih6,0haucr fi d m  Wtadc; 
(Cornedbg roRi>itum leWifok):*. : 
Non alcoaWfi'cHe Ictqgialil&?è; 

109. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4". Canto 4 opening, 86'. 



vtti @ i ~ i t n ' d & h ~  f&b i tm 
O die uiuonqule<i,e Rdno inp« T'--- - 

O Ce tiengono a riffzefi fin 
 AU^ lailma il mkhic) non Yrnr 3 hcc, 
Lyodt con Podo al bofm Gcum cm: 
La Leoncfi npprcuo il Ceon giaut 
COI Lupo uitic h L u p  ficura: 
Ne la Iuuma L clel Tod p a u n  

110. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,4". Canto 5 opening, Cl'. 



111. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,4". End of Canto 5, C6'. 



~bdii&'opnidb;fi?fid~ [oc~n?tii$ E dif n ndo,Cno&nqn&j bolle-' - 
$&h?ogn%or, hrdcbbia ~ ~ t i 0  Il d e&#  r cbkdihfairh oit= : . ' : 
Che endo ogn'rltro ncch,it6mb ga'& Si mdléumniRàrkrgrura,u molle 
L'rtnpla tan -h hiydkpulmj .' : E capitoïll'h~mil d'PnZrmtitat .:(! - ' a 

#5Dia k i@,W~pc~ra tÔ  - &. !.:A ~ ~ u i f t a r r r  teindo '~ruoltc? . 
rot ich%l&digliEiudulMi TmmrfiiIdtco "%" clli hm eSi! e udiar + 

~~m&orlrnndlmi'ti&&:;. SidJafb~nmnsUkgtalln : 
;~ninau~du~mcnte manüdti?.:.~:, Y: r .  . : O pur mcfh,epietofa ne rcwc* . - 

112 Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, P. Canto 6 opening, C6'. 







Chrlfwalnflo'ka Md~hUcidaRhnurtla~uauin, bu4 a m o h  il (de pic NC D < ~ f ~ t ~ * a u r f i p d & I ~ : ;  h~oniupc-Iid~a(l~h,.'~ ; .i . m.' 

F c d  Es n r n ~ n u & ~ b r n ~ ~ :  -, 
LyICÇnnr 6 n n ~  tuun nornn E b n o n p i é  mmd 

in , d d f l  biallrk~dhcndt, ~ J ~ f i i a d d u ~ l n * ~ m ~  -++ 
bit idcrckrm~uca~ n:nh,  ihrabo r ch- 

, E < L r ~ r l u i P a w a l o m a n a  ~ a l % p c r h  i-bw . ' 
P ~ u c b c n d p m i ~ ~ ~ l r m i a  dia Tana. S i p a C @ ' U ~ W t & b h ~ < ; ,  

Oilrnh T.1,' l:; .. 





. . 

F I N I S S E .  

P R O  D O  N O  M A . L V M ,  

117. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,4". End of OF and motto, 2H6'. 



JOTAPI0 NI DELL 1 LVOGHI DOVE SONO-'.LI! S.TAN,' 
zefluoue aggiuntc prn&Lodouico Arioftoc~n lemaraiclod Et" 
Mua Guurapn ordinequi po(te,hn mdtedtrelhn~c a ii i i; 8* auttolr mutate. Et ancho'n per me dclli cnon chc pu 1- 

de hmpn gli cnao occorfi è mtt. Iyopcnpurgm. - , s 
. . 

tiim3,nei canto nono , & comincia dIa 
anza omua al nedo, P~oGndo rin giord 
iocome haucz colturne t Irquai matcria 
i d chc Orlando montaco fopm ma na, 
i d a  da cinaDam3 @dan gli promet 
tdi mihccof Re dWbcrnia a mina dc 
Efoh di Hcboda , & da1 marc sforzaio 
c a f d  Rc Cimofco di Frifii in OJi&, 

6 -  , ' .  I .  . . 
&nda,l a& und&mo,&cornincïa 
iUa b u  m'gcTimqima al mczo di da 
a h n r z  ai ucrfo. oaaI comina'a, No oiu 
ü qRo.di>io rito~niÔ a ~ r imdo,kGho 
:orne ta1 Rladuio giun to chchal12ifoh 
ii Hcbuda uccifc i'0tca marina libem' 
31im ia di OImdachYecr alla Foc3 pet a 3aRo figruta, & come.fu dctn ibla  mi 
haa,  & di, & qudc il Re O buto d'Hi, 
bcmiaFccc1e ucndette di O lim ia, & pcr 
Tua rnoglie In prcfe , & fininé 3 P la h n n  
oaua@rna del dctro cuito. 

RmJedue rime Ihnze del capocato 
duodcamo, ! oue nana dela Da Ccrrn. 

auam, lie giuntc ne1 canto tenode& 
rno duc % ~ Z C  a h  f c t t u ~ a c f i r n ~ ~ ~ r n a .  
qua1 comincia,E fopn tutZg1i a16 indi; 
ti pttgi. 

Qu3mt,al &O quht<rdctimo, & cornin 
cii aIb Ru;i dccirnafettirna ai ucrfo,Scor 
tado iI Daa il mu con fi fcddc, nauan 

S&a, alcuito deàmonono rIlr .ftu);l 
fctturgdimakc6da, &mminao,Gia 
do nma slaa~~o da oüh , & gü? cP qu lafiaut24 . . . 

Nona, d canto u~tdunofmimo giVh 
Rann cétdimmigdimaqtun? ,qua1 CO 
m incia,Pur ut10 tui to caca t prima &%O 
mora. 

& , ~ i a  non i d f c  ~arpbif'i'ifiitu~>rrto, 
& gIi3 ia rnoae di ~nincllo, 

I .  ' 

Vndccima, al a t o  tmtdimof~ando, 
& cominaa alla brin quatanrc(imafét~ 
tima, a1 uer50;En Icfop~ucfkdcl c d o ~  
re , &fini&ncl anto  fcguaxedla fhnn 

uinquagdi rnuiona rzatràdo c o ~  Bn 
.%arnanrc Cincrosiin ana donna nornn, 
ta Vllania c k I  Rt de Mandi con tir Re 

al RcCadaj&anchot 1- ' 
~ a c a  un altdlo con ufta owwa& M a  "?P . 

118. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4'. Guano's list of agg iwz te ,  2HT. 



119. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4". Guazzo's list of aggiun te ,  2HT. 



AA DB CC DD EE FF GG WH, 

120. Entw 25, Zoppino, l536,4". Register, colophon, and Zoppino device, 
2H8'. 



121. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,C. Bees and fire block, 2H8'. 



i22 Canto 1 126. Canto 5 

124. Canto 3 

127. Canto 6 

128. Canto 7 

129. Canto 8 

122-29. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4O. Canto illustrations. 



130. Canto 9 (1530). 134. Canto 12 

131. Canto 9 (1536). 135. Canto 13 

132  Canto IO 136. Canto 14 

133. Canto 11 137. Canto 15 

130-37. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536,4". Canto illustrations. 



138. Canto 16 

139. Canto 17 

140. Canto 18 

141. Canto 19 

142 Canto 20 

143. Canto 21 

144. Canto 22 

145. Canto 23 

13-5. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4". Canto illustrations. 



146. Canto 24 150. Canto 28 

147. Canto 25 151. Canto 29 

148. Canto 26 

149. Canto 27 153. Canto 31 

146-53. Entrv 25, Zop pino, 1536, 4O.  Canto illustrations. 



158. Canto 36 

155. Canto 33 159. Canto 37 

156. Canto 34 

157. Canto 35 161. Canto 39,QO 

154-61. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4". Canto illustrations. 



166. Canto 45 

164. Canto 43 

162-67. Entry 25, Zoppino, 1536, 4". Canto illustrations. 



168. E ntry 26, Torti, 1536,V. Ti t le- page, A l  '. 



1 
f ?  XLV'~; E T  VLTlMD f2.9 ~ X L I I J J  

An8 W h  DC IDttmo@ appttfrnte Pur fi taru tdbatteIl&c rmc . 
t a  M t a  oclpugnalc~wr @a mono ad rfpcdlrll colûzaccio mlg(ioac, 1 c r~drmdamtnac<~indo tent1 r c6ia rnilrinun @ c l  pupu! dcnr 
CD: Itfuarb rtuo BU fa patte, cQc maKc ancb.c@lin &miRo fuoa: ' ma quel c& rl morir mancopaucnta Unra fcrly Kuggirr fotto Le rrnr 

. c$ol mofrrar ttlradc a d mlnimo nno ma ~lgtouclic s*aaoafc oc l%rrotc 
,. fi roice cfaotc,t pcr pot Lula fotto In @t pouci udcr,pcr wWcrltr 

marc ognl rua wî 08 rrca li le mono* DI far4uclcmpo arrâu mowc. ! A 9  ,A bb 

Y Xucd fono Qliodctnl Ctrmo H H dp c tcrnoi 



Dl M E S S E R  L V D O V I C O  A R ~ O S T O  

170. Entry 27, Giov. Giolitoi A. Bindoni, 1536, 8". Title- page A, A 1'. 





Gant 
3npumio.ptomh~dolso quel o9cmt 
W i n  41 c6fiui0,Ln 9lla gmn @O~IIUU, 
Oc Blilnftdcli piu rovla vccldcfïï, 
coi fua man puitaM opre piu grqra: 
conn-iri a 1 VUCI p ~ y  for0 I fucccM; 
W'ia fuga an40 la gmrcbaacjaio, 
c conmoûi alirilu'l Duc* ptigiona 
c rcRo abba idoiroto 11 p~dlgllonc, 



Eh Wwl~r rda ,  t p u  bcuo m&o: n o  zu tt'~mcnn,cbcladroflc~ofla, 
nt11 fuo fumoTPnoiticori~o i9=kaoi ,(rifpfc 1. Snrocin non meno fibimo), 
fu D r ~ d ~ m ~ i i r c q u ~ l a : ~ ~  I * Q ~ . ~ ~ I ~ ~  no cpe p i c d e  p cc 1adro:lo biru 
qudlobnot mai iü-guuûagnofli al  mo coltoi?. . ( q ~ q o  !q n'ode p furna)Ptuconp ~ 0 4  
h i  c'Pbk coli +ro;a lrto fcioho(do la p:nom bm B vc&o CD( mi fia 
if ~~r~~1f8113fcto POCO giocondo; &@acla oonns t D C ~  8dWflo: 
cbc non fa (4% fi OICOO fifacc[n w d - , p M o  u 1cir~~OlO ffl1 chtw? 
lufro aubai0 b l  vtrgogn a iii focciu, O? cpnonccofa 1 mondonlrri fi  WW. 
. w o i c b r d  pcjwal cafoinrtracnuto @*fi f ~ ( i ~  n m t ( .  ion rrlmi out csnmozdnt 
w b h ~ ~ n r u o m  oono:c finatmcnic ? F ~ Y P P O P P ~ ~ ~ O  O p r i n ~ ~ O p ( T  0 M ~ d i 0  ~ 0 %  
fi trou0 09 ma hlnn'3bbaiaroi Cb niiuh, iur@fi olpl~ando i ornrl. 

' 

cW ptnr~ndourpiu,piu botoz îaiic; obbc 'l(io, con%q' NU, plu brocch d f i t  
mon10 l'nitro bcRrm ~OCI~OC  mut^; fndi p -fi qmir ai riibbia o r d M  * 

f"r pPt~l~,cIprarncnrr ft collp(pt(tingbi r rabuflh~iboffi, ' ,  , 

ioifr'an6clirnin groi>pa:r ~iflmlln c o g i l i f , d t  c oo i gridi c oa 
' 

apiu Iim vfo,a floflio piu rtanqurtla. otncfi.ar<a(To e 41 of  E b ~ ~ r a m O m  
Won furo Qibnomlg1ia:t~cfonurc woi rruolgcndo n cafoglioc ,,, apirdfc f&t'nlrro a caua l I~ :b~~ iiic 
odoii la fdiio,cb~ 11 c~ngciiitozno venir (onondo o'armc on grd i f  crd&?mbbifl il Garaci~i V d W W  
con r d  rumot ckpito;cpr porc rurra s'auompa ~ibi(pctroeo' ne n B p  p o  olcuii:Ct>C ~ o f i  vale, 
ip l r rcmi  la fonfta ~'o~nrtirouio: ci)  cùnofcc ~Ifigliool oc1 otica il foire dcwt mC,c~uno  inch?^^ 9aBdfo 
! WC0 W o  rn Wb Wricr n'opprc nro, cpry o c ~ ~ r r p r r  infiiiiio natnrdc 
)'OJO BUQ~t~,cric~~rncnrc fldozno: rk non p&a for nl h o  fig1101 O ~ Q B O ~ ~  - -  * 

:Pc ralra maccbic c rfui:z ;i fracair0 ( nc CB muant ch f ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ t l ~ r ~ ~  ' 
Irbori m%cào CQC vlan ilpaflo, , farloa wlnm T u m r n o n f l m ~ i ~ ~ O ~  

l 'mr~cai irmicl 'afr foko ~ u a d o  crcdc coccior1o:cdi s'arrao 
:Olflcia0Gna)a 8lioccbl ne cowndc: 
j i m o  4 ~ m ~ t ) ' i  mc30'1 bofco 
'on d r u n ~ a  IWIU~@ via fi fcndc. 
"'4flo C C c r t o ~ f ~ r d o W  r[conofco: 
.@.comcba nofi0 blfosilo ~ n t e n d ~  

r o l m ~ n  ~ ~ u i f a r t a  mol ano, 
.- -- ort@-c@'a I ( m s f h  m t o r  



i . , 
, Canto 

h 
Scc01ld0 2 

<onrra la volonte dYogn1nocCpi~o: : nuindl c « c c i n d ~ ; l l ~ ~ m i n ~ g ~  fio(pel ~&oofhlpoWIb>q,fi~ : . .ni il foabh auhr lucc omi toirr:, . 
pl.gmpdir cwoi  roinitre PJUCP: I'mmnnu rio d ~ o ~ < .  p~mc oml pi@ " ~ 1  fifhdioflimc @ ~ ? ~ p f c ' z ' ! I  &C no vipio nciug&ik,nc m g q c ~ i i  

, ~1 ~ , ~ p ' a s  iwba~p L hm, rpn flnua l d 3 s  rprnp.~~grip, .. . . , d<(o kll(i  c flro'!?$$Iwii& , . . Wii0 il ppcfc oisitioi ~iottc fcbuc, 
c Z ~ ~ C O ~ C &  k&r!ri I~fC'hk, C ffl.I# 0 .ko  llrio~hgi,~ s ! i n ~ ~ u ~ p i ~  c gnr ~ = b  m t ~ ~ r u m ~  

- -m'Wuelfiifu~mWQ Wts@?q I o r m ~  in vno otn, ( llb via . cor,, noi64ripnr tOB1iJ &vuuofi fdrgno,c~c on hklrro . ... . r i n a o c ' ~ b b c i l , ~  c.plK!rcpnia , ; 
. f p u i l s ~ ~ f i  n d c x  con icmptitarm.. . buurrn ool<ootl~~t+yw mndrc,,. , gakmqnic * i f i n 4 L  , f i ~ ~ i n r p . ~ v d  ~ c l l ~ ~ q i a  iw~<ci,ia 

, ~ L I C U ~  ~ m r t n r o i n o , e  c o i z a ~ f ~ 4 b b  ~raawfo pnbofioa aoppoilbol<o'q . cbbni m ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t o o $ $ & o :  . 9uiui.h bonn:ait~i i lmu  coi qi t i cq  
&@mddo O bngnnr.An'iiUa Wbla  cdio,cijgidfcpd vtia bclla fohtt,(q~'djt , ,q~.h! ~ l 6 W  &?@!Y i l  grjd~Wlho.  cbc 0' mol ricourar h k i o  ogni fpcnc 

BQZ p 4 p a , ~ t  ~~IOZSQ W'il a ~ d d c  i ~eit trcioiardaua guiiccco rcnirc 
cb tnoi n6cda coi8 plu ognbo: adct. Ouo cafaaIlicr,~'ij~~cd g~uida inano. 
rft jbi qua 01 ta con bumil ~k (do, ch la  fpryoi~ja aggiunkro a l  ocrtrc, : 
vanfi o ~ ~ i r a n d ~ , c  \'@ho fflar.l#zr&io ma bcn fuh fpcrhja,c il ocfir r m i ~  
ma pdc& v n i c  fdaa vnricidc nmbi nano 81itrricr DSPmoq~ilc:: 
oopo mi lono,@cmttc otducinicndo 0 :  CUI Crodaffo l'un qceericrino: 
lofrio d i n d d o e  I t a0u~~o  pua, . I'nltfO 'Ru~gicr gioucnqfosr~ ' 

c rorno a ouo l  Srodomontc rua. * P ~ ~ B ~ U W  s f l ~ i  n i  r.ftiqno COU?. . , 
Vtgon(ini bitr~ il uawi)pfar piuquo, , , tl>ipcr oi bz F~CIU via h i i a  col Bir iiiafluui bi qutlc~flcUo: cnu&; , ' . ' 

caualcn ~rmaro t1 q'druicdc augcUcr, 
a ocl,fi~nol'(bifri)io tor,piaa~i mb . - 

or1 niro a f o  ntia fpictyO.k ~ C I I O F ~ ~  : 
quddo(coinc bo f p r r d 3 p i  rl"%)~!i;;, 

- vi pic50 la niin a o n n u p i ~ ~ d r q ~  . . 

i u ~ t '  E conic itli lu to~tlliiio~ 1&rai, ' ' - 
COIL hrb: ymc o ffmnddq il o d b h l o  j. i: quFi(Io: nimcc)mi profairo sfliii, , i 

5, c giu c31aro ilp,ggl~%l@rac rio ; .'= 
, oi lonr~n Ia ~iraglir'i#rigoBrdql 
ptcgonâo p e r ~ ~ t o z  olaaija B i o  a8/ 
crb foiro 1kaflcltai~ro biplano; c' ': 
qudio [oc ~ 9 c f i  . . . .  puo a ... trar . ci5 UURI 



175. Entry 27, Giov. Giolito/ A. Bindoni, 1536, 8'. Opening, A$' and BIr.  



Quûmt&rnofcff O & vfho t 4 4 
Bma vato ac llcIrno gli apptcrcnta, p a r  Rtorcc caibafzed,c.t,x vrnrc 
Ii punro acf pngna1~~0011~~ @OPOE~O 96dmaI trtpcdomrgilotc. 
&fi ruidgrntnacdaadotaito, écorrh berna mqû#fptr~ fiare 
oilofdarlo oluogil f i  pao. CfK craffc aa@'(Btjia Q13ffsRo faozu 

quci,cbcai molu manco paacnto, CCWfmrift~Sgm fmo ltrnic: 
OunoRtar vilcadc a mrmiiUmo aüo ma f l g i ~ ~ s ' e ~ c ~ l ' m o r c :  

r c Icuorc,e pet pot uir a i  foao in Çgc p o u  codu,pcr oLffcnrcI 
ogril Cu0 cigotp @i f3 mom. of fat qud'apfo 00rodn morirc. 

176. Entry 27, Giov. Giolitol A. Bindoni, 1536, 8". Colophon page, 2H4'. 



177. Entry 27, Giov. Ciolitol A. Bindoni, 1536, 8". Title-page 0, Al'.  



RLANDO FVRIOSO D I  MESSER ' 

Ludouico M o R o  nobik Fcnaiefc alIo [IluRriflimo 
c Rcucmdif'mo Cirdinaic Donno Hip 

polyco da ERc fuo Signorc. 

I Canto Primo. 
oti ' ~r londo  cbtgrrn tmpoinomoroco 
O, rn bc lo bctin Angrlka:~ pct Id 

in india,lnmdlrr ,in unnris tafcirio 
to ipuw lnfmiri,l Immozid nopwi: 

in Ponnricconahrrir rotnaio, 
ont0 mcf01to1 van  monil pyrcnci 

coii l m  Mc bi fidcla c OC bmagnr 
S e  0 r f 0  ciaottid~to alin c b p g n a  

0: Pet far d r c  mofllioc alrc a m r n d ~  
or bar rd  hcbototlfoUc ordrr la guJci@ 

o't~outrcddo~~o ~'iin8'~ftica, qirdtc 
~nrfuanuattco pottarlpado c Idclas 
l'fibre b'0aucr fpinta II fpajnn hante 
a alh.ctmmadbct mgno al Qrdclat 
r con Orlando anloo qmul a panto, 
me iorto puitib'cflmf ~iunto. 
a oifacoltalliCua bcnnapof, 
cccoil mudido bumdc6r CpcCCP met 
qur l loc~aa@i~t fpcr t~ni l i t iEor  
baua bifdo con fi Inngagunro, 
l ~ ~ ~ t o l t o  glie Ira rarlii mld fuoi 
Ctnp tpodoadopzor ncln tua t c m h  
ütnuto tmprroio~,c$c~in9ocr r011e 
mr grauc irichidio la tpc a11 la IOUG 



179. Entry 27, Giov. Giolitol A. Bindoni, 1536, 8". Opening, A 2  and A3'. 





Cnn to Sccoiido ! 8 - .  
&noab ro?ontonn ~ ' O @ ~ ~ W C P & Q O ~  Qufndtmtmdo f h ! ~ m ~ t l t W f r  Tom @~~1lPdroofti rnottde,o tir) Di A fotbifoocciar I U C ~ ~ ~ I I O ~  
ptl grxaiu cp 04 ~otiufc PJUC~: Camnrr fuo,c'Ipuro n o m  ml wdto cQc n6 ri puo nc raggiar,nc ma-. 
mtro ncl m ~ r  ,ci)'aa turbPtot c ~ f i f i c ~ t a  ~cii  ja COI11P3W~3, iuito i t  p~ck~omocnorrcfc~trc, 
r srin p:mdIa nnimcinr w c r .  coi~~'bdl~CIF< i in~üuardi' milfts&ife c poi la ~ h r o  JI riolndr6s'irnin~ely'~ 
41 WNNI i d c ~ ~ ~ o , c ~ c  ;>a L'oliirro cImoc'pr&v tl *Gr. ai &trafRa coia ttcn t?a rrpar,cbc refi1i;r rom, 
(p:cj,o: 14 mdc;r con ~ r n M t o  n a  bsncrc il wlto ac L'~nllq1iri rnndre, fol ecao ird (c li &(?cinia cgrac@a 
('llcno rl n t ~ r  in rot no,^ c m  14 t;t*~Q trnilctlo vn bofrw OCPW il baf~O s'n Quior tr bbnfi:ailji i1 mio cor ni1 ncnc 
O)C @i mddo a bagilir lddb WW:Q tdio,c~gilfc ad w u  bdla fmt~.@lbrc cpc Di m ~ i  ricourir It !kir, cani bric 

EfbIrflo,cM pofs'ia piuclxniirarc 
Id roca lilgS,ouc 11 mi0 bë iiifc d:iulo 
comc fa Volpc,chc'lfi~l,~io @ i d m  
titlnrdo oda bel' Aqida 01 grafo, 
S ' I I O B L ~  Ultom0:cnon fa CI;C fi hrr, 
POL c h  t'di non ba EO g r  la Tufa. 

pif'rl u r o  cq~d  raltodi,talccil atlrtla: 
c!j rion o i  pno folir cfii noil c augclto. 

30patto 01 qudla Lnclyto Donjcl!o, QnrRobifir~~,'ntunt f ia ndcoie 
pm cul rc 3ii~ripûwin tmogi~cquc, at fmt alrrol frrnptcrcttn?nmr~s 
rt>c 01 qudto Gii;not b c p a  laalIr fccca qad r o u n l t t a ~  Cuomloic 
Dr\ Duce Airioncc 01 Bemcc n w w  l a  casion boniandar un l a  bon  jda ,  
l a  813 poilani a cr il molto n r d m  dlla qjli l'@prtTt,ctnrro mcfiro fnorr 
no niCo o G r l a  t ruiu f rdua gionp 631 cottcfc porbr molto 01 qndlat 
cr)c pi; drw pmgon nt  vide foldo e mldbi&olriœ,c~'ol priosgttordo 
cr)c'l l ~ a r o  valoz kl bu5 'Rinaldor cg11 d b o  aignma molto aaoliordo 





LVDOVICO ARIOST O NOBI  
k Fmadidi auouo rfRampato,& hiff orja 
10:con ogni diligétia da1 h o  originale roi 

to.con le Notationi di tum' gli luoghi. 
doue pcr lui e h o  ampliato,Come 

- .. riei Fine dci'optra cfwro f i  uedt. 

183. Entry 28, B. Bindoni, 1537, 4". Tîtle-page, Alr. 



184. Entry 28, B. Bindoni, 1537, 4". Head-title, AZr. 



r t t  3 







Canto 8 Canto 34 

Canto IO 

Canto 18 
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189. Entry 30, Giglio, 1539,4". Title-page, Alr .  



190. Entry 30, Giglio, 1539, 4'. Head-title, AT. 



ondr pcihrlorulrn c hr i'c fi taio- 
I I  dlffotdc.roltcch!ia.duica~ miiit 
i1.m ml)rltialhcil wda,c  thtaro 
r mlpisdr~q;rnuggioi h d o i i i j ,  
da chi dl f i i l  mita ririoc iu nii ri< hLnd 
cd i i  i~*lpoillo voich'docipqd. 

c I n a a  (ri irolr thrurnmct ' 

t o ~ r  M& i l i ~ r t i l ~ a  
a p i r r l l n o v l c ? r ~ r > p ~ o u i n l ~ ~ ~ l l ~ .  



It? Cn ia  ' 

6aainrmrsrli>mmemmlmon ~ i e â ~ ~ a t l ~ ~ ~  kpndc . 
%cipf4r Plmkldk kdt, c ca<li ln*if i&hggtno~ . 

,td' bdanidlliolr rbll'afcaî rlrlo Inr rht rolc 
rpa-pmia f i n  p~tdt, Iloa<b<inh~fimn~ocoIicrnot, 

m r l &  rlma f d o k  m l m  m&oc dl qurf luroi &r hok  
W O m h l ,  .a !* m rrdc, bca h o r h i r n  chi n>{<llcrId~ II ~ f t i n  

d a ~ t l i i t h i o ~ ,  chc qurhpanr atmioSignoc fidtbbc :FA% giu nt l a  ,pl-. dit unir gli wioodr I'originr hcbbr. 

xo.inminloricmmmda D i  ni(& nitrlgliSignot illufi11 
drl dtlfanltia p n n ~ t l r i r n r ,  
nnb wdlo Phrbo chc'lgrJn;ondoluilii 
piuglorlofa Ihpr,o in picr, O i p c i i a ,  

f o d d ~  Pinrbr1lo.e Icdomanda . ncchr fu#nobfludc lubbir piuluhi 

hinl I i t ta~~, ; t i 'bnt~~r~~~r f i  il ftmr, 6nc~c d'imomo a l  polo il c ie l  hggirl, 
. . 

Non corne tolfr Pinabtlloaumnc E +olm4onc a plm dictt tli honoil, 
dc I'lnnocmrc g i w u ~  l a  font. b l l o m  nonIamh,ma qurllr rror, 

ben Ci ïptrto rm rama h fo~& r'in~na&rnci haurümil da i r  n~iglioil 
<hd h o  fru& Ir librro dr mon;. rnl i la i l~ i ie  I n c d  dtmr dritr 

+dodl ~ lnabdb dl ~ ~ ~ r n x a '  
che d'ucddritdonni hrbbr Ipcimra. 

Ilnidlrorpmbcht lrdwzrllr 
Mcnc I'alioptctlpiilo niotrr 
r con plllfda ïrrcir Irf~loquclls 
nfflr,r prr loi contaminau pona 
ciomopu~ortimoncririnit~~l, 
ctomr qurl c'hiun I'inini I tata 
priglungri colpra colp*, r f~lloafd10 
di Uirdanuntr iir nitno II caiidlo. 

II i i  

r'd{troptna k n r l  iliuo prnfiho, 
&de fat di RitpglttlabtllaaniilJr 
con qurl Dninrl no~tpum,tnJCinrcro, 
mrmno finiulato r M ~ O  linio. 
comr l a  Map Ir llhmr diplnio, 

Ctandlmn I'rlr,edi color diurtfa 
c rlfcdrrnrl mcxovn c~uallirro 
dl km innitolurninok,r triIo, 
evnPanrncr hwradiiiio il frniitio, 
fifl,c(Ci ria Icmwirgnr iiiinicifo, 
r mmcdicca I'hoRr,rdirra II vrro, 
qurl r ia  rnNrgrom3ir. r frrtr iprm 
qlrrtco hot piu d i  IGgi,hoi piil da f9110 

Volrndo~rl'hor r'rlxanr Ir i l t l l c  
rpoiguriiial'hot l a  icirr ndr 
enc potuconlui tiiric Ir b t ~ c l  
Domr,chc i t w  pcr qiirllr roniradr, 
talmriur chr Ir niiftir donxrllt 
r'habbin0.o hwcr fi citdanobrli idr, 
(tornt mflicioco~cii tiiiir Ir Iniiolc) 
non tfcon fuoi fi c l i c  Ir vrggia II hok, 



193. Entry 30, Giglio, 1539, C. Canto 5 opening, Cl', and canto 6 opening, 
GV. 



194. Entry 32, Nicolini Da Sabbio, 1540, 4". Title-page, A l  '. 



R E N D I S S l M O  C A R V I  
POL ITO DA ESTE S V 0  S I G N O R E *  

S! D6ntJ ~@*lallie5lkmc, gU arnori, voi fintitete fia i pio dcgni &IO;, 1; rr coridic,i ..ski impefr io cmm: chc nomiorr con lode m ' q p a t t c c ~  
Che fur0 al ttrnp.chc pibro i ~ o r i  ~icordat quel ~uggicechc fu di uoi, 

1 mat y in Frkia nocquer rJco E dc uoRti ~ u i  rIlaRri il &.&O utcchio. 
I'ire, e i gioum il futo~i  ah d o r t  e cliiati #Ri ruoi 
nre log kache fi die u m  to ~i hro udir,f" uoi mi date oacchiot 
r la morte di  rroiino E uoRri alti penfier ccdino un poco, 

n Rc c ~ d o  fmpaator Romano. . . si che tx3 lot mici ucdi habbiano fuoco, 
- 

i d  d'orlmdo in un rncdclrno tratto. . . o~lando:chè enn tcmpol innamotato :..: 

195. Entry 32, Nicolini Da Sabbio, 1540, 4". Head-title, AZr. 



-- - '--<A.&'T-~ . Cc 
wfii <;it,& c i h m o  a .olrcmi ta  min^ fi uidr if~tpn:rfc al &'& 

cioc* fti &, cocdimal nur& "IV toé I*dainadi If rplk 2 
I * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  dam a J a f i c l ~  in~~rimacltc'lC~cJ tami p i u w ~ , ,  

cwI f i  n:m,in <%ura f p ~ ,  t ftdc \.do un0 alkrfl~:n@io hfi 111; 
rem ih~l(muouiJn~ mn mrmirigha O l m  qu:lmiW I O ~ O ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ Ç O J ; !  

f i  , , a m c g l ~ ~ l c  sidt m ~irm C:flcl piu n l r  
,,dr(mmlo &ni)r dcniaiidsr awto ni qui m'rfpra,d~r daf irudo f , ~  
Q"<J nirlki da uaihlir tra urnuro. critifir.v ton p11w~lii nir ne -1%~ 

7 , ~  fi r no 13 jiioulnr (cfpfa 
C, idt r  i,iainsi drihiia un poco 
Quinri jl,onott C il dtbiio IC + 
q "indi ~',nrat::i'Jn:ordo fwto 
rrrtuafi a l  fi11 d,  frjytar I'm rd2 
i ut, R 1. ptrdr l inciiitato ~>WKO 
r qtnK~S.u "03 non pffi tanw 
A Imrn nfiargti p1ig8~nCrl a Calllo. 

r fCn iraifa rihcht lut! rntihggio h'rl fddo hau:r un3 porta arnpla,cc+ 
~amc ronrtnro nmmttr,c chao cli'in mapgioi i?~nra Iargoadirodrp 
lndi giro' b btiglia il (cm uilggio E fimi n'iikia rplïndor cuint di kt 1. 

Con Pinshl rhc non ~ p s w  hcto ~h'ardtflc in m n m  a fa inonunrra 
Clic f i  pcd~cofici di ucl l i~oa~&io  umtc~u iu i  ilftllon f*b ta,= d 
ch, dm ha i d 0  in &im,c in ~CIEIO h &nnzch<dr limpi *l ftp- 1 
E gia r'auuib Ir fume angdic ~itrrhc ptrdtntcl*otmc fi i rmn .; : 
Sc lui pt ~~gandccUa ronokt, A la fprlonca gli foprjgiungtr . .r:j . . 

, . T E R Z O  " ii - 
a&mmtcch~mht rra rnimoia Hi mi  data b h t k p a r b k  

a t  I I I I J ~ ~ I C ~ ~  C c o ~ t r n a  r fi n&il iogfittm< 
p &,utai Ir iiuniii diiidr chi !'deal urrlupnlicta thr iicilr 
pcl~~i cuiitc p r  gii tlpirdc Tanro cti'airiui a ~?i~ro&,otoncrtrc~ 

~ccr, d'un'olino a Ir r m i  frondoli ~alto:iqpcir di qi~tl (iimr.tlie hulc 
vdpndo  glic~di~,iiii iiico rrmo V C ~ C  arii Iiotmiiuim tlu mi rifrrldi 11 tno 
ira) Ir i~aJiqrr i  iuaiw Iionra, ciicqunr parc 31 mto risimi fi dt%k 
lu dcdiw 6.11 II< 14 lp~lut~~a. chcranu gli ode liirrgtnchel>bc. 

mur c'tagliaro,in man Io nciornanda 
A ~ i i r h l l ~ , ~  p l i i r a  qutls~rpptcndc 
Prha p u  I picdi lit 14 t r i l a  rnmla 
E Iii Ic br~rrir riirtali lui'ytndc 
Sortidclhn~lrllo c Ir dunianda 
p m r  rltalilr>,r 1: imn'Jpr,r ~ n d r  
hccri.iulc~Quc rtru inlirmt 
nitti gh tu.+iiDiu ni (pgorlfi 11 frmt. 

N o n  mmc riolfcr)inabcllo auurnnc 
DrlJ~niiotriirr ~iouiric l a  (OIIC 
P~rthcgii~drroccaiidoir fcrir ucnnc 
i'nrnmsllundo il tamo faldu c hrrc 
kn fi fpczro'rrni tanto la h(\:nne 
%t1 I i ~ f ~ l 0 8  Ir Iibrio'dr mortc 
i,rtqut RorLta la &nrc)lr alquuito 
* c m  wlrpm'  iu:l'rl~ ta~~io. 

Di cui Ira tutti gli sisnori i l luhi 
~a l c i r f  (oriiii a guucinac fa trrn 
~b ilrdi O ~hcLiochc'rgran rnddo luRd 
~~ugloiiobil irpr,~ III yicc, oin gurra 
Nc chc 1uanobtlirdr Iiabbra yiu IiiRu 
Srrua:a c ki1~ar~~8'1nmt~lou tfra 
QWI ~rophct ic~  Iiintc+lir moinipiri. 
,an shc d~ititornoaIpoio~l cicl s'iggill, 

E talrndonc r pitn dicti gli honoii 
8iTopanon la mia,rna quclla crrra 
con chcm dopo t ciganter filtord 
Rcndcih gram al.nrpator di l'erra 
S'inRromrnti haum mat da cc migliotj 
Aitia Icolpi~ in mfi drgnapictn 
111 qutfic bclk imagini d i r c p  
Poucogni mra hiio,ogni rnioi~tgn~; 



197. Entm 32, Nicoiini Da Sabbio, 1540, 4". Opening with colophon, 2H6\' 
and 2HT. 



198. Entry 32, Nicolini Da Sabbio, 1540,4". Bees and fire block, 2H8'. 



ORLANDO F V R I O S O  
Df MESSER L W O V f C O  A R I O S T O  

C O N  L A  C f V N T A ,  N O V I S S I S  
M A M E N T E  S T A M P A T O  

E C O R R F T T O *  

C O N  V u  Apologk &M. Lodouico Dokciocorbrrri 
d r l ~ ~ m o n ,  *. vn modo brrnfumo di no 

~ ( ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ; ~ T A v o L A  ditrîtto 
p&,hB@ contenato ueZti&ro* " b a c  @ojtiow 

199. Entry 33, Bindoni e Pasini, 1540, 8". Title-page, Alr .  



200. Entry 33, Bindoni e Pasini, 1540, 8". Colophon page, Z U T .  



F v R I O S O  Dl M E S S E R  L V D O  
M ~ O  &io)?o toit b,ijit~,i,P Ai i w o  3iua 

<inpc~h,ltic,pn IIII ~~ l l t l t a *  
*@ . d~cIjk jd l a p  ci$% 

201. Entry 34, [Blado, post-15401,8". Title-page, A l r  



Q ~ t l I m ~ ~ ?  vfme fu 
BP~riltr @tf'dmegtl opprcrcstr Soriticcpnrc~Qiii~a iTrtpfm D uml 
b p i u o a o c t p o g u L , c ~ a a ~ ~ ~  mm; ~. lmhmhièacrr teatro 
e * l i r a b a u w ~ o  W U  cooiaa,~dbnrlrPtii~Kdrt~rm( 
r d  IdifrtorPIo gUIi muo. qœlh ml-t qodcodr Cmn 
m r ~ < t n b ( m o ~ m ~ p ~ ;  bor8'hCndn$imaorarlbiljnui 
cbeslmc(hr0drrdrrnmlanio rna;sdd&f ptni(o ~ t m Y n i w t r 8  
fi m m  t liaon,e pct poaimotibtm p f r n g n . o g t f a R o s @ e w d ~ m - ~  
iacmqplbo~oar$rf~at!o. mail a @ d t n I w f m c  mie. (te 

C o r n r r n r l a n b t t o t l l m o s ~ ~ ;  - ' ~ w d a i M Q t l ~ r d a ~ .  :. ..*. 
@t fia ocidr i e  ta 6016 @ibrbblfi; oar gduafaûot nao mf b m r '  
mofco old'mtr, t oibmt Wr f@mt.~bat Diflr(.ahy rnt p m e  
COR oc~brardcntJ,c c b f p ~ i d t  tdWi; cbr mn alfi (bi IImi ogn'bot 6 î a ~ n  
r ncr poo dm r l  padtcor M mciid, Ik p4i d h t t 0  Di n'rgintr 0 léme 
c b  911ctbl ~f~ot ,nom HU O(  rab^: t qatfie a I  6 8 c b t l ~ d t o t  eaadqpr 
te6 f d ~ a  el ognlgcabrre c b d t  Rra@mel'i-n 6g1iq 
b.Plqrdkm#ltbldtOrRSIs8;irro~ d f w ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ( l b f a ~ r ~ ~ ~ g f i ~ .  

202 Entry 34, [Blado, post-15401,P. End of OF, and the beginning of a 
continuation, 2H4'. 



C odi ph, prnu , c r ~ n d n l .  ~ l m r  
Cbr / i d  nc i cd,, a gr./. di col&. 
IM tir [ci , W Ir Corpnca ~ o n r b a  

LIJI r m ~ o r t d  p r  ha pal(+ S&O 

P i ~ y  F~rrara Ir prrd~da c a h a  

D I I ~  ~ d c , i i i a  tua pnora ~ r o m b a ,  
P i n y  B~lloci tirai B ~ J  CT \a ~ r o n b n  

DI d~t~Lo priua , w d'lioniruta ffilma , 
P WEI 0'60 MOIIAO , CP Y O ~  jnm fir~lk 

~ h c  I' f fiio~ico finir in p d i a  haurir, 
LO rrcilo , Ara , w d#Jurtono cr/o 

1 1  or p h g l ~  d S& i c~rh piayImn k s t d c  

L, vol Spriii grnid d 'a /   ond do )te 

P ; M ~  111 ro+d di ~or t r+  . 



%O R L A  N D-O-** 
FVRIOSO DI MESSBR LVDOVICO 
Ariofto con ka noua giunta elc aotatiotii di tutti gli lu04 

ghf , dotlcpr lui c h t o  opn ampliah : corne od 
la noua Tauoh ne1 fincpcr ordiar vcdve 

fi pote, Stampato c corntto. 3Btf 

204. Entry 35, Volpini, 1541, 8". Title-page, Alr.  



205. Entry 35, Volpini, 1541, 8'. Colophon page, 2 H 7 .  



206. Entry 36, Gabriele Cioiito, 1542, 4". Title-page, Alr  



A L L ' I N V I  T T I S S *  P R E N C I P E I L D E  L P H I N o  
D i  F R A N C I A ,  

v A N T O ~UrflriJ.Prcnci~c, jiaa Idnobil* 
ta ctl 'cccel*ci~a d c h  Poefiaj non ~ o h n r f e  st 
poco nrîrmro di coloroji co~nprendc , cbc in cia+ 
fi:lna ctIz f i  [ono ri tmriati pe$ctfr ; mc; c:iandio 
;i:1agi*G& gtimntionc , z c h  g t d c  nrprcfo i bu0 
q i  ~rinci)?~jcnl).rcff~t'~~~ i brto~ii Parti+ Dck 
üeifttrio~t d ' e  p d i  niinot* qrmtitlrfm~u ffiuo 
C tz noJiri d i ,  the nonfri neglianticbi ~Écoli+l:fcbc 

on& *.i!tnea; di grlozli w! ln  lin pifi LYQVC b c m o  n ioroJcnai clcrrn b c h  
lo ho,ion!to n o m  hjc;nto; riiri~io tic n'bn , che Jccondo il comr»i 
girrriitio , nlttrnto ccccIotte , qwnto mirnbile M + Lotiouico Arigo 
yrcjirircj idc~hr . ï i g r d c  lu bg~~qa dc R omanq, ha con l ' d i  (Id j%o 
raro E7 jclice inqepio n tt;stt~ d t e ~ q u  rccntn , che yarcircnfura a 
fiib1iniefigno i@mi V irqilio ,:on rcco 1 'nme dB Encn.P crciacl!~ cgli nez 
pro O rlan do con 6dqz$ di ~i ik incotqarabilc ha dimg rnta qrtrinto d' 
ailc O dz+-erJcttn irtdzao in d t n  b H m i c n  cotrryofifionc di~~toJtrc;re)i f! pflk Q [ci Zn p i L  cn- 6 LI gir$itk d'ommo Prmciyc:qrci In tnncnttz 
Er l~irafcrtrcgi~tc di nofirtio R c ncciiycgnnt~ CG la Tirmnidc:yr i  Z'nrdire 
E7 ia t i?nidi tqi i i  iLr j h i ~ q q  O Li vrlt!~ : grli In cnj? itn O In i»lyttdicitin: 
gcti l'inecficn , E7 ~ ~ J c ~ o c c ~ c T ~ ~ :  gu i  i h m  b i rci con$$iJono in nroo 
(50 dc$tiO e@rcJi,:b'ioniliiJh drrc,cl~c ni5 clibro vcrr!noitlatyinlc ET 
conprrc j h n o  :on ~ i r t r  iorc dilcfta i~njwiar fi p o p  qt!cllo , c l x  pct 
mi fi~giire b. Jieriitli$ d d h n  . L n p d c  apra cfindo oltrc modo 
,gricfi~% kccrt~tt;cialla nrinritin d'akitni LnprcJJbi ; pmio bnrrmddn 
in nonje?i;;n infizitn min jcticn fi pcJ;i in b ~ h  O c o n m  8 c5moLfor+ 
mi: ridm; 10 lion rcy pi n qirnle nliro rerJhntygia piu d c ~ m n c n t e  indnq4 
~ d r h  ~ o f e f i ,  cbc i l  phrio ro n o m  di  V. Strnritn. Si per cflcrc io  mticI?i6 
cf dcunt~~fin~itnr~(ic~I~i'~~!ri,finn$.~ neJk dcll'inriirto 5 p n  vopro 
gcnitorc:& li cncboru y f lcr firnp-r qrtcto I? gnnj ln to  jnJreno & orIra. 
f 6 t o  d d h  d i t i n  , & kc c;ltpopoio a I--* d& r~t~tfi$,&:t&o, & cpli di 
cotinrlo bn dtrta i;d gni rcxnr: mntcrin nblond;r!ole d~ryotcr bi.irtcrc>o* 

I 

fira Scrcnitn d & p c  con [R  I~ronnnitn dd rrto corfcJc jmo y $dcr*n volefi+ 
fi~ji i! piccid dono,rbc in hr!;xi?»ihe c & ~ d ~ ~  fi picdi dl.llr7Jrin p.rn~dqqd.  

Venetia, A li' id t im 81 Mnqio+ C M D X L 1. 
i 

f i i 

207. Entry 36, Cabriele Ciolito, 1542,4. Dedicatory letter, A2'. 



C A N T O  P R I M O .  

E DONNE, 
i CuuaClier , 
Purme ,gli 

mori ; 

LE CORTE* 
fit , r a d a  * 
ci i m p k  io 

canto;  - 

Diro Corhfo h! un medtfma trrto 
~ o f i  non dtna in profi mui,  nt in r i m ;  
~ h t  ptr emor utnnt in fitorr t mm 
 hito tom, (hr fi /;@O na  Jiniato prinr; 
SC da colei , rht td pafi .maha'fitto, 
CWl poro ir!gcgno udbor adhor nii limr; , 
M t  nr /or~.ptrho unto c o n t e @ ,  C 

~ b e  mi buJt a finir,pasto ho promtJÔ. 

208. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, l%î,4". Head-ti tle, A3'. 



209. Entry 36, Gabriele Ciolito, 1542.4". Canto 2 opening, Aï '  and A8'. 



210. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto 4 opening, 87" and B8'. 



8 PlQq11 JI U J ~  81 #Y J P Y ~  ~ ~ 4 ~ 1 3  
Jrq wg nid orp JJ ' ofir9vlr q9.i 

*P~QcQ,U v ! ~ ~ ' J Y  JPllVJ9 W , ~ J ' O ~ J J ~  UON 



212. Entry 36, Cabriele Giolito, 1542,4". Opening, G1' and C2'. 



C A N T O  

Srro ditrr non 4 Rrggin t g r ~  i (RIO t 
&br r d  r w j n p r r  t t  ber t 6 g l i u t b 1 ~ ~  
f ~'bor non r t a o  r non rorofirlii j 

Chi mri nrdrr O nd rm$w dr 
~trik i I r  io d d r  t d r n t r  fz 
ciq 14 i%tr mir g h d ~ b  a i * ,  
Cbr fin* i iurùt r d u & p t  /iFtfi 
R i r  il rnbtir ji#d Iontat~ 0 qptfi. 

~ m d o  rtdtndb~orlni,t  irad dl , ' 

~ ~ t l  d dr id pn bonorrd drnl . . : 
L'dF k d w a t  t gfk idordlpranl  . , : 

L fqpthrnto dtUt mbr w i f i  
W f t  h r g l i r  r r t f i r i  COIN 
t'ri S g r w  ( i lWj )g~, t  Pdrrr mifi 
I r  ~ f i r r ,  m t  d n  nno)çrhti, 
E M i  iIIlrrDrr&J dd 
Epo 1 m<t lm@ k d  LM. 
D ~ O  S k n r  r m  
N d d w e  rmtr  t&f:I,Z",",r , 

la t d @  

~ r # t  psi ~ N J  ph t$r  tatrb Ir p t t  , 
~ b t f i j b w r f i  ad rcnmnr nrrrr . 
L* r t r t r  M O  ait dr iw r trrtt , 
i n m l / & r P i a l r n t r r r d i j h r i  
Nt r t f i  nom r 8 ,  m t r  t r r f i t t  
L'wirnre ) r j h e  bmia I'inrrnirtwr , 
Ch R i g p  mrdr fimprt r glt f i r r l i ,  

I Nt Rr&itr l d ,  tw lut riwnofir 116 . 
Htbbœ dirait refi finpdnqÇ, 
Cbr la pur  am@ & ibr dlr  nfi. 
E f i  dlr mt+r l t  &nt rf 

ï~ ~ W ~ a a ~ d d ~ o m t J l m a o j ,  O..,; 
& a i r " r F t l r  r * l i n r f i t  imtrr,III 
v i  &pi* k i w , ' r h t f i  di u@r mrne 
~ f i t a & t r l ~ a U a h j l t r r ,  . .  . 
Q m t r  ne- 11 c~ Rœgnrno, 
g g lmt r f i  n mdo 4ndw4 : ,s 

D'Aragon,& C.l)i@ir, r & N v a r r  , : 
Vrduio non giau&ird i ,  nr t m r .  , 



' ~ P J  JI no# J p P$ y>' r ip f ip  ue3 
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V A N D O  
nht t r  dcb 
f 8  impttr t 

I r l ' r r r  

5 1  L A S ,  

fi8 Ir r q h  
on , jï 
J+ah I 

Btajpno Jeant k rcJir rmtFr  
Uœn draolprrdr pd tb'hnil r b i t u b .  
~ o i  finfirttt ,ta prr/rtmtfr 
V k r o  k P l p r  prO;ia i n t& r .  
D u t  l r  rdpr rI0 rLdrr  mir, 

NWJ utn fi. Er I rt ,rbt  ji~fi ûrlrndo j 
~ r o i f i ~ n i & i d i f i + d r p l  
C'bnptrOmrntt, bir r Itpiat mil, 
~ r r f i  ii r r  p i 8  lM IF~ to  ii r r p  1. 
W I I  41 b r r N ) ? r @ w a d r  
M ~ r , r r i r r  n r i m  d n r r b g r r r  
M I R I I I O ~ I  a ~4 JLtr ratrd art mur,, 
d i f i f i 13  il r d m n o  Irf i Irn. . 

~ . + h ~ h ~ n r r d f o ~ o l ~ , n o l * i i  s s h b  a l a h  j t ronfiu F nofi, : 

u""m b & l  cm ndi pJi t p i  a 

 rd t f lw fit., t 11 Pdim ~ f r t o f l .  
b rrbbk r I'rrr pr@ hiid i mrdi 
~ t l  ~ w t  j t t r n t p r p l * , r b t  mdfifi. 

, r d  trpo dtiprflw rr p g n e f i r ,  
ck&q~ I 'o f i , r  morio ii r r t t i r  in t trrr. 

~ c t q . )  ~b . ' t~ r~ rb r r f l r , t f i ?d t  ,cb'dkn M r f p  l r n o g a l q r r  II tudo tnw(1 . 
& p r  In& l r  idhic«& t t j f r ,  r ptnr r f d l r g o p p  qprr 41 b r r r  r ' l i f n r ,  . . 
Ternur r drrro non ( (&r t lp t r r r t  
L4 m g r  h r  I*rrrcdwp&li rdoprr . 
M I ~ ~ O ~  OJ I ~ U Y H I I  III LU d j i g r r t ,  
O nt4 Itio Abc rn  pr f i r r  J n a r  . , 

~ n d o  nt1 fi n k , r  d t r t k r  l r p r r j  
sr non ji im t r  orirado kh k k r r d r ,  
Mina Ir ph, r Pîmr t I 'dmi pdmr , 
n#Jt, r F n k B h g r  k l i h t r l r  ,-. 
lu l*air&rs t d au in dnu j 
f btr d h&ne ch bmrtdr  8 ,' 
C b ' t g d p ,  phFnr. 
R $ a r  J P d r d k  r t i i ' r r p i  utp. , 



217. Entry 36, Cabriele Cioiito, 1542, 4". Canto 35 opening, 2A5' and 246'. 
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O R f  S E  
mi mj)rr Ir 
iUr rrrrr rl 
r n r  j 

N O N  l? 
!#ntdn$d db 
Frprhfi I l  
P'f'" 

S i ,  cht n d  Iiio i ncfi)Gtcfl in~tra 

A ( C I  ni1 nrrptr rmrrrlr n'irficrio; 
Ont o dr *in i r n n  rd  I r p  ktno , 
O d'rrru+r, brbbigir il ri/6jmrru. 

MI m1 PII dt u t d n  , n4 r r g p  mi r  

vctp Ir rrrrriatggr d I~orprr tr .  

Erre & 6rüe *a, ptnw t hjb  
D ~ b a ~ ~ m d i r l r r ~ u ~  k. 
~ m r i d r  if ~ r l d i p i n  ~ikrtrdedkrtr 
Ctptld ddfhk  d r t j l r r u  on& 
b r o  Qamr i r k  Ir ~ . l r r rJ l r  
Cq5 roifio d u  f i k r ~ ~ u r  r krrrrl 
cbc ad Pd%: lrpnlrl i r R q l  
Nea k k  pin burd t drgrif;@. 

Dr1 d r  Sknn h ~k;@lr  14 r8#r 
U Mdrr , h ~ k u t h r ,  t It C@t, 
g Ir T r r l l t  , rra Ir Lnfmrglir , 
E 11 Vyimtt Ir Qdml$ht 
E n m l  tkd 4 ?art b m t  nt fmo,taglir, 
m 4 rntr O m t b r  # O  wbdrt, r Ldnt  
H t C o n  iull AJ. 1 
Dlgrrrlr t 4 k l r r  I r  p t l add r  r 

Annr br&,gtn/il, torttfi, r&r 
DJ C~j l i~ r ,J i  hdr ,r d'hwîtmpir .  
IA S w t h  4 tan lrt#rb'mr nr h r ;~$r  
L'drr btlrr,rr prit a'rlnr F r q i r .  
nt. rH idt. bd dd4T%4 ,*@4 

t f i  roi in 3 
~ 1 g ~ d o  kfk Pm& r 4 t h  Mont 
S~ l t r i l n  nrl dtl ~ ' M I I H  &O C I~ j u î t .  



outkfinlr prtr )Ir/irJFr 
Vrf lbpnl&,ar  noa ghi r ntru 
s-..iMw arCm& 
Mdtrr ttdr d m  d o  ditto J 

d i r h r l r b r  Mn m b  
~ ( r  Y J a f  rg r {di h p t n o ,  
C h e  hhb dk p i l  , ibr ~ r r m t  
prlid kbbi II rdw,cb@@tr tmr. 



spirto Dinin ; ne Ir cui [otrr m t e  
Fra bri conmii rl grdn Virgilio %wuil 
Si noflru, inrntrt ri citf îpitgrno l 'di  , 
T u t t o  quel , CA ~aofnr  I'ingtgno n h r t t  r 

Ei con jonoru ~ t ô m b a  in ogni put t  
~ a n d o g f i  bonor d'~ncr,chrari e immortali : 
Pa t e  ! prrgi dr I'arme , i n  n@un tir1 , 
lljigiatd di Mifont i rnioiu a Marre . 

0rn6 dr lui l'trtrno o~tofaa~oro 
II bel nom ~ a t i i :  ttc con fi chinu 
V oct,cbe l'ode ognSun, ~ b o / r t n ~  d l u h  

Tuf tk'l grra Mincio, ('1 Po cinti d'Moro . . Di tempo in ttmpo a p p r  di mtti i fufld 1 
. . 2.' -'. - . . Quel Mantoa gfrtra ; qirtflo Frrruu. . . . . . _  a 

221. Entw 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Portrait of Ariosto, Iaudatorv 
sonnet by Dolce, 2K4'. 



I N  V E N E T I A  A F P R E S S O  G A B R I E L  
I O L I T O  DI F E R R A R I I , '  

M. D. X L I f *  

222 Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4'. Title-page to the paratevt section, 
*Ir. 
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A n ~ d l r r  ron h i tduo J o p ~ k r n i r  dr Or  

Irndr di*rfinropqte,.pprnr I r  lui nr 
gdmp4.1 ~m.8 6 of&.*. 

A~dpho/opr. r~ ippo&r ipbo/ ;wf i  mofl 
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227. Entrv 36, Gabriele Ciolito, 1542,4". Opening with errata and colophon, 
3153' and 3*4'. 



228. Entry 36, Cabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Ciolito's phoenix device, 3 4 .  



229. Canto 1 

230. Canto 2 

232. Canto 4 

229-32. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 2542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



233. Canto 5 

235. Canto 7 

233-36. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



237. Canto 9 

238. Canto 10 

239. Canto 11 

240. Canto 12 

23740. Entry 36, Cabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



243. Canto 15 

. - - . . - - - - - . 

244. Canto 1b 

241-44. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



245. Canto 17 

247. Canto 19 

248. Canto 20 

245-48. Entry 36, Gabriefe Ciolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



249-52 En try 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



253-56. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



259. Canto 31 

-- -- - - - - 

257-60. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



262. Canto 34 

263. Canto 35 

2M. Canto% 

26144. Entry 36, Gabriele Ciolito, 1542,4". Canto illustrations. 



267. Canto 39 

268. Canto 40 

26M8.  Entrv 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542,4". Canto illustrations. 



269. Canto 41 

270. Canto 42 

269-72 Entrv 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 



273-74. Entry 36, Gabriele Giolito, 1542, 4". Canto illustrations. 
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S T ~ P A T O  . . .  . ,  E 'C,ORRETTO. , 
. . ,  . .  , : I ,  ' 4 '  .:' 

CON L A  OITATIONB DE L A  MAGCIOR 

I N  V I N E T I A  A r P R  E S 1 0  F R A N C ~ L C O  B I N D O N I  
l i f  M A P H I O  R A I l N l r  & D X L I I .  

, O R L A N D O  FVRlOSO 01 

C O N  L A  C I V E J T A ,  N D V A M E W T E  
s T A M P A I O  E C O I ~ R E T T O .  

C O N  L A  C l T A T l O M E  O h  L A  M A G G I O R  
pi(rt dr l lmodil,d'a*d*U C m t r  Mamo Madi 8ofi,d0 c 

I ~ . ~ r d o i l c o  hilollo hrmr i o l ~ o  1 fomi t i .L~  a p p i t ~ i  . 

C ,O ~p l loho  deIr in~ t tdc  dr Io  tn8*rorimmco d'en 
lin~o,Conti dtr ,*r 3 ,iRgîr~acoRaLomldî 

C . ~ O  M8rnm. conXu*in, nuor .  





279. Venezia, Gabriele Giolito, 1546, 8". Title-page. 
280. Venezia, Gabriele Giolito, 1546, 8". Head-title, A3'. 
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C I O R N A T A  n i !  
Fraie Cipodrt prorm#r 4 ntm cartddmi di &drc f d o  1s y h r  

clcl dngd grbrlrUo,m lwogo dcU4 *Ir nonrnde arbonl, quq f I  
diqqire di qinlli chr ancjbron ~ o r m ~ o .  lilr~cU~.LY. 

cac,hpopollofilmrio dd gwtgfi,tbcl Enfia mm d i ~ w i d o  1064 
n o , i n m m i & , ~ q ~  donnc,quantüqnc ie b~bbici p priwilcgio d i  

o m  d i  qwcUo,cbe piii mi pida p d ~ r , b o g g i  io nb M m d o  di uo 
&dr q w h r ~  ~ p x r m i D & ~  e woi iuar bacce d# 
~ c c o n i a m ~ c  p a r l a a , ~  figuitando 4" e wt#?w prdstr irtrcndo d i  
att$rd qwn& c~uc6nuncr w n f i h  tiprro nno di fiadidiFu 
Eto mc~niofi gifi wno rcomo,ck du dur g ioun i  6p a r t r c b h  
plin~,<uui&wnd n p w p i r k i o  t m ~ i L n o w ~ . r b  
pim ,dYb in d & n d a +  a~&;parddrac, iIPrilC 
rncbord 2 d o  il d o .  

C Errddo,mmc mifi+ h m  o w o  wdirc ,a un di 
ufkfi p#o al ngh. mnrrtPoDiJqwdc 9Wrlnrun(Iwc pic) 
col fi4, ~ i < i  dr nob' i bwomid, b d r  dgkJ fi; babitm. 

Nd qrcrlr,perRo ck buona p lQIradnowdna,urh lwngo rmrd 
po drvldcuc ognircnno un*noltr rid dmglicrlt lh&e fi& for4 

Uriorcbinn de Prl i  dif in00 ~ n i ~ n i o , i l N i n o m t F  fia ci, b, 7 $rfr nt5 mno pnfo nomrJ~hepcr6~rr~&~n'6e wtdwmuiuo 
e n W . ~ a & M  t ~ f i ~ c b c q ~ c t  mmioprqdwn t ipoUep iW.p t  

hcn* 4ofi-u~. Er4 q d o  fiarc Ci o h  & pcrl6ikc piccolo. & pd 
~ 0 %  a i*m nd i l m i s i i a ~ g b n r c  &I mando, 6 dm 
q*ipo n i m 4  h m d o  r i o p t i m o p ~ n t w r , < l ~ p ~  * d B  
ch: chi mgnofiiue non lbdnc$non e l r m n i c  wn mdc rbcroll 

L b m b k  (lilrb, n brrcbbbbi hm* TH& m d d n i o  . 



293. Boiardo, Orlnrlda Ittnatnornto. Venezia, Alessandro Bindoni (1522?, 
8"); F. Bindoni e M. Pasini (1525,û"); Agostino Bindoni (1538, 8"). Woodcut 

illue: trations. 
294. Boiardo, Or!andu Innarnora tu. Venezia, Bindoni e Pasini, 1525, 8". 

Ti tle-page. 







C I O R N A T A  D E L D E C A M E R O N ,  

RA G I A  L'ORIENTE T V T T O  
Bianco , c tg f i  f i  rnti r d - @  ptr t ~ t t o  il n o i o  & 
m i ' u i o  buïtnm$itto char0 , quand0 fo Fimmnrîtd 
da  ddti canri drg f i  mccelli , liiptali lu prima horu del 
giorno fi pergli urbul;ti?i twti ficti cpntmmo, inds 
turu,fiji fn<o,tt me Pdtr t , t t  i trtgiocrrni f i e  cbid 
mure , et conFar pap i canpi dfcefi ptr  f mpia 
pianuirfi ptr k nrg idof i  btrbt hfmo m m o  , cbc 

dpmto iI solfi a@to,con fa ru. compagniu d'wu cofi,ct B d t r u  ton lor r u  
gionando, diporcando s'rndo. ~ u / k t t n d o g i a  ck ififan rag@~ri/Iuldmrbr 
no,utrfi lu foropan? udfi i pafl, luqua i  prruewi (8 o r h i  hi t t  con con* 
fini if ieggitre @nno bonrtofi dflorarr , t t  pn fo dikrrrrrclegiadmo infino 
d'hoiu del dgim f i  diportnono. ~ a q u u i  utnuta f i d o  cgni cofi dul df i t  
t@no fini/rdco q p m t c h i a t a  , poi c h  dnnta~umpi ta  tr wia bdattnc 6 dur 
bon crntiut~ittitranimtt~condo chc uiiu R tinu pi~cque, fi nn/iro à r n q i u r e .  

p d o  ordinarmtnte t t  con fttitiufino, non d8noitituto il prcfi ordint d d  
Q iii 

299. Boccacâo, I l  Decamerone. Venezia, Gabriele Giolito, 1542,4". Heading 
for the Fifth Day, Q3'. 


